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ABSTRACT 

This study explores the ways in which the introduction of technology-enhanced task design 

may affect the motivation of students to read in English and encourage more autonomous 

approaches to reading in English in an Anatolian High School. The subjects investigated were 

Grade 9 students whose level of English was between A2 and B 1 according to the criteria set 

out in the Common European Framework of Reference for Language Learning. Seventy 

participants engaged with specifically designed reading tasks. This case study draws on 

several theoretical frameworks: Deci and Ryan's self-determination theory (1985), Gardner's 

i sOcio-educational model with regard to motivation (1985), and notions of learner autonomy 

",(Kohonen, 1992; Little, 1991; Holec, 1981). Furthermore, the approach to designing the 

r .1' .;:ading tasks was informed by Hampel's comprehensive expansion (2006) of Chapelle's 

theoretical framework (2000). Data collection and processing followed an exploratory case 

," Mudy approach applying mixed-method design using questionnaires (N = 70) given before and 

after use of specially designed, technology-enhanced tasks, pre-task interviews (N = 2), post-

'task interviews (N = 6), class blog discussions, and a researcher journal. Quantitative data 

Were summarised and reported as average percentages. The differences in median scores for 

pre- and post- introduction of technology enhanced tasks were statistically tested using a 

Mann-Whitney U test. Thematic analysis was used in order to identify, analyse and report 

themes in qualitative data collected for this study. The qualitative data were transcribed and 

. then imported into the qualitative data analysis software package NVivo 10, which allowed for 

i,:1c data from the transcripts to be coded to the main themes and sub-themes. Analysis of the 

results indicates that despite the prevailing traditional behaviourist approach to teaching, these 

• particular Turkish Anatolian High School students were able and willing to exercise control 

3 
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over the learning of English, and that their intrinsic motivation to engage in reading tasks was 

increased through technology-enhanced, task-based language learning. This study contributes 

to the knowledge and understanding oflearners' motivation and autonomy when technology

enhanced language learning tasks are introduced into a traditional learning context. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents some background information regarding this study. It begins with an 

introduction to the teaching of English as a foreign language in Turkish Anatolian High 

Schools and the wider sociocultural context, and then goes on to discuss the school where the 

study was conducted, the national curriculum for English as a foreign language in Anatolian 

High Schools, the F ATiH project (Movement for Enhancing Opportunities and Improving 

Technology), my teaching approach, and teacher and student training programmes on e-pad 

use. The chapter continues with an outline of the rationale for the study, and finally, it maps 

out the structure of the whole thesis. 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

1.1.1 The teaching of English as a foreign language (EFL) in Turkish Anatolian High 

Schools and the wider sociocultural context. 

Over the past 50 years, being fluent in English has increasingly been considered one of the 

determining factors for better career opportunities in Turkey and, with the speed of 

globalisation, which has contributed to the spread of English as a global language (Crystal, 

2003), the demand by Turks to learn English has grown accordingly. 

To this end, and because English has become a pivotal component of the Turkish education 

system, wealthy families have been sending their children to fee-paying public schools, while 

many middle-class families have tried hard to prepare their children for entry to Anatolian 

High Schools (Turkish: Anadolu Lisesi), where until 2010 all subjects were taught in English. 
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By contrast, the teaching of English in regular high schools remains limited to 4 hours a week, 

typically in overcrowded classrooms with relatively unsophisticated methods 

(BtiyUkkantarclOglu, 2004). As noted by Ba~kan (1988), most students at these schools have 

little interest in studying English. Ba~kan's observation from almost three decades ago still 

holds true today. 

Anatolian High Schools were established by taking British Grammar Schools as a model in 

order to provide a quality education alternative to public schools and are now to be found in 

every city in Turkey. Until 2010, Anatolian High Schools provided a preparatory year in 

English followed by 7 years of education from Grade 5 to Grade 12, using English as the 

language of instruction. However, the English preparatory year was removed in 201 0 and 

Turkish has now replaced English as the primary language used in lessons. Students in Grade 

9 now have 6 hours of English tuition a week, while higher grades have just 4 hours. 

According to BtiytikkantarclOglu (2004), this severe reduction resulted from the belief of 

many educational linguists and intellectuals that teaching in English restricts the capacity of 

Turkish to be seen as a scientific language. As a result, the majority of Anatolian High Schools 

have lost some of their popUlarity compared to the situation prior to 2010. 

1.1.2 The school 

The school where the present study was conducted is located in a metropolitan city in the 

south-east of Turkey. The majority of students are Kurdish and are between 15 and 18 years of 

age. All students are taught four core subjects, Turkish, Mathematics, Science and English 

(see Section 3.6.1 for more detail). This city is economically well below the national average 

and has a high rate of crime. 
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The student population of the school is approximately 900, the number varying slightly from 

year to year. There are five permanent and three temporary teachers of English, all of whom 

are non-native speakers. I took a temporary position in the school in order to carry out this 

study. I was allocated two classes to teach, with permission (see Appendix A) to carry out 

research and apply the online reading tasks designed for this study. The difference between 

teachers with permanent contracts and those with temporary (yearly) ones is that those with 

temporary contracts work longer hours and for less remuneration. The teaching approach in 

this type of school is predominantly teacher-centred and students are generally passive in the 

class, as reported by Boyno (2011). Learning is largely by translation to and from the target 

language. Grammar rules are memorised and the audio-lingual teaching method is commonly 

used (BiiyiikkantarclOglu, 2004). In 2016, the Ministry of National Education (MNE) (2016) 

introduced an English curriculum (see next section for more detail) for Grade 9 students, 

whereby teachers of English were given responsibility for developing learner autonomy in 

their classrooms. However, it is claimed that this initiative has failed, that teachers have been 

unable to help students realise their potential and to become aware of the skills needed to take 

control of their learning (Boyno, 2011). If this is indeed the case, then technology-enhanced 

task design and execution may play an important role in giving students responsibility to 

achieve the aim set by the MNE. This study provided an opportunity to explore the impact of 

technology enhanced task design on learner autonomy, particularly since the MNE had 

decided to provide e-pads to students in the school (see Section 1.1.4 below). 
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1.1.3 National curriculum for EFL at Anatolian High Schools 

Anatolian High Schools follow a curriculum for EFL which sets out the objectives for students 

(Ertilrk, Ate~ and Alkan, 2012). The following examples taken from the curriculum document 

are particularly relevant to my investigation: 

• To develop general and specific reading and comprehension skills. 

• To improve skimming and scanning skills. 

• To develop an awareness of cultural elements in texts, to personalise topics and relate 

them to real-life experience. 

• To develop an enjoyable habit of reading and motivate students to read and understand 

the general idea of the reading texts. 

• To be able to use various learning strategies. 

• To be able to reflect on their learning process. 

• To be able to work collaboratively with peers and search for information 

independentl y. 

The MNE wants the learning context to become conducive to learner autonomy, enabling 

learners to take increasing responsibility for their language learning. The last three objectives 

clearly indicate this. Although the EFL curriculum emphasises the importance of fostering 

learner autonomy, the education system as a whole is criticised for leading to examination

oriented learning and teaching (Altmyelken, 2010). 

There is therefore a contradiction between the objectives of the MNE curriculum and practice 

in Anatolian High Schools where those objectives are deployed. Whether from an individual 

or collaborative, psychological or political perspective, Dam (1995) rightly points out that 

20 
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autonomy involves the capacity for critical reflection on all aspects of the language learning 

process 'which syllabuses and curricula frequently require, but traditional pedagogical 

measures rarely achieve' (p. 7). This study is working towards the objectives and achievement 

of the aims set by the MNE. 

The course books currently in use at Anatolian High Schools have been written by Turkish 

professionals under the supervision of the MNE over the past three decades. As 

BiiyiikkantarclOglu (2004) indicates, these course books were prepared according to 'audio

lingual methods, they lack communicative and functional activities' (p. 47) and reading 

themes are remote from students' real-life experience. Further, the tasks in these course books 

do not seem to promote any form of autonomous learning, such as students independently 

researching information and/or working collaboratively, or reading around the topics. 

Lack of interest in reading can also be attributed to the surroundings or conditions in which 

students find themselves. AncI (2008) investigated the reasons why undergraduate university 

students in Turkey do not like reading. He found that the environment and parents played an 

important part in this dislike of reading. Speaking to Today's Zaman, Giilsoy (2012), editor-in

chief of Bogazi9i University Press, said that reading online, for example e-books, is not 

popular in Turkey. This would suggest, therefore, that the Turkish education curriculum needs 

updating to take account of developments in Information and Communications Technology 

(lCT) and the introduction of e-pads with support and tasks which take student interests into 

consideration may assist them to take more control of their learning. In turn this may 

positively influence students' reading habits. As Krashen (2004) indicates, students willingly 

read when they truly have choice, and when teachers create opportunities for their students to 

read interesting material. In a study by Nell (1998), readers were asked to read a book of their 
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own choice and he found that during reading, interest in reading was increased. Krashen 

(2oo7a) concludes from correlational studies that there is evidence supporting the power of 

reading to facilitate second language acquisition and that the most efficient way of developing 

competence in a language is to find reading pleasurable. I therefore decided to design tasks 

that would give the learners some choice, and through a needs analysis I was able to find out 

about the topics they were interested in, giving them some control over their reading and 

increasing their interest. 

1.1.4 FATiH project (Movement for Enhancing Opportunities and Improving Technology) 

[Turkish: F,rsatlar, Artlrma ve Teknolojiyi iyile§tirme Hareketi] 

In 2013, the Turkish government initiated the 'FATiH project' with the aim of providing equal 

opportunities in education and improving technology integration in schools through the 

efficient use of information technology (IT) tools in the learning and teaching process. The 

project has three components: the use of Smart Boards, the introduction of computer labs, and 

the use of e-pads (see Figure 1.1: students showing their e-pads). It was rolled out in all 

620,000 primary and Anatolian High Schools and provided e-pads for every learner (15 

million e-pads in total), along with liquid crystal display (LCD) Smart Boards. The e-pads 

have an access range of 15 km, so students can take them home and use them to read. The e

pad project was piloted from 2012 to 2015. The project implemented by the MNE, plans to 

spend 2 billion US dollars from 2015 onwards. The present study looks at ways to use these e

pads to create a meaningful and pedagogically informed, technology-enhanced language 

learning environment and explores how task design exploiting this technology can encourage 

learner choice, control and motivation in English language learning. Research suggests that 

learners who have a greater sense of aspiration in what they are doing are more likely to be 
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moti vated to persist with the task (Dorn yei and Ushioda, 20 II ; Deci and Flaste, 1995). Well-

designed online tasks can help students to develop learning strategies and to take more 

responsibility for their own learning (Yaprak, 20 14), and thi s can shi ft the foc us from teachers 

to learners and provide opportun iti es for self-directi on, instant teacher-independent feedback. 

and conditions encourag ing learner co ll aborati on. The pedagogica l approach in the present 

study is aimed at facilitating th is process and at encouraging the learner to be acti vely engaged 

in the learning process. 

MADE I 

Figure 1.1 Turkish President Erdogan introduces the e-pad and Anatolian High School 

students show their e-pads 

1.1.5 My approach to teaching 

For thi s study, I designed reading tasks that reflect my experience of autonomous learning and 

moti vating language classes gained during my CELTA (Certificate in English Language 

Teaching to Ad ults) course, which I completed at the Engli sh Language Cent re in Read ing in 

2009, and learner-centred classes ga ined during my 'Coaching in Teaching' module at Ox ford 

Uni versity in 20 12. I also have teaching experi ence in Turkey and Cyprus, 3 years ' experience 

at an internati onal school in London, and experi ence as a director of studies at Thames Valley 

English School Internati onal, Henley-on-Thames. UK, as well as the insight s ga ined from 
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conferences run by the International Association of Teachers of English as a Foreign 

Language (IA TEFL). As a result, over the years my teaching approach has become 

increasingly learner-focused, and I see my role as being more of a facilitator. I try to give my 

students responsibility for their learning, which is reflected in the tasks designed for this study. 

Before designing the online reading tasks a needs analysis was conducted at the beginning of 

the school year (see Appendix B) to find out about the topics the students were interested in 

and their preferred learning style (individual, peer or group work). It is important for course 

designers to produce effective materials and design appropriate tasks according to students' 

needs and interests. Accordingly, the tasks designed considered the students' preferences and 

encouraged them to carry out a range of independent and collaborative activities, and to take a 

degree of responsibility for their own learning. (The design is explained fully in Section 3.8) 

For example, students were expected to use their e-pads to conduct and record interviews and 

write up the results, to search for information online individually and then to present their 

work to the class as a group using a Smart Board (see Appendix C for the lesson plans and 

outline of the reading tasks, and Appendix D for the actual reading texts and tasks). 

The tasks also aimed to encourage creativity by offering students the opportunity to express 

their ideas and opinions in a non-judgemental environment. I welcomed all contributions. As 

Sir Ken Robinson emphasises in one of his TED talks, 'Creativity now is as important in 

education as literacy and we should treat it with the same status' (Robinson, 2006). 

Another point that I consider to be important is the use of the target language throughout the 

tuition process, including in interactions between the students themselves. My teaching 

approach is student-centred, encouraging students to to take on increasingly more 

responsibility for their language learning, as summarised in Figure 1.2. With this approach the 
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responsibility for learning does not rest solely with me as their teacher but is mostl y (80%) 

shared among students. The tasks designed for thi s study are intended to moti vate students and 

to encourage them to take some control over their learning. However, these lessons were 

deli vered in a traditi onal Turki sh context in a typical Anatoli an High School where language is 

taught deductively (Boyno, 20 II ), and the Turki sh language is very often used as a medium of 

instructi on in Engli sh lessons. There is often a lack of teacher- student and/or student- student 

interacti on, and the focus is on teaching rather than learning. ] adopted a teaching approach 

which is different from the traditional, teacher-centred one and which makes use of 

technology-enhanced task des ign. 

My Teaching Approach 

o 

Figure 1.2 Representation of my pedagogical practice 

• Writing/Speaking/Listening activities 

50 % of class tim e (Includes online 
learner-ce ntred ac tivities) 

• Read ing activ iti es (scanning, 
skimmi ng, careful reading) 30 % of 

class time (Includes online learner

centred ac ti vi ies) 

• Teacher-led activities 
20 % of class tim e 

1.1.6 Teacher and student training programmes on e-pad use 

Successful introduction of the e-pad to the classroom and effecti ve use requires teachers and 

students to be tra ined in both technological skill s and appropriate pedagogical approaches . A 

teacher-training programme for the use of Smart Boards and e-pads was set up and run in 

Anato lian High Schools by trainers from the M NE in the second week of September 201 2 for 
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2 days. The training sessions lasted 3 hours, from 09:00 to 12:00, divided into shorter sections 

lasting 50 minutes each. 

The programme covered the technological features of the Smart Board, such as how to tum it 

on and off, how to connect it to the main computer and the e-pads, how to connect students' e-

pads to teachers' e-pads and computers, and how to open files and course books. The training 

sessions have since been criticised for focusing on the Smart Board rather than on the e-pad 

and on the technology as such rather than on the pedagogical rationale that should inform its 

use. 

Previous research on approaches to task design involving the use of technology has found a 

number of challenges, such as a lack of technological skills among students and teachers alike 

(Hampel, 2006). The MNE provided training in those skills; however, it was not sufficient 

with regard to the use of the e-pad. 

These factors are likely to affect students' task performance negatively. Varank and Tozoglu 

(2006) also point out that, as is the case for any innovation introduced to education in Turkey, 

teacher and student training has always been a concern that affects the implementation process 

directly. My observations regarding the e-pad training sessions suggest that those sessions 

were not carefully considered and there should have been training for students, too, for 

successful integration. In my opinion assumptions are made that in the twenty-first century all 

students are competent in the use of technology or in Prensky's words (2001) are 'digital 

natives' (see Section 2.4 for further discussion on 'digital natives'). There may be ample 

evidence for such an assumption in the West (e.g., Ducate and Lomicka, 2012; Healey, 1999), 

but in Turkey despite being in the digital era there is no evidence to suggest that the students 

in this study are 'digital natives'. As language teachers, we should not assume that because 
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students have mobile devices and are much more immersed in emerging technologies for 

mainly social and recreational purposes that 'a) [they] want to [be able to] use them for 

educational purposes and b) [they] will be skilled at using these technologies for educational 

purposes' (Bullen, 2008). Bullen also warns that politicians and school principals believe in 

the 'digital natives' theory and assume that 'policy and provision should be based upon it' 

(Bullen, 2008). Rather than debating whether or not students are 'digital natives', we should 

concentrate on 'digital fluency' and the way that students use the technology for learning 

purposes. Students may have the digital skills, but teachers have the skills and the knowledge 

to create engaging and motivating learning opportunities in the classroom. Technology is, as 

Wheeler (2011) puts it, 'simply a part of that equation'. It can also be argued that many 

students are not so-called 'digital natives' due to the economic circumstances of their families. 

This is because the situation is very different from that of young people in the West, for 

example the UK, where the standard of living is better. In Turkey, not every student is in 

possession of mobile devices such as iPads, e-pads and/or smart mobile phones. Eneau (2008) 

mentions that economic difficulties may also prevent the creation of appropriate contexts to 

develop learner autonomy. This kind of economic problem may in turn negatively affect a 

student's motivation. One of the reasons for the Turkish government distributing e-pads to 

every student in Anatolian High Schools was, therefore, to reduce the inequality between 

students in Turkey as discussed in Section 1.1.4. Rather than making presumptions about our 

students being 'digital natives', they should be provided with a training programme in how to 

use the e-pad in a formal school setting and, with respect to developing their reading skills, 

how to approach online texts with hyperlinks. However, the F ATiH project was being piloted 

at the time of this study and finished in 2015. 
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Therefore, there is still room for improvements to be made. The next section will discuss the 

rationale for my investigation and its possible practical application in relation to the research 

questions. 

1.1.7 Rationale for my investigation and its application to educational knowledge, policy 

and practice in Turkey 

My professional experience mirrors Karahan's finding (2007) that, despite English being 

generally accepted as an internationally important language for academic and professional 

success, Turkish Anatolian High School students are reluctant to attend English classes. 

Indeed, a recent survey reported that Turkish students had the poorest results in English exams 

in European countries (Education First, 2013). Commenting on the results of the survey, 

BUlbUl, Mlslrhoglu, Ceyhun, Araz and Altug (2014) suggested that Turkish people in general 

and students in particular lack interest in reading, particularly in English. The reasons for this 

may include: 

• Students' attitudes towards the learning situation (crowded classrooms: over 40 

students per teacher). 

• The way the English language is taught (teacher-centred classes). 

• The teaching and learning materials are based on the audio-lingual method. 

• The influence of those parents who do not want their daughters to study for other 

reasons (gender and religious issues). 

As a result, many students have become dissatisfied with the current English language 

curriculum in Turkish Anatolian High Schools, a dissatisfaction which has been highlighted 
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by their lack of interest in reading and their passivity towards English being taught in the 

classroom (Boyno, 2011). 

Karahan's earlier study (2007) had already shown that the recognition of the importance of 

EFL in Turkish society does not necessarily motivate students to engage in an active learning 

process. Changing the culture of instruction and preparing Anatolian High School students for 

the realities of the digital age (F ATiH project) seem to be both positive and necessary moves 

and a first step that may encourage an active language learning process and enhance students' 

motivation to read. As Krashen (2004) suggests, reading 'is the most powerful tool we have in 

language education'. 

An exploration of the use of e-pad-supported tasks for English language learning and reading 

in particular will contribute to the understanding of the nature and role of students' motivation 

with regard to learning English in the Turkish context. Another core problem, according to 

Sambur (cited in Emeksiz, 2010), is that Turkish students are not given the chance to develop 

a sense of taking responsibility for their learning, because the concept of learner autonomy is 

absent in Turkish education. There appears to be a contradiction. On the one hand the 

curriculum document issued by the MNE suggests that teaching should develop learners' 

reading habits and motivate students so that they can exercise control over their language 

learning, while on the other this does not appear to be happening in practice in the classroom 

at the moment. 

As a consequence, students are not motivated to make their own choices and to take the 

initiative in terms of their learning; instead, they are told what they need to do. SaralY's 

observations (2013) confirm that learners remain exposed to traditional educational methods 

where the teacher is the 'sage on the stage' rather than the 'guide on the side'. 
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Students in such classrooms are not given the choice to take responsibility for their learning 

or, as Boyno (2011) maintains, they remain unwilling to exercise control over their learning. 

Indeed, learners may not want to become autonomous learners, because they are accustomed 

to being 'spoon-fed' and controlled (Deci and Flaste, 1995), which may also explain a lack of 

motivation to learn English. 

Therefore, a teacher-centred, textbook-reliant, audio-lingual teaching method is commonly 

found to prevail in Anatolian High School language classrooms (BtiyiikkantarclOglu, 2004). 

This may be because the English language curriculum has not taken into account the needs 

and characteristics of Anatolian High School students' aged between 15 and 16. This study 

therefore conducted a needs analysis with regard to students' interests and learning style 

before designing the online reading tasks. To encourage change, the F ATiH project has 

introduced e-pads to help students to take on at least some responsibility for their learning and 

increase their motivation. Yet, teachers need to facilitate this process and adopt a learner

centred approach. I therefore set out to design online reading tasks that allowed students to 

use the e-pad to enhance their language learning in general and reading skills in particular. The 

e-pad-enhanced task design is embedded in my pedagogical approach to teaching, which aims 

at increasing learner autonomy. Thus through technology-enhanced task design students are 

encouraged to exercise control over their learning of English, and given the opportunity to 

become active participants in the classroom. 

Accordingly, teacher training is needed 'to employ technology in sustained, embedded and 

pedagogically appropriate ways' (White and Ding, 2009, p. 337). The present study looks at 

how the online reading tasks designed for this study and the use of e-pads enhance learners' 

ability to take on a more autonomous approach to their learning in a more learner-centred 
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classroom. An examination of how Anatolian High School students use e-pads in a task-based 

approach to develop their reading skills in English will contribute to the understanding of the 

role of learner autonomy in the Turkish education context. 

There have been few studies carried out on motivation (e.g. Koruyan, 2009) or autonomy 

(Boyno, 2011; G5ksu and Gen~, 2011) at Anatolian High Schools. Meri (2012) conducted a 

study on learner autonomy in technology-enhanced classrooms with Turkish primary school 

children; however, the majority of research has been conducted with university students. This 

EdD is the first study working with secondary age leaners and I know of no study that 

investigates motivation in relation to reading and encourages greater learner control in their 

language learning with reference to self-determination theory (SOT) (Deci and Ryan, 1985) in 

a technology-enhanced Anatolian High School classroom. 

As Lamb (2011, p. 80) indicates, more research needs to be carried out into the practical ways 

in which pedagogical approaches in secondary (high) schools can specifically support learner 

autonomy, and how this may enhance intrinsic motivation. 

My research will inform other studies regarding e-pad-supported language learning in the 

Turkish context and add to the body of literature in a technology-enhanced language learning 

environments in other contexts. The present study emerged from the need to explore the issues 

indicated above, my interest as a teacher in the field, my personal experience as a student in 

the past and as a teacher in the present Turkish education system, as well as my experience 

with other education systems in Cyprus and England. All these led me to conduct this 

research, which is also an opportunity to investigate learner autonomy and motivation in an e-

pad-supported, task-based language learning environment. The insights gained from the study 

can potentially also help to address the problem of language learners' reluctance to attend 
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English classes in Anatolian High Schools, as mentioned above, and contribute to knowledge 

and education policy in this context. 

1.2 ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 

This chapter has provided brief information about the context of the research, and outlines the 

aims of the study. Chapter 2 reviews the literature that relates to the aims and focus of this 

study and presents the research questions. It discusses learner autonomy and motivation in 

language learning, and their relationship to IT. The third chapter discusses the methodology, 

outlining an exploratory case study approach using mixed methods. It also provides 

information about the initial study and the main study data collection instruments and data 

analysis. Chapter 4 analyses the findings and Chapter 5 discusses those findings. The final 

chapter draws conclusions from the study and outlines its contribution to the field, limitations, 

implications for policy and practice at Anatolian High Schools, and suggestions for further 

research. 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 INTRODUCfION 

In this chapter, the concepts of autonomy and motivation are reviewed along with a 

consideration of intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation, and SOT; the link between 

autonomy and motivation is also explored. This is followed by a brief overview of research 

into JeT in language learning, focusing on its role in relation to autonomy and motivation. 

Finally, theoretical approaches to second language learning and task design with a particular 

focus on online reading skills are reviewed. 

The extensive research and theory in the field of language learner autonomy reveals a close 

relationship with motivation in language learning (D6rnyei and Ushioda, 2011; Lamb, 2011; 

Ushioda, 1996). However, Lamb (2011) suggests that more studies should be undertaken to 

gain a deeper understanding of this relationship. This is particularly true in the Turkish 

context, where research to investigate this link in technology-enhanced classrooms is lacking. 

The concept of autonomy has been linked to second language motivation research 

predominantly through Oeci and Ryan's SOT (1985), which is concerned with the intrinsic 

motivation behind the choices that people make for themselves. 

SOT focuses on the degree to which a learner engages in an activity with a sense of personal 

choice and in which the individual's behaviour is intrinsically motivated. The other aspect of 

SOT is extrinsic motivation, which refers to the learner's motivation to perform a language 

task as a means to an end, for example passing an exam. Learners may be motivated to learn a 

second language (L2) for more than one reason, which could be internal, external or both 
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(Koruyan, 2009). In the present study, I consider language learner motivation and autonomy, 

and the relationship between the two, in an e-pad-enhanced environment. 

The use of leT in the development of language learner autonomy has been explored by some 

researchers (e.g. Meri, 2012; Hauck, 2007; Shetzer and Warschauer, 2(00). However, the 

studies reported in the following sections are scarce and the results are conflicting (see Section 

2.2.3), and there are to my knowledge no studies that have investigated language learner 

autonomy in relation to motivation sustained through the use of ICT in secondary educational 

contexts in Turkey. 

2.2 AUTONOMY 

The term 'autonomy' is derived from ancient Greek autos (selO and nomos (law) (Merriam

Webster, 2002). Kant (cited in Merriam-Webster, 2002) claims that autonomy is the basis of 

human dignity and it relates self-government to acting in a moral way. Democratic societies, 

for example in Europe, are founded on the exercise of individual autonomy and respect for the 

autonomy of others (Benson, 2011). Autonomy has been explored in many fields, such as 

human growth and development, health, and business. In recent years, interest in learner 

autonomy has grown considerably in the field of language learning (e.g. Benson, 2011; Little, 

2007; Dam, 1995; Kohonen, 1992). Despite the proliferation of research on autonomy over the 

last 20 years, its definition remains unclear, particularly in relation to language learning, as 

Benson and Voller (1997) indicate when they state that 'monolithic definitions of autonomy 

and independence have proved elusive' (p. 13). 
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2.2.1 Definitions of autonomy in language learning 

Even though the exact definition of autonomy is still debated, there appears to be some 

consensus about certain aspects of the concept in language learning. 'The ability to take 

charge of one's own learning' (Holee, 1981, p. 3) appears to be the most cited definition and it 

may take many shapes, such as the ability to take the initiative, to be aware of learning 

progress and to evaluate learning outcomes, which require the ability and capacity for 'critical 

reflection' (Little, 1991, p. 4). Kohonen (1992) approaches the concept from the sociocultural 

perspecti ve by stating that' autonomy thus includes the notion of interdependence that is being 

responsible for one's own conduct in the social context' (p. 19). In other words, autonomous 

language learners are able to work collaboratively with others and solve conflicts or problems 

in constructive ways. Following the same line of argument as Kohonen, Little (2007) proposes 

that learner autonomy is 'the product of an interactive process' (p. 18). Students learn 

collaboratively through interaction with each other (Vygotsky, 1978) and interdependent 

autonomy is possibly more applicable to the classroom environment. Thus, learner autonomy 

is undcrstood in two different ways: the first highlights the individual dimension (Holec, 

1981), while the second foregrounds the social dimension (Kohonen, 1992). As a result, the 

conceptualisation of autonomy has shifted from seeing it as an independent phenomenon (the 

independence of the individual) to accepting its interdependence (the interdependence of a 

group) aspect. In this sense, autonomy can be related to the psychological need within SOT for 

an important intrinsic motivational component, 'relatedness' (see Section 2.3.2 for a 

discussion about intrinsic motivation). 

For the purpose of this study, I will be drawing on Holec's and Kohonen's definitions, along 

with Dam's conceptualisation (1995), which brings both approaches together, that is 'a 
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readiness to take charge of one's learning ... independently or in co-operation with others' (p. 

1). 

Thus autonomy, specific to my class context, is taken to mean exercising control over certain 

aspects (e.g., collaborating, self-evaluating and reflecting) of the learning of English 

independently or interdependently. Accordingly, online reading tasks in this study were 

designed in a way that the participants would have opportunities to work both independently 

and with their group, in and outside the classroom. The next two sections will discuss the role 

of autonomy in the field of language education. 

2.2.2 The role of autonomy in language learning 

From the definitions above, autonomous language learners are those who act according to their 

own choice, with a sense of volition (intrinsically) (Oeci and Ryan, 1985, p. 2). According to 

Littlewood (1996, p. 428), taking responsibility for one's own learning depends on two major 

components of autonomy, namely 'ability' and 'willingness'. Ability depends on both 

'knowledge' about choices offered to the learner and the 'skills' for implementing those 

choices, whereas willingness entails 'motivation' and 'confidence'. Dam (2011) also stresses 

students' willingness and capacity to learn as key elements in promoting learner autonomy. 

Thus, developing learners' autonomy means developing their 'ability' and 'willingness', 

together with their knowledge, skills, intrinsic motivation and confidence. Autonomous 

learners, therefore, combine both the ability to take responsibility for their learning and the 

desire to do so within the boundaries of their capacity. In autonomy-supportive learning 

environments, students are more likely to learn and perform more effectively on language 

tasks (Dam, 1995). Little (1990, p. 12) warns, however, that students may initially not accept 
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or be reluctant to take responsibility for their own learning due to their previous learning 

experience, as observed, for example, by Borg and AI-Busaidi (2012) with Omani students. 

Some researchers (Cotterall, 1995; Dam, 1995) provide evidence that students' readiness and 

confidence in their ability to take responsibility are crucial and necessary steps towards a 

gradual implementation of language learner autonomy. The participants in this study will have 

worked on activities such as searching online and finding information, synthesising and 

presenting it, as well as conducting interviews for a period of about 8 weeks. This research 

will then consider whether - as a result of their task engagement - they are ready, able and 

willing to take control over some aspects of their learning in a technology-enhanced task

based language learning environment. Furthermore, autonomy also entails the use of learning 

strategies, ability to self-assess and reflect which will be discussed in the next section. 

2.2.3 Development of language learner autonomy 

As Dam (2011, p. 45) argues, development oflanguage learner autonomy is 'a long and never

ending' journey for both students and educators. On this journey, language teachers should 

create an environment in which the learners gradually are made '( co-)responsible for their own 

learning' (p. 45), which is a prerequisite for the current research context. It also depends on 

the process that Scharle and Szabo (2000, p. 9) call 'transferring roles', that is the teacher 

moving from a traditional authority figure to acting as a facilitator, thereby allowing students 

to make choices and display their capacity to navigate the challenges (Wright, 1987; Deci and 

Ryan, 1985), particularly those associated with the use of leT tools such as e-pads. This may 

be very challenging for Turkish Anatolian High School students because the education system 

is still teacher-centred (Sara~, 2013; Boyno, 2011). The key to developing language learner 

autonomy, therefore, seems to be gradually supporting students to become autonomous users 
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of the L2 as reflected in their conscious use of strategies, self-evaluation of their progress and 

reflection of their learning (Dam, 1995). 

Autonomous language learners are able to use learning strategies to regulate their learning. 

Learning strategies are 'the learners' goal-directed actions for improving language [learning] 

... completing a task, or making learning more efficient, more effective, and easier' (Oxford, 

2011, p. 167). Autonomous learners are also able to evaluate their own learning progress. Self

evaluation is 'the very pivot of learner autonomy' (Dam, 1995, p. 49). Only students know 

how much progress they make, as Barnes (1976, p. 21) points out: 

What will the pupils take away with them? It will certainly be different from what the 

teacher believes himself [sic] to be teaching. Every pupil in the class will go away with 

a version of the lesson, which in some respects is different from all the other pupils' 

versions, because what each pupil brings to the classroom will be different. 

In Turkey, the assessment of students' performance is generally product-oriented rather than 

process-oriented, and mainly based on exams. I believe that students in the Turkish education 

system harbour negative connotations about school exams because of fear of failure, which in 

many cases leads to parental displeasure. Furthermore, I am concerned that the pressure placed 

on children by exams does not contribute much to their learning and that they learn little from 

testing. This focus on exams and testing by teachers means students rely on others to judge 

their work. Therefore, we, as language teachers, should empower our students to self-evaluate 

their learning through our support and guidance, which is the approach I have chosen for this 

study. 
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Autonomous learners are able to reflect on their learning process. According to Murphy, 

Hauck, Nicolson and Adams (2005), reflection means 'becoming aware of your [learners'] 

learning and everything connected with it' (p. 60). Barnes's statement, 'we shall not be able to 

understand what they [the learners] learn without considering that they make sense of new 

knowledge by projecting it upon what they know already' (1976, p. 22) also supports and 

emphasises the role of reflection in students' learning experiences. 

It may be a challenge for Turkish Anatolian High School students to self-evaluate and reflect 

on and deploy learning strategies in their language learning process, given that their learning 

histories are anchored in traditional approaches and they have no experience with autonomy

supportive classrooms (Sarac;, 2013; Boyno, 2011). In order to instigate change to this effect in 

language learning and teaching, the MNE decided to set learner autonomy as a target (Ruzgar, 

2008). I believe that by developing the right materials (Tomlinson, 2011) and providing 

appropriate assistance for students (Dam, 1995), technology can be harnessed to support 

learners in general (Shetzer and Warschauer, 2000) and Turkish students in particular to take 

increasing responsibility for their language learning. Pedagogical approaches in supporting 

autonomy in language learning generally suggest that students should be prepared to continue 

learning, even after schooling. As Nunan (2000) indicates, language learning is a lifelong 

endeavour that prepares students to become lifelong independent learners. The integration of 

technology-enhanced task design into classrooms can provide the opportunity for Anatolian 

High School students to gain the skills necessary to become lifelong learners. Language 

teachers should make an effort to foster autonomy by creating a learning environment that 

allows learners to engage in, reflect on and self-evaluate their learning, and helps them to 
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apply learning strategies, by designing appropriate (reading) tasks. In the current study, this 

approach will be explored in relation to reading tasks in particular. 

There is a rich body of research dealing with the concept of autonomy in language learning. 

Some of the classic examples of pedagogical means to foster autonomy in formal educational 

settings include Dam's famous longitudinal research project Language Acquisition in an 

Autonomous Learning Environment (LAALE) (1995), which she carried out at secondary 

schools in Denmark and which yielded successful results. At the beginning, Dam divided her 

students into groups and gave each student a task, such as a picture dictionary where students 

wrote a description under the picture and shared it with the rest of the group. They also kept a 

personal diary about themselves in English, and in addition she gave them homework which 

involved writing a story or reading a book, the experience of which they had to share with the 

rest of the class once they had completed it. Once a week, students evaluated their own 

progress. After a few months, she gave her students more responsibility for choosing their 

group partners, activities, and homework content. Dam was responsible for introducing 

activities which were gradually taken over by her learners. As a result, her learners took an 

active part in the learning process and, by working collaboratively, they felt jointly responsible 

for the learning outcome. She further comments that their active involvement in the learning 

process provided a good foundation for evaluation during and after the project. She concludes 

that, although it was a very small study, the first attempt at passing control to the learners 

revealed some significant value for developing learner autonomy in an institutional context. 

Dam (1995) also asserts that giving choices to the learners motivates them. Additionally, 

having options 'requires reflection' (p. 43), which again highlights the awareness of learning 
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and that when students feel more responsible for the learning process they are involved in, it 

motivates them. 

Riihimaki (2013) also researched secondary school students in the Finnish context aiming to 

find out whether certain key elements of autonomous classrooms, such as involving learners in 

decision making or in the evaluation process, were present in the classrooms and how the 

participants responded to this approach. She was surprised to find that, although teachers 

mostly agreed with the ideology behind autonomous language learning and already possessed 

skills that could be used to foster learner autonomy, it was not a feature of the English 

language classrooms, and because students were unfamiliar with autonomous language 

learning, it was not possible to foster it fully. She concluded that, in the current situation, 

giving more power to students might seem to be an unrealistic goal for teachers because they 

were not willing to give it up. A study conducted with high school students by Mohamadpour 

(2013) in a different context reported that Iranian language learners were not aware of learner 

autonomy and they were reluctant to take risks when learning English. 

My study shows similarities to Dam's (1995) regarding the way it was set up, that is by 

designing and applying activities in the classroom to encourage collaborative autonomy. 

Mohamadpour (2013) and Riihimaki (2013), on the other hand, used questionnaires, rather 

than designing activities, and they failed to give further information about the nature of the 

studies where they carried out their research. Furthermore, those studies researched the same 

type of student (high school) in different contexts, but obtained conflicting results in similar 

settings (e.g. Danish and Finnish). My study will provide more evidence from a particular, 

Turkish, context with regard to the development of learner autonomy. The next section will 

focus on learner autonomy research carried out in the Turkish context so far. 
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2.2.4 Learner autonomy research with Turkish EFL learners 

Language learner autonomy has been explored in the Turkish context with primary school 

pupils (Meri, 2012), university preparatory students (Mutlu and Eroz-Tuga, 2013) and 

Anatolian High School students (Boyno, 2011; Geksu and Gen~, 2011; Ruzgar, 2008). There 

are mixed results. 

Meri (2012) carried out a study with 60 Turkish primary school students aged 12-13 learning 

English in a technology-enhanced classroom context in east-central Turkey. Reading and 

vocabulary activities were designed using Dynamic Education (DynEd) software. As the 

activities proceeded, students increased their scores and levels. She found that the majority of 

children were confident enough to take control of their own learning without any problem. She 

concluded that students' motivation and autonomy increased through using DynEd, which had 

a positive effect on their confidence and performance. Mutlu and Eroz-Tuga (2013) 

investigated first-year university students who were trained through ICT for 5 weeks in 

language learning strategies to promote learner autonomy at a university in Turkey. They 

found that the participants' strategy use improved, they were more willing to take 

responsibility for their language learning and their motivation was enhanced. They concluded 

that computer-assisted language learning (CALL) played a positive role in promoting 

university students' autonomy. Goksu and Gen9 (2011) and Ruzgar (2008) looked at the effect 

of implementing the European Language Portfolio (ELP) on the reading skills of Grade 9 

Anatolian High School students aged 14-15. Geksu and Gen~ (2011) investigated learners 

who were taught to read through materials prepared for levels A2, Bl and B2 in the ELP. The 

portfolio uses the levels in the Common European Framework of Reference for Language 

Learning. Students read several books (fiction) during the learning process and kept a portfolio 
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of activities related to reading in a technology-free environment. Goksu and Gene; concluded 

that the majority of the learners realised that they read in English on their own, self-evaluated 

their reading levels and developed their reading skills, and some learners who had not 

previously enjoyed reading books had their views changed by using the ELP. 

Ruzgar's study (2008) also revealed that using the ELP improved the students' autonomy in 

English reading. She, however, applied only a questionnaire at post-ELP use whereas Goksu 

and Gene; (2011) used two self-assessment checklists as pre- and post-tests, interviews and the 

students' portfolios. 

While these studies found that students were willing to take responsibility for their language 

learning, Boyno (2011) reports opposing findings and that Anatolian High School students did 

not want to 'leave their comfort-zones' (p. 14). He investigated Grade 9 Anatolian High 

School students and used questionnaires to find out about his students' perceptions regarding 

learner autonomy. He found that they did not have positive views about learner autonomy, 

especially those who had a lower level of English. He argues that individuals are brought up 

strictly 'under the control of their parents who decide on behalf of their children [and] this 

control is passed on to their teachers' (p. 14) when they start school. His observation is more 

in line with Sambur's (cited in Emeksiz, 2010) and Sarac's discussions that criticise the 

Turkish education system (see Section 1.1.6). 

The results from the studies reported here are contradictory, which may be related to the 

respective methodological approaches. Some administered only questionnaires (Boyno, 2011; 

Ruzgar, 2008), others used both a questionnaire and an interview (Meri, 2012), and others 

(Mutlu and Eroz-Tuga, 2013; Goksu and Gene;, 2011) applied more than two research tools. 

Although these studies investigated language learner autonomy (some in a similar context to 
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my study with Anatolian High School students), none of them designed any specific tasks to 

be carried out both inside and outside the classroom. Goksu and Gen~'s study (2011) and 

Ruzgar's (2008) shows similarities with Dam's (1995) and my study because they investigated 

a project (i.e. the use of ELP) that encouraged the use of learning strategies and learner 

autonomy respectively. Yet, the point of departure of my study is a framework for task design 

in technology-enhanced classrooms (see Section 3.7 for the framework) that aims to 

encourage learners to exercise control over their learning. 

Having briefly reviewed the existing literature on learner autonomy, the next section looks at 

definitions of motivation and associated theories, such as intrinsic/extrinsic motivation and 

SDT, which are some of the key concepts underpinning my research. 

2.3 MOTIVATION 

Much has been written to establish that those who are motivated learn a L2 better than those 

who are not (e.g. Domyei and Ushioda, 2011; Deci and Ryan, 1985; Gardner, 1985). The 

importance of motivation in second and foreign language learning has been increasingly 

recognised ever since the social-psychological approach was introduced by Gardner and 

Lambert (1959, 1972). Their seminal work was based on the notion of integrative and 

instrumental motivation in second language learning and drew on an extensive study carried 

out in Canada. Integrative motivation, which is a key element of Gardner's theory, refers to 

the desire to learn a language for socio-emotional reasons (i.e. integrating into the community 

of the L2) and instrumental motivation relates to the desire to learn a language to obtain 

tangible goals (i.e. getting a prestigious job or becoming successful in an educational setting) 

(Gardner, 1985). 
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My MA study (Koruyan, 2009) shows that integrative motivation was not evident among 

Turkish Anatolian High School students of English and that they rejected Gardner's 

integrative motivation theory, the traditional type of 'identification orientation'. This is 

possibly because the majority of Turkish learners are conservative and loyal to their traditional 

values, especially in the south-east of the country. Investigating 95 students from the 

Department of English Language Teaching at Ataturk University in Erzurum, Elyildirim and 

Ashton (2006) found that students learnt English for numerous reasons including intrinsic 

ones (such as liking the English language and enjoying learning it) and instrumental ones 

(such as it helping them to get a good job or giving them prestige). 

The pioneering study by Gardner (1985) and his socio-educational model led the field of 

motivational research until the 1990s. However, a number of researchers (e.g. Dornyei and 

Ushioda, 2011; Oxford and Shearin, 1994; Crookes and Schmidt, 1991) have criticised 

Gardner'S model for focusing too narrowly on integrative and instrumental dimensions of 

motivation, and paying little attention to the role of motivation in L2 classrooms. 

As a result, to gain an in-depth understanding of motivation to learn a language in an 

institutional context, other approaches and concepts, such as intrinsic/extrinsic motivation and 

SOT, have been introduced expanding Gardner's socio-educational construct. I am not able in 

the space available to examine these comprehensively, but I will briefly elaborate on them in 

the next section. 

In addition, some researchers (e.g. Noels, Clement and Pelletier, 2001; Dickinson, 1995) have 

tried to link SOT with Gardner's motivation theory (1985). For example, Noels (2001 a) found 

that integrative motivation is correlated to both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Gardner 

(1985) argues that both integrative and instrumental motivation reflect extrinsic motivation 
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because language learning is undertaken to achieve a goal rather than out of pure interest. 

However, despite extensive research over the years in the field of motivation in language 

learning, the link between SOT and Gardner's motivation theory (1985) is not yet firmly 

established. 

Having outlined the main strands in research on motivation for learning a second language, the 

review will now consider, in the following sections, definitions of motivation, and the 

concepts and theories that are relevant for the present study, namely intrinsic/extrinsic 

motivation and SOT. 

2.3.1 Definitions of motivation in language learning 

Corder's phrase '[g]iven motivation, anyone can learn a language' (cited in Skehan, 1989, p. 

49) highlights the importance of motivation in language learning. Despite its generally 

unchallenged position and the amount of research undertaken in this field, there is no shared 

understanding of the exact nature of motivation and it is still an 'elusive concept' (D6myei, 

1998, p. 128). 

However, motivation has been explored extensively by several researchers and there seems to 

be an agreement over particular aspects, such as the force, desire or reason that initiates the 

persistence to achieve a goal. Gardner (1985) states that motivation is 'the combination of 

effort plus desire to achieve the goal of learning the language plus favourable attitudes toward 

learning' (p. 10); D6myei and Ott6 (1998, p. 64) describe it as 'instigation force arises', 

'initiates action', and 'persists'; while Williams and Burden (1997) divide the motivational 

process into three stages: (i) 'reasons for doing something, (ii) deciding to do something and 

(iii) sustaining the effort, or persisting' (p. 121). 
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As mentioned in Section 1.3, it may be difficult for Anatolian High School students to get 

motivated due to personal experience with language learning in formal education. For this 

study, I intend to use the common points of the definitions expounded by Williams and 

Burden (1997), Oornyei and Otto (1998) and Gardner (1985) (Le. reasons to do an action, 

initiate and sustain it). This is because the introduction of the e-pad-enhanced task design may 

arouse initial interest, due to the attraction of the electronic gadget and novel tasks, and enable 

students to internalise, at least to some extent, what they are doing. However, it may not lead 

to students investing time and effort to sustain their interest in learning a language. This 

research will examine whether the e-pad supported, online reading tasks I designed and a 

student-centred teaching approach have an impact on students' motivation. After this brief 

overview of how the concept of motivation has been defined in the context of language 

learning, I will now discuss intrinsic/extrinsic motivation and SOT in language learning. 

2.3.2 Intrinsic/extrinsic motivation and self-determination theory in language learning 

According to Oeci and Ryan (1985), self-determined individuals have common innate 

psychological needs for competence, relatedness and autonomy. Individuals have a feeling of 

competence when they face and overcome 'optimal challenges' successfully (p. 7); and they 

experience relatedness when they care for and are cared for by others (p. 7). The concept of 

autonomy has been reviewed earlier. Thus, innate psychological needs are closely related to 

intrinsic motivation. Ryan and Oeci (2000a, p. 58) argue that intrinsically motivated students 

are those who, by feeling competent and self-determined, simply enjoy doing the activity 

itself, have fun and expand their own feeling of achievement while working on a language 

task. Deci and Ryan (1985) warn, however, that the task should not be either trivially easy or 

difficult beyond the capacity of the learner. They go on to say that it should be manageable 
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either working alone or in a group interdependently and that the feedback about the learner's 

effectiveness can enhance intrinsic motivation if accompanied by a sense of autonomy. 

In addition, students sometimes may want to work on their own and sometimes may want to 

interact with others. Either way, those who are autonomous, whether they work alone or in a 

group, have what Deci and Flaste (1995, p. 90) call a 'natural, useful and healthy' way of 

employing their internal-driven force, which is intrinsic motivation. 

As Deci and Ryan (1985) point out, intrinsically motivated behaviours are derived from the 

self and are authentic in the fullest sense of the term in the absence of any external influence. 

Still, one should not forget the nature of the classroom context. It may be hard for Anatolian 

High School students and teachers to immerse themselves in language learning to the extent of 

forgetting where they are and why they are there (Ellis, 2003, p. 252) because of the realities 

of the classroom context, especially in Turkey as discussed in Section 1.1.6. 

However, as noted by Deci and Flaste (1995, p. 46), 'experiencing intrinsic motivation is a 

desirable end in its own right ... its own justification' and intrinsically motivated students 

forget themselves and the external world while carrying out a language activity, and feel free 

to explore and experiment for the sake of interest, pleasure and satisfying their curiosity. The 

online reading tasks in this study are designed in a way to intrinsically motivate students and 

help them to exercise control over their learning through the use of the e-pad. The strong link 

between intrinsic motivation and autonomy is emphasised through SDT, which will be 

discussed further in Section 2.3.4. 

One of the official reasons given by the MNE for introducing e-pads is to motivate students in 

language learning along with other subjects. Therefore, this research will explore the impact of 
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technology-supported learning, namely the use of e-pads for fostering reading skills, on 

learners' intrinsic motivation and self-determination. It aims to examine whether the 

integration of technology-enhanced task design into classrooms helps to enhance students' 

intrinsic motivation and their ability and willingness to read in English within and beyond the 

classroom. 

Extrinsic motivation, on the other hand, refers to learning the L2 as a means to an end, often 

stemming from external factors, such as receiving external rewards or avoiding punishments 

(Ryan and Deci, 2000a). Extrinsic motivation may be sufficient at the initial stage of L2 

learning but, when the initial excitement begins to wear off, it may be impossible to sustain 

throughout what Dornyei (1998, p. 117) calls 'the long and often tedious learning process'. 

Ryan and Deci (2000a) suggest that intrinsically motivated behaviours are 'the prototype of 

self-determined behaviour' (p. 65), while extrinsically motivated behaviours may vary in the 

extent to which they represent self-determination. 

They present various types of regulation that are ranked from the least to the most internalised, 

ranging from external regulation to integrated regulation, which is the most autonomous/self

determined type of extrinsic motivation, that is performing the activity essentially for self-

expression. 

Researchers (e.g. Ushioda, 1996) argue that it is sometimes difficult to draw a boundary 

between intrinsic and extrinsic motivation because individuals can internalise extrinsic 

motives. Further, intrinsic and extrinsic motives may coexist and foster rather than exclude 

one another. The e-pad itself represents an element of extrinsic motivation; it is an external 

push into the classroom to help students take on some responsibilities for their learning and 
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become motivated providing its use is based on a pedagogically informed approach to task 

design in learning contexts. 

The subjects of the current study will work on specially designed online reading tasks, which 

aim to benefit those who work on their own and/or want to interact with peers. The guiding 

principle for the tasks is to support students in making active and sustained contributions to 

their language learning, in valuing their learning and in gaining satisfaction from the learning 

process before the initial excitement (of e-pads) wears off. Thus, by transforming external 

regulation into their own internal control processes, Turkish Anatolian High School students 

may develop intrinsic motivation that, to some extent, may help overcome the problems 

outlined in Section 1.3. 

A substantial body of literature supports the view that students with intrinsic motivation spend 

more effort and energy on learning a language and enjoy what they are doing; for example, 

using discussion groups and written documents as data sources, Boyd (2002) explored how a 

school literacy programme supported intrinsic motivation regarding ninth-grade high school 

students' reading and writing skills. She observed that students' discussion groups contributed 

to three key aspects of intrinsic motivation: perceived self-competence, autonomy and 

relatedness. Vaezi (2008) examined Iranian undergraduate students' perceptions about 

language learning motivation. Her questionnaire results showed that the Iranian students had 

positive attitudes towards learning English and they were motivated for extrinsic reasons. 

Although my study shows similarities to Boyd's study (2002) in terms of age group and the 

construct under investigation (i.e. intrinsic motivation) and to Vaezi's study (2008) regarding 

the research focus, it differs from them as it attempts to foster intrinsic motivation with the 
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designed activities making use of e-pads. The next section will look at further related studies 

in the Turkish context. 

2.3.3 Learner motivation research in the Turkish EFL context 

My MA study (Koruyan, 2009) examined Grade 9 Anatolian High School students' 

motivational orientations and the results revealed that the majority had positive attitudes 

towards learning English for instrumental reasons (e.g. getting a good job). The results also 

showed that the students had high levels of intrinsic motivation to learn the language, but they 

also reported demotivating factors such as a boring classroom atmosphere and learning 

materials, and, to a lesser extent, extrinsic motivation for learning English such as getting a 

good grade at the end of the school year. Other studies carried out by G6ksu and Gen~ (20ll) 

and Ruzgar (2008) reported an increase in students' intrinsic motivation and autonomy in 

language learning, as discussed in Section 2.2.4. 

On the other hand, Karahan's motivation study (2007) of Anatolian High School students 

revealed that they were both instrumentally and extrinsically motivated to learn English, but 

overall they were reluctant to attend English classes. 

These studies are highly relevant to my current research in terms of the participants' age group 

and the context. However, they only asked questions to find out students' perceptions about 

their motivation; there were no activities designed that aimed to foster student motivation and 

observe student reactions to the tasks. 

I have so far presented the concepts of autonomy and motivation, and their role in language 

learning supported by the literature in the field. I will now examine the relationship between 

motivation and autonomy in more detail. 
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2.3.4 The role of motivation in relation to autonomy in language learning 

From the literature outlined above, it seems that intrinsic motivation and language learner 

autonomy comprise many components in common, such as learner independence, 

interdependence (relatedness), responsibility, choice and active engagement in learning. As 

Deci and Ryan (1985, p. 29) state, 'intrinsic motivation will be operative when action is 

experienced as autonomous' . 

Similarly, Ushioda (1996, p. 2) stresses that 'autonomous language learners are by definition 

motivated learners', and the development of learner autonomy is of interest mainly because of 

its potential relationship to the development of motivation (Murray, Gao and Lamb, 201 I). 

Several researchers, as summarised by Benson (2007), also indicate that autonomy and 

motivation support each other through Oeci and Ryan's SOT (1985). 

Another factor that underpins self-determination/autonomy is valuing. When language learners 

value their learning, they actively participate in the educational endeavour with a higher 

intrinsic sense of achievement (Ryan and Oeci, 2000b, p. 60). Valuing comes from 

internalisation and integration, and from seeing how the learning can contribute to longer-term 

goals, which involves personal relevance. Therefore, when a learning activity is internalised, 

learners will 'feel more competent, related and autonomous while doing the activities' (Ryan 

and Deci, 2oo0b, p. 60). 

Furthermore, sometimes we imagine characters and forget ourselves while reading a novel 

because the novel takes us to different lives and communities that are not immediately 

accessible and books connect us with other people with the power of the imagination 

(Pavlenko and Norton, 2007). Learners who imagine while reading may have 'the actualising 
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tendency', which intrinsically motivates the persona and results in growth, development and 

autonomy (Rogers, 1980, p. 118). In other words, students may imagine themselves fluently 

understanding English in an authentic context (e.g. watching a YouTube video and/or reading 

a book and identifying themselves with the characters) and this imagination may intrinsically 

motivate them to work towards their ideal self. In addition, there is also substantial evidence 

from cognitive motivational studies that language learning success and enhanced motivation 

are conditional on learners taking responsibility for their own learning (Dickinson, 1995, p. 

174), highlighting the relationship between motivation and autonomy in the educational 

setting. Even though the link between those two concepts has been investigated over the last 

decade, there is no research conducted in the Turkish context that explores the relationship in 

technology-enhanced language learning classrooms. This study, therefore, intends to shed 

light on this link in a bespoke setting that is e-pad supported learning of English in Turkey. I 

will now consider further related studies investigating the relationship. 

I will begin with Lamb's study (2011) undertaken in a secondary school in the UK with a 

group of students of French and German. His research was structured around his students' 

group discussions about their language learning in relation to learner autonomy and intrinsic 

motivation, and he recorded the changes he observed for a period of over 2 years. He 

encouraged them to reflect on their views by providing them with various questioning 

techniques and activities, for example concept mapping, and then interviewed them at regular 

intervals. His data showed that learners had the desire to take responsibility for their learning, 

supported by their capacity to manage and regulate their learning, and their intrinsic 

motivation was equally increased. He also realised that the changes related to their sense of 

control over their learning were reduced, along with their intrinsic motivation, with the 
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increase of teacher control in the second year. Of particular relevance to the present study are 

students' reflections on their language learning and the type of participants Lamb worked 

with, that is secondary school students, but the research context is different. 

Similarly, examining the intrinsic and extrinsic motivation of 322 native English university 

students registered in a first-year Spanish course at a Californian university, Noels (2001b) 

discovered that learners who perceived their teacher as less controlling and as providing 

informative feedback felt a stronger sense of autonomy and competence in language learning, 

which in tum enhanced their intrinsic motivation for learning the language. Her study is 

relevant to mine with regard to the way the feedback had a positive impact on students' 

feelings of autonomy and their intrinsic motivation. However, Noels's study was conducted 

with university students in a technology-free environment, whereas I am investigating the link 

between motivation and autonomy in a technology-enhanced school setting with further data 

sources in addition to questionnaires. 

To sum up, the recent trend in L2 motivation research has been discussed along with the key 

points about motivation, particularly intrinsic/extrinsic motivation and SOT in language 

learning, and the link between autonomy and motivation. The next section will focus on 

potential demotivating factors that may be highly relevant to this study due to the 

circumstances discussed in Chapter 1. 

2.3.5 Amotivation/demotivation 

The remaining key concept in SDT is amotivation. Deci and Ryan (2000, p. 235) describe 

amotivation as 'a state in which people lack the intention to behave' and are not interested in 

language learning. An amotivated individual does not see the significance of their behaviour 
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and its consequences, and lacks a sense of control about preferred outcomes (Noels, 2001 b). 

Dornyei and Ushioda (2011, p. 143) define demotivation as 'specific external forces that 

reduce or diminish the motivational basis of a behavioural intention or an on-going action'. 

Other factors could be internal to the learner, that is the extent to which learners value learning 

the L2, as discussed in Section 2.3.4. 

Among the limited studies available on Anatolian High School students is my small-scale MA 

study (Koruyan, 2009). It revealed that the nature of the classroom activities, the teacher's 

attitude towards their students, teaching methods and their relationship with students caused 

demotivation. A negative attitude towards English learning, focusing on exams, and the 

classroom atmosphere were also cited by participants as demotivating factors in their language 

studies (Koruyan, 2009). 

According to Sel~uk (2015), the success rate of students learning English in Turkey was 50% 

in 2011, and that regardless of the extrinsic pressures (e.g. family) to learn English, the 

proportion of students who did not show interest in lessons was very high. Exploring possible 

sources that triggered demotivation in EFL classes, Sel~uk (2015) observed that class material, 

homework load, effects of past experiences, reading topics, length of reading passages, and 

perceiving reading in English as boring were demotivating factors. Rahman, Jumani and Basit 

(2010, p. 206) attempted to identify the factors that demotivated secondary school Pakistani 

students learning English and found the following: the lack of understanding of spoken 

English; textbooks perceived as being difficult; time pressure; pace of the lesson; and lack of 

use of modem technological aids. 

As far as reading habits are concerned, investigating those of high school students in three 

provinces in Turkey, Biilbiil et al. (2014) found that Turkish people did not have a positive 
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attitude towards reading books and Cocuk Vakfi (2006) also discovered that 70% of young 

people in Turkey do not read books at all. Biilbiil et al. (2014) concluded that reading habits in 

Turkey are below world standards and related the reasons for not reading to the environment 

and the economic situation. These studies are relevant to my study regarding reading skills; 

however, they have limitations in that they only used self-reporting surveys and that they did 

not explore the reasons behind this lack of interest in reading. Therefore, this study will look 

into this reluctance in a school context by using qualitative research methods such as 

interviews, class blogs and a researcher journal. 

Moreover, lack of student e-pad training can also be considered a demotivating factor, as 

discussed in Section 1.1.5. Although students may have the desire to use new technology and 

media, they may find it challenging to use them in a formal school context unless proper 

training is provided (Kurek and Hauck, 2014; Hampel, 2(06). The MNE has not provided any 

e-pad training for the students (Varank and Tozoglu, 2006), which could negatively affect 

their school performance. The MNE has also failed to provide pedagogical training for 

teachers which would have enabled them to design tasks that make the most of what the e-pad 

has to offer. 

For the purpose of the study, it is useful to consider the factors that might demotivate 

Anatolian High School students. As a result it may be challenging for learners to tackle online 

reading tasks independently and/or interdependently in and outside the classroom due to the 

lack of previous experience of autonomous learning, as observed by Sel~uk (2015), and a lack 

of training. Creating a supportive learning atmosphere emerges as a precondition for the 

development of autonomy and intrinsic motivation to read in English. 
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To conclude Sections 2.2 and 2.3, the studies cited present an overview of research regarding 

language learner autonomy and motivation in Turkish and non-Turkish contexts. Some studies 

(e.g. Dam, 1995) were designed to encourage learner autonomy and increase motivation, while 

others (e.g. Vaezi, 2008) asked questions about learner perceptions of autonomy and 

motivation. Furthermore, to date, the results of what little research there is on Anatolian High 

School students are conflicting (Bayno, 2011; Goksu and Gen~, 2011; Koruyan, 2009; 

Karahan, 2007) and there is only one study I am aware of (see Section 2.4.3) which 

investigates the F ATiH project with a focus on e-pad use (Samur, Garipagaoglu and 

Karadeniz, 2015). It seems important to offer Anatolian High School students opportunities to 

apply and practise a variety of learning strategies, and to try different techniques while 

carrying out the reading tasks designed for the purpose of this study, which may lead to the 

development of learner autonomy and enhancement of intrinsic motivation alike. Therefore, 

this research will consider whether specially designed online reading tasks can raise students' 

awareness of the learning process and encourage them to take responsibility for their learning, 

which may increase intrinsic motivation. 

The integration of e-pads into the learning process may assist students to this effect and help 

them in developing their own learning strategies. The following section is devoted to the 

second focus of this study: the use of leT in language learning and its relevance to autonomy 

and motivation. 

2.4 TECHNOLOGY-ENHANCED LANGUAGE LEARNING 

Technology-enhanced language learning refers to language learning that takes place in a 

technology-rich environment and the range of technologies used in language learning 
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(Motteram, 2013), in my case the use of the e-pad in the Turkish education system. As Skehan 

(2003) argues, technology-enhanced classrooms are playing an important role in relation to 

motivation and autonomy in language learning. Sotiriou and Primalis (2013) also suggest that 

technology and its applications can be very powerful aids when delivering reading lessons. 

and that they can stimulate students' interest in reading. 

2.4.1 leT in language learning 

Selinger (200 1) states that: 

leT is found in all sectors of the workplace in developed countries, and it is becoming 

increasingly used in the developing world. Children of today, at the very least. need to 

become aware of the potential of new technologies in all aspects of their lives. The 

benefits for learning are increasingly being demonstrated and teachers' roles in the 

information age ought to be both expanding and changing to embrace these resources 

and to harness their potential for the future of children in developing countries. 

In Turkey, there have been some attempts to introduce leT into the education system as well 

as to other parts of social life over the last two decades. However, FA Till is the biggest 

attempt so far to integrate leT into educational institutions so that students can gain the 

knowledge and skills required for the information age in general. Even though we are in a 

digital age and some, or maybe the majority, of my participants have access to gadgets such as 

mobile phones, pes and/or laptops and use social media, they still need training in the use of 

the technology for learning (Gonen and Akbarov, 2015). 

Another point made by Selinger (2001) concerns the teacher's role. Teachers should embrace 

technology and adopt approaches that enable students to take an active role in the learning 
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process. This does not mean that merely by providing technological tools, learning will occur 

on its own (Healey, 1999, p. 136), but rather, as Motteram (2013, p. 182) suggests, how to 

deploy those technologies in classroom practice and 'how they mediate that practice' are more 

important. Therefore, careful guiding of students, training of both teachers and students and 

designing of online learning tasks are needed so that learners can benefit from the use of e

pads in this digital age. Without proper guidance, accessing unrestricted information can in 

fact prevent learners from taking more responsibility (Murray, 1999), and may demotivate 

them. The literature (e.g. Hauck, 2007; Hampel, 2006) on ICT and language learning and 

teaching in particular also warns us that the use of technology needs to be informed by 

pedagogy rather than simply being technology-driven. This means that ICT should be part of a 

comprehensive pedagogical framework. The next section focuses on the concept of 'digital 

natives', a term coined by Prensky (2001). 

2.4.2 Digital natives 

Considerable attention has been given to the concept of 'digital natives'. Prensky (2001) 

proposes that digital natives are those who have grown up with technology and rely on ICT. 

They have 'spent their entire lives surrounded by and using computers, videogames, digital 

music players, cell phones and all the other toys and tools of the digital age' (Prensky, 2001, p. 

1). On the other hand, he claims that older generations born before the digital age are 

immigrants and cannot multifunction like digital natives, who are naturally skilled at using 

new and emerging technologies (Prensky, 2001). In response to Prensky, Mark Bullen, 

Associate Dean of the Learning and Teaching Centre at the British Columbia Institute of 

Technology, in an interview in 2008 on Open Education.net suggests that the claims about the 

digital natives' generation needs to be researched. He continues that Prensky's 'speculations 
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[stem) from a techno-utopic view of the world and a fascination with technology'. Therefore, 

schools should be extra vigilant and not make the assumption that because we are in the digital 

age and many young people use new and emerging technologies, our students 'are able to 

apply them freely in a formalised learning context such as school' (Wheeler, 2011). As far as 

the Turkish context is concerned, it appears that very little research has been conducted and 

certainly none of the claims about this generation are based on that kind of research, or at least 

I have not been able to find any research suggesting that Turkish students are digital natives, 

especially in the south-east of Turkey. For example, Gonen and Akbarov's survey results with 

university students in Turkey (2015) showed that students 'need assistance to use mobile 

technologies for language learning purposes' (p. 120), and as Wheeler (2011) suggests, we 

should 'create engaging and exciting learning opportunities and environments' not only to 

give our students more chances to exercise control over the learning of English but also to 

motivate them by using technology. Even Prensky (2009) has revised his own theory and talks 

about 'digital fluency' rather than the false dichotomy surrounding 'digital natives and 

immigrants'. Accordingly, we should focus more on how to train our students to access 

consistent, reliable and authentic materials afforded by the use of technology informed by 

pedagogy as this study attempts to do. Students in this study will be provided with appropriate 

support, guidance and training so that the integrating of e-pad-supported language learning can 

be successful and help learners to gradually become autonomous. The next section discusses 

ICT and its link to autonomy and motivation in language learning. 

2.4.3 The role of leT in relation to autonomy and motivation in language learning 

The role of ICT in developing autonomy and motivation has been vaunted over the years, with 

a number of assertions (e.g. Yaprak, 2014; Benson, 2011; Murray, 2(05) made in favour of 
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computer-enhanced language learning. For example, motivating aspects of technology

enhanced language learning (e.g. Murray, 2005; Abdul-Razak, 2000) and autonomy and 

motivating aspects of technology (e.g., Samur et. aI., 2015; Meri, 2012; Hampel and Hauck, 

2006; Ushioda, 2000). The present study aims to build on these studies in a specific Turkish 

context. Today, technological devices, such as laptops, e-pads and smartphones, are common 

in language learning classrooms, at least in those parts of the world that are not affected by the 

digital divide (Brown, 2010). Most published research indicates that there is a correlation 

between positive affective states and additional incentives to learn a language (Ellis, 2003). In 

other words, technology-enhanced task design can act as an additional incentive to link 

autonomy and motivation as affective states. Through the use of the e-pad and appropriately 

designed tasks, students can participate individually and collaboratively in activities, such as 

carrying out online research to solve real-world problems and presenting the results as a group 

in the class. This can help learners to enhance their intrinsic motivation to learn the language 

and improve their reading skills (Chapelle and Jamieson, 2008, p. 65), along with developing 

strategies for reading online. 

Furthermore, CALL researchers (e.g. Blin, 1999) indicate that they do not always find 

comprehensive frameworks used to explore the development of learner autonomy (see Section 

2.5.3 for further discussion about task design). Therefore, it is crucial that attention be given to 

the way in which tools such as e-pads are used and indeed to the very purpose of using these 

tools in formal educational settings within a comprehensive pedagogical framework. This 

requires a clear vision of language learning objectives and task design, which is the starting 

point of the present study. The aim of integrating technology into the classroom should be to 

enhance motivation and develop learner autonomy, as Shetzer and Warschauer (2000, p. 176) 
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point out, due to the significance of autonomy as a lifelong capacity essential for success in 

the digital age. With well-designed e-pad tasks, language teachers can support this process by 

helping students to become well-motivated, autonomous, lifelong learners. 

Thus the e-pad-enhanced tasks represent a great opportunity to deliver on two of the MNE's 

aims, which are to foster both learner autonomy and motivation. This study explores a way to 

make this happen. Lee (2000) also discusses the benefits of CALL: motivating students, 

increasing collaboration, experiencing learning, creating a warm, non-threatening and 

authentic learning environment, as well as exposing students to a greater quantity of authentic 

materials. Thirty-seven studies from 1970 to 2006 summarised by Grgurovic, Chapelle and 

Shelley (2013) indicate that overall results favour a technology-supported pedagogy in 

language learning. 

Exploring Malaysian undergraduate students' motivational aspects in CALL classrooms, 

Abdul-Razak (2000) found that students in classes that used computers enjoyed English more 

than those who did not use computers, and it helped increase their interest and motivation for 

language learning. AI-Shammari (2007) investigated undergraduate students' attitudes towards 

CALL in Saudi Arabia and the post-treatment questionnaire data revealed that students' 

positive attitudes increased and they were motivated by using computers for their language 

learning. Finally, in the US context, Ducate and Lomicka (2013) investigated the use of a 

mobile device, the iPod touch, which was loaned for a year to 39 university students. Their 

study found that students felt that the iPod enabled them to have more exposure to language 

outside the classroom and that their learning increased more than if they did not have the 

device. They said that using the iPod was motivating, fun and interesting. 
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Concerning the Turkish context, Samur et aI. (2015) conducted a study investigating Grade 9 

Anatolian High School students' perceptions about using e-pads in their language studies. 

They applied group discussions, semi-structured interviews, class observations and 

questionnaires as research tools. Their data revealed that students appreciated having access to 

more authentic materials and that using e-pads in their language studies intrinsically motivated 

them and that they exercised control over their learning. Their participants also suggested the 

MNE should remove the restrictions and allow them to download apps for games as well as 

study purposes. 

Yaprak (2014) presented a framework informed by Chapelle (2000) for the design of 

collaborative tasks in a CALL environment at a university in Turkey. The aim of her survey 

was to find out about university undergraduate students' initial attitudes towards CALL tasks 

and she used group discussions to determine their final attitudes. She found that a computer

assisted interactive and collaborative learning environment offered opportunities for 

interaction and collaboration via a discussion forum which supported language tasks that 

empowered the learners to be more autonomous. As a natural outcome of Task-based 

Language Learning (TBLL) and CALL, she concluded that studying in a multimedia 

environment motivated language students to activate and improve their reading skills. 

As we have seen, there is research that has investigated the role of ICT in relation to 

motivation and language learning (Ducate and Lornicka, 2012; AI-Shammari, 2007; Abdul

Razak, 2000) and in relation to both motivation and learner autonomy in language learning 

(Samur et aI., 2015; Yaprak, 2014). The latter is more readily comparable to my own research 

as it focused on task design for activities in CALL classrooms and applied Chapelle's 

framework (2000; as presented by Yaprak, 2014) (see Section 3.7 for details) and examined 
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the impact of the introduction of the e-pad in the Anatolian High School context (Samur et a1., 

2015). However, apart from the study by Samur et al. (2015), all of the aforementioned studies 

were conducted with university students. This study will expand on the existing research and 

will focus on Anatolian High School education, because research regarding the impact of fCf 

on autonomy and motivation in language learning is still lacking in the Turkish context and 

more studies are needed to establish this relevance in practice (Reinders and White, 20 II, p. 

1). 

Having discussed technology-enhanced language learning and the potential influence of fCf 

on autonomy and motivation, I will now concentrate on reading in a L2 in general before 

moving on to technology-mediated reading in the L2 in particular. 

2.5 READING IN A SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING 

The importance of reading for L2 learning has been widely acknowledged (e.g. Grabe. 2009), 

despite the complex nature of the reading process. Reading comprehension 'occurs when the 

reader extracts and integrates various information from the text and combines it with what is 

already known' (Koda, 2005, p. 4). Some people read for global comprehension while others 

focus on selective and detailed comprehension. Global comprehension means understanding 

the general meaning of what is read, whereas selective comprehension refers to being able to 

understand specific information in the text and detailed comprehension refers to the 

understanding of everything (Grabe, 2009). 

L2 readers use various skills (e.g. scanning and skimming) and strategies (such as using a 

dictionary) for comprehension. The Turkish curriculum emphasises the importance of reading 

comprehension along with the other skills (noted in Chapter 1) that students need to acquire 
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during their study. This is because Turkey has been struggling to improve its education system 

and the quality of education lags behind many Organization for Economic Cooperation and 

Development (DECO) countries, such as Chile, Denmark, Greece and the UK (Alonso, 

McLaughlin and Oral, 2011). In the Turkish context, it is not easy to motivate students to read, 

because of the lack of parental support, economic difficulties, an exam-driven education 

system and no pre- existing reading habits, particularly in English (Sel~uk, 2015). 

Investigating Anatolian High School students' reading habits in Turkey, Bush (2014) found 

that Turkish students are motivated to read in English mainly by extrinsic motivation, so 

teachers should remind students to read. He concludes that his research could not support 

motivation as a strong predictor of reading comprehension scores and reading did not seem to 

be such an important part of students' social life. 

Conversely, Course (2014) investigated the impact of a critical reading course on both 

students' reading habits and their intrinsic motivation in an Anatolian High School. She 

selected authentic texts from a variety of genres related to students' lives and interests. To give 

participants control over their learning, she encouraged them to bring their own texts as well. 

She distributed three questionnaires and carried out two interviews, one before and one after 

the intervention. The first aim was to find out their general reading habits in the context of 

language learning before embarking on her study. Students reported that they found reading 

lessons 'monotonous' and 'boring'. The post-treatment data illustrated that students found the 

texts she used were more interesting than the texts in traditional reading lessons. This had a 

positive impact on their intrinsic motivation to read more and they were willing to be more 

responsible for their reading in English. She criticised the traditional reading activities, stating 

that they 'provided neither novelty nor optimal arousal, hence failed to provoke curiosity or an 
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understanding that those skills that the activities offer will be meaningful for the students in 

their interactions with their environment' (Course, 2014, p. 152). 

The studies above indicate that factors such as an exam-based system, lack of reading habits 

and traditional reading lessons may negatively affect students' motivation to read. However, 

interventions like those used by Course (2014) and Dam (1995) may be useful to motivate 

students to read on their own initiative. 

Furthermore, Krashen (2004) talks about the importance of voluntary or recreational reading 

for the development of literacy. I believe that this type of reading is an important way to 

develop reading ability; it enables us, as Krashen (2007a) suggests, to improve our educated 

vocabulary, handle complex grammatical structure and increase our knowledge. Evidence 

accumulated from several areas shows that those who read more for pleasure show better 

development in reading, writing and grammar, as summarised by Krashen (2004). It is 

possible that when children read a lot, their knowledge of the conventions of writing. 

vocabulary and grammar is acquired rather than learnt and, as stated by Krashen (2004), it 

becomes part of the reader. Voluntary reading requires a stimulating environment. It has also 

been reported that stimulating an L2 environment for reading skills is widely recognised to be 

a prerequisite for successful language learning (Clark and Rumbold, 2006; Ellis, 2008; 

Krashen, 2007a). This could be particularly true when language learners are given 

opportunities to search through the internet around the topics with their e-pads to read what 

interests them (Krashen, 2007b). However, such stimulation may be challenging when the 

language is being taught in an L2 context, especially where the learner seldom encounters 

English outside the classroom, such as the students in this study, who live in the south-east 

region of Turkey. Thus language teachers can help their students by providing a stimulating 
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environment utilising enhancements offered by technology. Cho and Kim (2005) conducted a 

comparison study on Korean elementary students whose classroom activities included reading 

newspapers produced for EFL students. They concluded that those who read the newspapers 

voluntarily in their free time at school made significantly better gains in English than a 

comparison group (Cho and Kim, 2005). Participants in this present study will work on online 

reading tasks whose themes were chosen according to students' interests. Students will have 

opportunities to exercise control over the steps they take to learn English: by doing research 

on their own using the e-pad; producing their own work (i.e. presentations); or reading on their 

own beyond the classroom, all of which comply with the aim of the MNE which has 

introduced the e-pad to improve the quality of education in general and reading in particular; 

hence, the focus on reading skills in the present investigation. 

I do not propose to examine skills and learning strategies for reading in general, because they 

are less relevant to this study. I want to concentrate on online reading skills and strategies 

instead, as I am looking at the use of technology to enhance reading task design. 

2.5.1 Online reading 

Reading on screen is very different from reading on paper. On paper, the reader has visual 

input only. In English, they start at the top and read from left to right until they reach the 

bottom. This is no longer the case when students read online. Online reading is non-linear and 

many of the pages are interactive with many entry points which are clickable, enabling the 

reader to jump from one page to another part and even from one point on the page to another. 

Additional features of text presentation on screen (e.g. font size, colours, images, sound and 

animation} can attract learners' attention when they read and may therefore influence the 
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process of L2 reading (De Ridder, 2000). For example, with on-screen reading, attention tends 

to be drawn initially to the visual signs (e.g. pictures) and then to the displayed text. While this 

also applies to traditional print, with on-screen reading students can scroll up or down and 

zoom in or out and multi modality may determine the student's approach to reading. 

Online reading is believed to have several benefits, such as instant access to authentic 

resources through the internet and the opportunity to consult online dictionaries through 

hyperlinks to support reading comprehension (Levy and Stockwell, 2006). Such rich sources 

of reading materials can foster autonomous approaches and motivation in language learning 

When used with well-designed tasks. Hypertext links allow language teachers to add extra 

materials, such as Y ouTube clips showing content related to reading topics, or allow the use of 

search engines, such as Google, in order to find information and access relevant cultural topics 

or issues. Pegrum (2009, p. 38) points to the need for 'hypertext literacy', which is 'an ability 

to understand the rhetorical effects of links [ ... ] and to respond to their navigational effects'. 

SUch literacy is relevant, as computer-mediated reading can be hampered by difficulties 

finding websites with appropriate resources and relevant information, and some learners may 

lose track while searching for resources unless they are guided. Online readers have also been 

found to spend less time on detailed comprehension reading and instead tend to read a single 

bit of text without a sense of the context (Liu, 2009). The participants in my study use e-pads 

in their language learning. The positive (e.g. authentic resources, hypertext literacy) and 

negative (e.g. difficulty in finding appropriate resources, detailed comprehension) points 

about online reading made by these researchers may affect students' reading habits, their 

motivation to read and the strategies they deploy while carrying out reading tasks. The next 

section reviews online reading strategies. 
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2.5.2 Online reading strategies 

Ellis (2003, p. 529) defines language learning strategy in general as 'consisting of mental or 

behavioural activity' within 'the overall process of language acquisition or language use'. 

These processes are consciously chosen by students and, according to Cohen (1998, p. 4), 

'may result in action taken to enhance the language [learning] or use of a second or foreign 

language, through the storage, retention, recall, and application of information about that 

language'. 

Learning strategies are important for autonomy and motivation. Unlike printed text, the 

multimodality of online reading provides multiple entry points and thus a variety of strategies 

(e.g. rereading, surveying the pictures, clicking on the hyperlink to navigate, inferring, 

keywords, annotation, words/sentences, zooming in or out, etc.) may be employed (Kress, 

2003; Jewitt, 2002). 

For example, students may not start reading from the top left-hand comer and then following 

the lines through as on a standard printed page, as is the convention in the Western world. The 

student's attention may instead be drawn to pictures placed in the bottom right-hand corner, 

along with their meanings and how they are communicated to the reader (see Section 2.5.1). 

With online reading, they can also click on videos and/or on a word to take them to an 

explanation or definition and they have to find their way back, or it may take them to new, 

different input, content or even another story. 

Liu (2005, p. 700) also indicates that a typical 'screen-based reading behaviour' is emerging, 

characterised by spending more time on 'browsing and scanning, keyword spotting, one-time 

reading, non-linear reading, and reading more selectively'. Students in this study have the 
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option to apply various skills and strategies, such as using the online dictionary provided via 

hyperlink for support, searching online to gather information, scanning, skimming, zooming in 

or out, highlighting words and getting the meaning from the pictures or video clips. The focus 

of the next section is online task design. 

2.5.3 Online task design 

According to Nunan (2004, p. 4), tasks and task-based learning are among the core 

components of second language learning, and he defines a pedagogical task as 'a piece of 

classroom work that involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing and 

interacting in the target language'. The model for task design at the method analysis level 

advanced by Richards and Rodgers (2001, pp. 20-31) is approach, design and procedure as 

follows: 

• Approach refers to the theories about the nature of second language learning (p. 20); 

• Design is the level of method analysis in which we consider (a) what the objectives of 

a method are; (b) [ ... ] the syllabus model the method incorporates; (c) the types of 

learning tasks and teaching activities the method advocates; (d) the roles of learners 

[and] (e) teachers; and (f) the role in instructional materials (p. 24); 

• Finally, procedure refers to the execution (p. 31). 

According to Willis (1996), there are certain essential principles that teachers should adhere to 

in order to devise useful classroom activities for stimulating learning. Those principles are 

language exposure, use and motivation. In Willis's opinion (1996, p. I I), 'all good language 

learners take full advantage of their exposure to the target language in use'. 
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When learners are satisfied that they have succeeded through their own effort, either with or 

without teacher guidance, they will more likely participate actively the next time. Satisfaction, 

without a doubt, is the key factor in sustaining intrinsic motivation. The aims of the reading 

tasks designed for this study are to provide learners with 'meaning-based activities closely 

related to learners' actual communicative needs and with some real-world relationship' (Levy 

and Stockwell, 2006, p. 249) in which learners have to 'achieve a genuine outcome', such as 

solving a problem (Klapper, 2003, p. 35). Success in achieving the outcomes of a task will 

probably stimulate the leamer's motivation. This, in turn, will lead them to seek out 

opportunities for exposure to and using English outside the classroom. (For example, using the 

e-pad to read more around the themes of tasks designed for this study). So, from the 

sociocultural perspective, the guiding principle for the tasks is to support students in making 

active contributions to their language learning either individually or collaboratively, as 

discussed in Section 2.3.2, and to intrinsically motivate them. An active role is one where 

students interact and produce their own work, especially at the post-task stage, which Skehan 

(2003) considers to be crucial in promoting learner autonomy and motivation in a technology

enhanced language learning environment. 

In this environment, the class teacher, me, becomes a facilitator. The advent of technologies 

has clearly influenced language learning materials and task design. However, according to 

Chapelle (2000, p. 8) the development of materials is not often clearly informed by theories of 

L2 learning, and she proposes a set of criteria for task design in CALL: language learning 

potential, learner fit, meaning focus, authenticity, positive impact and practicality (see 

explanations of these criteria in Section 3.7). The tasks I designed follow these criteria. Some 

researchers (e.g. Hauck and Youngs, 2008; Hampel, 2006) have expanded her framework and 
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applied it in synchronous computer-mediated communication environments for distance 

education. Although Chapelle provides us with a basic theoretical framework, learner 

autonomy and motivation do not explicitly appear in this framework but do so implicitly 

through some criteria such as authenticity, learner fit and positive impact. This study, 

therefore, further expands Chapelle's model explicitly to provide a framework for task design 

to assess the impact of the e-pad-enhanced task design on the development of learner 

autonomy and motivation (see Section 3.7 for explanations of additional criteria, such as 

developing strategy use, creativity, reflection and self-evaluation). As a result, the tasks were 

designed to encourage a learner-centred approach providing opportunities for student 

interaction, collaboration and communication inside and outside the classroom. 

The aim of this approach was to provide opportunities for students to take responsibility for 

their learning instead of being dependent on the teacher, which it was hoped would enhance 

students' intrinsic motivation as found in the Chinese context whereby intrinsic motivation for 

English learning was increasingly enhanced by a task-based EFL programme (Lau, 2009). 

2.6 CHAPTER SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This chapter has reviewed learner autonomy, motivation and ICf in language learning. The 

literature review has shown the link between autonomy and motivation with reference to SDT 

in a technology-enhanced language learning environment with a specific focus on reading 

online. The conceptual framework of the present study is based on Deci and Ryan's SOT, 

Domyei's and Gardner's motivation theories, and Holec's and Kohonen's autonomy theories 

in language learning. The approach to designing the reading tasks is informed by Hampel's 

comprehensive expansion (2006) of Chapelle's framework (2000), which is further expanded 
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for the purpose of this research. The study focuses not only on how technology-enhanced task 

design influences learners' autonomy and motivation but also on the ways in which take-up of 

tools, such as an e-pad, by learners affects students' attitudes towards the technology

enhanced learning situation and fosters their motivation to read. The review has reported on 

several related studies. Some of them (Course, 2014; Yaprak, 2014; Dam, 1995) were 

specifically designed to encourage learner autonomy and intrinsic motivation similar to this 

study, while others (Boyno, 2011; Vaezi, 2008) asked questions about learner experience. This 

current study builds on previous research by applying different research tools and designing 

bespoke online reading tasks in order to add to knowledge in this field. Finally, and 

un surprisingly, there is a lack of research on learner autonomy and motivation in an e-pad

enhanced foreign language learning Turkish context and on the effects of using e-pad 

supported tasks on reading skills in general. Therefore, this study is likely to contribute to 

knowledge and educational policy in this respect. 

2.6.1 Research questions 

The literature review has enabled me to finalise my research questions: 

RQ 1: How does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design affect the motivation of 

students to read in English in Anatolian High Schools? 

RQ2: To what extent does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design enable 

students to exercise control over their English language learning in Anatolian High Schools? 
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CHAPTER 3 METHODOLOGY 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter begins with an account of the case study approach and continues with a 

description of the methods applied, as well as the rationale that underpins both the case study 

and these methods. It outlines the research framework, research design and methodology 

employed to find answers to my research questions. I will then examine the role of the 

researcher in a case study context followed by a summary of the initial study. Subsequently, 

ethical considerations are discussed. Finally, the research participants, the sampling 

procedures, the data collection instruments and the data collection and analysis procedures 

will be explained. 

3.2 A CASE STUDY APPROAG-I 

The approach taken in this study was that of a case study which used both qualitative and 

quantitative methods. The case study looked at two classes in the same Anatolian High 

School, with a view to exploring technology-enhanced task-based language learning. 

Gerring (2006, p. 17) considers the term 'case study' as 'a definitional morass ... Evidently, 

researchers have many different things in mind when they talk about case study research.' It is 

possible, however, to agree on some of the more common definitions. Yin, one of the most 

well-known advocates of case study research, describes it as consisting of 'an empirical 

enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon in depth and within its real-life context, 

especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and 

in which multiple sources of evidence are used' (2009, p. 14). In other words, case studies are 
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designed to provide a level of detail and understanding of a complex phenomenon using 

different data collection methods and the data collection is generally conducted within the 

context under investigation. The phenomenon in this present study is the introduction of 

technology-supported task-based language learning. This study can be described as an 

exploratory case study analysing and interpreting the language learning process resulting from 

the introduction of technology-supported task-based learning from the perspective of 

participants. 

Case study research has some advantages. Firstly, researchers are able to closely explore and 

examine the data within a specific context (e.g. the Turkish educational context in this study) 

(Yin, 2009) in which the activity takes place (such as exploring the introduction of e-pad

supported task design in- and outside the classroom, as in this study). Secondly, it allows for 

both quantitative and qualitative analyses of the data. Thirdly, through interpretation of the 

data some conceptual themes may emerge. Finally, the study can be carried out within a 

timescale conducive to conducting an in-depth study on a small number of participants, while 

still gaining a significant understanding of the phenomenon that is specific to the particular 

context (McDonough and McDonough, 1997). It is also well suited to developing contextual 

understanding, such as information about the students' learning history and education system, 

because in case study research, 'contexts matter' (Burgess et aI., 2006, pp. 58-9). 

However, case study research has been criticised and this, in turn, has given rise to much 

discussion (Bassey, 1999), in particular the issue of whether the results from one case are 

applicable to other instances, thereby questioning the validity of case studies as a research 

approach. Yin (2009, p. 14) admits that points made about a lack of rigour and little basis for 
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'scientific generalisation' are valid criticisms. Yet, based on considerable experience of 

writing case studies, Sturman (1994, p. 236) comments that: 

'Case study' is a generic term for the investigation of an individual, group or 

phenomenon. While the techniques used in the investigation may be varied, and may 

include both qualitative and quantitative approaches, the distinguishing feature of [a] 

case study is the belief that human systems develop a characteristic wholeness or 

integrity and are not simply a loose collection of traits. As a consequence of this belief, 

case study researchers hold that to understand a case, to explain why things happen as 

they do, and to generalise or predict from a single example requires an in-depth 

investigation of the interdependencies of parts and of the patterns that emerge. 

In addition, readers might make 'fuzzy generalisations' Bassey (1999, p. 12). Yet, as a result 

of empirical research, a certain phenomenon may occur and 'a qualified generalisation, 

carrying the idea of possibility but no certainty' (Bassey, 1999, p. 46), can be made to wider 

contexts without offering any measure of probability. As Kosko (1994, p. 18) puts it, 

'everything is a matter of degree'. Furthermore, readers can also engage with case study 

findings by 'naturalistic generalisations', a process where connections are made by the reader 

(Stake, 1994, p. 86), as in qualitative research, achieving resonance through 'transferability' 

(Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 315). Through the process of naturalistic generalisations, readers 

can make choices based on their own intuitive understanding of the context, compare 

similarities in case study details and relate the descriptions to their own situations (Melrose, 

2009, p. 1) according to their experiences. Geertz (1973) adds the notion of 'thick description', 

searching for similarities based on the thickness of the description in order to translate from 

one study to another, and Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest 'fittingness', the possibility ofthe 
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extent to which the research findings match other situations. Engaging with the paradox of the 

study of a single case and the search for generalisation, Simons (1996, p. 225) says: 

One of the advantages cited for case study research is its uniqueness, its capacity for 

understanding complexity in particular contexts. A corresponding disadvantage often 

cited is the difficulty of generalising from a single case. Such an observation assumes a 

polarity and stems from a particular view of research. Looked at differently, from 

within a holistic perspective and direct perception, there is no disjunction. What we 

have is a paradox, which if acknowledged and explored in depth, yields both unique 

and universal understanding. 

This case study will provide information about an in-depth investigation of two classes in an 

Anatolian High School that explores technology-enhanced task-based language learning from 

the participants' perspective so that the reader might make comparisons with their own 

situations. This study will also provide information not only about the students' learning 

history and education system but also about an approach and results from a specific context, 

the Turkish context, which readers may adapt and build on. As Simons (1996, p. 225) points 

out, the data may yield both unique and universal understanding because to my knowledge as 

of yet, there is no published research on the use of the technology-enhanced task based 

learning in the context of Turkey. 

As far as the validity issue is concerned, I applied a triangulation technique (see further 

discussion in the next section) by comparing the data gathered through different research 

instruments with each other and cross-checking the findings with the participants who were 

interviewed and two external researchers. Thus readers can compare my case with their own 

circumstances. As demonstrated above, there are some advantages to be gained from case 
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study research - notably the empirically rich, context-specific, holistic accounts that it 

provides (Willis, 2014). It has limitations, but no research approach is without its problems, 

and as Willis (2014) suggests, inherent weaknesses of one method can be potentially offset by 

situating them within a broader, pluralistic mixed-method research approach, which is the 

focus of the next section. 

3.3 MIXED-METHOD APPROACH 

In order to investigate language learner motivation and autonomy within the case study 

context, both quantitative (positivist) and qualitative (constructivist) approaches were applied 

in this study. Guba and Lincoln (1994) describe quantitative and qualitative approaches as 

incompatible, derived as they are from fundamentally different epistemological (i.e. how 

people obtain knowledge) and ontological (Le. the nature of knowledge) positions, while 

others (e.g. Domyei, 2007) propose that they are not necessarily 'mutually exclusive' (p. 20). 

Some educational researchers, such as Yaprak (2014), Mutlu and Eroz-Tuga (2013), Goksu 

and Gen~ (2011), Koruyan (2009) employ a combination of both because as Larsen-Freeman 

and Long (1991) maintain, they can benefit from using an appropriate balance of approaches. 

The main reason for using a mixed-method approach in this study is to provide a more 

comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon, the influence of the e-pad- enhanced task

based language learning on learner autonomy and motivation, in relation to the research 

questions than that provided by a single approach alone. 

Over the past 20 years, the mixed-method approach has been established and used as a third 

methodology, complementing the existing traditions of quantitative and qualitative approaches 

(Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2008) and its popularity in educational research has gradually 
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increased. Some researchers (Creswell, 2013; Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2008; Ellis, 2007) 

suggest that using mixed methods is more holistic, practical and beneficial because it can 

provide us with a way to construct meaning and inspect the world within the case study 

context. There is an emerging body of literature on mixed-method research in the Turkish 

educational context (e.g. Yaprak, 2014; Meri 2012). 

Many studies investigating autonomy (e.g. Riihimaki, 2013; Boyno, 2011) and motivation 

(e.g. Boyd 2002; Gardner, 1985) in L2 research use a quantitative approach. This approach is 

valued for being precise and for producing reliable, replicable data and statistically significant 

results that can be generalised and straightforwardly transferred to other contexts (Dornyei, 

2007, p. 34). 

However, studies may suffer by applying only a quantitative approach. Therefore, I have 

adopted a case study approach based primarily on qualitative accounts investigating 

technology-enhanced task-based language learning within its real-life context from the 

participants' perspective. In purely quantitative studies, the outcomes may result from greater 

or lesser motivation than the subjects' actual responses might show. Participants have more 

opportunity to reveal their thoughts and feelings through qualitative methods, such as 

interviews, than by simply ticking boxes in a questionnaire (Brown, 2001), especially since 

motivation is an 'unobservable construct' which is difficult to measure quantitatively (Dornyei 

and Ushioda, 2011, p. 193). Thus, in order to look at the nature of students' motivation and 

autonomy and to address the research questions, qualitative data were gathered through 

interviews, class blog discussions and a researcher journal to provide potentially rich data and 

support the quantitative findings from questionnaires administered before and after the 

introduction of technology-enhanced tasks. One of the main aims of applying a qualitative 
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approach in the study is to explore and understand the role of motivation and autonomy within 

the language learning process by focusing on the reading skills while students carry out 

designated online reading tasks. It also helps to interpret the outcomes to build, as Creswell 

(2013) puts it, a holistic picture based on the researcher's interpretations and the participants' 

views about the phenomenon to find answers to the research questions. Therefore, the study 

can be described as an exploratory-interpretative case study which investigates the 

participants' views in relation to their experiences with the technology-enhanced task-based 

learning. Then, the data will be interpreted in relation to the research questions within the case 

study context. 

Another aim for using qualitative methods in the study is to obtain an 'inside view of the 

phenomenon, getting as close as possible to the subject of the research to collect resonant, 

fertile data' (Walliman, 2005, p. 247). 

As discussed in Section 3.2, qualitative methods, however, have been criticised with regard to 

their lack of objectivity and their sense of vagueness (Mertens, 1998). To increase the 

accuracy of the data, give more detailed information and understand a phenomenon, which is 

the effect of the introduction of technology-enhanced task-based language learning, a 

quantitative approach was employed in this research. This was because there is much potential 

for combining the two approaches into what Ellis (2007, p. 263) calls 'hybrid' research, which 

is ideal for exploring the complexities of language teaching and learning. Today, the mixed

method approach is more important than ever for thicker description and increasing 

verification of the data serving the research purpose (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 2008). Thus, I 

used this approach to gain a richer picture and gather potentially more comprehensive 'means 

of legitimising findings than by using either quantitative or qualitative methods alone' 
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(Dornyei 2007, p. 62), because the research methods and instruments in this study consist of 

both qualitative and quantitative components (i.e. questions including what, how and why). 

According to McDonough (1999), no method chosen for data collection is without its 

problems, and there is always a potential risk that the method predetermines the kind of results 

gathered. However, using a mixture of 'hard' and 'soft' data, as Denzin (1978, p. 186) points 

out, ensures stabilisation of the data and interpretive clarity for this study. To enhance 

reliability, clarify potential doubts and reduce the scope for bias within the case study, the 

results gathered from different methods of data collection were compared to achieve 

triangulation. 

Lincoln and Guba (1985, p. 315) point out that triangulation is a check on data and 

constructions of data, while Cohen et al. (2007, p. 141) state: 

Triangular techniques in the social sciences attempt to map out, or explain more fully, 

the richness and complexity of human behaviour by studying it from more than one 

standpoint and in so doing, by making use of both quantitative and qualitative data. 

Thus, this study draws on diverse sources of data, such as interviews, closed and open-ended 

questions from the questionnaires, class blog reflections and a researcher journal. 

As Tashakkori and Teddlie (2008, pp. 15-16) have indicated, mixed-method research can: 

• answer research questions that the other methodologies cannot, 

• provide better (stronger) references, 

• provide the opportunity for presenting a greater diversity of divergent views. 
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Having highlighted a case study approach, quantitative and qualitative methods, and their 

strong and weak points, along with reasons for opting for a mixed-methods research, the 

following section will centre on my role as a researcher. 

3.4 THE ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER 

As an insider - a teacher to my students and a colleague of the other English teachers -

working with two specific classes as my 'case study', I was familiar with all the participants. I 

had the advantages of greater knowledge and understanding of the community, easy access to 

the educational establishments (e.g. the MNE), and a working relationship with the students 

and within the institution. I was born, grew up and lived in the same community until the age 

of 20. Therefore, I share common cultural values, history and language with the students, 

which helped me to understand the case study context better and saved me time developing an 

understanding of the setting (see Section 1.1.2). I was also able to engage with the research 

participants easily and used shared experiences to gather a rich set of data (Dwyer and Buckle 

2009). However, Burgess, Sieminski and Arthur (2006) warn that insiders should be careful 

not to be too familiar by 'taking things for granted, displaying bias towards the informants and 

finding it hard to ask questions about shared events and experiences' (p. 36). Thus, insiders 

should be critically aware of the research context and aware of their own assumptions. 

Plowright (2011, p. 72) cautions that there are potential conflicts in the researcher's role, such 

as a lack of 'emotional distance' from the issues that may arise. I separated my personal 

experience from my participants by approaching them professionally and making a conscious 

effort not to take anything for granted or to make any assumptions. I was aware of the power 

based in the role I was holding as their teacher. I therefore encouraged the participants to say 

what they wanted in response to the question and asked for clarification if I was not sure what 
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they meant during the interview process. I was also aware of the possibility that participants 

told me what they thought I wanted to hear. I guarded against that by paying attention to 

whether my participants' responses contradicted my journal observations. I felt confident in 

their answers because they seemed to reflect the feelings I noted in my journal. Furthermore, I 

had to be aware of my own prior assumptions about the participants, such as their interest in 

reading and level of motivation. I followed ethical procedures; for example, during the 

interview process, students were reminded of the aim of the research and its potential benefits, 

such as the impact of this study on developing as a language learner, the effectiveness of leT 

(e.g. the use of e-pads) both in and outside of classrooms, and the task design in relation to 

language learner autonomy and motivation. I also reminded them that their participation and 

answers would not affect their grades in any way and gave them the opportunity to opt out at 

any time. 

On the other hand, I am not a complete insider, because I have been away from the research 

context for more than 18 years, have studied in other countries, and have become used to 

different cultures and education systems, which has helped to increase my objectivity for the 

study. Thus, I consider myself to be both an insider bringing a detailed knowledge of the 

context to the case study and an outsider, bringing objectivity, and I remained mindful of the 

risk of potential personal bias. 

3.5 INITIAL STUDY 

The initial study investigated the impact of technology-enhanced task design on learner 

autonomy and motivation at an Anatolian High School (see Table 3.1). The aim of the initial 

study was to pilot and refine the research instruments and research design for the main study. 
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Table 3.1 Participating school and students 

Phase School Classes Students 

Initial study I 2 58 

Main study I 2 70 

3.5.1 Design of the initial study and its influence on the main study 

The research methods used for data collection in the initial study, that is two questionnaires 

(see Appendix Ell for the pre-task questionnaires and Appendix El2 for the post-task 

questionnaires), an interview (see Appendix El3), a lesson plan (see Appendix El4) and an 

online,reading task (see Appendix El5), were designed and tested in preparation for the main 

study. This provided the opportunity to avoid problems such as potential ambiguity of 

questionnaire items, instructions and timing constraints, and to ensure reliability and validity 

of the items in the questionnaires and interviews. Findings from the initial study suggested that 

some changes were necessary. Some of the items in the pre-task questionnaires were long and 

required simplification and others asked two things at once, while a few of them did not fully 

embody the meaning of the concepts that I wanted to investigate and were not necessarily 

addressing the research questions. Those items that had worked well were retained and the 

remainder was removed; additional autonomy-related items were added to the pre-task 

questionnaire for a better balance between the areas I was investigating: motivation and 

autonomy. In addition, some adjustments were made in the post-task questionnaires to get 

more specific responses to address my research questions. I rephrased some items, removed 

some because they were not related to the research questions, changed the rating scale of some 
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to uncover degrees of participants' opinions, and added some additional information to some 

items because many students asked for clarification and to ensure the reliability of the pre-task 

questionnaire. The revised questionnaires can be seen in Appendix FIl and FI2 and in Section 

3.8.2. 

For the initial study, I designed a post-task interview schedule focusing mainly on the bespoke 

online reading task. Some items in this interview turned out to be leading questions and some 

needed to be more specific. Otherwise, I would have ended up with vague statements from the 

students and would not have been able to use them to answer my research questions. As a 

result, for the main study adjustments were made to the language used and more items were 

added to increase the quality of the information gained from the post-task interview. I also 

designed an additional interview schedule for the main study, concentrating on any unclear 

responses in the pre-task questionnaire and additional information regarding students' learning 

history and their reading habits (see Appendix F/3 for the pre-task interview). 

Furthermore, some findings from the initial study also led me to expand the methods of data 

collection in the main study by adding a class blog discussion and a researcher journal to 

gather richer and more authentic data. As suggested by Seliger and Shohamy (1989), data 

should be a good representation of the content of a construct intended to be measured to 

increase the validity of the study (see Section 3.8.3 for more detail on changes to the post-task 

interview, Appendix F/4 for the revised schedule and Appendix F/5 for the class blog 

guidelines). 

For the initial study, I designed one reading task only with fewer independent and 

interdependent activities, and I did not relate my approach to the design and administration of 

the task to theoretical considerations, such as framework to task design. Therefore, for the 
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main study, I designed three new reading tasks using ideas adapted from the literature on task 

design and on autonomy. 

The evaluation of the data from the initial study suggested that, despite the issues noted above, 

the design of the reading task had a positive impact on the participants' intrinsic motivation. 

The initial study also provided some insight into the ways in which using the e-pads to 

perform the specially designed tasks allowed students to become less dependent on their 

teacher and to gradually take on greater responsibility for their own learning, both 

independently and interdependently. 

Overall, these findings from the initial study indicated that the research approach would allow 

me to address the research questions in the main study. The next section discusses the ethical 

issues. considered before carrying out the initial and the main study. 

3.6 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Young learners were researched in this study. Therefore, permission was sought and approval 

was received from the Open University Human Research Ethics Committee and the MNE (see 

Appendix All for the approval of the study HRECI2012/1253/Koruyanll, Appendix Al2 for 

the application for permission to the MNE and Appendix Al3 for approval from the MNE), 

and the ethical guidelines from the Open University Human Research Ethics Committee were 

followed. Informed consent was obtained from both parents and participants (see the 

information letter and participants' consent form in Appendix G) before embarking on the 

study. Parents received a letter informing them about the study and an explanation of what 

participation would entail. They were also told that completion of the questionnaire would be 

treated as consent to the use of anonymised data for research purposes. The information in the 
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letter covered the aims of the research, the purpose for which the data would be used, the 

possible benefits of the study, the extent to which student responses to the questionnaires 

would be kept confidential and when the data would be destroyed, and the tasks that they were 

expected to carry out. It was also explained to students that they should not feel obliged to take 

part in the study and that they had the right to withdraw from the study at any time, should 

they wish to do so. Measures were taken to ensure the confidentiality of the data on a 

password-protected computer, and the participants and school were assured that I would 

protect their anonymity in any future publications based on the research. 

Students were also informed in the pre-task questionnaire that they would be contacted again 

in a few months' time to find out about their experience with the tool. Another ethical issue 

that should be taken into consideration is the interview process. Miller and Glassner (2011) 

underline the potential drawbacks that might arise because of the power inequality between 

the researcher and the participants, which was addressed in Section 3.3, and draw attention to 

the importance of mutual trust and the relationship between both parties for effective 

communication. 

As a result, information was provided to students before the interview processes, for example 

they were told the approximate length of the interviews and asked for a convenient time. 

Participation was voluntary and they could withdraw from the interview at any time. 

The information given to participants also highlighted that this study would not affect 

participants' time spent at school or their marks, regardless of the content and outcomes of the 

study. The MNE, school and participants would receive a summary of the research. 
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3.7 MAIN STUDY 

3.7.1 Participants 

The main study was conducted with a total of 70 participants from the two classes I was 

teaching. They were all from the same social context and background in Turkey. The average 

age of the participants was 15 and they were all Grade 9 students. After completion of Grade 

9, students are divided into three departments, namely Humanities (i.e. History, Geography, 

Turkish Language, etc.), Social Science (i.e. Maths, Biology, Physics, etc.) and English 

Language. 

In addition, students who want to study in the English Language Department have to take an 

English entrance examination to get accepted. Those who do not pass the exam have to go to 

one of the other departments. 

The participants' level of English was between A2 and BI (Ertiirk et al., 2015) and was 

assessed in the second week of September 2013, before the academic year started. By the end 

of the academic year, students are expected to be at level B2 according to the MNE, which 

follows the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages and Levels. 

3.7.2 Sampling 

The Anatolian High School where the main and initial studies took place has 204 Grade 9 

students divided into six classes of a comparable size. The participants in the study (a total of 

70 students) made up the two classes that I was given to teach. This was partly because it was 

easier to study my own students and manage the workload (Hammersley, 1993), but was also 

because I was not allowed to observe and/or study other classes. 
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These two classes formed the basis of the case study and represented a third of the overall 

population of Grade 9 students. There is no reason to suggest that the classes I was given to 

research were different from any of the other classes in the same year; thus, it is possible that 

the findings will reflect the situation in other classes and provide a broader picture in terms of 

e-pad-enhanced language learning in Anatolian High Schools. 

Pre- and post-task questionnaires were distributed to all students in both classes (pre-task 

stands for 'before' and post-task stands for 'after' the introduction of technology-enhanced 

task-based learning and the completion of all three specially designed reading tasks). Pre- and 

post-task interviews were conducted with a number of students (two pre-task and six post

task), who indicated their willingness to participate through the pre-task questionnaire for the 

pre-task interview and at the completion of reading tasks for the post-task interview (see Table 

3.3 below for the timetable). 

3.8 DESIGN AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE READING TASKS 

The pedagogical focus of this study is to facilitate learner autonomy by encouraging learners 

to take some control of their learning and enhance motivation through online tasks specifically 

designed to enhance the development of reading skills (see the actual tasks and texts in 

Appendix D and the lesson plans and outline of the main study tasks in Appendix C). Table 

3.2 presents the criteria proposed by Chappelle (2000, p. 8). 

Table 3.2 Criteria for CALL tasks (Chappelle, 2000, p. 8) 

Language learning potential: The degree of opportunity present for beneficial focus on form. 

Leamer fit: The amount of opportunity for engagement with language under appropriate 
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conditions given learner characteristics. 

Meaning focus: The extent to which learners' attention is directed toward the meaning of the 

language. 

Authenticity: The degree of correspondence between the learning activity and target language 

activities of interest to learners out of the classroom. 

Positive impact: The positive effects of the CALL activity on those who participate in it. 

Practicality: The adequacy of resources to support the use of the CALL activity. 

In addition to the criteria in Table 3.2, the tasks and activities in the tasks in this study are 

designed to encourage learners to collaborate with each other, and to provide opportunities for 

active participation and discussion. Hampel (2006, p. 113) suggests that task design should 

take account of the affordances of technology for specific purposes. For the purpose of this 

study, online dictionaries and YouTube videos were provided via hyperlinks. Further, because 

online reading is different from reading hard copy text, different reading strategies could be 

developed through online reading activities, which would enhance learner autonomy. Finally, 

evaluation should also be included in the language learning process. The theoretical approach 

described in Chapter 2 has influenced the design and administration of the e-pad-based 

reading tasks for the participants in the main study. There are three tasks (1 Fun festivals, 2 

Malala's story, 3 Women's football). Each task involves reading text and is divided into a 

number of steps (e.g. first task: 9 steps, second task: 7 and third task 10). Each step involves 

learners in activities. Each task was completed over a number of lessons each lasting 40 
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minutes. The criteria used for the design of the tasks are explained here and illustrated in 

Appendix Ciia and CI2. 

Language learning potential: The main focus of the reading activities of these three 

communicative tasks was on meaning. However, students worked on linguistic aspects (i.e. 

vocabulary) of the reading (see Appendix Cia, Task 1, Step 4). Focus on form was planned to 

take place either at the beginning or at the end of the lessons, which I explained where and 

when necessary depending on the objective of the lesson. 

Learner fit: The curriculum of the MNE stresses the importance of students' engagement in 

the learning process so that they have the desire to participate in classroom discussions. 

However, the themes and the nature of the reading tasks in the course books provided by the 

MNE fail to reach this aim. The reading topics (see all the tasks in Appendix D) were 

therefore chosen from the needs analysis conducted at the beginning of the 2013/14 academic 

year (see Appendix B), paying careful attention to students' interests, age and language 

capacity (Chappelle, 2000) to enable them to participate actively and willingly in the learning 

process, both independently and interdependently. 

Meaning focus: The leamer's attention was predominantly on the meaning of the language 

while carrying out the reading tasks (see Appendix Clla, Task 1, Steps 3, 4 and 5). The 

negotiation of meaning took place during students' discussion and interaction with each other 

to exchange information gathered from what they had read and researched on the internet, 

both inside and outside the class (Ellis, 2000). 

Authenticity: The brainstorming activities and Y ouTube videos draw on learners' prior 

experience and use authentic material that the learner is likely to encounter outside the 
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classroom; for example, the 'GAP festival' which was held at the end of October 2013 for one 

week in the city where the research is set, and which the majority of high school students and 

teachers attend every year. Authentic materials were used to encourage learners to participate 

actively in the language learning process and enhance their motivation, especially while 

working on reading tasks. Nunan (2004) also stresses the importance of introducing authentic 

texts into the learning situation. 

Positive impact: CALL activities were intended to have a positive impact on students by 

allowing them to engage and interact with each other during pair or group work to share and 

exchange information. The tasks also allowed students to build on their cultural knowledge 

(Hauck and Youngs, 2008) by providing ready access to sources (e.g. topic on fun festivals) of 

information that might not otherwise be available. 

Practicality: It is very useful and effective for students to go online, search and find 

information to complete their tasks in seconds with their teacher's guidance where and when 

necessary, and in this sense an e-pad was very practical (see Appendix Cia, Task 1, Step 6 for 

online searching). It was also easy for the students to combine the information they had 

searched for and then present it via the Smart Board. 

Collaboration: Pair and group work, whole class feedback, group presentations and class blog 

discussions enabled collaboration within and between the groups (see Appendix C and D for 

an outline of all the tasks). The collaboration provided an opportunity for negotiation of 

meaning and communication in the target language. 

Interaction: The tasks allowed students to meet and interact with each other in and outside the 

class to work collaboratively, which was intended to enhance students' language development 
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(Ellis, 2003) and reading skills. In the final steps of the tasks, students were also required to 

engage with each other through posting their ideas about the activities and through the 

atmosphere created in the lessons, and they were instructed to comment on each other's ideas 

if they wanted to. This provided students with the opportunity to reflect on their thoughts in 

the form of discussion, which encourages more collaborative autonomous learning among 

students (Hampel, 2006, p. 12) and enhances their motivation to read more. 

Developing strategy: Instructions guided students to help them with the development of 

strategies (e.g. students supported their presentation with YouTube clips and visual images to 

give a clearer message of their presentations to the other groups) and helped them to work 

with the e-pad in and outside the class by searching online and conducting interviews. 

Students looked at visual materials that allowed for open interpretation, used online 

dictionaries provided via hyperlinks, highlighted words when they needed it, and they 

searched for information from the links provided (non-linearity). Furthermore, the activities 

also enabled students to use metacognitive strategies. such as problem solving, monitoring and 

planning while working together. 

Creativity and imagination: When students delivered their presentations from their own 

ideas, they decided to wear traditional costumes for Task 1, which brought authenticity to the 

classroom. They supported their presentations with Y ouTube videos and pictures, and one 

group sang when presenting their project. Furthermore, some students created images of a girl 

in their head, drew a picture of that girl, then compared 'Malala's' pictures with theirs and 

reflected on what they imagined creatively (Task 2, Step 1). In his TED talk, Robinson (2006) 

indicated the importance of creativity in education. They also showed creativity by suggesting 

how the use of e-pads in language classrooms could be improved. 
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Affordances of modes: The tasks take the affordances of different modes, such as visual 

images, Y ouTube video clips and online dictionaries, into consideration, which helps to 

convey the meaning of the reading text. In this study, students used selected modes for 

specific purposes, for example students were able to interpret the pictures to predict what the 

text was about (see Appendix ell a, Step 1). The third reading text and task were about 

'women's football', which contained a YouTube video of ten goals (see Appendix C/3a) 

chosen from the Women's World Cup held in Azerbaijan in 2012. Watching the goals was 

intended to generate students' interest in the topic. An online dictionary was provided via 

web-links to enable students to look up and decode the meanings of words (see Task 2, Step 4 

in Appendix C/2a). Students supported their findings with images and/or audio and/or video 

clips for more effective and motivating presentations (see all the tasks for group 

presentations). They were able to post their ideas via the class blog as well (see all the tasks, 

last activity). 

Reflection: Students were becoming aware of their learning (Murphy et aI., 2005, p. 60) by 

reflecting on the learning process at the end of each group presentation. Students also posted 

their views and ideas on the class blogs about the activities, lessons, atmosphere of the class 

and their presentations (see the outline of reading tasks for the last step in Appendix C). 

Self-evaluation: Furthermore, students had the opportunity to evaluate their own reading 

levels at the pre- and post- tasks stages. They also reflected on their reading levels at the 

feedback stages, during interviews and class blog discussions. Evaluating learning is very 

important for the development of learner autonomy (Dam, 1995). 
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Overall, the aim of the online task design was to motivate language learners and to provide 

activities that students could engage with independently and interdependently, thereby helping 

their development as autonomous learners beginning to take control over the learning of 

English. The texts used are prepared according to Level B 1 of the Common European 

Framework of Reference for Language Learning. 

The online reading tasks were administered from 6 November to 11 December 2013 (see 

Table 3.3 below for the timetable). The students were divided into seven groups of five in both 

classes. Task instructions were displayed on the Smart Board for the students to follow. I 

presented the pre-reading activities (e.g. warm-up and lead in) (see Appendix Clla, Task 1, 

Steps 1 and 2) through the Smart Board to set the context of the reading task and to get the 

students to start talking about the topics that they had chosen so as to have a positive impact 

on the students from the beginning (see the outline of all three reading tasks in Appendix C). I 

then left the students to do the rest of the activities on their own and at their own pace, 

allowing me to observe and note down in my journal the students' reactions to the e-pads and 

online reading tasks during the remainder of the lesson. 

The brainstorming activities were designed to activate learners' prior knowledge about topics 

which I previously established were interesting to them. The materials used were authentic 

and/or they were taken from scenarios that students would most likely come across outside the 

class, such as attending cultural festivals. Affordances of online dictionaries also assisted 

students to negotiate the meaning when interacting with the texts (Ellis, 2003). The main focus 

of the tasks in this study was on meaning with a little attention paid to form. For example, 

skimming, scanning and careful readings were mainly meaning-based (see Appendix CIa, 

Task 1, Steps 3 and 4), and reading for detailed comprehension was form-focused (Step 5) as 
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required by the Turkish curriculum to practise for English. The tasks were also designed to 

provide opportunities for students to take responsibility for their learning instead of being 

completely dependent on the teacher, which was expected to enhance their intrinsic 

motivation. 

For example, Task 1, Step 6 enabled students to search online individually for relevant 

information, and they then worked together to combine what they had found and presented it 

(Step 7) in the class. In some instances, (see outline of reading Task 3, Step 4 in Appendix 

C/3a) students conducted interviews and in others they searched online to find out what the 

challenges associated with 'women's football' in Turkey were, and had to come up with 

practical solutions in their group (see Task 3, Step 5), which showed that they intended to be 

actively involved in the language learning process. In this way they also developed search 

strategies ('hypertext literacy') and problem-solving skills in the L2. 

Thus, activities were meaning-based and closely related to students' communicative needs. 

They were also designed to give students opportunities to work together to collaborate, which 

was hoped would have a positive impact on the learning process and improve their reading 

skills, which is essential for language learning as claimed by Oxford (1997). Learners were 

also invited to reflect on the presentations they delivered and on the classroom atmosphere at 

the end of each task, both face-to-face in the class and outside the class via the class blog. 
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3.9 MAIN STUDY DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 

Table 3.3 Timetable for data collection and implementation of the reading tasks 

Pre-task questionnaire circulation (N = 70) I October 2013 

Pre-task interviews conducted (N = 2) 3 October 2013 

First reading task implemented (N = 70) 6-13 November 2013 

Second reading task implemented (N = 70) 13-15 November 2013 

Third reading task implemented (N = 70) 29 November-II December 2013 

Class blog (N = 70) 8 November-20 December 2013 

Researcher journal (N = 70) 16 Sept 2013-16 June 2014 

Post-task interview conducted (N = 6) 20 December 2013 

Post-task questionnaire circulation (N - 70) 25 December 2013 

3.9.1 Introduction 

This study employed four instruments: pre- and post-task questionnaires (see Appendix FIl 

and F/2); pre- and post-task interviews (see Appendix F/3 El4), one conducted after the pre

task questionnaire and the other after the completion of the online reading tasks; a class blog 

for participants' discussion (see Appendix F/5); and a researcher journal (see Appendix Kl4 

for journal extracts). As in the initial study, pre-task stands for 'before' and post-task stands 

'after' the introduction of technology-enhanced task design. 
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As a researcher, I was instrumental in obtaining my research findings and then interpreting 

them. Therefore, in order to minimise potential bias, I recruited two professional colleagues to 

review my data, such as interview transcripts and my interpretations, along with two certified 

translators (see Sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 for more detail about the translation of my data) to 

check my translations. In addition, I also consulted my students to check that my interpretation 

concurred with their experiences. In this way, findings were verified to ensure that the results 

produced were reliable and supported conclusions drawn. 

3.9.2 Questionnaires 

It is widely believed that questionnaires have many advantages, such as being efficient in 

terms of research effort, time and cost (Dornyei, 2010); focused; easy to conduct on a large 

scale; preserving the anonymity of participants (Brown, 2001); and providing standardised 

answers, which afford a good deal of precision and clarity (McDonough, 1999). For all these 

reasons, questionnaires were used in the current study. Two types of questionnaire were 

employed: pre- and post-task questionnaires. Internal consistency of both the questionnaires 

was tested and the Cronbach Alpha Reliability Rating was found to be 0.95. 

This means that pre- and-post-task questionnaire items showed good internal consistency. In 

both questionnaires, a Likert-type scale system of 1-5 ranging from a negative to a positive 

response (' 1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree'), yes or no and multiple-choice self

report items were used. The Likert scale technique is frequently used in social-psychological 

motivational research (Gardner, 1985). The average scores were categorised as follows: 1.0-

1.9 (Very low = Very negative); 2.G-2.9 (Low = Negative); 3.G-3.7 (Moderate); 3.8-4.2 (High 

= Positive); and 4.3-5.0 (Very high = Very positive). 
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3.9.2a The initial study 

The pre-task questionnaire for the initial study (see Appendix Ell) consisted of 60 items. 

Items 1--41 and 58-60 were written for this study. Items 1-25 aimed to gather data on 

participants' experience with computer technology (e.g. mobile phones, e-pads, computer 

skills); item 26 self-evaluation of their reading skills; items 27-30, 36 and 37 their previous 

reading habits; items 31-34, 40 and 41 their expectations in relation to the introduction and 

use of the e-pad and its potential influence on their reading skills; items 35 and 36 their 

expectation of English lessons; and items 58-60 the e-pad training sessions. The other items 

were adopted from the literature and have been widely used in social-psychological motivation 

research (items 42-57) (e.g. Dornyei and Ushioda, 2011; Deci and Ryan, 1985; Gardner, 

1985) and language learner autonomy research (items 26 and 39). In addition, participants 

could express further opinions by answering open-ended questions. 

The post-task questionnaire consisted of 55 items (see Appendix E/2) and was designed to 

collect data about participants' experience with the e-pad and their views on the tasks designed 

for the study (see Appendix FJ5 for the task) to address the research questions. Items 1-4, 14, 

16-18 and 22-24 aimed to gather data about general attitudinal and motivational aspects, 

which were adopted from Deci and Ryan (1985) and Gardner (1985) and adapted for this 

study. 

Items 5-15 and 19-20 were designed to collect information about the task design and the use 

of the e-pad with respect to intrinsic motivation. Items 25-37 were related to aspects of 

language learner autonomy following completion of the reading tasks and the use of the e-pad 

along with the participants' self-evaluation of their reading skills (item 38), their reading 

habits (items 39--40) and the influence of e-pad use on learning English and reading skills 
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(items 41-43). Items 1-4, 14, 16-18, 22-24 and 38-43 aimed to determine the differences in 

students' responses following a period of working with the e-pad. Finally, items 45-55 were 

related to the English lesson on the topic of 'wedding traditions', which a participant attended 

in December 2012, focusing on the length, difficulty, vocabulary of reading texts and the 

activities (YouTube clips, wedding pictures, instructions and searching on the internet and 

group presentation) in relation to the research questions. 

3.9.2b The main study 

As a result of the experience gained in the initial study, some changes were made in the pre

task questionnaire for the main study. For example, items 2 and 3 were removed because they 

were not necessarily addressing the research questions and they were not clear. I rephrased 

item 4 because it was vague. Item 38: 'What do you read?' was ambiguous; thus, it needed to 

focus more on specifics, and additional information, such as 'novels, newspapers, magazines', 

was included. I also changed the scale of items 31-34 from yes or no answers to a Likert-type 

scale to get a degree of agreement/disagreement for a better analysis. More items (38, 39,46, 

52, 56, 58, 62 and 65-70) were added to increase the validity of the pre-task questionnaire 

with regard to aspects of motivation and autonomy. Some of the added items were used for the 

purpose of double checking, that is to determine the consistency of the participants' answers. 

For example, some positively worded items were accompanied by negatively constructed 

items covering the same content (items 46 and 52-54) to enhance the reliability of the data. 

Moreover, the initial study had only two items dedicated to addressing language learner 

autonomy. Some additional items (56 and 65-70) were included in the pre-task questionnaire 

to gain a wider understanding of the students' views on language learner autonomy. 
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Regarding the post-task questionnaire, it focused equally on constructs of language learner 

motivation, autonomy and experience with e-pad-based online reading activities. The main 

purpose of the post-task questionnaire was to determine the differences in participants' 

responses following a period of engagement with the tasks and the e-pad. To a lesser extent, I 

also looked at new insights that could complement what I had already collected from the other 

instruments, such as the post-task interview, the class blog and the researcher journal, to 

ascertain the validity and reliability of the data collected. 

The initial study suggested various changes to the tasks devised for the main study. 

Accordingly, some additional items (37,38,41,42,44,45 and 74) were included in the post

task questionnaire in relation to those newly designed online reading tasks and their 

implementation (see Appendix C for the outline of the tasks and Appendix D for the actual 

tasks used in the main study) and the wording in some items was modified in order to take 

those tasks into consideration. 

Both the pre- and post-task questionnaires were written in English and then translated into 

Turkish by a certified translator who is an expert in applied linguistics (see the questionnaires 

in Appendix FIl.b and F12.b for the Turkish version). I finally translated the items back into 

English from Turkish to verify the translation. 

The pre-task questionnaire was administered in the first week of October 2013 and the post

task questionnaire in the last week of December 2013. I let the head of the school know two 

weeks before administrating each questionnaire. He had already given his consent for the 

research project, and I kept him informed about its progress. 
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Questionnaires were distributed during regular class time and I explained to the students what 

they needed to do. I reminded them of the confidentiality of their answers and their right to 

withdraw from the study if, for example, they found any question to be offensive. The subjects 

were left to complete the questions at their own pace. The pre-task questionnaire was 

completed on average in 30 minutes and the post-task questionnaire in 40 minutes, and I 

thanked them for their cooperation. My duties as a researcher included administering the 

questionnaire and storing the data collected on a password-protected computer. 

Questionnaires, however, do have some limitations. According to Domyei (2010), if not well

constructed, they can produce unreliable and invalid data. Another significant disadvantage is 

that of being mechanical, especially with closed items. Undoubtedly, ticking boxes cannot 

reproduce the complexity needed in order to answer the kind of research question at the centre 

of the current study. As a result, this study employed the interview method to provide 

additional insights. 

3.9.3 Interviews 

According to Punch (2009), the interview is a very important data collection instrument in 

qualitative methodology because it is a very effective technique for accessing respondents' 

views, thoughts and constructions of reality. Brown (2001) draws attention to the main 

advantage of employing interviews, stating that 'the data obtained are relatively rich and 

spontaneous' (p. 76). Therefore, this study drew on interviews to explore the subjects' views 

in order to help answer the research questions. Semi-structured interviews were used to collect 

data on variables such as aspects of motivation (RQl) and autonomy (RQ2) in language 

learning. Semi-structured interviews can help to uncover patterns of behaviour as well as the 
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subjects' own views and understandings of events (Burgess et al., 2006; Strauss and Corbin, 

1990), such as motivation and autonomy in language learning, specifically - in the context of 

the present study - the development of online reading skills. The description of the interview 

process is divided into two phases, the initial and main study. 

3.9.3a The initial study 

The initial study used a voice-recorded post-task semi-structured interview (see Appendix E/3 

for the interview schedules). The interview aimed to investigate students' experiences with the 

online reading task and e-pads. Thus, the questions were formulated to gather information 

about the online reading task and e-pad-based activities to explore issues related to motivation 

and autonomy further, in order to answer both RQl and RQ2. For this interview, some specific 

questions were determined in advance, mainly relating to the online reading task and partly to 

the data gathered from the pre-task questionnaire. It shed further light on the issues covered 

while at the same time leaving space for elaboration and clarification in respect of subjects 

who may have found it difficult to express themselves in the class, and for in-depth 

exploration of certain areas depending on the way in which the interview developed. 

The questions were asked in Turkish to ensure full understanding by the students (Burgess et 

aI., 2006). It was predicted that learner answers would provide evidence of: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

whether the activities that they carried out were enjoyable, motivating or challenging 

the theme of the reading text and whether they liked it or not 

their way of learning 

the difficulty of activities 

their overall feelings about using the e-pad and the online reading tasks 
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• the way the English lesson on the online reading topics was given 

• their perceptions on what they gained from using e-pads to learn English 

• the class atmosphere. 

3.9.3b The main study 

Pre-task interview 
The pre-task interview questions (see Appendix F/3) were about the confirmation and 

clarification of a few items in the pre-task questionnare, for example: 

• their computer skills 

• their level of fluency in reading English and reading skills 

• the potential influence of the e-pads on their reading skills 

• their preparation/training for the use of e-pads 

• their attitudes toward the learning situation and learning English 

• their working style (e.g. alone/pair/group work). 

The reason for focusing on the above was to clarify ambiguities found in students' responses 

in the pre-task questionnaire. For the pre-task interview, two students were interviewed as they 

were the only two to indicate their willingness to be interviewed in the pre-task questionnaire. 

Therefore, the questions were limited according to those two students' responses; however, 

similar ambiguities were also detected in other students' answers. The interviews were 

conducted two days after the completion of the pre-task questionnaire (see Table 3.3 above for 

the timetable). 

Post-task interview 

Item 8 in the post-task interview in the initial study was found to be a leading question (see 

Appendix FJ3) and items I, 3, 4 and 6 needed to focus more on specific information. 
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Otherwise, I would have ended up with unspecific statements from the students and I would 

not have been able to use them to address my research questions. Questions 8 and 9 about 

students feeling confident and comfortable were added to gather more views about the class 

atmosphere (see Appendix F/4 for the post-task interview questions). 

The post-task interview aimed at investigating students' experiences with the e-pad. The 

questions were formulated to gather information about the online reading tasks to further 

explore issues related to motivation and autonomy in order to answer my research questions. 

This interview was based mainly on the reading tasks and partly on the data gathered from 

class blog discussions and the researcher journal. In addition to the aims given in Section 

3.8.3a, it was anticipated that learner answers would further provide evidence of: 

• how comfortable and confident they felt in the class 

• the class atmosphere and any other information depending on the students' responses. 

The post-task interview also aimed to explore how students' responses to the questions in 

relation to motivation and autonomy had changed because they had used the e-pads for some 

time to engage in the reading tasks. It was hoped that the answers would provide evidence of 

the differences in students' motivation and autonomy while carrying out the online reading 

tasks relevant to the research questions. Six out of fifty-four randomly chosen volunteers were 

interviewed after the completion of the tasks. The pre-task interview was conducted in the first 

week of October 2013 and the post-task interview in the third week of December 2013. All 

interviews were conducted in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere. The interviewees were asked 

to specify a setting and time convenient to them. It was hoped that giving options to choose 

the setting and time would empower the interviewees and encourage them to provide more 

honest and accurate answers. As suggested by the students, the interviews were conducted 
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after classes between 13:00 and 14:30 one student at a time in the teacher's room over a period 

of two days. The interviews, which were recorded with the interviewees' consent, were 20-25 

minutes long. The interview questions were in Turkish and the recordings were transcribed 

and then later translated into English by me and two certified translators to check for 

consistency. 

In addition to the interviews, students' reflections, through a class blog, were also considered 

as an aspect of being an autonomous learner (Murphy et aI., 2005), which will be discussed 

next. 

3.9.4 Class blog 

As emphasised earlier, the important feature for this class was the technology component, so I 

created a class blog for my research and used it in the form of a discussion alongside 

interviews to explore my students' views on the online reading tasks and activities. Hookway 

(2008) states that blogs have been recently used as a form of internet communication but they 

have not been widely applied as a qualitative data collection method. Thus, this area warrants 

further development by social researchers as an instrument to collect rich qualitative data. 

Students were given an additional whole class activity expanding the reading task through 

further reflection. They used the Gmail account that I created for two classes and posted their 

views on the class blog by answering the questions displayed on the blog about the class 

atmosphere, the presentations, what they had gained from the lesson, and anything more they 

wanted to add (see Appendix F/5 for class blog guiding questions). They were able to provide 

comments on the ongoing discussions that were in line with O'Neil's view (2005, p. 7) that 

blogs are a 'seemingly infinite multiplication of voices' . 
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It was anticipated that contributions to the blog would provide evidence of: 

• students' awareness of their own learning 

• the classroom atmosphere 

• the strategies that they used during the class preparation and presentations 

• their awareness of development in their reading skills 

• other unpredicted aspects that could be relevant to the concepts I am investigating. 

This approach allowed all students, including those who are less confident, to express their 

opinions if they wanted to, not just those who were interviewed. 

As a result, some of the data from the blog was driven by what my students wanted to discuss, 

not by what I wanted to find out in relation to motivation and autonomy to answer my research 

questions. Bailey and Nunan (1996, p. 20) make it clear that autonomy is developed when 

language learners contribute to their learning process along with their self-motivation. The 

class blog was administered from 8 November to 20 December 2013. It is also important to 

look at the learning environment from the class teacher's perspective, which is discussed in 

the next section. 

3.9.5 Researcher journal 

From the beginning of teaching these two classes, I kept a journal. This involved the 

systematic recording of personal feelings and thoughts on students' reactions towards the use 

of e-pads and online reading tasks, both before and after the classes, over the period of the 

study and beyond as both a researcher and a teacher. My journal was a supplement to the other 

research methods used in this study. Researcher journals are increasingly finding their way 

into social research (Plummer, 2001). According to Toms and Duff (2002, p. 1233), social 
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scientists have used diaries (journals) as a method for gathering information regularly to 

understand social life. To understand the learning life in my classrooms, from the start of the 

academic year, I recorded the students' learning process to capture the 'ever-changing present' 

(Elliott, 1997, p. 3). 

3.10 DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 

3.10.1 Questionnaires 

As Burton (2000, p. 215) suggests, '[c]ase studies can and should include numerical 

measurement'. In line with Burton (2000) both quantitative and qualitative research techniques 

can be legitimately used in case studies together with an appropriate statistical programme, (a 

Mann-Whitney U test in this study, see further discussion below). 

After collecting the data from the pre- and post-task questionnaires (see Section 3.9.2a above 

for the rationale of the questionnaires), the responses to the questionnaires were entered into 

Excel spreadsheets to produce average and median rankings. The average rankings have been 

used to present and compare responses to individual questionnaire items in Chapter 4. The 

medians have been used to test the significance of the differences in rankings between the pre

and post-task questionnaires. The questionnaire items which had been answered using a five

point Likert scale by the respondents were coded in Excel using the exact numbers that the 

respondents had circled and the responses to 'yes or no' items in the questionnaire were coded 

as I for 'yes' and 0 for 'no'. In case of negatively worded items, the scoring system was 

reversed. Then, the medians of the raw data for each aspect of motivation (e.g. intrinsic 

motivation) and autonomy (e.g. collaboration) were used in the SPSS program for the 
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statistical analysis (see Appendix H for an example of the raw data for attitudes towards 

learning English, with median rankings). 

A frequently-used test of the significance of pre- and post- test differences in a case like my 

study is a Mann-Whitney U test. It is the non-parametric test alternative to the I-test for 

independent samples. Non-parametric statistics were appropriate for my study due to the fact 

that the data was not normally distributed (Hatch and Lazaraton, 1991). Thus, instead of 

comparing means of the responses from the two questionnaires, such as would happen in a t

test, the Mann-Whitney U test compares medians by calculating a U statistic based on the rank 

order of the data points. This allowed me to compare the ranking and showed the change in 

ranking between the pre- and post-task questionnaire responses and provided a statistical test 

to complement my qualitative data. This test also enables comparison of two non-paired 

groups that do not need to be of equal size as in the case of my study. I have a different 

number of questionnaire items related to some of the concepts (e.g. intrinsic motivation) in the 

pre- and post-task questionnaires. Some items had been reworded or removed and others had 

been added as explained in Section 3.8.2. Therefore, I used this test to find out whether there 

were overall significant differences in the rankings between the results from the pre- and post

task questionnaires. 

3.10.2 Qualitative analysis: (interviews, open questions, class blog and researcher 

journal) 

The qualitative data which consisted of interviews, open-ended questions in the 

questionnaires, class blog discussions and my research journal entries were analysed through 

thematic analysis. Thematic analysis is a widely used qualitative analytical method (Roulston, 
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2001). According to Boyatzis (1998, p. 4), thematic analysis is 'not another qualitative method 

but a process that can be used with most, if not all, qualitative methods ... ' and Ryan and 

Bernard (2000) place thematic analysis within major analytic traditions (such as grounded 

theory). However, Braun and Clarke (2006, p. 79) consider this as a method in its own right 

defining it as 'a method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within 

data'. Thus the main aim of thematic analysis is to search for themes (patterns) across the 

whole dataset. Analysis of some of the findings derived from these sources was data-driven, 

but some was theory-driven. This means that some of the main categories/themes were 

constructed by the researcher from theories and concepts in the literature in relation to the 

research questions, and some emerged during analysis. The analysis in this research involved 

'a constant moving back and forth between the entire data set' (Braun and Clarke, 2006, p. 94) 

looking for themes/categories in relation to my research questions. In other words, the data 

was analysed using constant comparison to identify and compare themes/categories from 

different data sources (e.g. interviews and class blog discussions). Constant comparison is a 

way of maintaining a close connection between codes (categories/themes) and data gathered 

from different research tools throughout the analysis (Charmaz, 2(08). The data is then 

compared with the categories/themes and the categories compared with the concepts (e.g. 

motivation/autonomy) to check that there is consistency in the way the data has been coded. 

Thus when coding, I had the main themes (e.g. motivation and autonomy) already in mind in 

relation to the research questions. I was also mindful of other categories that seemed to arise 

out of the data (e.g. blog reflections, researcher journal entries) and regularly compared those 

ideas with the data. I repeated this process from the start of my data collection and analysis 

and continued to the end until I found no new themes. While analysing the data, I followed 

thematic analysis guidelines by identifying patterns, through the process of data familiarisation 
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and data coding, across the qualitative findings which could provide answers to my research 

questions. In other words, I moved back and forth, as suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), 

to check whether my application of codes to the data was consistent. Before coding the data, I 

familiarised myself with my data by transcribing the recordings from the interviews and 

translating them from Turkish into English. I then read all the data and made some notes about 

students' voices in relation to learner autonomy and motivation and then initial codes were 

generated (see Figure 3.1). 

Data extract from post-task interviews Coded as 

1. The introductions were very nice and I 1. Students' enjoyment ofbrainstorrning 

love them. activities = positive impact of warmer 

2. The video clips and photos as visual activities on students' motivation. 

and audio aids stay in our memory for 2. The positive impact of the affordances of 

a long time and leT on learner motivation in language 

3. your questions about directing us to learning = the powerful visual images are 

think about a girl who fights for observed here. 

women's education rights really 3. The power of imagination on students' 

encouraged us to visualize the girl and language learning = students may want to 

imagine her situation and the read more and find out more about the girl = 

difficulty she may have faced. desire to read more. 

4. The pictures from the Fun Festival 4. The impact of students' learning in the 

made me think better about the class on their real life = a bridge between 

festivals and now I want to visit 'Ice classroom and outside world. 

sculpture festival' in Canada. 

Figure 3.1 Data extract: initial exammatlOn of the data 
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After identifying initial patterns through the process of data familiarisation (see Figure 3.1 for 

a sample of interview data extract from post- introduction of technology enhanced tasks), I 

began grouping the ideas into the main themes/categories, motivation and autonomy (see 

Figure 3.2 for the relationship to the main themes shown in numbers). The initial analyses of 

the transcripts from the interview recordings, answers to open-ended questions, class blog 

discussions and researcher journal observations were carried out manually for the main themes 

(e.g. learner autonomy and motivation). Thus, I first sorted the data into the main themes of 

motivation and learner autonomy (see Figures 3.2 and 3.3). 

Data extract from post-task interviews Coded as 

1. The introductions were very nice and I 1. Motivation 

love them (motivation). 2. Motivation 

2. The video clips and photos as visual 3. Motivation 

and audio aids stay in our memory for 4. Motivation 

a long time (lCT may lead to 

motivation) and 

3. your questions about directing us to 

think about a girl who fights for 

women's education rights really 

encouraged us to visualize the girl and 

imagine her situation (motivation to 

read) and the difficulty she may have 

faced. 

4. The pictures from the Fun Festival 

made me think better about the 

festivals (lCT may motivate to read 

more about the festivals) and now I 

want to visit 'Ice sculpture festival' in 

Canada (bridge between classroom 
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and outside world may encourage 

students to read more and have the 

desire to visit the place). 

Figure 3.2 Data extract from post-task interviews: initial examination of the data with 

the main codes applied 

Question 3: KK: Do you like this way of learning in general? 

ST: Yes, I like it very much. [Motivation] 

KK: Can you explain it a bit more please? 

ST: The introductions were very nice and I love them. The video clips and photos as visual 

and audio aids stay in our memory for a long time and your questions about directing us to 

think about a girl who fights for women's education rights really encouraged us to visualize 

the girl and imagine her situation and the difficulty she may have faced. The pictures from the 

Fun Festival made me think better about the festivals and now I want to visit 'Ice sculpture 

festival' in Canada. [Motivation] 

KK: Ok, I see. 

KK: What else? 

ST: The interview activity gave me the confidence to go and ask questions to other students or 

teachers. [Autonomy] 

KK: How do you know that you felt confident? 

ST: I felt that I could take responsibility for what I was doing. We should always take 

responsibility for our jobs or duties and in this class you encourage us to find out or discover 

ourselves as we did when we prepared and present our presentations and conducted the 

interview. [Autonomy] 

KK: Did you like this way of learning then? 
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ST: Yes, of course. 

KK: Did you find the interview activity and preparing and presenting difficult? 

ST: They were very demanding but rewarding activities and we learnt a lot of things. 

[Autonomy] 

KK: For example? 

ST: We learnt how to be critical and how to ask questions with confidence and learnt how to 

find infonnation in a short time, we learnt not be afraid of asking for help and we learnt how 

to evaluate our lessons by discussing them critically. [Autonomy] 

KK: I am glad that you like the lessons. 

KK: Do you like learning English involving the use of a tablet (e-pad)? 

ST: Yes, of course. [Motivation] 

KK: What did you like about it in particular? 

ST: The tablets have brought excitement to the class and everybody loved them. They are 

always busy with them. [Motivation] 

KK: Do you think they are busy with them learning or just busy doing something else? 

ST: I don't know exactly but I definitely use it for learning. 

KK: Can you give me an example please? How do you use it for learning? 

ST: I search on the Internet about my lessons as I did in this class. [Autonomy] 

KK: For example? 

ST: I searched about 'Malala's story, Women football and Fun festivals'. [Autonomy] 

KK: Do you have any suggestion as to how the use of the e-pad in the lessons could be 

improved? 

ST: Yes, in the class we can read aloud while the e-pad is recording and then listen to our own 
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voice and improve our pronunciation. [Autonomy] 

KK: What else? 

ST: We can do similar research as we did with you and send the draft of our presentation to 

our teachers for feedback and then we can correct it and present the result in the class. 

[Autonomy] 

KK: What else? 

ST: The MNE should extend the content of the e-pad. [Autonomy] 

KK: What do you mean by the content? 

ST: Like IPhone. It has a lot of apps. 

KK: For example? 

ST: Skype, Tango and Y ouTube etc. 

KK: In which way would the way you suggest improve the lesson? 

ST: We should be able to access to websites to discover new things, downloading new apps or 

we can create our apps. [Autonomy] 

KK: What types of apps? 

ST: I don't know, like vocabulary building apps, or vocabulary bank. 

KK: Anything else? 

ST: May be reading web sites like 'bugclub'. [Autonomy] 

KK: Why? 

ST: Because it helps to improve my reading and it is free. [Autonomy] 

Figure 3.3 Data extract from post-task interviews for initial analysis of the main themes, 

motivation and autonomy 
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The detailed analys is of the transcripts fro m qualitati ve data was carri ed out by hi ghli ghting 

words (see Appendi x 112 for an example of more detailed analysis), phrases and sentences that 

related to the main themes and sub-themes identi fied as detailed in Figure 3.4. Here, we can 

see the relati onship between the main overarching themes (e.g ., learner autonomy and 

motivati on) and the sub-themes (e.g., intrinsic moti vati on, attitudes towards language learning, 

instrumental moti vati on, coll aborati on, exercising contro l over language learning and so on) 

within them. The content of the table is coded as fo ll ows: 

Red colour represents learner autonomy and its aspects/sub-themes . 

Yell ow colour represents motivation and its aspects/sub-themes. 

Green colour represents the positi ve impact of the affordances of ICT on learner autonomy and 

moti vat"on. 

Grey co lour represents reading habits (negati ve or not interested) 

Blue co lour represents amoti vati on/demoti vation. 

The coding is expl ained in the text in bold (e.g., 1M stands for intrinsic moti vation). (See 

coding ex plained in Figure 3.5 and codin g key in Appendix III ). 

Data extract from post-task interviews Coded as 

Ex planati on o f the colour-coding : 

• Learner autonomy and its aspects/sub-themes 

Yellow: Moti vation and its aspects/sub-themes 

The positi ve impact o f the affordances of ICT on learner autonomy 

and moti vation in language learning 
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.. Amotivation/demotivation 

Question 1: How did you find the activities in lesson, on the topics "women 

football, fun festivals and Malala's story" in general? 

ST: They were rea lly nice and I totally enjoyed everything. This is the first time I 

have spoken so much English in English c lass . [Intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Did you like the activities in thi s class? 

ST: Yes I did. 

KK: Can you explain your answer please? 

ST: I know that you devised the activities to get uS invo lved in the learning 

process and participate more in the class and I can say that you succeeded. The 

ac tivities were moti vating and r liked them and my friends seemed to like them as 
1M 

well. [Intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Did you find any particular activity that made you think it was boring? 

ST: No, not at all. They were fantasti c. [Intrinsic motivation] 1M 

Question 2: What did you think of the themes of the reading texts in general? 

ST: Fun Festivals, Malala's story and Women's Football were remarkable themes 

but Women's Football was unusual for our people and it provoked many students 

to speak and participate more than usual. [Positive influence of task design on 
PITDIM 

intrinsic motivation] 

Question 3: Do you like this way of learning in general? 

ST: Yes, very much. The introductions were very nice. The ~=-=~ and 

B.DtHB:Ullws..a==USI= stay in our memory for a long time and your questions 

about directing us to think about a girl who fights for women' s education rights 

really encouraged us to visualize the g irl and imagi ne her situation and the 

difficulty she may have faced. from the Fun Festival made me think 
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better about the festivals and now I want to visit " Ice sculpture festival" in Canada. 

[Positive attitudes towards learning English = Motivation]-[Teacher influence 

on intrinsic motivation]-[Positive impact of the affordances of ICT on 

intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Really? 

ST: Yes 

KK: What e lse? 

ST: The interview activ ity gave me the confidence to go and 

[Intrinsic motivation]-[Taking risk = Learner Autonomy] 

Question 4: How did you find the activities in terms of difliculty in general? 

ST: They were not difficult at all. I think they were at the right leve l for the class 

and they were easy for me because I studied English fo r 3 months in Oxford and I 

understapd what I read. 

KK: How was the course in Oxford? 

ST: I found it hard at the beginning but later I got used it and since then I have 

been trying to improve my English. [Intrinsic motivation] 

KK: What are you doing to improve your English now? 

studied English together in England th rough Skype, regularly talking to you, 

reading books from the 'bu clu6" websit which you suggested to me. [Positive 

impact of the affordances of ICT on intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Did you find it difficult to work with your group? 

ST: No, it was enjoyable and . I Intrinsic motivation]-

[Collaboration = Learner Autonomy] 

Question 5: Overall how would you describe your feelings about using an e-

pad in carrying out the tasks on the topics "women's football, fun festivals 
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and Malala's story"? 

ST: Without e e- a , I wou ld not able to search for information and find it in a 

short period of time. It has changed the atmosphere of the class and moti vated 

most of us, certainl y me. I Positive impact of the affordances of leT on 

motivation] 

Question 6: How do you feel about the way the English lesson on the topics 

"Women's football, Fun festivals and Malala's story" is given in general? 

ST: The lessons were very moti vating and the atmosphere of the class was ni ce. 

rlntrinsic motivation]-[Positive attitudes towards learning situation = 

Motivation] 

Question 10: What was your impression in terms of how the students 

participated overall to the activities in the class? 

ST: I think everyone . [Active participation 

= Learner Autonomy] 

KK: Was their participati on higher at the beginning or end of the lessons? 

ST: To me, it was equal. Just in the middle of the lesson the class was a bit quiet 

and that was because we had to read text and answer the questions. 

KK: Which activity or lesson did you least like? 

ST: I did because it took a long time and the 

e-pad did not have key boards. [Negative impact of ICT on 

motivation=Demotivation] 

Data extract from the class blog entries = Fun Festivals 

I . What did you think of the presentation activity? 

• I think it was good . 

• I think it was more than good. That was the first time I felt that I was 
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enj oying learning. I searched for Oxford C ity Festi va l because I attended 

that festi va l in 201 2 when I was in Oxford learning English at Kaplan 

International. Then, I shared my ex perience with and we 

prepared Oxford City Fes ti va l fo r our presentation. It was fa ntastic . 

[Int r insic motivation]-[Collaboration = Learne r Autonomy] 

• Yes, it was fa ntastic and I will go to Oxford next summer to see the 

fes ti va l myse lf. [I ntri nsic motivation] 

• I learnt a lot of things during the preparation for the presentation. 

• Thi s was the first time I on the Internet for my lesson and I 

tota lly enj oyed it even if I spent a long time to do it and I rea lly enj oyed it 

when I presented it. [Exer cising control over language learning] -

[I n trinsic moti vation] 

• I liked our festi va l more than the others because ours was a tradi tiona l 

festi va l, Nevroz, as spring festival. [Intr insic motivation] 

• T he presentation was our work and it was moti vating. It gave us 

and we learnt more 

because we did it ourse lves and our when we needed 

help . [Intrinsic motivation]-[Learner autonom y, exercising control 

over la nguage learning, teacher influence on learner au tonom y] 

1M 

ECOLL, IM 

1M 

TILA 

1M, ECOLL, 
TILA 

Data extract from researcher journal observations (Pre- and post- Coded as 

introduction of technology enhanced tasks) 

16th September 201 3: My observations on students' IT familiarity, their views 

about and intentions for using the e-pad : 

" We do not have internet at home". 

" We have internet s ignal at home but it is our ne ighbour 's and I use it sometimes; 

however, it is very slow and sometimes o ff ' . 
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16th September 20 13: I also asked the class whether they had carried out any 

resea rch abou t any topic and g iven a presentation based on the ir investigations to 

the class in their past lea rning experience. Only two students said "yes". I a lso 

asked whether they would like to prepare a topi c and present it in class thi s year 

and whi le nearly halfofthem said "yes", the majority answered "no". Some of the 

yes reasons: 

it will be fun or exciting, [Extrinsic motivation] EM 

they wi ll learn more because of , [Active participation 

= Learner Autonomy] AP/LA 

Some of the "no" reasons: 

[Amotivation] AM 

they have not done it be fore, 

18th September 20 13: In our informal conversation at the beginning of the first 

semester, majority of the studcnts in two classes complained about the educational 

system in general. 

I a lso asked about their reading habits and they repli ed that they did not read 

books, especia lly in Engli sh because they did not understand and found reading 

very boring. Here are some comments I heard: 

"no, I " like reading ... [why? I asked] I don't know but I never read". AMINI 

[Amotivationinot interested] 

" Reading a book is like a ..... I hate it" . [Oemotivation] 
OM 

On the other hand very few indicated they like reading: 

" I like reading stories ... in the summer holiday ... " [Intrinsic motivation] 1M 

"Yes, my father is a teacher ... yes he reads a lot". 

15th November 2013: Student s indicated that pre-e-pad activiti es helped the m to 

and understand the content of the reading texts and they loved the topics. 
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[Learning strategies]-[lntrinsic motivation] LS.IM 

Figure 3.4 Data extract for analysis of the main themes and sub-themes 

I completed this phase by collating all the coded data from different sources (See Figure 3.4 

for examples from post-task interviews, class blog entries and pre- and post-task researcher 

journal observations), related to the main themes and sub-themes, and followed this by 

reviewing the themes and sub-themes and classifying them as: themes = sub-themes = coding 

= example, as shown in Figure 3.5 (see coding key in Appendix Ill) and by moving back and 

forth as suggested by Braun and Clarke (2006), to check whether the data was consistent with 

my application of the codes. The majority of themes and sub-themes derived from the sources 

(e.g., from the questionnaires and interviews) was theory-driven, but some data-driven (e.g., 

from the class blog entries and researcher journal observations). See sections 3.9 and 3.10 for 

more discussion about the theoretical basis of the research instruments. 

Themes Sub-themes Coding Example 

Motivation Intrinsic moti vation 1M -I read more than before 

-When I read, I forget myself 

Positive attitudes towards PATLE -I like learning English 

learning English 

Positive attitudes towards PATLS -I love this classroom 

learning situation -The atmosphere of the class was nice 

-Learning in this class is pleasant 

Instrumental motivation INMM -I will go to Bogazici University 

-I want to improve my English 

because my brother works for the 

Caribbean Cruise Company and he 

called me to go and work with him 
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Positive impact of the PIICTIM 

affordances of ICT on 

Intrinsic motivation, 

Positive influence of task prrOIM 

design on intrinsic 

motivation 

Positive impact of the PIICTEM 

affordances of ICT on 

extrinsic motivation 

Positive influence of 

task design on intrinsic 

motivation 

PITOIM 

Teacher influence on TIIM 

intrinsic motivation, 

Autonomy Collaboration COLL 
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-1 loved watching the goals on 

YouTube 

-That video clip was really 

entertaining 

-1 mostly liked the YouTube clips 

-I use the 'bugclub' website all the 

time, it is fantastic 

-I loved the activities 

-The activities were motivating 

-I love using the tablet 

-I love using my e-pad to learn 

English 

-It made learning the language more 

accessible 

-I love the topics 

-Because the topics were nice 

-I liked the women's football 

-The themes were really well chosen ... 

1 liked them very much 

-We are lucky you are teaching us 

-I like working with my friends 

-Because when we discussed the videos 

as a group, I understand the content 

better 

-I understood the text better because we 

discussed the content of the texts in our 

group 
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-I exchanged my ideas with my partner 

[pair work] 

Willing/able to exercise W AECOLL -I want to do more presentations 

control over language -The interview process gave me the 

learning confidence to go and ask students 

questions in the school...1 like to do it 

again 

Exercising control over ECOLL 

language learning 

Learning strategies LS 

Reflection RF 

Positive impact of the PIICTLA 

affordances of ICT on 
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-1 conducted the interview 

-They read stories on the bugclub.com 

(easier access to authentic materials) 

-I participated more in the activities 

-By searching online they read alot 

about the topics 

-When 1 searched online, 1 learnt more 

about 'fun festival and women's 

football' and 1 read more about those 

topics 

-1 used online dictionary 

-Finding meaning of words: Google 

translate, online dictionary, from the 

context, guessing, from my partner 

-1 feel that 1 learn something 

-It was nice to see my friends' ideas 

-1 understood the meaning of the text 

much better at the feedback stage 

-I think class blog and the feedback part 

were the most useful for us 

- They posted their ideas on the class 

blog without any hesitation 

-I read online newspapers ... 1 often 

read simple books from the 'bugclub' 
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learner autonomy 

Positive impact of task 

design on learner 

autonomy, 

PI: B8956287 

PITDLA 

Teacher influence on TILA 

learner autonomy 

website which you suggested to me ... 

Without the tablet (e-pad) we could not 

search on the internet 

-It has helped with our preparing 

presentations 

-They [activities] were very useful, 

especially survey activity 

-I especially liked the beginning of the 

lesson 

-You (teacher) gave us confidence 

Negative 

Factors 

Group work! 

Collaboration 

GW/COLL -Not happy with their group 

Pace of the lesson PLN 

Other ICT -related issues OICIT 

Others aT 

Teacher language TL 
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-Not enough time to read the reading 

texts properly 

- The first lesson was a bit fast 

- The Internet was slow 

- Lost connection (Internet) 

- Four students did not have their e-pads 

chargers. 

- Reading hard copy was better than 

reading on screen 

- Writing on the e-pad took time 

- Friends! I did not find it very useful 

because I am shy to talk in English 

- I did not understand much from the 

teacher in this lesson 
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Positive impact of task NITDLAIM - Topic on women's football 

design on learner - But 'women's football' was not 

autonomy/motivation, appropriate for our culture 

- I did not like the topic on 'women's 

football' because it is not suitable for 

my culture 

Figure 3.5 Further classifications of themes and sub-themes with examples used in the 

main text 

Then the entire dataset was transcribed into the program QSR NVivo 2010, which allowed for 

the data from the transcripts to be coded to nodes for the main themes and child nodes for the 

sub-themes. I then began the coding process electronically by creating nodes based on themes 

identified in the manual analysis, having brought the datasets from different sources - external 

documents - into one single project file as internal documents (Bazeley, 2007, p. 83). This 

qualitative analysis software QSR NVivo 10 was used to code data from the open-ended items 

in the questionnaires, interview responses, class blog discussions and my researcher journal. 

Some categories (each category represents a theme), such as motivation and autonomy, and 

sub-categories, such as intrinsic motivation and collaboration, were developed prior to the 

coding of data collection methods, while other categories (e.g. reflection, self-regulation, 

learning strategies, instrumental motivation) emerged from the content of the data (see 

Appendix I for a full list of coding categories and further samples of coding). 
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Figure 3.6 Screen shots showing coding for aspects of autonomy in NVivo 
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Figure 3.7 Screen shots showing coding for aspects of motivation in NVivo 
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Figure 3.8 Screen shots showing coding for impact of leT on motivation in NVivo 

Figures 3.6-3,8 illustrate the relationship between the main over-arching themes and sub

themes. This chapter has presented methodology and methods, data collecti on instruments, 

and methods of analys is. The next chapter focuses on the fi ndings . 
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CHAPTER 4 FINDINGS 

4.1 INTRODUcnON 

This chapter sets out the results in relation to the research questions. First, the overall results 

from the pre-task questionnaire will be reported and illustrated with quotes from the pre-task 

interviews followed by an analysis in relation to the research questions. Next, the general 

results from the post-task questionnaire alongside the findings from the post-task interviews 

and class blog discussion will be presented. (As noted in the previous chapter, pre-task stands 

for 'before' and post-task stands for 'after' the introduction of technology-enhanced task

based learning) Following this, an analysis in relation to the research questions will be given. 

Interviewees were coded as Serna/I, which means that it is quote 1 from a student with the 

pseudonym name 'Serna' (see Appendix K for the original quotes in Turkish). 

4.2 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS: PRE-TASK (PRE-TASK QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWS) 

In this section, I will present the data collected by pre-task questionnaire and interviews in 

relation to RQ1 and RQ2. Data in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 was gathered through the pre-task 

questionnaire and the items relate to the students' background regarding the use of e-pads and 

other technological devices, e-pad training and their expectations of e-pad use. Section 4.2.3 

presents data from the questionnaire and interviews in relation to students' reading habits. 

Section 4.2.4 provides results from the questionnaire about what motivates them to read. 

Sections 4.2.5-4.2.9 report findings from the questionnaire and interviews, focusing on 

motivational aspects, such as students' attitudes towards learning English and towards the 

learning situation at school, and their intrinsic, extrinsic and instrumental motivation in 

relation to language learning. 
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The data in Sections 4.2.10, 4.2.11 and 4.2.13 was collected via questionnaire and interviews 

with reference to aspects of autonomy, such as collaborative learning, willingness and ability 

to exercise control over language learning, and self-evaluation of reading fluency and 

comprehension levels. The findings related to learning strategies in Section 4.2.12 were 

gathered through interviews. Thus, Section 4.2.12 draws on only pre-task interview data, but 

in the other sections I draw on both pre-task questionnaires and interviews. 

RQl: How does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design affect the 

motivation of students to read in English in Anatolian High Schools? 

4.2.1 Students' leT background (N = 70) 

Items 1-24 (see Appendix J for summary of responses to questionnaires) are concerned with 

students' experience with e-pads or similar devices, such as laptops or mobile phones, their 

familiarity with the use of the internet and their reasons for using it. 

The general results show that the majority of the respondents (77% = 54) have experience with 

such devices and are familiar with the internet, using it every day and/or once/twice a week 

(71 % 50), while only 29% (20) have no experience with the internet at all. Students classified 

their computer skills as follows: very good (25% = 18), good (30% = 26), not bad (22% =15) 

or very poor (21 % = 15). 

The results also reveal that more than half the students (51 % = 36) have used an e-pad before. 

Of that 51 %,53% use one once a month, 33% once or twice a week, and only 14% every day. 

They use it for chatting with friends on WhatsApp and Facebook, playing games, doing 

homework (e.g. watching videos related to school subjects). On the other hand, 33% (23) do 
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not have any experience with the e-pad at all and a clear majority (87% = 61) of them do not 

own an e-pad. However, 77% (54) have access to a computer at home. 

Applications such as Facebook and Skype are used by 80% (56) of the respondents. Of those, 

27% use them to contact people from another country, while only 10% out of the 27% 

communicate in English consulting Google Translate, while the rest use their mother tongue. 

With regard to mobile phones, 70% (49) have a mobile phone, of which 44% are smartphones, 

and commonly use it for texting and talking with other people (100%), taking photos (47%), 

playing games (35%) and looking up information (35%) (i.e. lesson-related (5%) and general 

(30%». In addition, they play online games on their computers (70%) and mobile phones 

(35%), and read the instructions in English (32%) or in Turkish (68%). 

As for watching films and listening to music on the internet, it appears that the majority of 

students (59% = 42) watch online films on their laptops (53%) and desktops (30%), and from 

the informal conversations I had with my students in class, very few of those who have iPads 

(four or five) watch films on them. 

They mainly watch films in Turkish (100% = 70), whereas only a minority (30% = 21) watch 

them in English with subtitles. 97% listen online music in Turkish and in English by 30%, and 

again the minority (24%) of the respondents look at lyrics of the English songs on the screen. 

The overall results regarding students' level of leT background show that the majority are 

familiar with the most common affordances of the devices (which include iPhone, iPad, 

laptop), but some are not. Therefore, training is needed for an effective integration of e-pad 

use, because even though some students may be familiar with the e-pad, they aren't 
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necessarily familiar with the affordances or familiar with using it for learning or for reading 

purposes in particular. 

4.2.2 E-pad training and students' expectations of the use of e-pads (N = 70) 

Table 4.1 Responses to e-pad training and expectations of using the e-pad in the English 

classroom 

Excitement about using an e-pad (item 35) Yes: 68/ No: 2 

Well prepared for the use of an e-pad (item 36) Yes: 8/ No: 62 

Need more training to use an e-pad (item 38) Yes: 62/ No: 8 

Table 4.1 shows that the overwhelming majority of students (97% = 68) indicated their 

excitement about using the e-pad. However, 62 (88%) were not well prepared for the use of e

pad and needed training for a better pedagogically informed integration of the e-pad. As they 

explained in their answers to item 36, they had not received any training in the context of the 

FA TIH project but should have been given instructions as to how the e-pad works. Without 

training in the use of the basic functionalities of a device, frustration with technological 

challenges might have a negative impact on students' motivation while carrying out any 

language tasks. 
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4.2.3 Reading habits (N = 70) 

Table 4.2 Responses to the frequency of reading in Turkish and English 

Frequency of reading Every day Three or four Once a Once a Never 
times a week week month 

Turkish for pleasure 27 34 6 2 I 
(item 26) 

English for pleasure 3 4 11 24 28 
(item 27) 

Turkish for study 38 30 2 0 0 
purpose (item 28) 

English for study 14 18 29 8 1 
purpose (item 29) 

As for their English reading habits in general, 40% (28) of the learners expressed a lack of 

motivation to read books for pleasure because they never read in English at all, while 34% 

(24) read once a month and only 4% (3) read daily for pleasure. On the other hand, students 

appeared to focus more on their study because 41 % read in English once a week, 25% (18) 

three to four times a week and 20% (14) every day for study purposes. 

The pre-task interview findings supported these responses, as illustrated by the following 

quote in which one of the students complained about finding reading in English very 

challenging because she did not understand what she read: 

'I would love to but 1 don't understand and if 1 do not understand when 1 read, 1 will 

not like to read and 1 will not read' (Sema/l). 

Another student, however, liked to read simple stories once a week and she deployed cognitive 

strategies, such as using a dictionary: 
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'I am now reading a very simple story and I finish a page every Sunday morning by 

consulting the dictionary very frequently' (Banu/2). 

However, she found using the dictionary often boring: 

'I get bored looking up the unknown words very frequently but what shall I do?' 

(Banu/3). 

On the other hand, the majority (97% = 67) of participants read in Turkish every day, three to 

four times a week for study purposes and 87% (61) for pleasure - which is more than double 

the amount that they read in English. This is because they may find it difficult to understand 

what they read in English, as Semall indicated above, and/or may experience difficulties 

finding conventional reading materials, such as short stories and newspapers, to read in 

English, as Banu/4 complained: 

There is no place here to buy English stories or books, and they are very expensive 

here ... My brother lives in Izmir and I ask him for books. He buys and sends them to 

me by bus' (Banu/4). 

The above statement contradicts students' previous responses because they indicated that 77% 

(54) have access to a computer at home and play games. Therefore, they may be exposed to 

more online reading materials in English than they realise and I believe this is an issue of 

awareness: 

'Yes, I read my Facebook posts but all the posts are in Turkish ... yes, some of the 

online games are in English but I use Google Translate ... yes you are right, I 

sometimes read the instructions in English' (Banu/5). 
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In addition, the responses to item 30 revealed that the majority of students (68% = 48) did not 

find reading in English interesting, and Banu/6, who found reading English interesting, was 

dissatisfied with her previous teacher's attitude and the course book last year: 

'... last year I asked my English teacher for English stories to read but my teacher 

suggested that I could start/rom the course book ... the course books were very boring 

because the topics were not very relevant to my interests and the activities were mostly 

grammar-based' (Banu/6). 

Students further pointed out what they read in their responses to item 31. Only 31 % (22) of 

students read in English. The genres they read were: song lyrics (11 % = 8); newspapers (10% 

= 7); English stories (4% = 3); magazines (4% = 3); and only one student read novels. 

It became clear that not understanding what they read (Sema/l) may also affect their 

motivation to read, coupled with the perceived difficulty of getting hold of conventional 

English resources, as stated by Banu/6 above. Thus they may need guidance from an 

experienced person, such as their teacher, as 45% indicated in item 33. 

4.2.4 Students' motivation to read more in English and their expectations from English 

lessons (N = 70) 

Table 4.3 Students' expectations of encouragement to read more in English 

Item 33 

a) More guidance from the teacher (31) 

b) Different media (63) 

c) More interesting materials (70) 

d) More free time (29) 
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e) Using an e-pad (58) 

f) Other (3): Chat with someone in English, more fun activities, to read more English stories 

Table 4.3 reports on what could potentially encourage students to read more in English. The 

results suggest that availability of interesting materials (100% = 70), access to different media 

(90% = 63) and incorporating an e-pad (82% = 57) into their lessons would encourage them to 

read more, while 44% (31) circled guidance from the teacher and 41 % (29) required more free 

lime to read in English. It is possible that some students may want to relate what they learn to 

their actual life outside the class or their interests, as Banu/5 explained. Again, interesting 

materials received the highest score and it seems that students possibly did not consider andlor 

notice Facebook posts andlor online games as interesting and authentic materials. Their posts 

on Facebook and online instructions are perhaps in Turkish (see Banu/5). 

Responses to item 39 regarding the way the e-pad will help students in language learning also 

received answers related to motivation to read more, such as their intention to read more 

online materials as it will make lessons more fun and exciting, it will help them with regard to 

visual and audio input (access to different media) and it will also help them with their reading 

and listening comprehension. 

As far as their expectations from English lessons are concerned, all students wanted to 

improve their general English (100% = 70), speaking (100% = 70) and reading (97% = 68) 

skills whereas only 27% (19) wanted to get a qualification, and 3% (2) noted that they 

expected to improve themselves and be able to read, understand and communicate when 

travelling to other countries. 
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Table 4.4 Average responses to items in relation to different aspects of motivation 

Aspects of motivation A verage Scores (Highest: 

5.0) 

Attitudes towards learning English (items 49, 50, 53-55, 58) 3.9 

Attitudes towards the learning situation (items 46,51 and 52) 3.2 

Intrinsic motivation (items 40-45, 47, 48, 58 and 65) 4.3 

Extrinsic motivation (items 60 and 61) 3.6 

Instrumental motivation (items 57, 59, 62, 63-64) 4.0 

The results in Table 4.4 demonstrate that students' responses to items indicating intrinsic 

motivation received the highest average score (4.3). Thus, students' initial motivation was 

driven internally to learn the language. Students responded positively on instrumental 

motivation (4.0), attitudes towards learning English (3.9) and extrinsic motivation (3.6), while 

their attitudes towards the learning situation scored the lowest (average = 3.2) among the 

motivational aspects. Having presented the overall results from pre-task questionnaires 

concerning motivation, I will now analyse the data in more detail. 

4.2.5 Attitudes towards learning English (items 49, 50 and 53-55) (N = 70) 

Students appear to know the significance of learning English because they responded 

positively (average = 3.9) on the items related to their attitude towards it (e.g. I plan to learn as 

much English as possible). Seman recognised the role of English in the twenty-first century; 

however, she was very pessimistic about the education system in Turkey in general: 

'/ want to improve my English and express myself in English because knowing English 

is very important in our era, but with this system it is very difficult' (Seman). 
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The above statement reveals that the student's sense of helplessness and her attitude towards 

learning English in the school due to the traditional means of teaching could have potentially a 

negative impact on her motivation to learn English. 

4.2.6 Attitudes towards the learning situation (items 46,51 and 52) (N = 70) 

Students scored moderately on their attitudes towards the learning situation (average: 3.2), 

which might be related to their past learning experience at school. Their answers to items 

related to learning situations, such as feeling comfortable, the atmosphere in the class and 

looking forward to English classes prior to the introduction of technology-enhanced task

based learning. were not positive. The following comment from (Sema/8) is representative: 

'I get nervous when 1 cannot speak English in the class ... 1 did not feel comfortable in 

my English class last year ... '(Sema/8). 

They may also have thought that the current academic year would be as monotonous as the 

previous year. as demonstrated in the students' reflections (Banu/5. Serna/I) above. 

Sema/9 further criticised the learning situation alongside the course book: 

'I did not like my English classes before because I learnt the same things ... hi, how are 

you? ... I am still not able to express myselfin English ... the course books? I really did 

not like them because I did not understand them' (Sema/9). 

This statement indicates students' dissatisfaction with the learning situation. which is likely to 

affect their intrinsic motivation to read. giving them the feeling of not having gained anything 

from their past learning experience. 
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4.2.7 Intrinsic motivation (items 40-45, 47, 48,57,58 and 65) (N = 70) 

In relation to their intrinsic motivation, students rated the statement (item 48) 'I really enjoy 

learning English' moderately (average = 3.5). When answering this question, students were 

possibly concerned with the difficulties of understanding reading in English (Sema/1) along 

with uninteresting course books themes as indicated by SemallO: 

' ... the course books had topics like horoscopes and the history of coffee, which were 

boring' (Sema/1 0). 

On the other hand, some students seemed to have a very high level of intrinsic motivation to 

read, as reflected in one of Banu's comments (Banul2). They very positively expressed their 

intention to read and enjoy more English, put more effort into and spend more time reading 

English if they used e-pads in the classrooms (items 40-45, average = 4.4). This may be 

because students thought that the e-pad would provide easier access to authentic and 

conventional resources, be cheap, save time, enhance practise and/or help them learn English. 

It may also be because they thought that using an e-pad was fashionable. Some students 

responded to item 39 that the e-pad would 'contribute to education' as well. Furthermore, they 

would also be more interested and put more effort into doing technology-enhanced tasks and 

activities if the English texts were related to their real life (items 44 and 45), as they would 

possibly find it more enjoyable and meaningful, 

'I will learn more and prefer it better if the reading paragraphs are related to my real 

life ... for example, life here in [ ... J [i.e. the context of the study], weddings and 

cultural themes' (BanulI1). 
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4.2.8 Extrinsic motivation (items 60 and 61) (N = 70) 

Responses to items 60 and 61 imply that students had a moderate desire (average = 3.6) to 

study English for financial benefits, or because of the influence of family and friends. As 

noted earlier in Section 4.2.4, some students (27% = 19) wanted to study English to get a 

qualification. 

The results about motivation to read in English and expectations of e-pad use indicate that 

students have a moderate desire to read in English and are excited about the extra motivation 

they may gain from using e-pads for their language learning. 

4.2.9 Instrumental motivation (items 57,59,62-64) (N = 70) 

Instrumental motivation was evident in the responses of the students who indicated a positive 

desire (average = 4.0) to study English for future studies and jobs. This instrumental 

motivation is illustrated by the following representative quote: 

'] will need English when] travel or get ajob or go to university' (SemaJ12). 

Participants also desired to speak with their international friends in English (average = 4.0) via 

the internet, further explained by Banu: 

'1 want to chat with peop/ejrom other countries through Skype' (BanuIl3). 

In addition, they wanted to use English when opportunities arose: 

'If one day 1 meet a tourist or go abroad, ] will use it [English] , (BanuIl4). 

Having examined the results from the pre-task questionnaire and pre-task interview with 

regard to RQ1, I will now look at the results regarding RQ2 in relation to autonomy. 
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RQ2: To what extent does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design enable 

students to exercise control over their English language learning in Anatolian High 

Schools? 

Table 4.5 Participants' average responses to items in relation to different aspects of 

autonomy 

Aspects of autonomy Average scores (highest: 5.0) 

Collaborative learning (items 56, 67, 69 and70) 3.9 

Willing/able to exercise control over the learning 3.5 
of English (items 66 and 68) 

The results in table 4.5 illustrate that collaborative learning was a positively supported variable 

with an average score of 3.9, which shows that students seemed to prefer collaboration, while 

being willing/able to exercise control obtained a moderate, yet lower score, with an average of 

3.5. 

4.2.10 Collaborative learning (items 56, 67, 69 and 70) (N = 70) 

Students appeared to prefer to work in groups and participate in group discussions, along with 

reading together, because this variable - collaboration - received a high score (average = 3.9). 

'] like working with my friends because] learn more ... and feel more confident when 

we work together' (SemaI15). 

This is corroborated by the needs analysis results (see Appendix B), which also show that 

most of the students would prefer to work in a group (89% = 62) and with partners (93% = 

65). 
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4.2.11 Willing/able to exercise control over the learning of English (items 66 and 68) (N 

= 70) 

Students also appeared to be moderately willing and able to exercise control over the learning 

of English (average = 3.5) and they did not seem to want their teachers to explain every 

language point, because they negatively responded to item 68, 'the teacher should explain 

every language point to me in the class' (average = 1.9). For item 32, whether they read 

English on their own initiative or only when instructed to do so by their teacher, less than half 

of the students read on their own. Here, both constructs, learner autonomy and intrinsic 

motivation, seem to be interrelated; in other words, a close relationship between language 

learner motivation and autonomy is observed. 

On the other hand, 39% (27) needed to be asked to read by their teachers, and 14% (10) 

needed teacher instruction and their own initiative. Still, there also seems to be a need for 

guidance from their teacher: 

'/ like to read more books but / like my teacher to guide me more' (BanuI16). 

4.2.12 Learning strategies (N = 70) 

Students employed some learning strategies, such as using a dictionary to look up unknown 

words (cognitive strategy), when they read stories in English for pleasure: 

'... it takes me nearly 10 minutes to finish one page because I use my dictionary 

frequently ... / sometimes find it boring but this is the only way' (Banu/17). 

Thus Banu/17 checked unknown words by consulting her dictionary very often because 

reading in English seemed to be challenging for her. 
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She also used Google Translate to chat with people from other countries: 

'/ use Google Translate to understand what they wrote' (BanulI8). 

4.2.13 Self-evaluation of reading fluency level eN = 70) 

Table 4.6 Self-evaluation of fluency level in reading English 

Item 25 Excellent Above average Average Weak 

1 8 51 10 

As seen in Table 4.6, a clear majority (73% = 51) of students evaluated their reading fluency 

level in English as average, while only one student circled excellent and 11 % (8) considered 

themselves above average. In contrast, 14% (10) rated themselves as weak. 

Banul19 made a strong generalisation that they were culturally uninterested in reading in 

addition to the difficulty of reading in English: 

'/ cannot read and understand English properly and regretfully as a culture we don 'f 

read' (BanulI9) 

4.3 DATA COLLECTION: POST-TASK (POST-TASK QUESTIONNAIRE, INTERVIEW AND CLASS 

BLOG DISCUSSION) (N = 70) 

In this section, I will present the data collected by questionnaire, interviews and class blog 

discussions with regard to RQI and RQ2. Sections 4.3.1-4.3.6 provide findings from the 

questionnaire, interviews and class blog discussions. The statements were related to 

motivational aspects (RQ 1), such as students' attitudes towards learning English, the learning 

situation, intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, instrumental motivation and demotivating 
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factors. The headings in those sections are derived from the concepts I used in the 

questionnaire, along with the themes that emerged from the data evaluation in relation to the 

reading tasks and activities, both in and outside the classrooms. 

The data in Sections 4.3.7-4.3.11 were gathered through the questionnaire, interviews and 

class blog discussions regarding aspects of autonomy (RQ2). The items were related to 

collaborative learning, exercising control over language learning, being willing and able to 

exercise control over the learning of English, learning strategies and self-evaluation of reading 

fluency level. Section 4.3.12 on students' reflections is derived solely from the data collected 

by the interviews and class blog reflections in relation to the tasks. Since the quantitative data 

provided evidence of the apparent changes in participants' motivation and autonomy between 

pre- and post-introduction of technology-enhanced task-based learning, the qualitative data 

from interviews, class blog and my journal provided further evidence for the nature of these 

changes by showing different perspectives and allowing triangulation. 

RQl: How does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design affect the 

motivation of students to read in English in Anatolian High Schools? 

Table 4.7 Average responses to items in relation to different aspects of motivation 

Aspects of motivation A verage Scores 
(highest: 5.0) 

Attitudes towards learning English (items 3, 18,22 and 23) 4.9 

Attitudes towards the learning situation (items 2, 16, 20 and 21) 4.8 

Intrinsic motivation (items 1,4-15,17,19,24 and 25) 4.9 

Extrinsic motivation (items 48 and 51) 3.5 

Instrumental motivation (items 46, 47, 50,52 and 53) 4.7 
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Table 4.7 illustrates the overall trend of the subjects' responses, which are very positive in 

regard to the different aspects of motivation I was exploring. Intrinsic motivation and attitudes 

towards learning English received the highest mean scores, followed by attitudes towards the 

learning situation, instrumental motivation and extrinsic motivation. These results were 

corroborated by the qualitative findings. Indicators for motivation and its variations (e.g. 

motivation and sub-categories) were recorded many times during the post-tasks interview, 

class blog discussions and open-ended questions (see Appendix I for the categories and 

sample coding). 

As before, post-task means 'after' the introduction of technology-enhanced task-based 

learning. The following interview comment also illustrates the findings: 

The activities were motivating and I liked them very much. and my friends seemed to 

like them as well ... they were fantastic' (Kubral20). 

As a result, the activities appeared to have had a very positive influence on students' 

motivation to learn English. 

Table 4.8 shows the results of Mann-Whitney U tests performed on the motivation 

responses/scores in order to compare the pre- and post- test median rankings for five measures 

of motivation indicated by items in the pre- and post-task questionnaires. 
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Table 4.8 Mann-Whitney U test results: Questionnaire items related to motivation 

Test N Median Mann-Whitney Level of significance P 
scores U value 

Intrinsic Pre- 70 4 
motivation Post- 70 5 1269 0.001 

Total 140 

Extrinsic Pre- 70 4 
motivation Post- 70 4 715 0.001 

Total 140 

Instrumental Pre- 70 4 
motivation Post- 70 5 1667 0.012 

Total 140 

Attitudes towards Pre- 70 4 

learning English Post- 70 5 152 0.001 
Total 140 

Attitudes towards Pre- 70 3 
learning situation Post- 70 5 39.5 0.001 

Total 140 

The table shows the median scores in response to the questions about aspects of motivation 

(see questionnaire items related to motivation in table 4.7). The first measure listed in Table 

4.8 is intrinsic motivation. For this measure, and then for the other four for each student, I 

calculated the median pre- and post-task score, and then compared these median pre- and post-

task scores using the Mann-Whitney U test. 

For intrinsic motivation the pre- and post-task median rank is significantly different (P < 

0.00l) and the post-tasks median rank (5) is greater than the pre-test median (4); therefore the 

probability of the results occurring by chance is very low. In other words, it is highly unlikely 

that the difference between pre- and post-task questionnaire responses has occurred by chance. 

The test results are similarly significant for each of the other four measures, that is extrinsic 

motivation, instrumental motivation, attitudes towards learning English and attitudes towards 

the learning situation in pre- and post-task, even where the medians appear to be the same, the 
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distribution of ranking is significantly different. I can conclude that students' motivation and 

their attitudes towards learning English and the learning situation have changed significantly. 

4.3.1 Attitudes towards learning English (items 3,18,22 and 23) (N = 70) 

The students displayed very positive (average = 4.9) attitudes towards learning English 

because they recognised 'English as an important school subject, they wanted to learn as much 

English as possible and they did not think that English was a waste of time', which was a very 

popular response. In the post-task qualitative findings, students often revealed their positive 

attitudes towards learning English. For example, all interviewees liked learning English 

because they felt that they were making progress: 

'... I love learning English in this class because I feel that I learn something' 

(Kubral21 ). 

Furthermore, the e-pads seemed to enhance their (Kubra, Meryem, Sevim, Adnan, Bilal and 

Tarkan) love for learning English: 

.... / love using my e-pad to learn English' (Meryeml22). 

In addition, the technology-enhanced tasks that students enjoyed had an impact on their 

attitude: 

'/ like learning English because in this class learning English is fun and enjoyable with 

those nice activities' (Kubral23). 

'/ like learning English more than ever' (Seviml24). 
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Kubra went further and compared her past learning experience with her current learning and 

made generalisations: 

'[ definitely like this way compared to my experiences of learning in the past ... All I 

learnt in the past was grammar, grammar, grammar and that's why there are lots of 

students in the class who cannot express themselves in English properly ... now they 

are trying to do their best and they are improving their English slowly ... with those 

nice activities you are teaching us ... ' (KubraJ25). 

Discussions on the class blog support the views expressed above: 

[Blog 1] That was the first time I felt that I was enjoying learning English in the 

school. 

[Blog 2] .. , in the past I used to study hard for the exam only to pass but now I am 

enjoying learning English because all the activities are nice and meaningful. 

4.3.2 Attitudes towards the learning situation (items 2,16,20 and 21) (N = 70) 

Students also displayed very positive (average = 4.8) attitudes towards the learning situation as 

the overwhelming majority of them had strongly agreed with statements to this effect (Le. 

feeling comfortable in the class, warm atmosphere and looking forward to English classes). 

This variable was spelt out frequently in the participants' qualitative comments in the post task 

questionnaire items related to class atmosphere, authenticity, feeling comfortable, teacher 

influence and language of instruction. 

For example, responses to item 73 indicated that some students liked their ideas being valued 

because so far in their educational life no teacher had asked them to evaluate the activities in 
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their lessons. They also commented that they learnt and reflected on their ideas in a stress-free 

environment. 

Some students seemed to like the learning experience due to the class atmosphere and the 

activities using the YouTube clips: 

'The pictures and the YouTube videos at the beginning oj the lessons were great 

because I watched the real scenarios on YouTube and they were authentic' 

(Seviml26). 

'The atmosphere oJthe class was nice' (Adnanl27). 

Others found the class enjoyable: 

'] have improved myself in this class and learning in this class is pleasant' 

(TarkanJ28). 

Accessing authentic materials in English on the e-pad was a natural continuation of using the 

target language in the classroom. The following statements from Tarkanl29 and Sevirnl30 

highlight the importance of using the target language in the classroom: 

'My English IS improving very fast because you speak with us in English only' 

(TarkanJ29). 

'We are lucky you are teaching us because you are encouraging us to speak and reflect 

on our ideas ... you also regularly say don't be afraid of making mistakes, we are 

learning more from our mistakes' (Seviml30). 

Students' discussions on the class blog verified the above findings: 
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[B1og 3] It is better for us because this is the only time we speak English. 

As far as students' attitudes towards the e-pad in relation to reading skills are concerned, all 

students found using the e-pad very helpful (99% = 69) (items 57 and 58) and it had made a 

significant difference to their reading skills (item 16), which were also verified in postings 

such as: 

[B1og 4] I have read more since I had my tablet [e-pad]. 

4.3.3 Intrinsic motivation (items 1,4-15, 17, 19,24, 25) (N = 70) 

As far as intrinsic motivation is concerned, the results suggest that all students showed strong 

tendencies to be intrinsically motivated. There was strong agreement (average = 4.9) with the 

statements related to this construct (i.e. since they started using the e-pad in technology

enhanced task-based learning, students have been having fun, enjoying learning English, 

spending more time and putting more effort into reading English, and they also very much 

drew satisfaction from searching and finding information about the reading topics, then 

presenting the findings in the class). Learning English would help them to have a new skill 

(becoming someone who speaks English). 

Students were asked to explain their answers to item 15 on whether they felt very motivated 

while carrying out the tasks. They found it motivating watching the goals in the Women's 

World Cup, watching the video clips about the topic; preparing presentations and conducting 

interviews; reflecting their ideas at the feedback stage; and working together. In addition, they 

also found the lessons on these topics very interesting and enjoyable (item 74). 
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There were also lots of comments that reflected intrinsic motivation In the post-task 

questionnaire qualitative data. These comprised the encouragement to read more, spending 

more time and putting more effort into reading in English - such as using bugdub.com and 

online English newspapers - gaining knowledge about other cultures, entertaining English 

lessons, the teacher's influence, active participation, opportunities to reflect on their ideas at 

the feedback stage, and interaction among the students (see Appendix K for more reflections). 

Those results were supported by students' interview comments (Kubra, Meryem, Sevim, 

Adnan and Bilal): 

'The lessons in this class are really enjoyable' (TarkanJ31). 

'[ loved watching the best goals in the Women's World Cup and not only me but 

everybody liked it ... because when a woman player scored the goal, we were 

screaming injoy: "Wow that was the best goal 1 have ever seen" ... that video clip was 

really entertaining ... while watching Malala's speech, [ nearly cried because she was 

so right and her talk was full of emotions' (Sevim/32). 

There were some specific comments about how the online aspects of the designed materials 

motivated students to read. For example, some students (Kubra, Sevim, Tarkan) used the 

opportunities provided to spend more time on reading stories in English: 

'1 read online newspapers ... 1 often read simple books from the 'bugclub' website 

which you suggested to me ... 1 love it, it is a treasure indeed' (Kubral33). 

The others enjoyed gaining cultural knowledge: 
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'I enjoyed "the fun festivals" because I learnt about different festivals all around the 

world' (Meryeml34). 

In addition, some others found the lessons designed for this study to be very motivating and 

enjoyable: 

'The lessons were very motivating, fun and enjoyable' (Meryeml35). 

In addition, the teacher's role also appeared to be a motivating factor: 

'You gave us confidence and helped us a lot to succeed in conducting the interview 

with students in the school, thank you' (Meryeml36). 

Students' intrinsic motivation was increased by being involved in the learning process as a 

result of tasks which were enabled by the e-pad: 

'This way, I am involved in the activities like presentation and when I do it myself, 1 

learn more and I love it more ... of course the tablet fe-pad] made it possible to do 

those activities' (BilaI/37). 

They also liked reflecting on their ideas at the feedback stage: 

'1 loved when we discussed the presentations and what we learnt from them at the end 

of our presentations' (Seviml38). 

Interaction and collaboration among learners intrinsically motivated them to accomplish the 

tasks using the e-pad: 

'We helped each other in my group and we finally managed to complete our first 

presentation, and I totally loved using the tablet [e-padJ' (BilaI/39). 
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The e-pad was seen to be crucial m carrying out the tasks and provided students with 

accessible material: 

'Without the e-pad, I would not be able to search for information and find it in a short 

period o/time. It has changed the atmosphere o/the class and motivated most o/us ... , 

certainly me' (Kubral40). 

'It made learning the language more accessible because we don't have enough 

materials to read in English ... if I want to buy one [book], I have to contact my uncle 

in Istanbul to buy it then send it to me and it is very expensive to buy books, especially 

English stories or books' (BiIaI/41). 

The comments by Kubral40 and Bilal/41 also reflect other participants' responses in terms of 

their attitude towards the affordances of the e-pad. Those responses corroborate with 

explanations in response to item 59 in the post-task questionnaire that participation in the 

online tasks using the e-pad led the learners to spend more time on reading. Their initial 

expectations in the pre-task questionnaire matched with their post-task reading habits in 

English. 

Class blog contributions also echoed the results from the post-task questionnaire and 

interviews: 

[Blog 5] I think we had fun with fun festivals and it [the lesson] was quite interactive, 

especially at the beginning and end of the lesson. 

[Blog 6] My knowledge on cultural festivals has increased. 
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[Blog 7] It [the lessons on women's football] was really motivating and we all 

participated to the lessons. 

[Blog 8] It [the lesson] has definitely encouraged me to read more about Malala. 

[Blog 9] Definitely yes, I read about Malala on the internet and she won the Nobel 

Prize [EV's Sakharov human rights prize]. 

[B1og 10] With my friend, I read on the internet too and the name of the website is the 

Telegraph and here is the web pageaddress: 

http://www.telegraph.co.uklwomenlwomens-Iifell 03719881Malala-Yousafzai-didnt

win_the_Nobel-Peace-Prize.-She-didnt-need-to.html 

The contributions highlight the positive impact of the lessons on students' intrinsic motivation 

to read beyond the classroom. 

It is important to note that the increase in students' intrinsic motivation seems to be 

predominantly a result of the e-pad-enhanced tasks and materials designed for this study. 

However, my teaching style, which was different from that of other teachers, is also likely to 

account for some of the change in the students approach to learning along with the atmosphere 

in the class and topics chosen. 

I further analysed the questionnaire items in tenus of the online task design and the activities 

in those tasks carried out through the use of leT (e-pads) and their potential influence on 

students' intrinsic motivation, to obtain deeper insights into students' learning experiences in 

technology- enhanced task-based learning. 
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There were numerous comments and postings about reading tasks, activities, themes, 

affordances of technology, and the influence of the use of the e-pad that indicated how they 

fostered their intrinsic motivation. 

It is important that the length and difficulty of reading texts should be adjusted to the learners' 

levels. If they find the texts very long and too difficult or short and easy, it may negatively 

affect their motivation. Item 60 explored the learners' thoughts about the length of the reading 

texts and item 61 related to their level of difficulty. The majority of students (76% = 53) found 

the texts to be the right length, while 16% (11) believed that the texts were too long and 8% 

too short. 

Similarly, 74% (52) of students thought that the reading texts were at the right level, 17% (12) 

found them (very) easy. In contrast, only 7% (5) considered the texts to be difficult. 

Comments from the interviewees (Kubra, Meryem, Bila!) illustrate this finding from the 

questionnaire: 

'They were not difficult [reading texts} at all, I think they were at the right level for the 

class and they were easy for me because I studied English for 3 months in Oxford and I 

understand easily what I read' (KubraJ42). 

Some students found certain texts slightly challenging. However, social strategies such as 

working together and Y ouTube clips with additional background information at the pre

reading stage helped and motivated them to overcome the difficulties and not to give up (see 

Section 4.3.10 for further learning strategies), as the quote below illustrates: 
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'Malala's story and women's football were a bit difficult ... we discussed the topics in 

the group, after that / understood the texts better and You Tube videos also helped me 

to understand the content of the texts, especially women 'sfootball' (Seviml43). 

Thus students' intrinsic motivation appears to have been affected positively while 

brainstorming. Participants' responses to item 62 imply that watching video clips on Y ouTube 

(see Seviml43 above), and discussing ideas with partners, contributed to their overall 

comprehension of the topics at the centre of the lessons. The comments on item 62 indicate 

that students enjoyed activities because when they watched the video clip and saw the photos 

on the board, it enabled them to predict correctly the content of the reading topics. These 

observations were also verified by the participants' comments on how the activities and the 

affordances of the technology used helped them to understand the reading texts better. Their 

answers to item 63 testify to the fact that they also found the instructions displayed on the 

Smart Board helpful for carrying out the tasks in a step-by-step manner. Among the 

interviewees and blog posts Meryeml44 preferred the YouTube clips most because they were 

relevant to the topics: 

'/ mostly liked the You Tube clips ... they were related to the reading texts, which 

helped us understand the content better' (Meryem/44). 

Y ouTube videos and photos, along with group discussions, helped Tarkanl45 to understand 

the general ideas faster: 

'We discussed the content of the reading texts in our group ... the You Tube videos and 

the pictures also gave me clues to understand the content quickly' (Tarkan/45). 

Kubral46 thought that the instructions were very clear, and easy to follow and understand: 
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'1 easily understood the instructions on the Smart Board because they were clear and 

you also read them/or us' (Kubral46). 

[Blog 11] I especially liked the beginning of the lesson because the YouTube activities 

were fun and related to the themes of the text. 

Furthermore, 94% (N = 66) of the students found the topics of the reading texts (very) 

interesting (item 66). Some of the reasons given for the responses are: 'the festivals were fun, 

because the topics were nice, we were interested in festivals'. They also liked Malala's story, 

because it reflects parts of their culture in their village. The students' interviews also verified 

the responses, for example there was clear evidence in the students' comments (Kubra, 

Meryem, Sevim, Adnan, Bilal, Tarkan) that they appreciated the topics of the reading texts, 

which positively affected their emotions: 

The themes were really well chosen ... 1 liked them very much, especially Maiolo's 

story and her speech affected me very much (Meryem/47). 

The topics were interesting, especially Malala's story, which was touching' 

(Adnan/48). 

Kubral49 expressed her emotions strongly and she also commented more comprehensively 

about her fellow students: 

'Fun festivals, Maiolo's story and women's football were remarkable themes but 

women's football was unusual for our people and it provoked many more students to 

speak and participate more than usual ... the fun festivals, for example, made students 

want to visit festivals all over the world and our friends realised that if they want to 
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visit such festivals, they have to have the key, which is English, and those topics 

encouraged us to wonder and think about such places' (KubraJ49). 

Four students, on the other hand, did not like the topic on 'women's football', because they 

found it to be culturally inappropriate (see Section 4.3.6 for other demotivating reasons). 

I also looked at the students' reading habits after they experienced the e-pad reading tasks 

designed for the study by using the post-task questionnaire data. 

Table 4.9 Responses to reading habits 

Frequency of reading Every day Three or four Once a Once a Never 
times a week week month 

Post-task: English for 27 32 11 0 0 

pleasure (item 55) 

Pre-task: English for 3 4 11 24 28 

pleasure (item 27) 

Post-task: English for 31 36 3 0 0 

study (item 56) 

Pre-task: English for 14 18 29 8 1 

study (item 29) 

Table 4.9 illustrates that students read more frequently than before, with 39% (27) of students 

now reading every day and 46% (32) reading three or four times a week for pleasure, while 

only 4% (3) used to read every day and 6% (4) only three or four times a week for pleasure at 

the outset of my study. Similar results were also obtained for reading English for study 

purposes; the overwhelming majority of the students (95% = 67) read daily and three or four 

times a week. Changes in reading habits suggest that the technology-enhanced tasks 

encouraged students to read more, since 94% (66) of the learners found reading topics (very) 
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interesting (item 66). Students did have negative attitudes towards topics and materials in their 

past learning experience, which were identified by (Banu/6) and (Sema/9) as boring. 

4.3.4 Extrinsic motivation (items 48 and 51) (N = 70) 

Not only did students have a strong intrinsic motivation, they were also motivated extrinsically 

to study English. The majority of them moderately agreed with the statements 'My parents 

encourage me to take every opportunity to use my English' and 'IfI fail to learn English, I 

will be letting other people (e.g. my family) down.' These external reasons for learning 

English (i.e. items 48 and 51: parents' and friends' influence on learning English) did not 

seem to playas an important role (average = 3.5) as finding better jobs or going to highly 

ranked universities (see the next section). 

4.3.5 Instrumental motivation (items 46, 47 and 50-53) (N = 70) 

As far as instrumental motivation is concerned, students showed a very positive disposition 

towards instrumental reasons to study English (average = 4.7), considering most of them 

strongly agreed with the statement 'Learning English is important to me because without it 

one cannot be successful in any field such as future jobs and studies.' 

Students would also use English to study abroad and/or for their future profession: 

'... 1 will definitely go and study at my dream university, Oxford University ... ' 

(Kubra/50). 

'1 want to improve my English because my brother works for the Caribbean Cruise 

Company and he called me to go and work with him' (Tarkan/51). 
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[Blog 12] I will be an English teacher like him so it is nice to get used to those 

presentations because when I go to university, I may have to do similar presentations. 

Along with having a strong motivation to study the language, the learners also had some 

negative experiences that appeared to demotivate them. These are explored in the next section. 

4.3.6 Demotivation (N = 70) 

Students were asked to explain their answers to item 17 if they felt less motivated while 

carrying out the tasks. They referred to the slowness of the internet (54% = 38), it being time 

consuming to write on the e-pad (16% = 11), preferring to read hard copy rather than on 

screen (14% = 10), frozen screen (9% = 6), topic on women's football (6% = 4), not enough 

time to read the texts properly (3% = 2), the pace of the first lesson (1 % = 1), connection to 

the internet (1 % = 1), not happy with their group (1 % = 1) and teacher's language (l % = 1) as 

demotivating factors. 

There were some further questionnaire items where students identified factors that they found 

demotivating. For example, one student did not find the discussions in the classroom helpful 

because they were shy or might have been nervous to talk in English (item 68). 

Not understanding the reading texts properly due to the amount of unknown vocabulary could 

be a demotivating factor. However, the majority of students (73% = 51) found that there were 

'few' unfamiliar vocabulary items in the reading texts, while 13% (9) answered 'many', and 

only 3% (2) thought that there were 'too many'. 

Interviewees, Serna, Adnan, Bilal, Tarkan also complained about unknown vocabulary in the 

reading texts, which made them difficult to understand: 
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.... there were lots of unknown words that made it difficult to understand everything in 

the text' (Adnan/52). 

'Few [words} not many' (BilaU53). 

'Some unknown words' (Tarkan/54). 

However, they used learning strategies such as highlighting the unknown words and looking 

them up using an online dictionary to find their meaning: 

'I highlighted them and then I used the online dictionary and Google Translate to find 

the meaning o/the unknown words' (Adnan/55). 

Feeling nervous in front of the class while presenting was also a demotivating factor; 

nevertheless, the anxiety diminished as time went by and they gained confidence: 

'I liked all the activities but I felt nervous when I did my first presentation in front of 

the class ... after the first presentation, I got used to the environment and I was OK' 

(Meryeml56). 

Lack of understanding of the teacher's language was another demotivating factor that was 

noted: 

[Blog 13] I did not understand much from the teacher in this lesson but I learnt many 

things that I needed. 

Overall, the pre- and post-task data about motivation and reading habits indicate that students' 

motivation increased and they now read more than they did before taking part in my study, 
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which indicates that the introduction of technology-enhanced task design had positive effects 

on their approach to reading English. 

RQ2: To what extent does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design enable 

students to exercise control over their English language learning in Anatolian High 

Schools? 

Table 4.10 Average responses to items in relation to different aspects of autonomy 

Aspects of autonomy A verage scores 
(Highest: 5.0) 

Collaborative learning (items 27, 29, 35-37, 39 and 42) 4.8 

Exercising control over their learning (items 26, 28, 30,40 and 41) 4.8 

Willing and able to exercise control over the learning of English 4.8 

(items 32, 33, 34 and 43) 

Learning strategies (items 31, 38, 44, 45 and 54) 4.8 

Table 4.10 shows the overall tendency in the responses with regard to aspects of autonomy. 

The figures show that all variables received equally high average scores. There were a number 

of comments which reflected various kinds of autonomous behaviours in the post-task 

interview, class blog discussion and open-ended questionnaire items. The following comments 

illustrate these findings: 

'We learnt how to be critical and how to ask questions with confidence, and learnt 

how to find information in a short time, we learnt not to be afraid of asking for help 

and we learnt how to evaluate our lessons by discussing them critically' (Kubral57). 
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'Then, we asked questions to students in the school [interview] and discussed the 

results in our group and presented in the class ... at the end of each presentation, we 

discussed our impressions of the presentation process' (Meryem/58). 

A Mann-Whitney U test was also performed on these aspects of autonomy pre- and post-

task, which again showed differences in median rankings between pre- and post-task tests 

that were statistically significant (see Table 4.11). 

Table 4.11 Mann-Whitney U test results: Questionnaire items related to autonomy 

Variables Test N Median Mann-Whitney Level of significance P 
scores U value 

Collaborative Pre- 70 4 
learning Post- 70 5 651 0.001 

Total 140 
Willing/able to Pre- 70 4 
exercise control Post- 70 5 398 0.001 
over the learning of Total 140 
English 

Table 4.11 shows the median scores of the responses to the questions regarding aspects of 

autonomy (see questionnaire items related to autonomy in table 4.10). For collaborative 

learning and being willing/able to exercise control over the learning of English, the median 

scores are significantly different (P < 0.001) and the post-task median scores (5) are greater 

than the pre-test medians (5); therefore as in motivation, the probability that the differences 

arose by chance is very low. 

4.3.7 Collaborative learning (items 27, 29, 35-37, 39 and 42) (N = 70) 

There were many activities that provided the learners with opportunities to collaborate, such as 

discussing headings, pictures, YouTube videos, preparing presentations and delivering them as 
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a group. The results illustrate that the learners appeared to enjoy reading together, which 

influenced their language learning progress positively. Furthermore. collaboration encouraged 

them to put more effort into their learning, that is improved their reading skills as they had 

agreed strongly with the statements representing collaborative learning (average = 4.8). 

When they explained their answers to items 69 and 70 about group discussions and pair work. 

students stated that exchanging ideas helped them to understand the text better than just 

reading and answering the questions. They discovered things that made them think differently. 

This might be because they worked together and benefited from each other's views, and as a 

result gained confidence. However, one student was not happy with his group and another one 

still thought that she was too shy to talk in English during the discussions and she did not find 

it useful at the beginning. However, I observed that towards the end of the first term, she 

participated in the lessons more actively than she had done at the outset (see Section 5.2.7 for 

further discussion of demotivators). 

[Blog 14] Friends, I did not find it very useful because I am shy to talk in English. 

Students talked about working together in the post-task interviews. Some of them explicitly 

expressed that they like working together and that group discussion improved their 

understanding of the reading topics, as Kubral59 and SevimJ60 put it: 

'". it [group work] was enjoyable and everybody works well' (Kubra/59). 

'When we discussed the topics in the group, I understood better' (SevimJ60). 

Others (Kubra, Meryem, Sevim, Adnan, Bilal, Tarkan) enjoyed the experience of planning and 

preparing group presentations, summarising and combining the interview results: 
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'/ liked the preparation of presentations and conducting the survey with my group 

because we worked as a team and helped each other' (Kubral61). 

'We got together with my group then we summarised the information and planned and 

prepared our presentation '" it was a nice experience that I had never had before' 

(Adnan/62). 

One student (Sevim) felt more secure and worked harder in her group, 

'When we prepared our presentations, I worked harder than usual because I had to 

finish my part and Ilelt more confident because I was not on my own' (Sevirn/63). 

There were also some references to collaborative learning in the class blog discussion: 

[Blog 15] It [classroom] had a very relaxing, friendly atmosphere and everybody 

worked nicely together. 

[Blog 16] Everybody was excited about helping each other. 

4.3.8 Exercising control over their learning (items 26, 28, 30, 40 and 41) (N = 70) 

Students strongly agreed (average = 4.8) with the statements (Le. doing research on their own 

using the e-pad, which enabled them to take steps in learning English), enjoying the 

opportunity to produce their own work (Le. presentations), reading on their own, and 

improving on their own through active participation in the lessons (i.e. discussing the topics). 

Thus the students seemed to have seized the opportunities provided (e.g. conducting 

interviews, searching on the internet for information then presenting it in the class, reflecting 

their views on the extended activities) and were eagerly involved in carrying out the tasks. 

Exercising control over their learning also emerged as a strong theme in the post-task 
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interviews (see Appendix K). Some students felt confident, which led them to take 

responsibility for their learning. BilaIJ64 made his case clearly: 

'I know my feelings and 1 conducted the interview, which showed how confident 1 was' 

(Bilal/64). 

Other students participated in the learning process without hesitation: 

'I participated in all the activities without any hesitation, especially when I asked 

questions to other students during the interview and presented the results in the class' 

(KubraJ65). 

Some appreciated the opportunities given: 

'You let us do presentations, conduct the interview and discuss the lessons and 

activities on the class blog ... ' (Bilal/66). 

There is some evidence that students (Kubra, Sevim) showed initiative by taking control of 

their learning and improving their English by listening to the radio and reading newspapers in 

English outside the classroom: 

'My speaking is improving, I can understand the general ideas of conversations when I 

listen to BBe Radio 4 and I can understand an English newspaper in English when 1 

read it' (Seviml67). 

The e_pad-enhanced task design also seemed to provide students with the opportunity to 

exercise control over their learning: 
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'I use the e-pad to search online, prepare my presentations, to record interviews ... I 

can do many things on my own with the e-pad' (Tarkan/68). 

In addition, some students (Kubra, Meryem, Bilal, Tarkan) thought that learners participated 

from the beginning to the end of the lessons: 

'I think they participated throughout the lessons' (Meryem/69). 

The above comments are relevant in so far as working on the specially designed tasks with the 

e-pad encouraged and empowered them to be more active and responsible for their learning. 

Seviml70 explained her active participation in detail: 

'We are always involved in the activities, like presentations, interviews, discussing 

with friends as a group and reflecting our ideas at the end of each lesson ... we are 

always active in this class' (Seviml70). 

Active participants are those who seek help and take risks: 

'As I said, I come to you when I have problems and in the class I am not afraid of 

making any mistakes ... because you said that without making mistakes, we would not 

learn anything in this life' (Tarkan/71). 

'I liked when we asked questions to our friends at the end of the presentations' 

(Meryem/72). 

These reflections are supported by the findings from the exchanges in the class blog: 

[Blog 17] I can read and understand the general ideas from English newspapers 

without looking up a dictionary or Google translation. 
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[Blog 18] My teacher gave me the name of a website called 'bugclub' and I found lots 

of stories I like. I will read as much as I can. 

[Blog 19] Yes it [bugclub] is a very useful website. 

[Blog 20] I read about Malala on the internet too and she deserved it [Nobel Prize]. 

[Blog 21] I read about the Taliban and they are horrible. 

[Blog 22] I read more on the UEFA women's football league. 

[Blog 23] I learnt that I should be active in the class to improve my language. 

The comments imply that students feel more confident and they are ready to take any 

opportunity to read and use the language (see next chapter for further discussion). 

4.3.9 Willing/able to exercise control over the learning of English (items 32, 33, 34 and 

43) (N = 70) 

The results suggest that students were more willing and able to exercise control over the 

learning of English after using the e-pads and carrying out the specially designed tasks. They 

scored highly positively (average = 4.8) on statements that addressed willingness to conduct 

interviews, to search on the internet to find information about 'fun festivals', 'women's 

football' and 'Malala' s story', and to present their results to the class even if they found it 

difficult at the beginning. 

The following reflections from the interviewees provide further evidence that they are willing 

and able to take responsibility for conducting interviews: 
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'The interview process gave me the confidence to go and ask students questions in the 

school ... I'd like to do it again' (AdnanJ73). 

For preparing and presenting their presentations: 

'There was also big participation when we prepared and delivered our presentations 

... because we loved the presentations' (Seviml74). 

The e-pads also contributed to the students' willingness and ability to exercise control over the 

learning of English: 

'It [the e-padJ makes our learning easy because I can search for information for my 

lessons, as I did when I searched for information on festivals, women's football and 

Malala, andfound the information quickly' (Seviml75). 

See Section 4.3.3 for the reflections noted earlier (class blogs 8-10) on willingly reading on 

their own. 

Autonomous learners are creative learners who are able to make suggestions for 

improvements. Students were given choices to suggest how to use the e-pad and improve the 

lessons. There were numerous references indicating students' creativity. Students made 

linguistic and non-linguistic recommendations. They were able to suggest how they could 

improve their reading, listening and speaking skills: 

' ... in the class we can read aloud while the e-pad is recording and then listen to our 

own voice. By this way we can improve our reading, listening and speaking skills' 

(Kubral76). 

Some recommended how to improve their presentation and research skills: 
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'We can do more research and presentations as we did with you ... we can research 

and send our draft of what we have found to our teachers for feedback and then we can 

correct it and present the results in the class' (Meryeml77). 

Others suggested less restrictions and more access to websites to discover and create their own 

materials: 

The MNE should extend the content of the e-pad and they should allow us to access 

websites to discover new things, download new apps or we can create our [own] apps 

... like a vocabulary bank' (Tarkan/78). 

Others diseovered some features of the 'bugclub' website, and were suggesting books to each 

other and ways to 'read' them: 

[Blog 24] I can suggest to you a nice book from the bugclub, go to level 2, red colour. 

The name of the story is 'At the Fun Park', Category A. I found out that I can listen to 

the book on the 'bugclub'. 

4.3.10 Learning strategies (items 31, 38, 44, 45 and 54) (N = 70) 

Students deployed various learning strategies, such as metacognitive, cognitive, social and 

affective strategies, during execution of the reading tasks (average = 4.8). Searching on the 

internet seemed to enable them to use different learning strategies, such as consulting online 

dictionaries or looking for information from different web resources. Some of the students 

used metacognitive strategies, such as organising an activity and self-monitoring when they 

were preparing and delivering their presentations on 'fun festivals', 'women's football and 

'Malala's story', and conducting interviews. In their responses to item 63, students loved the 
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prediction activities because when they watched the video clip and saw the photos, they knew 

what they were going to read. They also used metacognitive strategies to monitor their own 

progress regarding learning English in general and reading in English in particular. There were 

a number of comments in the post-task qualitative data which reflected various kinds of 

learning strategies applied during task execution. Kubra, Meryem and Serna used 

metacognitive and cognitive strategies: 

'We summarised our interview results, organised the information and each group 

member presented one part' (metacognitive) (Adnan/79). 

'/ predicted the content of the texts from the YouTube videos, photos and title' 

(cognitive) (Meryeml80). 

Students used social and cognitive strategies to find the meaning of unknown words: 

'1 used the online dictionary ... asked friends in my group, and worked out meaning 

from the context' (cognitive and social) (Seviml81). 

'/ f. .. ] guessed and used Google Translate ... ' (cognitive) (Tarkan/82). 

'/ asked my classmates when / needed' (social) (Seviml83). 

Some students found their first presentation a bit challenging; however, they used social 

strategies that motivated them to overcome the obstacle: 

'/ found the first presentation a bit difficult, but we helped each other in my group and 

wefinally managed to complete our first presentation' (social) (Meryeml84). 
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Others used different learning strategies when reading online books to tackle the unknown 

words: 

' ... when I read a story on the "bugclub" website, I highlighted the unknown words 

and then I used the online dictionary by clicking on the link to find out the meaning of 

those words because I did not have time to look up all 0/ them ... we do not need to 

know every word to understand the general meaning a/reading a story' (cognitive) 

(Adnanl85). 

Furthermore, students also used the reading skills they gained, such as skimming, scanning 

and intensive reading, while reading online: 

'I have learnt different types of reading skills, such as reading for general ideas, 

specific information and comprehension ... I am using those skills when I read because 

you taught us those skills to use them when reading' (Kubra/86). 

The learning strategies hinted at and/or mentioned explicitly in the contributions to the class 

blog were: 

• Searching websites to find information. 

• Helping each other while combining the information from the interview results. 

• Planning, organising and dividing the task among themselves while searching for 

• 

• 

• 

problems about women's football in Turkey. 

Solving problems by suggesting ideas to each other. 

Using Google Translate to look up the words. 

Highlighting unknown words while reading on bugclub.com, then clicking on those 

words to hear their pronunciation and repeating them at the same time. 
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Students were further encouraged to employ the metacognitive strategy of self-evaluation. 

4.3.11 Self-evaluation of reading fluency level (N = 70) 

Table 4.12 Responses to self-evaluation of fluency level in reading English 

Post-task item 54 Excellent Above average Average Weak 
19 39 12 0 

Pre-task item 25 Excellent Above average Average Weak 
1 8 51 10 

Table 4.12 shows that a clear majority of participants' perceived their reading level as having 

improved after the use of the e-pads and execution of the reading tasks designed for this 

research. Students evaluated their reading fluency level in English as above average (56% = 

39), excellent (27% = 19) and average (17% = 12). No student selected the 'weak' option. 

Therefore. the specially designed reading tasks supported by use of the e-pad appear to have 

contributed to an improvement in the students' reading levels. 

Interviewees SevimJ87 and Adnan/88 monitored their own progress and reading level: 

'Because they {presentations] are for our benefit and I realised that my speaking and 

reading skills in English have been improving since I started this class' (SevimJ87). 

'First of all, I am improving my reading in English with this way because I read a lot 

of things when I prepared my presentations' (Adnan/88). 

The above statements confirmed that both students' self-awareness of the improvement of 

reading skills and their fluency level in reading has improved as well, as does the class blog: 

[Blog: 25] Yes, my reading level has been improving ... 
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4.3.12 Reflection 

The findings gathered through the post-task qualitative research tools, namely interviews, 

class blog discussions and explanations to open-ended questionnaire items, provided a good 

amount of evidence of students' reflection. The majority of the reflections have already been 

reported in the previous sections. As noted by some students, the feedback stage and class 

blog discussions created an environment that fostered student autonomy, which allowed them 

to reflect on their presentations, the overall classroom atmosphere and activities that had been 

designed specifically for this study. Some of the students' reflections were (item 73): 

• They were given the opportunity to be able to discuss what they thought about the 

activities and lessons in this class at the feedback stage and on the class blog. 

• They liked the teacher to ask them to comment on the lessons. 

• They were shy to talk in the class but they revealed their thoughts on the class blog. 

• They posted their ideas on the class blog without any hesitation. 

• They posted their ideas on the class blog after deep thought. 

• They learnt and reflected on their ideas in a stress-free environment. 

At the feedback stage, with friends, they discussed the benefits of the presentations and the 

activities they carried out, and they thought that it was very useful because they had the 

opportunity to reflect on what they learnt. On the class blog, they had more time to think and 

prepare what they wrote. They suggested that they should have those discussions in the class 

all the time. 

These considerations suggest that creating a comfortable and relaxed environment for 

reflecting is necessary for promoting learner autonomy and gives students the opportunity to 
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find out about their classmates' thoughts in relation to the tasks and lessons, as stated in the 

following quotes: 

'It was nice to see my friends' views and comments about what we had done I 

(Kubra/89). 

'Discussions in the class teach us a lot of things ... I can see my weakness and strong 

sides ... my friends' ideas on the lessons, activities ... ' (Tarkan/90). 

The findings illustrate that reflecting on learning is a key to developing learning strategies, 

autonomy and motivation. 

4.4 SUMMARY 

RQ1: How does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design affect the 

motivation of students to read in English in Anatolian High Schools? 

In general, the pre-task data showed that intrinsic motivation received high scores (average = 

4). Examining the items representing intrinsic motivation more closely, I found students' 

intrinsic motivation to be moderate, while their perceptions of their future intrinsic motivation 

(e.g. they will read and enjoy more English if they use the e-pad in the class) received a very 

high mean score (average = 4.4) before using the e-pads in task-based learning. The results 

were confirmed by the participants' comments (Serna/9, Banu/lO). Students displayed 

somewhat positive attitudes towards learning English; however, they seemed to hold less 

positive attitudes towards their learning situations. Students blamed the education system as a 

whole. 
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In contrast, overall, the analysis of the post-task findings showed that learners in this study 

appeared to express highly positive attitudes and a stronger desire towards learning English, 

reading in English and the task-based learning situation. Similarly, they expressed stronger 

intrinsic motivation for reading in English. They also became aware of how being interested in 

a topic and personal relevance facilitated their understanding of texts. However, there were 

some technological issues (i.e. frozen screen), factors related to the difficulty of texts (i.e. 

unknown words), instructions by the teacher (i.e. not able to understand the teacher's 

language), and there was a culturally inappropriate reading topic, that were noted as 

demotivating factors. The differences in motivation scores between pre- and post-task were 

shown to be statistically significant. 

RQ2: To what extent does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design enable 

students to exercise control over their English language learning in Anatolian High 

Schools? 

Pre-task data showed that students demonstrated moderate willingness and ability to exercise 

control over the learning of English, and positive attitudes towards collaborative learning as 

aspects of learner autonomy. In addition, they deployed limited learning strategies, such as 

using a dictionary intensively, due to finding reading English stories very challenging. This 

may have been one of the reasons that the overwhelming majority of the subjects were 

uninterested in reading English for pleasure and/or they also found the reading materials very 

tedious (Sema19). 

On the other hand, the results from the post-task data showed that students' active 

involvement individually and/or collaboratively in the learning process seemed to foster their 

autonomy. Searching online, conducting interviews, and delivering presentations, along with 
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reflection inside and outside the class also enhanced students' willingness and ability to 

exercise control over their English language learning. This suggests that the reading tasks 

designed for this study, using the e-pad, prepared and encouraged the students to exercise 

control over the learning of English. Furthermore, the majority of the participants self-assessed 

their reading level as above average or excellent following the reading tasks using the e-pad, 

which shows the benefits and positive impact of the e-pad-enhanced task design on the 

participants' reading level. The reading tasks also provided opportunities for students to use a 

wide variety of learning strategies (metacognitive, cognitive, social and affective), while 

executing reading tasks, which showed a clear picture of students exercising control over their 

learning of English. The differences in learner autonomy scores between pre- and post-task 

were shown to be statistically significant. As a result, in line with Lamb's study of secondary 

school students in the UK (2011), the findings from this study highlight a positive relationship 

between motivation and autonomy. For example, students strongly agreed (average = 4.8) with 

item 37: 'working together' and 'sharing ideas has encouraged me to put more effort into my 

language learning'. 
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CHAPTER 5 DISCUSSION 

5.1 INTRODUCfION 

The findings presented in the previous chapter will now be discussed in relation to the 

literature and, in particular, the key concepts of motivation (RQ 1) and autonomy (RQ2). 

5.2 MOTIVATION 

RQl: How does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design affect the 

motivation of students to read in English in Anatolian High Schools? 

5.2.1 Students' leT background 

To prepare our students for a new teaching and learning environment in the digital age, 

appropriate support and training are required, as reflected in the students' responses (88%) to 

item 38 in the post-task questionnaire. It is also crucial to establish the extent to which learners 

are already familiar with the tools and applications they are expected to use in the classroom, 

such as - in the context of the current study - e-pads, and to find out what they usually use 

them for outside the classroom. Previous research on approaches to task design involving the 

use of technology has found a number of challenges, such as a lack of technological skills 

(Hampel, 2006) or only superficial digital proficiency (Kurek and Hauck, 2014). Thus Hampel 

(2006, p. 112) rightly reminds us that '[w]e cannot expect learners to be competent users of 

the new media who are aware of the affordances and how to use them constructively'. 

Misjudgements to this effect are likely to affect students' task performance negatively 

(Hampel, 2006) due to lack of awareness of affordances and how to make use of them (e.g., 
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hyperlinks), and because they are in the habit of using Facebook for recreational purposes 

rather than for language learning, or for reading in English in particular. 

The pre-task data show that most students are familiar with devices, but they have not yet had 

any access to an e-pad or iPad. Some students have good computer skills, while others do not. 

The students also use the internet for different reasons, such as chatting and playing games 

rather than for learning. 

However, it transpired from the pre-task questionnaire and the needs analysis that the majority 

of the participants (89%) required training in using the e-pad. Two-thirds of the participants 

may have had access to a computer at home and they may also make use of and be good at 

social networking, but this does not mean they can easily handle an e-pad and its affordances 

in a formal educational context (Selvyn, 2009). The participants in this study reflect the 

situation Wheeler (2011) describes and the MNE had made assumptions in not offering 

students training. In the first two weeks after my students had received their e-pads from the 

school, I observed the technological challenges they encountered and noted them in my 

journal. The majority did not know how to use this device, with some not even knowing how 

to turn it on. Some did not have their e-pad chargers (11 October 2013) and two students 

received their e-pads 11 days (22 October 2013) later than their peers. I was therefore not 

surprised that 13 students suggested going back to using the course book, as I recorded in my 

notebook (14 October 2013), and some students complained outright about the situation. In the 

FATllI project, it is more or less left to the teachers to prepare the students for using the new 

device and for integrating it into the classroom in a meaningful and pedagogically informed 

way and reducing the technological challenges to create as stress-free an environment as 
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possible. I observed that within two weeks, most got used to the e-pad and the following 

posting on the class blog is representative: 

[Blog 26] I had difficulty in using my e-pad but now thanks to my teacher and 

classmates, it is very easy and I love it. 

Varank and Tozoglu (2006) observed that lack of training demotivated learners from using 

leT in classrooms. They rightly recommended that, before embarking on any leT-based 

project, every detail should be considered and appropriate training should be provided for both 

teachers and students. Language learning is not an easy task and it is a long process. Adding 

what could be perceived as a technological burden to the learning process can demotivate 

students before they even start learning the language, 

'I did not know how to turn on my tablet, because I did not use it before ... and it was 

frustrating to have one and not to know how to use it' (Sevim/91). 

In fact, the participants faced a double challenge: the foreign language and the technology 

used. As stated by Kurek and Hauck (2014, p. 5): 'This is particularly relevant in technology

enhanced language learning and teaching where [ ... ] activities are - by default - mediated 

twice: by the technology used and by the second language (L2).' This seemingly obvious fact 

is often overlooked by policymakers and school managers (Boy, 2013), and truly reflects my 

teaching context. To make constructive use of the device and successfully integrate it into the 

classroom requires some degree of e-pad literacy in a formal setting; therefore, technological 

training was needed. Similarly, Gonen and Akbarov's survey results with university students 

in Turkey (2015) showed that students 'need assistance to use mobile technologies for 

language learning purposes' (p. 120). 
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5.2.2 Reading habits and interests 

Previous research conducted in Turkey showed that Turkish Anatolian High School students 

do not generally like reading in English (Goksu and Gen~, 2011). In this study, only 31 % (22) 

of the participants read in English (item 30) before they experienced a technology-enhanced 

task-based learning environment where looking for, finding and reading resources in English 

was systematically fostered. Similarly, Btilbtil et a1. (2014) found that high school students' 

reading habits in Turkey were very low compared to the rest of the world, and <;ocuk Vakfl 

(2006) also reports that 70% (49) of teenagers in Turkey are not interested in reading. 

Altmyelken (20 I 0) attributed the lack of reading habits to an exam-driven education system in 

which children are cognitively and intellectually underdeveloped and neglected. If this trend is 

compounded by the fact that they do not understand what they read and find it challenging to 

read in English, as expressed by SemaJ92 in the pre-task interview, it will most likely 

demotivate students to read in English, as found by Rahman et al. (2010) in the Pakistani 

context. 

'] do not like reading in English because 1 don't understand' (SemaJ92). 

Unsurprisingly, I noted comments I heard in class before the e-pad-enhanced tasks were 

introduced (18 September 2013) testifying to the effect that some students did not have any 

interest in English and that they had difficulties in understanding what they had been expected 

to read at school so far, such as course books. Drawing on Ushioda's results (1998), Dornyei 

and Ushioda (2011) relate learners' lack of motivation to external factors, such as teaching 

methods and learning tasks. A further reason may be related to the lack of help that students 

get from their teachers (Banu/6) or from their classmates due to the lack of interactivity in the 
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classroom. Thus, students may simply not want to read and/or may even give up reading 

altogether. This resonates with Little's (1990, p. 12) warning that initially learners may not 

want to take control over the learning of English, because of a lack of autonomous learning 

experience, a tendency also observed by Borg and Al-Busaidi (2012) in Oman and by Course 

(2014) in Turkey. It is, therefore, important to create a learning environment where students 

are able to engage and interact with each other and use social strategies to ask for help when it 

is needed. It has also been noted that stimulating an L2 environment for reading skills is 

widely recognised to be a prerequisite for successful language learning (Ellis, 2008; Krashen, 

2007a). In this study, a stimulating environment supported by the affordances of technology 

was created for students, an environment that encouraged searching for information in English 

using an e-pad, conducting interviews and reflecting their ideas in the class blog discussions. 

The pre-task results indicate that only a few students (4% = 2) used to read in English for 

pleasure on a daily basis, which could be related to the reasons mentioned above, and this 

aversion may result in insufficient reading skills (Bedir, 1998, cited in Goksu and Gen~, 

2011). Banu12 in the pre-task interview indicated that she liked reading simple stories; 

nevertheless, she had to regularly consult a dictionary due to her level of English. As a result, 

she found the reading process tedious having spent 10 minutes per page (BanulI7). I noted 

similar observation in my journal (18 September 2013), that is when I asked my classes about 

their reading habits and the genre they read, only seven students in total indicated that they 

read English newspapers, magazines and simple stories but they found it challenging. These 

might be the reasons that the majority of students did not find reading in English interesting 

coupled with the reading activities that students felt were boring and grammar-based in their 

previous learning experience: 
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' ... I learnt grammar but nothing else' (Banul93). 

Furthermore, Banul4 complained about the lack of book stores to buy English short stories. I 

am surprised that no one appeared to find online materials in this digital age, because 77% 

(54) have access to a computer at home and could - at least in theory - access a huge amount 

of online materials to read, and as so many of them are using computers for games and social 

networking, their exposure to English is probably greater than they are aware of. However, 

while designing the questionnaire, I had conventional reading materials in mind, such as short 

stories and newspapers on screen. Not finding online materials could be related to students not 

having internet access at home and/or they are used to being spoon-fed and told what to do 

(Course, 2014). They may not learn how to take the initiative and be proactive. Therefore, 

they may need to be reminded that they are actually reading authentic materials on Facebook 

(Banu/5). It may also be too expensive to go to an internet cafe to print out materials. My 

journal observations on 16 September 2013 regarding further reasons show that some students 

do not have computer access at home, some of them use their neighbours' internet and the 

others do not have internet access. From my experience as a student in the past, and my 

observations and conversations with my students today, I know that some parents are in 

challenging financial situations. Students believed that the e-pad would help them to access 

better resources to read on the e-pad, thus lessons would be more fun and exciting. 

Concerning the post-task data, overall there is a more positive picture regarding students' 

reading habits and their interest in reading English compared to the pre-task data. The 

effective and constructive use of computer technology and the use of new pedagogical 

practices supported by the e-pad led to language learning (Boy, 2013; Hauck, 2007), and, 

more specifically - in my situation - students' reading skills (Course, 2014). After 10 weeks 
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of using the e-pads and engaging with the online reading tasks, students seemed to be ready 

and feel confident in their ability to take responsibility, which is a crucial step towards being 

autonomous learners as maintained by Cotterall (1995), because the overwhelming majority of 

students (95%) reported that they seemed to be motivated to read in English every day and/or 

three or four times a week (items 55 and 56). The following response to item 70 and the quote 

by Seviml94 also shows that students enjoyed reading: 

'/ like reading stories from the "bugclub" website, it is really nice' (Seviml94). 

The findings may indicate that necessary steps (i.e. the use of e-pads and task design) towards 

a gradual implementation of language learner autonomy were taken, ensuring that students 

liked their reading (Course, 2014; Cotterall, 1995) and spent more time reading for pleasure 

(Krashen, 2004). Thus language teachers can help their students by designing online reading 

tasks that take account of students' needs and interests and provide a stimulating environment 

that enhances motivation and encourages learner autonomy by taking control over their 

language learning and finding reading material in English using technology. In this study, 

students were able to search on the internet and read around the topic and they continued 

reading for pleasure on the 'bugclub' website and read newspapers as indicated by Kubra/33. 

Cho and Kim (2005) found that those who read newspapers voluntarily in their free time at 

school made significantly better gains in English than a comparison group. The next sections 

will further focus on aspects of motivation in detail. 

5.2.3 Attitudes towards learning English 

The pre-task data show that students appeared to have positive attitudes towards learning 

English. The attitudes expressed by the students may be explained by their response to the 
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statements that addressed their plans to be fluent in English and awareness of the importance 

of the English language as a world language, as mentioned by Banul7 in the pre-task 

interview. 

The post-task data show that the participants' attitudes towards learning English had improved 

(average = 4.9). In line with Abdul-Razak's findings (2000), students claimed that they 

enjoyed learning English when using computers (e-pads) (Meryeml22) and had positive 

attitudes towards learning English, as found by Vaezi (2008) in the Iranian context. The 

students seemed to suggest that learning English using e-pads was interesting and useful. This 

may be because students were able to use their e-pads to search for and gather information 

about their projects, as indicated by KubraJ76, and as recorded in my journal during class 

feedback at the end of the second task on 15 December 2013. 

Therefore, technology-enhanced task-based activities such as searching on the internet to find 

out solutions to problems with 'women's football' in Turkey may have a positive effect on 

students' attitudes towards learning English, as these comments by Meryeml95 and KubraJ96 

illustrate: 

'At the beginning, I thought how can a computer affect my English learning but since I 

had my tablet, I have realised that it has changed my view completely ... I search on 

the internet when I need to do my work ... for example, when J did my presentations' 

(Meryeml95). 

'We are able to record our interviews and save our work in our e-pads' (KubraJ96). 

When students feel that they are making progress and are aware of the opportunities associated 

with their English learning they will naturally have a positive attitude towards English and 
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they may even want to improve their use of it by working in holiday resorts, such as Mannaris 

and Alanya in Turkey. Indeed, I noted in my journal (13 June 2014) that some students 

intended to go and work in restaurants in a holiday resort. Eventually, eight of my students 

went to Mannaris and Alanya to do holiday jobs to improve their English and become English 

teachers in the future, as reflected in my journal entry (19 June 2014) (see also Section 5.2.6 

for discussion in relation to extrinsic motivation). It is also important that students feel that 

they are not wasting their time in and outside the classroom, as reflected in their post-task 

interviews (KubraJ21) and posting on the class blog, 

[Blog 27] I feel that my English is getting better and better. 

In addition, in Turkey, English is the most frequently studied foreign language. On an 

interpersonal level, being able to read and understand English symbolises modernisation and 

the elitism of the educated middle classes and those on the upper rungs of the socio-economic 

ladder. This is because English is a world language that connects them to the rest of the globe, 

as I found in my MA study (Koruyan, 2009). 

5.2.4 Attitudes towards the learning situation 

With regard to the participants' initial attitude towards the learning situation, their responses to 

the pre-task questionnaire revealed a somewhat moderate disposition (average = 3.2). In 

addition, in the pre-task interviews students were not enthusiastic about their past learning 

experience, teachers, or activities in the course books, as discussed in Section 5.2.2. 

In her pre-treatment questionnaire and interview, Course (2014, p. 152) found that her students 

did not like reading activities and she found that the traditional reading activities provided 

'neither novelty nor optimal arousal, hence failed to provoke curiosity', similar to what 
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Semal9 felt in this study. In addition, Banu/6 did not find her previous teacher to be helpful 

when she asked for assistance regarding English short stories. In fact she felt that she had been 

ignored by the teacher, who simply suggested she read the course book. Such behaviours, as 

Deci and Flaste (1995) caution, may affect students' attitude towards the learning situation and 

demotivate them from learning the language in general and reading in English in particular. 

Therefore, in order to motivate students in technology-enhanced language classrooms. 

teachers should listen to students' voices and help and guide them until they feel confident and 

able to choose appropriate reading books, short stories and other reading materials. An 

example of this is the 'bugclub' website that I introduced to them during the technology 

enhanced tasks (see Appendix L for an example from the bugclub website). 

Further, Kubral97 made a slightly controversial generalisation in her post-task interview when 

she claimed that the majority of teachers of English cannot speak English properly, which is 

why they speak Turkish most of the time in the classrooms, 

'I think most of our English teachers here cannot speak English properly. therefore. 

they speak Turkish in the class' (Kubral97). 

This statement shows how important English language use in the classrooms is. This is most 

likely because some students see this the only have this opportunity to practise English, and 

they may see their teachers as the only resource. As Tomlinson (2011) suggests, teachers 

should increase quality teacher talking time and chat in English with their students, describing 

it as an 'authentic and meaningful exchange' between student and teacher. 

Semal7 also complained about the situation in general regarding learning English due to the 

system as a whole. It appears the methodological approach and the course materials provided 
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by the MNE are not adequate to improve language skills, even beyond basic levels 

(BuyukkantarclOglu, 2004). Changes in every aspect of the education system are necessary to 

foster students' positive attitudes towards the learning situation. A stress-free class is 

necessary in order to increase students' motivation and self-confidence. In the post-task 

questionnaire, item 15, students indicated that they felt very motivated by the class 

atmosphere. This shows the importance of creating an environment where our students can 

feel relaxed and are able to express their ideas freely (Ushioda, 2011), as some of the students 

(e.g. Bilal) reflected in the post-task interview: 

'Since I started this class, my negative ideas about English have changed ... I thought 

that English was a very difficult language and I would never be able to learn it but this 

class has changed my thoughts ... I can actually learn it and I am confident' (BilaI/98). 

The post-task data illustrate that students displayed very positive attitudes (average = 4.8) 

towards learning situations, as found by Yaprak (2014), Meri (2012) and AI-Shammari (2007) 

in CALL environments. The current study found that students liked and benefited from 

computer technology and its applications, namely the e-pad, YouTube clips and the 'bugclub' 

reading website (e.g. Blogs 18/19). Furthermore, creating a warm, non-threatening and 

authentic learning environment as well as exposing students to authentic web-based materials 

seemed to have a positive effect on students' attitudes towards the learning situation (as noted 

by Yaprak, 2014; Lee, 2000). Kubral23 and Seviml24 commented in the post-task interview 

that they liked the learning environment and the activities. Based on the students' responses, it 

is possible to argue that the e-pad and reading tasks provided novelty and/or optimal arousal in 

terms of their attitudes towards language learning situations in general. The teacher also had a 

positive influence on students' attitudes towards the learning situation (Tarkan/31). This is 
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because I, the teacher, value my students' contributions to the lessons. The e-pad appeared to 

have a major impact on students' attitudes towards the learning situation as well (Kubra): 

'J like learning with the e-pad ... because it helps me a lot' (Kubra/99). 

Indeed, the class blog discussions and my journal observations confirm the students' 

comments that they loved watching the football clips on YouTube: 

[Blog 28] I loved the goals I watched on YouTube in the class today, they were 

fantastic. 

It has been argued that the rapid growth of the use of CMC-based language learning makes 

language learning more enjoyable, effective and useful (Hall and Higgins, 2005), which was 

also reflected in class blog 28. The statement above by Kubral99 shows that a positive attitude 

towards the learning situation also motivates students intrinsically to learn the language in 

general and read in English in particular; as Krashen (2004) suggests, reading for pleasure 

requires a stimulating environment. This is discussed in more detail in the next section. 

5.2.5 Intrinsic motivation 

The overall pre-task data reveal that students seemed to have intrinsic motivation. However, 

when looking at the participants' answers more closely, there were differences in their answers 

to certain items. Their views on enjoyment of learning English in general (item 48; average = 

3.5) were moderate. Not having a strong intrinsic motivation to learn English may be 

attributed to the traditional means of teaching as observed by Sara~ (2013) and Boyno (2011) 

in their studies. The repetitive classroom procedures may also fail to promote intrinsic 

motivation, as found by Course (2014) in her pre-treatment questionnaire with Anatolian High 
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School students. On the other hand, their responses to items 40-45 in the pre-task 

questionnaire about their intention regarding their future reading habits indicated that they 

wanted to spend more time on reading with the availability of an appropriate tool, the e-pad. 

This could be a means to an end, providing authentic materials to the students to read more 

and enjoy the learning process, as found by Samur et al. (2015) at Anatolian High Schools. 

Their participants indicated that they would access more online materials and enjoy their 

language study with the use of e-pads (Samur et aI., 2015). Therefore, the e-pad along with 

specially designed tasks could serve to both stimulate students' interest and help them in their 

reading. As reported by Krashen (2007a) and Clark and Rumbold (2006), creating a 

stimulating L2 environment for students to enjoy reading is widely acknowledged to be an 

important factor for language learning acquisition in general and reading in particular. Here, 

the impact of technology-enhanced task-based language learning on students' attitudes to 

reading is clearly observed, because they believed that the e-pad-supported task design would 

contribute to their language learning in general and reading in particular (pre- tasks: item 39). 

Perhaps, the best use of the epad, given today's technology, is 'Free Voluntary Surfing' as 

suggested by Krashen (2007b), simply encouraging students to wander through the internet as 

my participants did in this study by reading around the topics within the constraints set by 

MNE. Language teachers should seize this opportunity and design technology-enhanced tasks 

that cater for students' needs and interests, as I did in this study. The tasks should be 

meaningful, relevant and personalised to encourage students to read voluntarily. 

As far as the post-task data are concerned, students displayed stronger intrinsic motivation 

compared to the pre-task data. This study echoed findings by Course (2014) who found that 

Turkish Anatolian High School students' intrinsic motivation increased after her intervention 
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project about reading English stories in English language classrooms. It was the highest scored 

motivational variable (average = 4.9), along with students' attitudes towards learning English. 

Their responses to item 15 suggest that they used the opportunities the e-pad provided and task 

design led to students' intrinsic motivation being enhanced as suggested by Yaprak (2014). A 

possible explanation is the novelty of the technology, as found in a similar context where 

Yaprak's participants (2014) felt motivated when they learnt that their task was going to be 

done through computers. The other reasons could be linked to the participants' enjoyment of 

authentic reading tasks covering a wide range of topics related to their hobbies, interests and 

real life. Engaging classroom activities, a relaxed learning environment and the influence of 

their teacher who helped, guided and encouraged them to be more active in the learning 

process seemed to enhance students' intrinsic motivation. As Samur et al. (2015) discovered, 

reading more online resources furthers students' reading enjoyment and positively affects their 

reading dispositions by the end of the school year. 

It appeared that these factors affected their enjoyment of learning the language and increased 

their intrinsic motivation, which was reflected in the students' post-task interviews (Sevim/32, 

Kubral33, Meryem/34, BilaV37 Tarkanl45) and class blog discussions, 

'Since / started using the e-pad, I have been enjoying learning English and / have 

realised that / am now spending more time reading in English on the "bugclub" 

website' (Meryemll 00). 

'/ loved watching the goals in the Women's World Cup' (TarkanllOl). 

'Malala's story was very touching and I have realised the importance of education that 

I sometimes forget , (SevimlI02). 
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'The lessons are fun' (Meryem/ 103). 

[Blog 29] Due to our teacher, I love this class; it is very different from my other 

classes. 

Some students were intrinsically motivated to adopt the habit of reading simple stories in 

English. I provided them with the 'The Famous Five' book series by Enid Blyton, which they 

read at home and discussed in class the following day with their classmates: 

[Blog 30] I have finished chapter 3, 29 pages and I love it and it is very exciting. 

[Blog 31] I read mine too, it is a bit difficult to understand everything but I read it 

slowly and try to get the general meaning. I learnt lots of vocabulary and I feel that I 

understand what I read more than before. 

[Blog 32] I read one chapter, four or five pages, every day after my dinner and two 

chapters at the weekend as our teacher suggested. 

[Blog 33] When I read, I forget myself. 

[BIog 34] I really like the 'bugclub' website because it has lots of stories and I can 

choose whichever I want. 

From the extracts above, we can see that creating an extended classroom where students can 

easily access reading stories and where they can reflect on their ideas about the learning 

process appears to have been stimulating. It helped the students to enjoy learning English in 

general and reading in particular because it was pleasant for them to experience such a 

positive learning environment. The high quality of the learning experience, as Dornyei and 

Ott6 (1998) claim, is one of the key factors that help in increasing students' intrinsic 
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motivation. I also asked the class on 23 April 2013 whether they preferred learning English 

with the e-pad and noted the answers in my journal. They enjoyed using it because they felt it 

helped their learning and reading skills (items 57 and 58), and they could access online 

materials anytime they liked (see Samur et aI., 2015) and/or watch lesson-related videos from 

YouTube, as Yaprak (2014) observed in the Turkish context. Abdul-Razak (2000) found that 

students who use computers in class enjoyed English more than those who did not. In addition, 

the introduction of technology-enhanced task design motivated students intrinsically, which 

emphasises the importance of both appropriate task design as suggested by Hampel (2006) and 

informed technology use as confirmed by Sotiriou and Primalis (2013) in their research. 

I will now discuss the data in relation to specifically designed reading tasks delivered using 

the e-pad. Interview comments and class blog contributions indicated the effect of the e-pad 

and applications (e.g. You Tube) on fostering intrinsic motivation. In accordance with the 

views of Sotiriou and Primalis (2013), technology and its applications can be a very powerful 

aid when delivering reading lessons, and they can stimulate students' interest in reading. 

Indeed, students seemed to be involved in the learning process by reflecting at the feedback 

stage and during exchanges on the class blog, interacting positively with each other as 

discovered by Meri (2012) and proposed by Hampel (2006), while carrying out the online 

reading tasks. This appeared to be important because they were intrinsically motivated, as 

documented in the post-task questionnaires, item 74, interviews (Meryem/34, BilaV37) and 

class blog discussions: 

[Blog 35] I loved the presentations and I cannot believe that I presented my topic. 

[Blog 36] I understood the topic on Malala better when we discussed it at the end of 

the class. 
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[Blog 37] The lesson definitely encouraged me to search and read more about 

'women's football'. 

Concerning the length and level of difficulty of the reading texts, most participants found them 

to be an appropriate length and level. Grabe (2009, p. 179) points out that students should be 

able to read passages and understand them without difficulty to accomplish the tasks, and he 

emphasises that intrinsically motivated students seek out challenges. Only a few students 

found the texts long and challenging. However, it seemed that they (e.g. SevimJ43) did not 

give up, thereby overcoming the challenges by discussing the topics in their group (social 

strategy) (Oxford, 2011). 

The brainstorming activities at the pre-reading stages (see the outline of the reading tasks in 

Appendix C) also helped them to understand the content of the reading texts better: 

[Blog 38] I liked the pictures and YouTube videos about 'women's football' and I 

predicted that we were going to read something about football. 

[Blog 39] The questions at the beginning of the lesson helped me to understand the 

content ofthe 'Malala story' better and I was very affected emotionally by her speech. 

Thus, brainstorming activities and group discussions encouraged the students to come up with 

thoughts and ideas that appeared to help them to better comprehend the reading texts, because 

they might have found them a bit challenging as SevimJ43 did. This shows willingness to 

collaborate. 

The participants found the instructions displayed on the Smart Board helpful for carrying out 

the activities step by step (item 63). This shows that scaffolding and transparency in task 
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instructions also play an important role. Their responses to item 62 seemed to suggest that the 

students enjoyed activities which were also reflected in the post-task interviews (Meryem/44 

and Tarkan/45). It was also documented in my journal (15 November 2013) that the YouTube 

videos and group discussions at stage 1 helped them to predict and understand the story, which 

enhanced the students' intrinsic motivation. Here the link between intrinsic motivation and 

exercising control over the learning English is observed. 

It is important to give students opportunities to choose their reading topics according to their 

interests. Students were encouraged to write down their favourite topics in the needs analysis 

(see Appendix B), which shaped the selection of the content of reading texts in this study. In 

this way, students' personal experiences were integrated into the course, which seemed to 

affect the participants very positively, since 94% liked the reading topics (items 66 and 74). 

Participants were particularly interested in the themes related to everyday life and cultural 

festivals (Grabe, 2009; Levy and Stockwell, 2006). The 'Malala story' affected their emotions 

(Kubra, Meryem, Sevim, Adnan), which was also observed and noted in my journal at the end 

of the lesson during the feedback stage on 15 November 2013. In her study, Course (2014) 

also found that the themes and topics led to intrinsic motivation. As Ushioda (1996) remarks, 

educators should provide a bridge between school practices and students' interests, and 

immediate lives to feed students' intrinsic motivation. Task design that promotes learner 

control encourages students to 'speak as themselves' and enhances intrinsic motivation, as 

Ushioda (2010, p. 2010) indicates. 

However, four students were dissatisfied with the topic on 'women's football' (item 17). I 

noted their voices in the class after the lesson complaining that the topic was not appropriate 

culturally and religiously. Another student was not happy with the group and one student 
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found the teacher's language hard to understand (see demotivating factors in Section 5.2.7). I 

had asked the class whether they were happy with the topics/groups and no one had any 

objection, as recorded in my journal on 18 September 2013. Students had negative attitudes 

about topics and materials from their past learning experiences, as discussed in previous 

sections. These were identified by Banu/9 as boring and only 4% (2) used to read regularly. 

However, after the e-pad use, the overwhelming majority (95% = 67) read every day. These 

findings reflect those of Sotiriou and Primalis (2013) that the use of leT motivates students to 

read more and, as Meri (2012) observes, enjoy the learning process. Thus, an intervention in 

the form of e-pads, along with fresh task design led to positive outcomes. 

In addition, as a language teacher, I tried to create a supportive learning environment by 

making the most of the affordances of the e-pad, especially at the brainstorming stage, for my 

students to reflect and use their imaginations to reveal their desired and imagined personas, 

which seemed to affect their intrinsic motivation to read, as suggested by Pavlenko and Norton 

(2007). 

In the post-task interview, students reported that they had realised the significance of interest 

and enjoyment in the topic, or personal relevance, especially when they were asked to think 

about a character in the class and/or read stories that is where they can identify with the 

characters. I witnessed the power of imagination and creativity in my students' imaginative 

talent, to bring into existence someone new with whom they had never met: 

'For a moment, I closed my eyes and I found myself at the scene and I saw the crowd 

carrying Malala to the hospital' (SevirnlI04). 
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The quote above shows how personalisation in the task design motivates students intrinsically. 

The technology-enhanced tasks seemed to help the participants to internalise stories (e.g. 

Titanic) that they read through the 'bugclub' website. In other words, from psychological 

point of view, while reading a book, some students may imagine living other ways of life, 

going to unfamiliar places, meeting new people while reading. Those students may have 

strong links or share similar characteristics with those characters in the books they read and 

they internalise this new life which becomes part of them. The role of personification here 

plays an important role in the task design which in turn facilitates students' language learning. 

A few of the participants in this study interacted and identified themselves with the characters 

from the books they read as they revealed their ideas in the class, which I noted in my journal 

and which is also reflected in this student's interview: 

'] read the Titanic on the "bugclub" website 3 weeks ago and when] was reading it, ] 

found Jack the male character in the book very stimulating ... ] saw the film after I 

finished the book and it was really good ... ] watched it with subtitles and the 

vocabulary in the film seemed familiar' (Kubra/l05). 

This shows the remarkable power of imagination in human life, triggered by reading in 

general and reading in English in particular. Imagination has been shown to have a strong 

impact on students' intrinsic motivation to read in English (Pavlenko and Norton, 2007) and 

help them to grow and develop their actual persona (Rogers, 1980, p. 118). Thus, the tasks 

were designed to stimulate students' imagination and the participants seemed to be inspired by 

the ideas presented in the materials, which in tum increased their intrinsic motivation to learn 

English. Yet, participants were motivated not only internally but also externally, which is 

discussed in the next section. 
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5.2.6 Extrinsic motivation 

Extrinsic motivation refers to learning the L2 as a means to an end, often stemming from 

external factors such as parents' push or personal goals, like obtaining qualifications, as 27% 

of the students expected from the English lessons in the pre-task questionnaire. Their extrinsic 

motivation was influenced positively by factors (items 60 and 61: average = 3.6) such as 

financial benefits and family/friends. As a result, they need English for external desire which 

was slightly lower in the post-task questionnaire (items 48 and 51: average = 3.5). The 

findings could also be related to the FA TIH project. The project itself represents an element of 

extrinsic motivation; it is an external push into the classroom to motivate the students. Similar 

results were found in Malaysian context by Abdul-Razak (2000) who found that her students 

enjoyed English using computers in their English classes. Thus, using the e-pads could have 

motivated students externally. The initial excitement about the e-pad will eventually begin to 

wear off and it may be impossible to sustain throughout as the result shows a drop from the 

average 3.6 to 3.5. Accordingly, language tasks need to be designed to convert students' initial 

excitement to intrinsic motivation, as I tried to achieve with this study. Students are now 

reading more in English than before (Section 5.2.5). 

5.2.7 Instrumental motivation 

Instrumental motivation refers to learning a language to obtain tangible, external goals (Le. 

getting a good job or studying at a university) (Gardner, 1985). I recorded evidence of this in 

my journal on 18 September 2013 which was also confirmed by Banull2. It was expressed 

even more strongly in the post-task questionnaire (items 46, 47, 50, 52 and 53: average = 4.7). 

English may be a bridge to success; it may open doors with respect to undertaking further 
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studies, to use English to study abroad (Kubral50) and forging a better career as noted on the 

class blog (blog 12), for example in teaching, which in Turkey is considered a prestigious job 

for both men and women. Similar results were obtained by Karahan (2007) from Anatolian 

High School students who learnt English to achieve a future goal of either better job prospects 

or attending a reputable university. In addition, having a positive vision of meeting foreigners 

and international friends via the internet and speaking to them in English can also motivate 

students to learn the language. In this respect, the e-pad could provide the opportunity for 

Anatolian High School students to read more in English while chatting with their international 

friends on social networks. 

Students may also have negative experiences, which could demotivate them from learning the 

language in general, and reading in English in particular, as seen in the next section. 

5.2.8 Demotivating factors 

Students complained about factors such as teachers' attitudes, quality of course books and the 

learning situation (Dornyei and Ushioda, 2011) in the pre-task questionnaire, which were 

discussed in the previous sections. In the post-task data, the demotivating factors were related 

more to technical aspects, as noted by Hampel (2006), such as the speed of the internet and 

problems reading on screen, for example eye problems or frozen screens (see Section 5.2.1 for 

other technology-related problems). It was noted in my journal (21 October 2013) that the 

school did not have adequate technical support to solve these problems and this seemed to 

demotivate some students who had problems with their e-pad. I also noted that not all the 

students had basic computer skills and this discouraged a few students new to the technology 

at the beginning. Thus, I had to train them and ask the ones who were more technology-literate 
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to help their classmates where necessary. After aU, autonomous learning does not mean 

working alone, but also collaborating with others (Dam 1995, p. 1). The other problems are 

related to methodological aspects, such as pace of the lessons, topic, that is women's football, 

the fact that they had to do group work and not everyone seemed to be happy in their group, 

and teacher language, as discussed in Section 5.2.5. An important aspect of the experience of 

working in groups was the possibility of conflict between group members and the possibility 

of unequal contribution to group work. However, most students seemed happy and I did not 

notice any problems while they were carrying out the reading tasks. I extended the timing of 

the second and third tasks by about 40 minutes because I realised that students could not finish 

the activities that formed the first task on time. However, I should have been more vigilant in 

the classroom with regard to other problems. Some students (Sevim, Adnan) had problems 

understanding the reading texts due to unknown vocabulary, as found by Rahman et al. (2010, 

p. 206) with Pakistani students. To overcome the problems they used learning strategies (see 

Section 5.3.4 for learning strategies). Some students felt uneasy presenting to the class; 

however, at the beginning of each class, I gave a small talk saying that we were aU friends and 

there was no need to worry or be shy at all, which seemed to reassure the learners, as reflected 

in my journal, and at the feedback sessions they thanked me for encouraging them to deliver 

their presentations. 

5.2.9 Summary of section on motivation 

Students' motivation in language learning has been examined and differences have been found 

between the pre- and post-task data, with significant increase shown in the post-task data. 

Before the use of e-pads and specifically designed tasks, the majority of the students were not 

interested in reading, as Course (2014) found with her students, and a few students read in 
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English regularly. As well as Course (2014), other studies (Yaprak, 2014; Meri, 2012; Goksu 

and Gen~, 2011; Dam, 1995) found that the use of new pedagogical practices and such 

practices supported bye-pad use have a positive impact on students' motivation in language 

learning in general and reading in English in particular. The results of this study provide 

evidence that the students' motivation was increased through a technology- enhanced task

based language learning approach which is further supported by the wider literature (e.g. AI

Shammari, 2007; Murray, 2005; Abdul-Razak, 2000) in the field. 

5.3 AUTONOMY 

RQ2: To what extent does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design enable 

students to exercise control over their English language learning in Anatolian High 

Schools? 

The overall results from the post-task data show that students had (very) positive views on 

learner autonomy compared with those from the pre-task data. On average, the responses to 

identical items scored higher. This could be associated with the positive impact of e-pad use 

and the task design on students' language learning. This result is consistent with results from 

studies by Meri (2012) and Goksu and Gen~ (2011). It is also in line with work by Yaprak 

(2014) and Mutlu and Eroz-Tuga (2013) regarding the positive influence of ICT on the 

development of learner autonomy, along with the studies of Course (2014) and Dam (1995), 

which encouraged students to work collaboratively and take responsibility for their learning. 

The introduction and use of the e-pad in the language learning process may lend itself to the 

development of learner autonomy, along with the chosen approach to task design, which may 

have also influenced students' answers in a positive way, as Course (2014) and Yaprak (2014) 

discovered with participants who took an active role in their language studies. As the 
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interview activities were conducted and recorded outside the class, the e-pad provided 

Anatolian High School students with flexibility by empowering them to work independently at 

their own pace and in their own time (Healey, 1999). In addition, my students expressed 

enjoyment of the activities on the class blog. It was essential to give them the opportunity for 

reflection, as Skehan (2003) stresses the importance of the post-task stage in promoting learner 

motivation and autonomy. The discussion in the next section focuses on different aspects of 

autonomy in detail. 

5.3.1 Collaborative learning 

Leamer autonomy is not only a product of independent learning but also a product of 

collaborative learning. The focus has shifted from independent to interdependent learning 

(Little, 2007). Students may work on their own but also as part of a group, as pointed out by 

Oeci and Flaste (1995, p. 90). The pre-task data indicate that participants preferred to work 

together as a group (average = 3.9), as expressed by Semal15, and they stressed their desire to 

work collaboratively even more strongly (average = 4.8) in the post-task data. This could be 

due to the fact that the reading tasks were designed to encourage students to work together and 

they gradually gained more confidence, as they explained in their answers to items 68 and 69. 

Group projects, such as searching on the internet, using their e-pad independently, finding a 

solution to the problems (Meskill, 1999, p. 145) (e.g. parental, social, cultural, economic and 

religious problems) with regard to women's football in Turkey (see 'women's football', lesson 

4, step 7 in Appendix C/3a) and presenting the findings in the class, also created opportunities 

for collaboration that seemed to intrinsically motivate them as well (items 27 and 37). In line 

with Dam (1995), there were a number of comments (Kubral66, Sevirnl70) in the post-task 

interviews and class blog discussions, reflecting that participants liked collaboration and 
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benefited from it. These comments are from the feedback stage of each lesson and were 

recorded in my journal (from 8 November to 11 December 2013): 

'Working with my classmates helped me to do things differently ... like I wore 

traditional dress when we presented our topic about "Gap Festival'" (Tarkan/106). 

'[ learnt many things from my friends ... how to prepare a presentation ... [really liked 

it' (Bilalll 07). 

' ... I loved working with my group' (Sevim/108). 

The impact of the social dimension of learner autonomy, as advocated by Kohonen (1992) is 

observed here. The observations in my journal suggest that collaborative learning fits very 

well into my teaching context and it is also supported by Murphy and Jacobs (2000), who 

suggest that learner autonomy develops quickly through collaboration and it is 'the product of 

an interactive process' (Little, 2007, p. 18). Thus, socio-collaborative learning activities in this 

study encouraged the participants to consider that there is more than one way of seeing and 

solving a problem, as argued in this section. Furthermore, the reading tasks in this study 

helped students to develop a sense of relatedness and collaboration which seemed positively to 

affect their language learning. However, we should not ignore the role of independence in the 

development of learner autonomy. This may be because, as Little (2007) emphasises, language 

learning develops through interaction and independence for the learner; thus exercising control 

over the learning of English develops from interdependence. I noted that some students who 

felt shy at the beginning gained confidence to present in class after working collaboratively, 

which is addressed in the next section. Thus, students, especially shy ones, developed a sense 
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of 'relatedness' as a component of SDT by working together in their group while preparing 

their presentations. 

5.3.2 Exercising control over their learning 

At the beginning of the semester before the distribution of the e-pads, I asked the class 

whether they had carried out any research about any topic and given a presentation based on 

their investigations to the class in their past learning experience. I recorded the answers in my 

journal on 16 September 2013 and only two students said 'yes' (one had come from Germany 

and the other had studied English in Oxford for 3 months): 

'I prepared and presented topics that were given to me by my teacher in the past' 

(Kubrall09). 

I also asked whether they would like to prepare a topic and present it in class this year and 

while nearly half of them said 'yes', the majority answered 'no'. I told them to write down the 

reasons for their answers on a piece of paper if they wanted to. Students who answered 'yes' 

gave reasons such as it would be fun or exciting, or they would learn more because of their 

involvement. Those who said 'no' gave reasons such as they did not want to, they had not 

done it before, they would not know how to do it, and they would feel shy or nervous to speak 

in class. The answers and explanations above may indicate one of the problems, the habits 

learnt in the Turkish education system, which is still a teacher-centred, rote-memorisation 

system. Students expect their teachers to transmit knowledge while the students listen quietly; 

this is the learning culture of Anatolian High Schools in general (Boyno, 2011). A particular 

culture may not be ready to promote learner autonomy - as observed by Borg and AI-Busaidi 

(2012) in Oman and by Mohamadpour (2013) in the Iranian context, where students were not 
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aware of learner autonomy and they did not want to take risks while learning English. 

Implementing radical and sudden changes could have had a negative impact on students used 

to being 'spoon-fed' who were exposed to a potentially riskier, independent learning approach 

(Boyno, 2011, p. 14). However, with teacher encouragement, as indicated by interviewee 

BilaIl66), appropriate material and task design, students could be carefully guided towards 

being included in the language learning process by giving them some control over the learning 

of English, as suggested by Cotterall (1995) and Dam (1995). Students in this study had many 

opportunities to work together (e.g. group discussions, pair work) and individually searching 

on the internet with their e-pad, conducting interviews outside the classrooms and presenting 

the results in class. This reflects Little's view (2007) that moving from interdependence to 

independent learning should be gradual. The students' responses illustrated that the e-pad 

experiences and task design seemed to play an effective role in the students' approach to 

learning that is almost all students implied that they enjoyed the task, they participated through 

the lesson (Meryeml69) and came to realise that the initial reluctance that they had before the 

e-pad was all pointless: 

'J was worried at the beginning about how to present ... but when J saw everybody 

presented, J said to my friend next to me that "there is no use fearing the inevitable'" 

(MeryemlllO). 

This is because as their teacher I became a facilitator, letting the students engage with the 

tasks and thus exercising some control over their own learning, and, as Course (2014) 

discovered in her study, providing them with a supportive context. As a result, they enjoyed 

what they were doing and were confident in their ability to learn and exercise control over the 

learning of English (Bilall64, Kubral65), especially at the post-task stage, which Skehan 
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(2003) claims is crucial in promoting learner autonomy and motivation. They are now more 

confident and take more risks reading more independently and frequently than before, 

listening to BBC Radio 4 or reading online English newspapers and magazines, as reflected in 

contributions on the class blog. 

[Blog 40] I can understand the general idea when I read the Daily Express newspaper 

on gazeteler.com website. 

Participants seemed to be content with the resources provided, and this most likely influenced 

their willingness and ability to exercise control over the learning of English because they may 

have felt they were within their capabilities. Thus technology-enhanced task-based language 

learning helped them to develop the ability and willingness to exercise control over aspects of 

their learning, for example, through searching online for information about festivals, women's 

football in Turkey and Malala's story along with conducting interviews inside and outside the 

school (see Section 5.3.6 for further explanation). These are key elements of learner 

autonomy, a component of SDT together with relatedness. 

5.3.3 Willingness/ability to exercise control over the learning of English 

Autonomous learners are those who are willing and able to exercise control over their learning 

of English (Dam, 2011; Littlewood, 1996). The pre-task data showed that some students 

appeared to be moderately willing and able to take control over their learning (average = 3.5). 

However, they required more help from their teachers to guide them (item 33). From the 

results, it appears that some students did not know how to take the initiative to read on their 

own and they may not have wanted to 'leave their comfort-zones' (Bayno, 2011, p. 14) due to 

the education system discussed in the previous section. This may also be because students are 
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brought up under the strict rules of their families, who decide on their behalf, and teachers 

who take over the parenting role when they start school in Turkey (Boyno, 2011, p. 14). 

Therefore, guidance by a classroom teacher is crucial and, as the literature suggests, it is our 

responsibility as teachers to create an environment that is conducive to the development of 

learner autonomy (Dam, 1995), which is one of the aims of the MNE. 

'This class is very different from my other classes ... we do lots of activities ... such as 

presentations, conducting interview, reflecting our ideas ... ' (Bilalllll). 

The students seemed to be more willing and able to exercise control over their learning of 

English, and when reading in particular (average = 4.8), as they indicated in the post-task 

questionnaire. Dam (1995) also stresses students' willingness and capacity to learn as key 

elements in promoting learner autonomy. The results could be related to both e-pad use and 

task design. Tasks were designed in a way that the students would take the lead while 

conducting interviews on their own outside the classroom and further contributing on the class 

blogs. As Crawford (2002) suggests, effective teaching materials foster learner autonomy. I 

noted the views expressed in my journal during the feedback session. After they had 

succeeded conducting their interviews and delivering the results in the class, they were 

confident that they were able to conduct more interviews, and wanted to do it as often as 

possible (11 December 2013): 

'All class wanted to participate and we prepared and delivered our presentations ... 

because we all enjoyed our presentations ... they were colourful' (Kubra/112). 

Therefore, when students do research activities that involve collecting information (e.g. 

conducting interviews) and make discoveries for themselves, they will most likely be willing 
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and able to exercise control over their learning of English and particularly reading in English 

(Tomlinson, 2011), because what they produce is due to their own efforts. When the 

participants realised what progress they had made, they wanted to continue their efforts 

(Meryeml77). Using the e-pad may have contributed to their willingness to take responsibility 

for learning the language (Seviml75), because it supported the activity students carried out 

both independently and interdependently, along with my encouragement. 

Some students (Meryeml77, Tarkanl78) were able to make suggestions to the MNE for 

improvements. This was perhaps because they were given the opportunity (Course, 2014) to 

recommend how the e-pads can be used more creatively and improve the lessons. They also 

discovered some features of the 'bugc1ub' website, such as underlining vocabulary, listening 

to the books, zooming in or out the screen and doing quizzes related to books (see Appendix L 

for bugclub.com screen shots). They were willing and able to suggest books to each other and 

wanted to create their own materials. I observed this at the feedback sessions and recorded in 

my journal dated 6 June 2014 that they wanted to create their own materials if they were 

allowed to do so. The data clearly suggest that the students are creative when they are given 

opportunities. This is an important feature of autonomous learning (Robinson, 2006). 

5.3.4 Learning strategies 

Good language learners are those who use different learning strategies in their learning 

(Naiman, Froehlich, Stem and Todesco, 1996). Wenden (1991) views learner strategies as 

'mental steps or operations that learners use to learn a new language and to regulate the effort 

to do so' (p. 18). In the pre-task interview, the only learning strategies mentioned were using a 
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dictionary to find out the meaning of unknown words (BanU/2) and students were also able to 

self-evaluate their reading level when they were given the opportunity to do so. 

However, the post-task data suggest that students deployed various reading strategies. For 

example, highlighting, using an online dictionary and Google Translate to check unknown 

words, summarising, combining the information (cognitive strategy) (Adnanl79), self

evaluating their own reading level and progression (item 54) (metacognitive strategy), 

working and solving problems together during the lessons focusing on 'women's football' 

(social strategy) (Meryeml86), guessing the words from the context (compensation strategy) 

(Tarkanl84), and teacher talk in the class (affective strategy) (Seviml30). I also noted these 

strategies in my journal during the sessions from 8 November 2013 to 10 December 2013. In 

their recent study in Turkey, Mutlu and Eroz-Tuga (2013) found that participants used various 

learning strategies that had a positive impact on promoting learner autonomy in a CALL 

environment. Some students did not use the online dictionary as often as before to understand 

the general meaning of a story from the 'bugclub' website or a newspaper: 

' ... I don't use a dictionary as often as before, because I can understand the general 

idea of an English newspaper ... The Daily Express' (Adnanll13). 

'Ifeel that my reading level is improving because I do not use the dictionary very much 

... I sometimes use Google Translate if what I read is very complicated or difficult' 

(Sevimll14 ). 

[Blog 41] I learnt different reading skills and strategies, such as I should look at the 

key words when I surf on the internet and look for information, I should read the 

introduction. 
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[Blog 42] When I read a short story, I highlight the unknown words in red then write 

them in my notebook and practise them every day ... I use those words on Skype when 

I chat with my friends. 

It appears that some materials and websites, such as online dictionaries, bugclub.com and 

BBC 4, and the e-pad facilities, such as searching on the internet and YouTube channels 

related to the topics, provided opportunities for the students to deploy various strategies which 

seemed to help them develop their reading skills and had an impact on their text 

comprehension. This, in turn, influenced their use of learning strategies (e.g. using a 

dictionary) and meant they were taking an active role in learning the language, which showed 

how autonomous they had become. Therefore, helping students to develop learning strategies 

and encouraging them to take responsibility is a way of shifting the control from teachers to 

learners (Dam, 1995): 

'YouTube videos helped me to understand the topic on 'women's football' better' 

(SevimlI15). 

Furthermore, dictionary use was reduced, which may indicate that their level of English had 

improved and reading was more pleasurable for them. The findings echo those from studies 

conducted in similar contexts (e.g., Goksu and Gen~, 2011; Ruzgar, 2008). Their subjects 

evaluated their own reading levels, which gradually increased; they developed reading skills 

and learning strategies, and read books that they had not enjoyed reading before. As a result, 

technology-enhanced task-based language learning enabled the participants in this study to 

develop the ability and skills to use learning strategies, which, in turn, helped them to read 

more effectively as self-determined individuals. 
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5.3.5 Reflection 

One of the characteristics of autonomous learners is the ability to reflect on the learning 

process (Murphy et ai., 2005) and reflection is a key to the language learning process as it 

enables students to take a critical stance towards their learning (p. 60). In the current study, 

students had opportunities to self-evaluate their own reading level and monitor their own 

progress, as discussed in the previous section, which also reflects Dam's famous claim, that 

evaluation is 'the very pivot oflearner autonomy' (1995, p. 49) based on reflection. Each task 

in this study was accompanied by two reflective activities based on the students' learning 

experience. As part of the lessons at the feedback stage and during class blog discussions, 

students reflected on their 'fun festivals', 'women's football' and 'Malala's story' 

presentations, the classroom atmosphere, and anything they felt they needed or wanted to 

address. I also commented on their performance at the feedback stage so that students could 

have a clear picture of what they had achieved. Similar findings were obtained by Noels 

(2001a), that is that learners felt a stronger sense of autonomy and competence when they 

received feedback by their teacher, which confirmed the self-evaluation and at the same time 

motivated them to learn the language. Along with the technology-enhanced tasks, my 

contributions to the lessons and students' reflections at the feedback stage seemed to 

encourage my students to reflect more on their learning and their achievements as noted in my 

journal on 11 December 2013. I also tried to get students to talk about negative points that 

they encountered and that I picked up in the post-task questionnaire, such as culturally 

inappropriate themes (e.g. women's football) or difficult vocabulary, but only four or five 

students said that they had difficulty in using the e-pad (blog 26) while six said that they had 

problems with the vocabulary but they helped each other to sort out their own problems (see 
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Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.5 for negative points). This suggests a good example of collaboration 

and autonomous learning. 

Lamb (2011) also found that his participants reflected on their language learning and that they 

had a desire to take responsibility for their language learning. The feedback stage enabled the 

participants to be aware of their learning progress and evaluate their learning outcomes, which 

requires the ability and capacity for 'critical reflection' (Little, 1991, p. 4). The reflection 

process seemed to motivate students, as I noted in my journal on 11 December 2013: 

• They reflected on their ideas and discussed them very nicely. 

• They learnt how to comment on their classmates' ideas. 

• On the class blog, they thought carefully and wrote down their ideas. 

In addition, MeryemllI61earnt from the reflections: 

'It gave me the opportunity to see my friends' ideas and discussions and comment on 

them and I learnt very much from them' (MeryemlII6). 

The above comments suggest that students learnt and reflected on their ideas in a stress-free 

environment. Yaprak (2014) found that group reflection encouraged active participation and 

motivated learners in a CALL environment. Furthermore, reflections indicated the extent to 

which students used learning strategies, such as metacognitive, cognitive, social, 

compensation and affective, and were actively involved in their learning, supported by 

technology enhanced task design. At the same time, many students showed awareness of 

conditions that enhanced their learning, particularly in relation to the development of reading 

skills, vocabulary, along with their research skills. Thus, it is fair to say that technology

enhanced task-based language learning enabled the participants in this study to develop the 
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capacity for reflection as an aspect of autonomy that a key component of self-determination 

theory (Little, 1991). For example, the participants reflected on and/or shared their thoughts 

and ideas about the tasks at the end of the lessons and class blogs. 

5.3.6 Summary of section on autonomy 

This section explored language learner autonomy and differences that have been discovered 

between pre- and post-task data. Before the use of the e-pad and application of the online 

reading tasks, students were not very willing to exercise control over the learning of English, 

as research by Course (2014) and Boyno (2011) in the Turkish context has also confirmed. 

This could be linked to the Turkish education system as a whole, reflected in students' 

comments. However, having experienced the task design, the e-pad, my teaching approach, 

the topics chosen, a collaborative and non-threatening learning atmosphere successfully 

transformed their reluctance into enthusiasm and willingness to try deploying various 

strategies (Oxford, 2011), taking risks and using the opportunities that provided to exercise 

control over their learning of English. Overall, technology-enhanced task-based language 

learning enabled the participants in this study to develop the different capacities that are key to 

self-determination theory. These were the ability and willingness together with their 

knowledge, skills, intrinsic motivation and confidence to exercise control over the learning of 

English (Dam, 1995). For example, the participants in this study found the reading tasks and 

the activities in those tasks interesting which had a positive impact on their intrinsic 

motivation to read more and they showed initiative by taking control of their learning and 

improving their English by listening to BBC Radio 4 and reading newspapers in English 

outside the classroom as indicated by Sevim and Kubra and blogs 18-23. They also used 

learning strategies which helped them read effectively and reflected on, (Little, 1991; Murphy 
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et aI., 2005) and evaluated their learning process. Finally, some of them felt more secure by 

working together and/or with others which improved their sense of relatedness (Oeci and 

Ryan, 1985). In other words, the students demonstrated increased intrinsic motivation, 

competence, relatedness and autonomy, which are common innate psychological needs for 

self-determined learners. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSION 

This research has explored the nature and development of learner motivation and autonomy in 

a technology-enhanced language classroom in a Turkish context with a particular focus on 

reading skills. It examines the impact of technology-enhanced task design on learners' 

willingness to take control of their learning and on their motivation. Conclusions drawn from 

the findings are set out below in relation to the research questions. The limitations of the 

research are acknowledged. The contribution of the research to knowledge, implications for 

policy and practice in the Turkish educational context in particular, and suggestions for further 

research have been identified. 

6.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

6.1a RQ1: How does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design affect the 

motivation of students to read in English in Anatolian High Schools? 

The findings indicate that with an approach to task design that takes account of the 

affordances of technology in the form of the e-pad, it is possible to enhance the Turkish 

Anatolian High School students' intrinsic motivation to read and help them improve their 

language learning. The post-task data illustrates that the introduction of technology-enhanced 

task design had a positive impact on students' attitudes towards the learning situation as a 

whole, and towards reading English in particular. As a result, the participating students 

seemed to read more English short stories, newspapers and other materials online. Before 

technology-enhanced tasks were introduced to the classes involved in this research, students 

did not like reading in English. This was in common with the findings of Course (2014) and 

Goksu and Gen~ (2011) who discovered that Anatolian High School students did not like 

reading English due to the dominant pedagogical approach in the Turkish education system, 
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which remains - to this day - behaviourist and teacher-centred. However, the e-pad and the 

design of the reading tasks, the topics of the reading materials, my teaching approach, and the 

atmosphere in the class seemed to have stimulated students' interest in searching on the 

internet and to have helped them to read more around the topic. They continued reading for 

pleasure on the 'bugclub' website and read newspapers, as indicated by the participants. 

Although a few students found the topic on 'women's football' culturally inappropriate, and 

there were some technological challenges to overcome such as poor internet connection and 

frozen screens, the findings indicate that the majority enjoyed working with the e-pad and 

authentic online reading tasks that were selected from topics related to students' hobbies and 

interests. The findings further suggest that scaffolding and transparency in task instructions, 

which were achieved by displaying the latter on the Smart Board, and therefore making them 

constantly available to the learners also played a crucial role in their motivation, helping them 

to carry out the tasks step by step in a comparatively independent way. In addition to the 

attitude change outlined above, and based on the analysis of post-task data related to 

participants' actual performance or participation, it can be affirmed that a multimedia 

environment, offering resources such as the visual and aural input on You Tube that they 

engaged with, intrinsically motivated students to improve their reading skills. Overall, the 

introduction of technology-enhanced task-based learning positively affected the motivation of 

these Anatolian High School students to read in English. The data also shows that while this 

increased motivation was more noticeable in the classroom, there was evidence that the 

students' desire to read in English was related to feeling positive about their learning and that 

with the support of technology they would continue reading in their own time outside the 

classroom. 
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6.1b RQ2: To what extent does the introduction of technology-enhanced task design 

enable students to exercise control over their English language learning in Anatolian 

High Schools? 

While talking about the ways in which they approached their language learning through the 

reading tasks used in this study, students' comments indicated they were exercising a degree of 

control over their learning, along with a capacity to reflect critically on their approach to the 

online reading tasks. The findings provide some insight into the ways in which the 

technology-enhanced task design has helped convert students from being dependent on their 

teacher to taking greater responsibility for their learning, both while working together in a 

group and/or on their own. The e-pad and the tasks seemed to contribute to the students' 

willingness and ability to exercise control over their learning of English, which they did by 

deploying various learning strategies, such as metacognitive, cognitive, social and affective 

strategies (Oxford, 2011), to overcome the difficulty some experienced in understanding the 

reading texts. The students also gained confidence in self-assessment and were able to 

evaluate their progress, which is the metacognitive strategy closely associated with 

autonomous learning (Cotterall, 1995), and they also felt confident to make suggestions for 

improving the use of the e-pad and the lessons. This shows their active involvement in the 

learning process. The results also indicate the importance of the teacher's role in the 

encouraging this involvement. As Little (2007, p. 26) discusses, 'teachers gradually enlarge 

the scope of their learners' autonomy by gradually allowing them more control of the process 

and content of their learning'. The participants in this study seemed willing and able to 

exercise control over the learning of English despite being in a traditional Turkish school 

context. Technology-enhanced task-based language learning enabled the participants in this 

study to exercise control over their learning of English (as discussed in Section 5.3.6). 
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6.2 CONTRIBUTION OF THE RESEARCH TO KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 

IN THE FIELD 

This is an original study to explore Turkish Anatolian High School students' experiences with 

introduction of technology enhanced tasks informed by insights into how appropriate 

pedagogical interventions can foster learner autonomy and motivation. This study contributes 

to the knowledge and understanding of how technology-enhanced task-based learning can 

increase learner autonomy and motivation to read in a number of ways. Specifically, it 

contributes a framework for technology enhanced task-design, examples of how this can be 

implemented in practice and evidence of how it can increase motivation and enable learners to 

take control of aspects of their learning in an otherwise teacher-centred, traditional educational 

system where students (and teachers) may be familiar with technological devices, but not 

experienced in using them for learning purposes. The framework and models can be used both 

within Turkey and in other similar educational contexts in order to train teachers and 

transform practice. These contributions are now explained in more detail. 

Task design and a leamer-centred teaching style were the main contributing factors in terms of 

what enabled them to exercise control over their learning. These factors have been ignored 

and/or not researched in e-pad-enhanced language learning classrooms in Turkey until now. 

The research identifies that the students respond better to reading tasks when they are given 

more opportunities to exercise control over the learning of English, and this in tum increases 

their intrinsic motivation to read. 

The MNE in Turkey is currently making changes to the English language teaching curriculum 

and is adopting the Finnish educational model, which includes students having more fun in 

and engaging actively in lessons, allowing them to take more risks, to become skilled 
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individuals and to decide for themselves when they are ready for the real world (Gii'tlii, 2016; 

MNE, 2016). In this model, students learn how to use real-life skills including problem 

solving, self-assessment, critical reflection, taking an active role in the learning process and 

working collaboratively on projects (Dam, 1995; Little, 1991). The tasks I designed included 

all these features. For example, students were given opportunities to suggest solutions to a 

problem about a women's right to play football in Turkey. This study therefore demonstrates 

how the MNE's goals can be implemented in practice. It shows how technology-enhanced task 

design can form a bridge between school practices and students' interests, and to the 

immediate lives of students to enhance their intrinsic motivation. 

The approach to designing the reading tasks is informed by Hampel's expansion (2006) of 

Chapelle's framework (2000), which was further expanded for the purpose of this research. 

This is because the concepts of learner autonomy and motivation do not explicitly appear in 

this framework but do so implicitly through other criteria such as authenticity and positive 

impact. In this study, therefore, 'developing strategy use', 'creativity and imagination', 

'reflection' and 'self-evaluation' have been added to Chapelle's original model explicitly to 

provide a framework for task design to encourage technology-supported development of 

learner autonomy and motivation in language learning. This framework can be used by others 

to integrate technology use in Anatolian High Schools through task -based learning of English 

as well as in similar contexts elsewhere in the world. 

The online reading tasks were designed to enable students to exercise control over the learning 

of English by working together and gradually gaining more confidence to also work 

independently. Group projects, such as searching on the internet, using their e-pads, finding 

relevant ideas and information and presenting the findings in class, also created opportunities 
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for collaboration that seemed to intrinsically motivate them. At the end of each task, students 

were encouraged to critically reflect on the learning process. This case study shows the 

benefits that task designers and course designers in Turkey and in similar contexts can achieve 

if they involve learners more actively in the language learning process. 

This research also identifies that concise instructions clearly displayed on the Smart Board can 

facilitate a more autonomous approach. In this study, the pre-reading activities (e.g. warm-up 

and lead in) were presented by the teacher (me) on the Smart Board to set the context of the 

reading tasks and get the students involved in talking about the topics. This seemed to give the 

participants a sense of ownership and control over their learning which in tum had a positive 

impact on their motivation. The students were then left to do the rest of the activities on their 

own or in groups and at their own pace following the instructions displayed on the board. This 

transparent approach appeared to have played an effective role in the development of learner 

autonomy to search and read about the topics. 

The findings suggest that students can be encouraged to deploy learning strategies in their 

efforts to tackle task-specific demands and to develop their reading skills, and highlight the 

effect of providing opportunities for reflection both face-to-face and in other ways, such as 

posting on a class blog. This contributes evidence that more reflective activities should be 

included in the task design to enhance learners' intrinsic motivation. 

The success of the task design was also related to the approach adopted by the teacher, who 

offered students a choice at the beginning of the school year by carrying out a needs analysis 

to include students' voices in the task design process. I was a facilitator in the class and 

allowed the students to take the lead. It may not be that easy for those who are used to the 

traditional way of teaching, and professional training may be needed to prepare language 
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teachers to support independent and/or collaborative learning. My lesson plans provide a 

model for others to use and build on; that I will make available in various ways (e.g., 

www.teachingenglish.org.uk and/or at the MNE website; and/or they can contact me at 

kkoruyan_78_@hotmail.comtalong with the framework for task design. 

Furthermore, the authenticity of the tasks and the activities (i.e. providing students with real 

scenes from festivals through using applications such as YouTube) in those tasks, especially 

the introduction, brainstorming and video, drew on learners' prior experience, and positively 

motivated the students. The study demonstrated students' willingness to participate, their 

readiness to respond positively and to engage with the task and each other when able to access 

such resources. 

The MNE has provided 10,000,000 e-pads to Anatolian High Schools. My study confirmed 

that students were not fluent in using mobile technologies, e-pads in my case, in formal a 

education setting, but shows that they were able to engage with the technology-enhanced 

reading tasks because appropriate support, training and guidance were provided so that e-pad-

supported language learning was introduced successfully and helped to motivate the learners 

and enable them to take some control of aspects of their learning. Therefore, my study 

provides the MNE, policymakers and teachers with design frameworks and models from 

which to develop technology-enhanced task design for language teaching and/or across 

departments, as an alternative to the traditional approaches still used in many Anatolian High 

Schools (Course, 2014; Sarac, 2013; Boyno, 2011) in Turkey in order to achieve the MNE' 

aims. 

I believe that this study contributes to the knowledge and understanding of how learners' 

motivation can be enhanced and their willingness to exercise control can be encouraged in 
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countries where fairly conservative pedagogical paradigms are still the order of the day (e.g. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, or the United Arab Emirates), and where handing out devices 

to learners may be seen as the means and the end rather than the means to an end. Institutions 

in those contexts should realise that the technology needs to be informed by pedagogy, as has 

been done in this study which presents a method and framework with examples and lesson 

plans for introducing technology-enhanced task-based learning. 

Finally, this study provides evidence that technology-enhanced task-based language learning 

not only enhances Anatolian High School students' intrinsic motivation, which is important 

for sustaining effort in language learning, but also enables them to exercise control over the 

learning of English in a learner-centred environment and the following quote from my pilot 

study indicates that it is time for teachers in such contexts to let go and give control to the 

learners: 

'... educating people is the biggest insult for a human being .. , I have the ability to 

learn, I don't need to be taught [. . .] because the information is already there and 

thanks to the technology I learnt many things by doing it all myself with the e-pad' 

(Bulentll17). 

6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 

This study has some limitations. First, it is based on a relatively small sample at one single 

Anatolian High School. Thus, there is a need for research in a wider range of schools in 

Turkey to use the technology-enhanced tasks developed in this study with other classes. 

Second, the e-pad as such might have contributed to students' motivation but a follow up 

study is needed to look at whether the motivation is sustained or not. Third, I was not able to 
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research other classes where the e-pad was introduced without similar attention to task design. 

This was because of my contract at the school, where I was given only two classes. It would 

also have been hard for me to teach one of these groups using the e-pad without trying to make 

use of the facilities it provides. It would have been helpful if I could have observed another 

teacher teaching without using similar technology-enhanced tasks. However, it was not 

possible to arrange such observations and teachers might have objected. Furthermore, I did not 

have permission from the MNE to do this. Fourth, the pre-task questionnaire focused more on 

aspects of motivation and less on aspects of learner autonomy than the post-task questionnaire. 

For a better comparison between pre- and post-task questionnaires, more identical items 

should have been used. Hence, I encountered challenges with the statistics such as not being 

able to use a parametric test. Instead, I used a non-parametric test, a Mann-Whitney U test. 

However, the pre-task questionnaire was designed to collect information mainly on students' 

perceptions on learner autonomy, motivation, introduction of the e-pad and their reading 

habits. On the other hand, the post-task questionnaire focused mainly on the introduction of 

the e-pad and tasks. Fifth, the pre-task interview was conducted with only two students and 

focused on clarifying some ambiguities in the students' responses in the pre-task 

questionnaire. My intention was to interview more students and get more information about 

their past learning experiences, but only two students indicated their willingness to be 

interviewed. In each case, the research relies on references made to their past learning in the 

post-task interview data and interpretation of indirect evidence to elaborate the pre-task data. 

For example, data on learning history implied their lack experience with learner autonomy, for 

instance that they were passive in the classroom. Finally, I made edited resources for two of 

the three tasks, 'women's football' and 'Malala's story', available via Dropbox. This was 

because the pre-task data showed that they did not have autonomous learning experience and I 
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felt that they may need guidance until they were able to find authentic materials on the internet 

themselves. Therefore, I edited the two of the three tasks slightly, such as adding more visual 

and aural inputs (e.g. pictures), and a hyperlink for a YouTube video, to give more 

authenticity to the activities, which also shows the importance of the multi modal nature of the 

input and its potential impact on motivation. However, students carried out activities, such as 

searching on the internet, around the topics outside the classroom on their own within the 

limited access available to them so I need not have done this. 

6.4 IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE AT ANATOLIAN HIGH SCHOOLS 

The findings suggest a number of implications for the MNE and teachers who work at 

Anatolian High Schools and are expected to use e-pads. The MNE should allow students to 

find their own materials, as suggested by the students themselves in this study, and there 

should not be any restrictions on access to some applications and websites where they can find 

authentic materials for their language study. The MNE should consider creating an IT section 

or unit in every school or city available to support schools with technical issues such as 

internet connections or broken e-pad screens. More importantly, they should provide 

appropriate training for both teachers and students in how to use the e-pad along with the 

rationale for using it. Teachers should trust their students' ability and capacity to exercise 

control over the learning of English and they should provide students with a space for 

reflection so that they can learn from each other's contributions and become aware of their 

own achievement, which is likely to intrinsically motivate them too, as I found in this study. It 

may help teachers in Turkey to consider the results of this study, which will be sent to the 

MNE, and I will also make the results available through teachers' blogs and other means. 

Teachers should be given flexibility and training to design engaging activities, be involved in 
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pedagogical decisions, choose their own materials, and generate content that intrinsically 

motivates students because they have 3 hours a day allocated for lesson preparation. Currently, 

all teaching materials are provided by the MNE and unfortunately teachers use those materials 

as they receive them without any alteration. For the purpose of this study, I prepared my own 

tasks to meet the participants' needs and interests. As a result, students seemed to be 

intrinsically motivated while carrying out those tasks. Thus, the MNE can make my 

framework and models available for teachers, or could employ a group of teachers to create 

more tasks using my framework and models. To go a step further, I believe that my students 

were inclined to behave autonomously and with a sense of self-determination towards their 

language learning, in particular in the post-stages where they reflected their ideas freely and 

suggested books from the 'bugclub' website to each other and nothing seemed to discourage 

them from carrying out the reading tasks once they were given the freedom and opportunity to 

make and enact choices. Therefore, with appropriate pedagogically informed use of 

technology, encouragement and learner-centred task design, the e-pad can be incorporated into 

a more independent learning environment. Furthermore, language teachers should train their 

students and offer opportunities to develop learning strategies which will enable them to be 

more involved and to exercise control over their learning of English. Finally, without turning a 

blind eye to existing problems and students' and teachers' needs, I believe the MNE should 

merge the FA TIH project with the current national curriculum for the development of learner 

autonomy and enhancing students' motivation as required from the teachers by the MNE 

(2016). 
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6.5 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

A follow-up study is needed using the technology-enhanced tasks with more classes, as well 

as comparing student responses with those from students in classes where technology

enhanced task design has not yet been introduced .. For this follow-up study, teachers should 

be given more pedagogical control and recognition so that they can design their own tasks 

according to their students' needs and interests, as indicated earlier, using the framework 

developed for this study from Chapelle's theoretical framework (2000). 

There were some negative views about the topic on 'women's football' and group work. If 

researchers want to use my approach in their future studies, they will need to take account of 

these negatives, particularly about the topics such as women's football, because it shows how 

important the topic is. Whatever is found out in the context of language learning and teaching 

in this study should be immediately transferable to the learning and teaching of any other 

subject matter (e.g. Science and Humanities) as I take out one level of mediation from the 

learning and teaching process that is the foreign language (Kurek and Hauck, 2014). 

Finally, I suggest that the following questions should be investigated: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Is the enhanced motivation in this study sustained? 

Is their increased interest in reading altogether, or in English only or both English and 

Turkish? 

What are the reading habits of Turkish school students? 

How easy do other teachers find it to work with my framework and models? What 

kind of preparation do they really need? 
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• To what extent are Turkish teachers willing to exercise control over their teaching and 

how this can be encouraged? 

• How can teachers in Turkish schools and teachers in countries with very traditional 

views of teaching best be supported to help their learners exercise control over their 

language learning? 

Investigating these points and answering these questions will help teachers, not only in Turkey 

but also in other countries, to understand the importance of technology-enhanced task design 

in language learning. 

To conclude, the overall results from this study indicate that Turkish Anatolian High School 

students who participated in this study were willing and able to exercise control over the 

learning of English and their intrinsic motivation to engage in reading tasks was increased 

through participation in technology-enhanced language learning tasks. 
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ApPENDIX B NEEDS ANALYSIS 

Why are you learning English? Tick one or more boxes 

o I need it for my job Other Reasons 

o I am interested in it 

o I need it for university 

o To find a job in the future 

o I have a plan to live in the UK 

o Because it is an intemationallanguage 

How do you feel about these activities? Tick column 1, 2,or 3 

Activities © 
I like this 
very much 

Asking questions around the 

room 
Playing games to practice 

J,!;rammar 
Speaking 
Doing role plays 
Learning new vocabulary 
Reading text in the 
course book 
Reading text on the e-pad 
Working alone 
Working in pairs 
Working in a group 
Searching online for 

information 
Presenting your work in the 

class 

Is there anything else that you like to do? 

What is your hobby? 

What topics do you like? 

What topics do not you like? 

® 
I don't like it at all 

It's OK 
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APPENDIX C LESSON PLAN OVERVIEWS AND OUTLINE OF READING TASKS (MAIN STUDY 

Appendix e/la Outline of Reading Task 1 "Fun Festival" (For Teacher) 

Steps and aims Activities and procedure Students Time Skills Resources Criteria met 
working 
method 

Step 1: Introduction of the topic Pair and 20 mins Interpreting Smart Board, Authenticity: 

Introduction: through brainstorming. (I group work (the pictures) visual images The introduction, brainstorming 

Before reading orally asked about some + speaking from the and video draw on learners' prior 

(warm-up) pictures of festivals, such internet (via experience and use authentic 

To generate as Glastonbury and Individual selected links) material the learner is likely to 

students' Henley, and some pictures answers encounter outside the classroom, 

interest in the chosen from the internet. (volunteer) so meet the criteria of authenticity 

Interaction and collaboration: I topic to orient Example: What do you see 

them to what in the pictures?) Students Group work enables collaboration 

they are going discussed the pictures with and interaction within and 
I 

to talk about their partner and then with between groups of students, 

their group. They then therefore meeting the criteria of 

individually and Group work interaction and collaboration 

voluntarily reported back 

to the class Leamer fit: 

Students were asked to The topic of the reading task is 

brainstorm their Individual closely related needs, level, ability 
~~ - ------------- .. _-- --- --
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experience of festivals answers and interest of the learners and it 

they have been to and (volunteer) enables them to engage willingly 

what their experience was with the language in answering the 

in their group, and prompt questions provided, thus meeting 

questions were displayed the criteria of learner fit 

on the Smart Board. I also 

talked through the 

instructions displayed on 

the Smart Board. After the 

brainstorming activity was 

completed, one of the 

groups reported back to 

the class 

Step 2: I (the teacher) shared my Whole class 15 mins Speaking + Smart Board, Authenticitl': and affordances of 

Before reading experience of festivals activity listening YouTube modes: 

(lead in) (Henley and Glastonbury). video, Showing real scenes from festivals 

Students watched film of internet (via I attended through using the 

Set the context the end of Henley festival selected links) affordances of technology (e.g. 

of reading firework display on Y ouTube video) means bringing 

Y ouTube and they were the real world into the classroom, 

asked about their views on thus meeting the criteria of 

the fireworks. authenticity and affordances of 
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Students then shared their modes 

ideas with the class and I Whole class 

checked their answers 

understanding by eliciting (volunteer) 

the answers voluntarily 

Step 3: Students clicked on the Individual 5 mins Reading E-pad, the Meaning focus: 

First reading: web-link provided and work (skim reading text The students skim the text paying 

To give students individually skimmed the reading) from attention to the headings and 

practise in reading text quickly at the www.bugclub.c interact with multimedia features 

reading for gist global level for the main om, which such as visual images, that is 

idea of the text. includes visual pictures, to get the gist of the text, 

Once they had finished, images and and further interaction during the 

they discussed what this Group work audio text, class feedback is based on the 

text was about as a whole Smart Board negotiation of the meaning of the 

in their group and then one Whole class (instructions for text, so meeting the criteria of 

of the group reported back answers activities) meaning focus 

to the class (volunteer) Interaction: 

Discussion gives students 

opportunity for the negotiation of 

meaning and for interacting with 

their partners. The interaction, in 

Lesson 1 ended turn, affects students' motivation 
__ L_ -------------
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\ , 
to participate 

Lesson 2 started Students individually Individual 20 mins Reading E-pad, drop Meaning focus: 

Step 4: scanned for specific work (scan box, specific Scan reading directs students' 

Second reading: information and answered reading) questions about attention to specific information in 

To give students Lhe questions provided in the text, the text and multimedia 

practise in the drop box by Smart Board interaction, that is online 

reading for highlighting their answers (instructions for dictionaries, and pair check helps 

specific in red. activities) students to negotiate meaning, so 

information Online dictionaries are meeting the criteria meaning focus 

provided through the Develol!ing strategy: 

selected links and students Pair work Students are required to use a 

can consult them if they range of strategies for working 

need to, for example with online text and online 

httQ://oxforddictionaries.c dictionaries are helpful for 

oml comprehending online text, so 

After they had finished, meeting the criteria of strategy 

they compared their Whole class development 

answers with their answers 

partners. (volunteer) 
i 

Once they had checked 

their partner's answers, 

they voluntarily provided 
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their answers. 

They then saved their 
! 

answer sheet to the drop 

box by labeling their 

school number, for 

example fun festivals, 

stage 4, school ID:xxx 

Step 5: Students individually did Individual 20 mins Reading E-pad, the Langy~e learning )!otential: 

Third reading: the quizzes (seven work (detailed reading text, Some ofthe quizzes used give 

To give students questions) provided by the reading) + visual images, students opportunity to work on 

practise in software by clicking on the writing audio reading, and learn linguistic aspects of the 

reading for FROG in the text. Quizzes selected web- reading text, so meeting the 

detailed contain these question links for criteria of language learning 

comprehension types: Choosing a word to dictionaries potential 

complete the sentence; from the Meaning focus: 

dragging the correct word internet Some of the quizzes used also give 

or phrase to complete the Smart Board students opportunity to work on 

sentence; clicking on the (instructIons for comprehension questions to 

three correct answers from acti vities) understand the reading text, so 

five options provided (e.g. Pair work meeting the criteria of meaning 

roll in mud, play in mud, focus 

etc.), clicking on a picture 
'-------- ---
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of a festival that they Whole class 

would like to visit and answers 

writing the reason in the (volunteer) 

space provided. They 

could refer back to the text 

if they needed to. 

Once they had finished, 

they compared their 

answers with their 

Lesson 2 ended partner's. 
I 

I 
After the pair check, I 

i 
checked their 

understanding by eliciting 
I 

the answers voluntarily 

Lesson 3 started Preparation of Individual 40 mins Reading E-pad, selected Practicality: 

Step 6: presentation: Students work (online links from the Instructions displayed on the 

After reading: searched online search internet, Smart Smart Board for group work 

To give students individually from the links reading: Board identify practicalities and ensure 

practise in provided. In their group, processmg (instructions for that all students can work 

online search they discussed and chose information activities) productively by following 

reading and one festival you liked to from the guidance and specific questions, 

encourage go to by considering the internet thus meeting the criteria of 
-
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active questions displayed on the sources) + practicality 

participation in Smart Board, for example writing Develol!ing stratelU:: 

the learning type of festival they Browsing online links quickly 

process wanted to go to. One of alongside the ones provided is 

the groups wrote their another strategy students use to do 

answers to the questions in the work given, so meeting the 

a word document in one of Group work criteria of strategy development 

the e-pads as an aid to Authenticity: 

their presentation. The desired outcomes of the 

Students were told that preparation of group presentation 

they could support their are to find out about different 

presentations with festivals students want to attend in 

Y ouTube videos, visual their future life and to understand 

images and audio. those cultures through the 

After students completed associated language learning 

their search, they activities (e.g. searching online to 

combined the results found find information) and materials 

using one of the e-pads (e.g. YouTube clips), thus meeting 

the criteria of authenticity 

Collaboration: 

Lesson 3 ended Group work enables students to 

work together; as a result, it meets 
---_ .. - ------ - --------- - - --
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I the criteria of authenticity 

Lesson 4 started Students presented their Group 35 mins Reading + E-pad, PracticalitI: 

Step 7: findings in the class as a presentations speaking + Smart Board As well as following the 

After reading: group by connecting the e- listening + (instructions for instructions on the Smart Board, 

To give students pad to the Smart Board. writing activities ), students have adequate access to 

practise in Each member presented Smart Board software (YouTube) and hardware 

presenting their one part, agreed among (presentation) (e-pad, Smart Board) to present 

findings themselves, and each their findings, thus meeting the 

through the group had 5 minutes to criteria of practicality 

Smart Board as present. While one group 

a group and was making their Collaboration and I!ositive 

encourage presentation, the other iml!act: 

active groups were preparing one Students will present their findings 

participation in question to ask at the end collaboratively, which will have a 

the learning of each presentation positive impact on their 

process motivation 
--- -_ .. - --- -
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Step 8: After all the presentations, Whole class 5 mins Speaking Smart Board Reflection: 

After reading: there was a discussion feedback (instructions for Students will reflect on their 

Feedback about the group activities) presentations; therefore it meets 

presentations and some the criteria of evaluation 

questions displayed on the Interaction: 

Smart Board about the The discussion will allow students 

presentations were to interact with each other and 

considered have a positive effect on students' 

motivation 

Step 9: Additional whole class Whole class Not Writing + Online class Reflection: 

After reading: activity: expanding the reflection specified reading blog Reflecting their views about the 

Reflection and task on further reflection lesson, commenting on each 

discussion. on the task and activity. other's opinions related to the 

To give students Students anonymously had reading task and the whole lesson, 

practise in further discussions out of and answering questions provided 

reflecting their class by posting their through the class blog make the 

views and views on a class blog. learning process more effective 

discussing their They answered the and powerful, so meeting the 

ideas in their questions displayed on the criteria of evaluation 

own time Smart Board and on the 

class blog, as well as 
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questions about the class Interactions collaboration and 

atmosphere, the positive impact: 

presentations, what they Commenting on one another's 

gained from the lesson, posts provides environment for 
! 

and anything else they engaging with each other, so 
I 

I 

wanted to add. This meeting the criteria interaction and 

approach was important as collaboration, and has a positive 

it allowed shy students to impact on the students, which 

express their opinions if enhances their motivation 
i 

they wanted to 
I --- --~- -- -_ .. _--- -
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ApPENDIX CjIb First Lesson Plan Overview (For the class) 

Lesson Type: First Reading Task Fun Festivals (speaking, writing and listening integrated where necessary) 

Time: 40 minutes for each lesson 

Stage of the Reason for doing What you are going to do in the activity 
lesson: the activity 

Stage 1: To generate your What do you see in the pictures? (8mins) 

Before reading: interest in the topic Discuss the picture first with your partner, then with your group. 

Warm-up After you have finished your discussion, you will have the 

(20 minutes) opportunity to report back to the class 

httRs:llwww.google.co.uklsearch?gs m=20&gs ri=RSY-

ab&tok=JRXluLFxXZcvPSks39vBGg&cR= 12&gs id= 1 f&xhr=t&g= 

glastonbury+2013&bav (Glastonbury music festival) 

httRs:llwww.facebook.comlRhotO·RhR?fbid=466699210028004&set= 

Rb.118516534846275.-2207520000.1374206366.&ty~=3&theater 

(Henley festival) 

httRS:llwww .facebook.comlRhoto. RhQ ?fbid= 1 0 15204 7614387729&set 

=a.l0 151762413787729.1073741825.614167728&t.YRe=I&theater 

(Friend's photo) 

httQs:llwww .facebook.comlRhotO.RhR?fbid= 1 0 152039799262729&set 

=a.l0150798932512729.510201.614167728&t.YRe=1&theater 

(Friend's photo) 
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hU12s:llwww.facebook.coml12hoto.12h12?tbid=599955040035753&set= Individual 

~b.118516534846275.-2207520000.1374206366.&ty~e=3&theater volunteer 

(Henley festival) answers 

Now report back to the class (2mins) 

Discuss your experience with your group: 

Have you been to any festival? 

Which festival have you been to? 

Where was it? 

What kind of festival was it (music etc.)? 

What was the atmosphere at the festival like? Group work 

What was the music like? 

Once you have finished your discussion, make sure one of you in Individual 

your group is ready to report back to the class (Smins) volunteer 

answers 

Now report back to the class (Smins) 
I 

Stage 2: Set context for Sharing my experience of festivals (Henley, Glastonbury) (2min) Whole class Smart-board 
, 

Before reading reading You are going to watch a festival fireworks: activity 

(lead in) htt~:lIwww. youtube.com!watch ?v=ZrEBT -gjyiI 

(IS minutes) To create your (3mins) 

interest in topic Asking the following questions to the class: Whole class 

through using What do you think about the fireworks? answers 
~~-.-- ---- ------- ~--
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Y ouTube video Have you been to any firework display? (volunteer) 

If so, how was it? 

Where was it? (6mins) 

Now report back to the class =volunteer (4mins) 

Stage 3: To give you Now click on the link and individually skim the reading text (lmin) Individual E-pad, 

First reading practice in reading http://www.bugclub.co.uk/ebook- work Website, 

(skim reading) for gist pla}:er/pla}:er.php?id=43129&m=t&uid=16175&ns=1 Smart-board 

(5 minutes) Once you have finished check with your group what this text is Group work (instructIons 

about (2mins) Individual for activities) 

Lesson 1 ends answers 

One of you will be asked to briefly report back to the class (2mins) (volunteer) 

Lesson 2 starts To give you Now go to the dro)! box2 grade 9/A: C Stel! 4 and answer the Individual E-pad, drop 

Stage 4: practice in reading questions individually. Highlight your answer in red. Refer back to work box, 

Second reading for specific the text if you need to (6mins) smart-board 

(scan reading) information (instructI ons 

(20minutes) Once you have finished, compare your answers with your partner. Pair work for activities) 

(4mins) ------------
After you have checked your answers, you will report back to the 

class and then you should save your answer sheet into the drop box by Whole class 

labeling your school number: for example, Fun Festivals, stage 4, answers 

school ID: xxx (5mins). (volunteer) 
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If you need to look up words, you can use these online dictionaries: 

http://oxforddictionaries.com/ 

http://dictionary.cambridge.orgldictionarylbritishl 

Now report back to the class. (5mins) 

Stage 5: To further practice Go back to the text again, and read in more detail to do the quiz by I Individual E-pad, website, 

smart-board 

(instructI ons 

for activities) 

Third reading in reading for clicking on the FROG (green animal) in the text (Umins) I work 

(careful reading) specific Once you have finished compare your answers with your partner and 

(20minutes) information get ready to report back to the class (4mins) I Pair check 

If you need to look up words, you can use these online dictionaries: 

Lesson 2 ends 

Lesson 3 starts 

Stage 6: 

After reading 

(Online search 

reading) 

(40minutes) 

To give you 

practice in 

searching online 

and preparing 

group presentations 

To encourage 

active participation 

in the learning 

process 

http://oxforddictionaries.com/ 

http://dictionary.cambridge.orgldictionarylbritishl 

Now report back to the class (5mins) 

Now look at the festivals by clicking on the web-links below. In your 

group, discuss and choose one festival you would like to go to by 

considering the following questions (40mins): 

1. What is the name of the festival? 

2. Where is it? 

3. When is it? 

4. What kind of festival is it? 

5. Why would you like to attend it? 

6. Who would you like to go with? 
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Note: Your group has to agree on one festival only. You can search 

online for another festival if you want to. After you have completed 

your discussion and chosen one festival, one of you in your group is Group work 

going to write your answers to the questions in a word document in 

one of the e-pads as an aid to your presentation. 

You can support your search with a picture and/or video from 

Y ouTube. Once you have finished your work, you will connect the e-

pad, where the information is, to the smart -board to present your 

result. In your group, decide which group member is going to present 

which part. 

httQ:llwww .bugclub.co. uklebookQlayer/Qlayer.ghQ?id=43129&m=t& 

uid=16175&ns=1 

httQ:llwww.haQQy.co.uklaboutlfreeQublications/culturaIQlanner/festiv 

Lesson 3 end alsl 

Lesson 4 starts To give you Now present your findings in the class as a group. While one group is Group E-pad, 

Stage 7: practice in presenting their findings, the other groups will prepare one question presentation smart-board 

After reading presenting your to ask at the end of each presentation. (instructIons 

(Presentation of findings through for activities), 

the results) the smart-board as (5mins for each group= 35mins) 

(35minutes) a group smart-board 

To encourage (presentation) 

active participation 
-- ... 
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I in the learning 

process 

Stage 8: To give you a Now discuss the presentations you have just delivered as a whole Whole class smart-board 

After reading chance to reflect on class. Considering the following questions: feedback (instructIons 

(reflection) group presentations Were the presentations effective? for activities) 

(Sminutes) If yes, what made them effective? 

Did they present their findings clearly? 

Was it easy to follow the presentations? 
I 

What did you learn from the presentation? I 

I 

Lesson 4 ends And anything you want to add, feel free. (Smins) 

Stage 9: To give you After the lesson, go to the class blog and post your views about this Whole class Class blog I 
I 

After class: practice in lesson in the form of discussion by considering the following reflection 
! 

Feedback and reflecting your questions: 

discussion views 1. What did you think of the presentation activity? 

2. What was the classroom atmosphere like? 

3. Did you learn and/or gain anything from this lesson? 

4. What did you learn/gain? 

5. Do you think this lesson has encouraged you to read more? 

You should discuss anything you want about the lesson and you can 

also comment on the other students' views if you feel that you want to 

Do not write your name if you don't want to 
---_ .. - ----- -
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Appendix e/2a Outline of Reading Task 2 "Malala's story" (For Teacher) 

Steps and Aims Activities and Procedure Students Time Skills Resources Criteria Met (see task one 
working for explanation of criteria) 
method 

Step 1: Introduction of the topic Group work 20mins Interpreting Smart-board, Authenticity 

Introduction: through brainstorming (the pictures Y ouTube video, Imagination and Creativity 

Before reading (Students were asked to and visual images 

(warm-up and imagine a girl related to the Whole class headings)+ from the Internet Some students created images 

lead in) topic and draw a picture of answers Speaking+ (via selected of a girl in their head, drew a 

Set the context of what they imagined. They (volunteer) Listening links) picture of that girl, then 

the reading task, were then asked to look at the compared 'Malala's' pictures 

activate students' headings and pictures and with theirs and reflected on 

schemata, discuss with their group what Whole class what they imagined creatively 

practice the reading text was going to activity (see Task 2, Step 1) which, in 

prediction and be about). They briefly tum, affects students' 

generate students' discussed the prediction with motivation to participate. 

interest in the their partners and voluntarily Group work They also showed creativity 

topic to orient reported to the class. by suggesting how to 

them to what they The students then watched a improve the use of e-pads in 

talk about video on Y ouTube about Individual language classrooms. 

Malala's speech at the UN answers Students' suggestions show 

followed by a group (volunteer) that they take responsibility 
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discussion about what they for their learning. 

had just seen on YouTube Interaction 

video and some personalized 

questions (e.g. right of 

education). Prompt questions 

were displayed on the smart-

board and I talked through the 

instructions displayed on the 

smart -board. After the 

brainstorming activity was 
I completed, one of the group 

member reported back to the 

class 

Step 2: First Students individually Individual lOmins Reading E-pad, drop box, Focus on meaning 

reading: skimmed the reading text at work (skim reading text 

To give students the global level to get the reading) which includes 

practice in main idea of the reading text visual images 

reading for gist provided via drop box. from the Internet 
-- ----- -
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This was followed by Group work and headings. Collaboration 

students' discussion about 

what the text as a whole is Individual Smart-board Interaction 

about in their group and I answers (instructIons for 

checked their understanding (volunteer) activities) 

by eliciting the answers from 

the groups 

Step 3: Students individually scanned Individual 15mins Reading E-pad, drop box, Meaning focus: 

Second reading: the text for specific work (scan selected web-

To give students information and answered the reading) links for 

practice in questions provided in the dictionaries Develol!ing stratel:l:: 

reading for drop box by highlighting their from the Internet 

specific answers in red. Smart-board 

information Online dictionaries were (instructions for 

provided through the selected activities) 

links and students were able 

to consult them if they needed 

to, for example: 

htlQ:lloxforddictionaries.coml 
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Once they had finished, they Pair check 

compared their answers with 

their partners. After pair Whole class 

check, students voluntarily answers 

Lesson 1 ended provided their answers (volunteer) 

Lesson 2 started Preparation of presentation: Individual 40mins Reading E-pad, selected PracticalitI 

Step 4: Students individually work (online websites from 

After reading: searched on the Internet to search the Internet, DeveloJ!ing strategI 

To give students answer the questions reading: selected web-

practice in displayed on the smart-board, processing links for 

online search for example: areas of information dicti onari es 

reading and uneducated population in from the from the 

encourage acti ve Turkey. After they had Internet Internet, 

participation in finished searching, they sources)+ Smart-board 

the learning checked and discussed what Group work Writing (instructIOns for 

process they had found with their activities) 

group. After the discussion 

one of the group members 

wrote the answers to the 

questions in a word document 

in one of the e-pads as an aid 
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to your presentation. Once 

they finished their work, they 

connected the e-pad, where 

the infonnation was, to the 

smart-board to present their 

result. In their group, they 

decided which group member 

Lesson 2 ended was going to present which 

part. 

Lesson 3 started After students completed Group 35mins Reading + E-pad, PracticalitI: 

Step 5: After their search, they combined presentations Speaking+ Smart-board 

reading: their results found using one Listening+ (instructions for Develol!ing strate~: 

To give students of the e-pads. Writing activities), Collaboration: 

practice in Students then presented their Smart-board Interaction: 

presenting their findings in the class as a (Presentation) Positive iml!act: 

findings through group by connecting the e-

the smart-board pad to the smart-board. Each 

as a group and member presented hislher 

encourage active part and each group had five 

participation in minutes to present. While one 

the learning group was presenting, the 

process other groups were preparing 
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one question to ask at the end 

of each presentation. 

Step 6: After all the presentations. Whole class 5mins Speaking Smart-board Evaluation: 

After reading there was a discussion on the Feedback (instructions for Interaction: 

Feedback group presentations activities). Positive iml!act 

Step 7: Additional whole class Whole class Not Writing+ Online class Evaluation: 

After reading: activity: expanding the task reflection specified Reading blog 

Reflection and on further reflection on the Interaction: 

discussion. task and activity. 

Students were asked to have Positive iml!act: 

To give students further discussion out of class 

practice in by posting their views on 

reflecting their class blog answering the 

views and questions displayed on the 

discussing their smart -board and on the class 

ideas in their own blog as well about the class 

time atmosphere. the 

presentations. what they had 

gained from the lesson and 
I 

anything they wanted to add 
, 

etc. This approach was 
---
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important as it allowed shy I 

students to express their 

opinions if they wanted to. 
I 
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Appendix C/2b Second Lesson Plan Overview (For the class) 

Lesson Type: Second Reading Task Malala Story (speaking, writing and listening integrated where necessary) 

Time: 40 minutes for each lesson 

Stage of the Reason for What you are going to do in the activity Group/pair/i What you 
lesson: What doing the ndividuallcla will use 
you are going to activity ss work 
do 
Stage 1: To generate Imagine a girl who is in the middle of a war and who was attacked due to Group work Smart-board 

Before reading: your interest in demanding girls' right for education (1 min). 

Warm-up the topic Now draw a picture of that girl (2 mins) individually. 

(20 minutes) through using Look at pictures in the text and compare them with your drawing. Whole class 

YouTube answers 

video and Look at the headings and pictures and discuss with your group what you (volunteer) 

practice think the whole text is going to be about (2mins). After you have finished I 

prediction your discussion, you will have the opportunity to report back to the class 

Now to report back to the class (2mins) 

You are going to watch a Pakistani child activist's speech at the UN Group work 
(MaJaJa Yousufzai): httQ:!/www.youtube.com!watch?v=2mPC5wJbLgA 

(2m ins) 

Set the context Discuss the following questions in your group (9mins) 

for the reading Once you have finished your discussion, make sure one of you in your 

text group is ready to report back to the class. 

- - - ------ --
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What do you think about what you have just seen? Individual I 

I 

What has happened do you think? answers 

Why is this child giving speech at the UN? (volunteer) 

Do you think the attack discouraged her from her demand, desire and 

fight for education? 

Why do you think she was shot? 

What would you do if your right to be educated were taken from you? 

Have you ever had any obstacle, for example, parents, environment etc. 

that prevented you from coming to school? 

Now report back to the class (Smins) 

Stage 2: To check Now go to the drop box. grade 9/A: C second reading text and Individual E-pad, drop 

First reading whether your individually skim the text (2mins). work box, 

(skim reading) prediction is Once you have finished, discuss what this text as a whole is about in your Group work Smart-board 

(lOminutes) correct and group and get ready to report back to the class (4mins) --------------- ( instructIOns 

give you Now report back to the class (4mins) Individual for activities) 

practice in answers 

reading for (volunteer) 

gist. 
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Stage 3: To give you Now go to the drop box, grade 91 A:C Stage 3 and individually read the Individual E-pad, drop 

First reading practice in text in more detail for specific information and answer the questions work box, 

(scan reading) reading for provided in the drop box by highlighting your answers in red (6mins) 

(15 minutes) specific If you need to look up words, you can use these online dictionaries: Smart-board 

information http://oxforddictionaries.com/ (instructions 
I 

http://diction~.cambridge.orgLdictionarvlbritishl for activities) 

Once you have finished, compare your answers with your partner Pair check 

(3mins). 

After you have checked your answers, you will report back to the class 

and then you should save your answer sheet into the drop box by labeling 

Lesson 1 ends your school number; for example, Malala's Story, stage 3, school ID: xxx Whole class 

(extend the class (3mins) answers 

for 5minutes) Now report back to the class (3mins) (volunteer) 

Lesson 2 starts To give you Now go to online and individually search for information to answer the Individual E-pad, web-

Stage 4: practice in following questions. (20mins) work links, 

After reading searching 1. Which country has the most uneducated population in the world? smart-board 

(Online search online and 2. What are the reasons for an uneducated population? ( instructIOns 

reading) preparing 3. Which country has the most educated population in the world? for activities) 

(40minutes) group 4. Why do you think the education level is very high? Give some reasons? 

presentations 5. Which area in Turkey has the most uneducated people? Why? 

Once you have finished your search, check your answers with your group 

To encourage and make sure one of you in your group is ready to write your answers in 
----- -
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active a word document in one of the e-pads. After you have completed your 

participation in discussion and chosen one festival, one of you in your group is going to 

the learning write your answers to the questions in a word document in one of the e- Group work 

process pads as an aid to your presentation. You can support your search with a 

picture and/or video from Y ouTube. Once you have finished your work, 

you will connect the e-pad, where the infonnation is, to the smart-board to 

present your result. In your group, decide which group member is going 

to present which part (20mins). 

You can find some infonnation by consulting the following links: 

Lesson 2 ends htt~:lIen.wiki~edia.on!lwikilList of countries by literacy rate 

Lesson 3 starts To give you Now present your findings in the class as a group. While one group is Group E-pad, 

Stage 5: practice in presenting their findings, the other groups will prepare one question to ask presentations smart-board 

After reading presenting at the end of each presentation. (instructIOns 

(Presentation of your findings for activities), 

the results) through the (5mins for each group= 35mins) 

(35minutes) smart -board as smart-board 

a group (presentation) 

To encourage 

active 

participation in 

the learning 

process 
-
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Stage 6: To give you a Now I want you to discuss about the presentations you have just delivered Whole class smart-board 

After reading chance to as whole class paying attention to the following questions: feedback ( instructIOns 

(feedback) reflect on Were the presentations effective? for activities) 

(Sminutes) group If yes, what made them effective? 

presentations Did they present their findings clearly? 

Was it easy to follow the presentations? 

What did you learn from the presentation? 

And anything you want to add, feel free. (Smins) 

Stage 7: To give you After the lesson, go to the class blog and post your views about this lesson Whole class Class blog 

After class: practice in in the form of discussion by considering the following questions: reflection 

Reflection reflecting your 1. What did you think of the presentation activity? 

views 2. What was the classroom atmosphere like? 

3. Did you learn and/or gain anything from this lesson? 

4. What did you learn/gain? 

5. Do you think this lesson has encouraged you to read more? 
i 

You should discuss anything you want about the lesson and you can also 

comment on the other students' views if you feel that you want to 

-- ------ -------
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Appendix C/3a Outline of Reading Task 3 Women's Football (For teacher) 

Steps and Aims Activities and Procedure Students Time Skills Resources Criteria Met 
working 
method 

Step 1: Introduction of the topic 30mins Interpreting Smart-board, Authenticity (see task 1, step 1 

Introduction: through brainstorming Whole class (the YouTube YouTube for explanation of authenticity) 

Before reading (watching two Y ouTube activity clips)+ video, visual 

(wann-up and clips: one about Top 10 Goals: Speaking+ images from Interaction 

lead in) FIFA U-17 Women's World Listening the Internet 

Set the context Cup Azetbaijan 2012 and the (via selected 

of the reading other about a very famous links) 

task, activate football player followed by Group work 

students' group discussion about the 

schemata and Y ouTube videos chosen 

generate from the Internet). I also 

students' briefly talked through the 

interest in the instructions displayed on the 

topic smart-board. 

After the group discussion, I Whole class 

asked students about what checking 

they thought about the video answers 

clips; for example, whether (volunteer) 
-----
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\ they liked the goals or not~ 

which goal was the best. I 

then elicited the answers 

In their group, students Group work 

further discussed the 

personalized questions 

displayed on the smart-

board; for example, their 

experience of having been to 

or watched a football match 

to activate students' Individual 

background knowledge answers 

After the group discussion, (volunteer) 

one of the group members 

reported back to the class. 

Step 2: Students watched the video Individual 15mins Reading E-pad, drop Focus on meaning 

First reading: related to the reading text by work (skim box, reading 

To give students clicking on the web-link in reading) text which 

practice in the text provided via drop includes visual Collaboration 

reading for gist box and then individually images, 

skimmed the text quickly at YouTube 
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the global level to get the video from the Interaction 

main idea of the reading text selected 

After they had finished Group work websites 

reading the text, they 

discussed what the text and Smart-board 

the video as a whole were ( instructlons 

about in their group and one Individual for activities) 

of the group members answers 

Lesson 1 ended reported back to the class. (volunteer) ! 

Lesson 2 Students individually read Individual 25mins Reading E-pad,drop Meaning focus: 

started the text carefully for global work (careful box, selected 

Step 3: comprehension to answer reading) web-links for 

Second reading: questions provided via drop dictionaries 

To provide box. They had a choice of from the Develol!ing strateIQ:: 

students consulting online Internet, 

opportunity to dictionaries when they Smart-board 

exercise global needed to look up words. (instructions 

comprehension for activities) 
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skills. Once they finished reading Pair check 

the text, they compared their 

answers with their partner. Whole class 

After pair check, students answers 

voluntarily provided their (volunteer) 

answers 

Step 4: I talked through the Individual 15mins Conducting Smart-board 

After class instructions displayed on the work interview, (instructIOn) Developing strategy 

preparation for smart-board for the analysing and 

the next lesson interview process: summarizing 

For the next lesson, on information, 

To give students "women football" each +Speaking Practicality 

practice in member of the group would (Instructions 

conducting individually conduct an for the 

interviews interview with person (they interview) 

(outside class could be their friends from 

activity) the school, outside the 

school and/or a member of 

their family) asking about 

their views on women 

football in Turkey. Prompt 

questions were displayed on 
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the smart-board. 

Students were asked to 

record the interviews on 

their e-pads if the 

interviewee had given their 

consent. 

After they completed their 

interviews, they had a Group work 

meeting with their groups to 

summarize the interview 

Lesson 2 ends results. 

Lesson 3 Group representatives Group 35mins Speaking+ E-pad, PracticalitI: 

started presented their interview presentations Listening Smart-board 

StepS results in the class by (for the group Develo)!ing strate~: 

After reading: connecting one of their e- presentations) Collaboration: 

Group pads where the information Interaction: 

presentation was summarized to the Positive im)!act: 

To give students smart board. The other 

practice in groups listened to the 

presenting their presentations and when they 

interview had any questions, they had 

summaries the opportunity to ask at the 
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----

through the end of presentations. While 
I smart-board. one group were making their 

presentation, the other 

groups were preparing one 

question to ask at the end of 

each presentation. 

Step 6: After all the presentations, Whole class 5mins Speaking Smart-board 

After reading: there will be a discussion on feedback (instructions Evaluation: 

Feedback on the the interview process and for activities) Interaction: 

presentations group presentations. Positive iml!ac 

Lesson 3 ends 

Lesson 4 Preparation of presentation: Individual 40rnins Reading E-pad, selected Practicality 

started Students individually work (online websites from 

Step 7: searched for some other search the Internet, 

After reading: problems such as parents, reading: Smart-board Develol!ing strategy 

social, cultural, religious and processing (instructIOns 

To give students economic problems that information for activities) Authenticity 

practice in women football players face from the 

online search in Turkey on the Internet by Internet Collaboration: 

reading and considering the questions sources)+ 

encourage displayed on the smart- Writing 
- ----- ---_ .. - ------ ----------
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active board. Students had 

participation in opportunities to consult the 

the learning selected links to find 

process infonnation. 

After they completed their 

search, students discussed 

the problems and found 

some practical solutions in Group work 

their group and then one of 

the group members wrote 

the infonnation in a word 

document in one of the e-

pads as an aid to their 

Lesson 4 ended presentation. 

LessonS The following Wednesday, Group 35mins Reading + E-pad, PracticalitI: 

started students connected the e- presentations Speaking+ Smart-board 

Step 8: pad, where the infonnation Listening+ (instructions Develol!ing strate~: 

After reading: was, to the smart-board to Writing for activities), Collaboration: 

To give students present their result. In their Smart-board Interaction: 

practice in group, they decided which (Presentation) Positive iml!act: 

presenting their group member would 

findings present which problem. 
~---------
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through the Students presented their 

smart-board as a findings in the class as a 

group and group by connecting the e-

encourage pad to the smart-board. Each 

active member presented his/her 

participation in part and each group had 5 

the learning minutes to present. While 

process one group was making their 

presentation. the other 

groups prepared one 

question to ask at the end of 

each presentation. 

Step 9: After all the presentations. Whole class 5mins Speaking Smart-board Evaluation: 

After reading: there had a discussion on the feedback (instructions Interaction: 

Feedback group presentations for activities). Positive im~act 

Step 10: Additional whole class Whole class N/A Writing+ Online class Evaluation: 

After reading: activity: expanding the task discussion Reading blog 

I 
Reflection on further reflection on the and reflection Interaction: 

task and activity. 

To give students Students had further Positive im~act: 

practice in discussion out of class by 
~-- ----
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reflecting their 

views and 

discussing their 

ideas in their 

own time 
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posting their views on class 

blog answering the 

questions displayed on the 

smart -board and on the class 

blog as well about the class 

atmosphere, the 

presentations, what they had 

gained from the lesson and 

anything they wanted to add 

etc. This approach was 

important as it allowed shy 

students to express their 

opinions if they want to. 

They also discussed whether 

they would like their 

interview results to be 

published on the school blog 

or not. 
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Appendix C/3b Third Lesson Plan Overview (For the class) 

Lesson Type: Reading task 3 Women's Football (speaking, writing and listening integrated where necessary) 

Time: 40 minutes for each lesson 

Stage of the Reason for What you are going to do in the activity Group/pair What you 
lesson: What doing the /individual! will use 
you are going to activity class work 
do 
Stage 1: Set context of You are going to watch ten goals scored during the World Cup 2012: Whole class Smart-board, 

Before reading: reading. httl2:lIwww.youtube.com/watch?v-SOUTtNncc8 (Top 10 Goals: FIFA U- activity 

Warm-up To generate 17 Women's World Cup Azerbaijan 2012) (Smim) 

(30 minutes) your interest in 

the topic Discuss the quality of the goals from the video clip in your group and Group work 

through using decide which goal is the best and why (4mins). 

YouTube 

video After you have finished your discussion, one of you in your group will Individual 

report back to the class (3mins) answers 

(volunteer) 

And now you are going to watch a very famous woman football player's 

interview. After you have watched the video, tell me what you think Whole class 

about Alex's interview. activity 

httl2:lIwww.youtube.com/watch?v=P4fKzFU7KLO(FC Barcelona - Alex 

Morgan interview) (3mins) Individual 
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Now report back to the class (3mins) answers 

In your group discuss your experience of football matches; for example: (volunteer) 

---------------
I Have you been to or watched any football match? Group work ! 

Which football match have you been to or watched? 

Did you like the atmosphere of the match? Individual 

Was there anything that you did not like? answers 

Which team do you support?(Smins) (volunteer) 

After the discussion, a group member will report back to the class 

Now one person will report back to the class for the group 4mins) 

Stage 2: To give you Now go to the drop box. grade 9fA: C third reading text and watch Individual E-pad, drop 

First reading practice in the video related to the reading text by clicking on the web-link in the work box, 

(skim reading) reading for gist text (Smins) and individually skim the text (2mins). Smart-board 

(lSminutes) Once you have finished, discuss what this text and video as a whole are Group work ( instructIons 

Lesson 1 ends about in your group. After your discussion, one of you in your group will for activities) 

(extend the have the opportunity to report back to the class (4mins) Individual 

lesson for S Now one person from each group should report back to the class answers 

minutes) (4mins) (volunteer) 
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Lesson 2 starts \ To give you Go to the drop box, grade 9/A: C Stage 3 again and individually read Individual E-pad, drop 

Stage 3: practice in the text carefully and answer the questions provided in the drop box by work box, 

First reading reading for highlighting your answers in red (lOmins). 

(careful reading) comprehension If you need to look up words, you can use these online dictionaries: Smart-board 

(25 minutes) http://oxforddictionaries.coml ( instructIons 

http://dictionary.cambridge.orgLdictionarylbritish! for activities) 

Once you have finished, compare your answers with your partner Pair work 

(Smins). 

After you have checked your answers, you will report back to the class 

and then you should save your answer sheet into the drop box by 

labeling your school number: for example, women football stage 3, Whole class 

school ID: xxx (5mins). answers 

Now report back to the class (Smins) (volunteer) 

Stage 4: To give clear In the next lesson (on Friday), on "women's football", each member of Individual smart-board 

Instruction for the and concise the group will individually conduct an interview with 1 person (S/he work (instructI ons 
I 

interview process instructions could be your friend from the school, outside the school and/or a for activities) 

(lSminutes) and check member of your family) about her/his views on women's football in 

students' Turkey by asking the following questions: 

understanding 1. What do you think about women who play football in Turkey? 

of the 2. Do you support women playing football in Turkey? Why/why 

instructions not? 

3. Would you like to go and watch them playing on the field if they 
---- -
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Lesson 2 ends 

Lesson 3 starts 

Stage 5: 

After reading 

(presentation 

the interview) 

(35minutes) 

Stage 6: 

After reading: 

Feedback 
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play here in this city? 

4. What sort of problems do you think women may face if they play 

football in Turkey? 

You can ask more questions if you feel you need to ask them. 

You can record the interview on your e-pad if the interviewee gives 

herlhis consent. 

After you have completed your interviews, you will have a meeting with 

your group and play the interviews to each other and then summarize the 

interview results on one of the e-pads. 

To a student: Can you to the class please what you are going to do? 

To another student: Are you going to write the interview on a piece of 

paper or are you to record it? 

Group work 

Checking for 

understanding 

To encourage Today, each group is presenting the results from interviews on Group 

active "women's football" in the class to see the similarities and differences in presentation 

participation in the responses. 

of I the learning Now, connect one of your e-pads, where the summary is, to the smart-

process board (5mins for each group= 35mins) 

While one group is presenting their findings, the other groups will 

prepare one question to ask at the end of each presentation. 

To give you a I Now discuss the interview process and presentations you have just 

chance to delivered to the whole class considering the following questions: 

reflect on I Did you like the interview process? 
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(5minutes) \ group Was the interview process effective? 

presentations If yes, what made it effective? 

Lesson 3 ends about your Was it easy to follow the presentations? 

interview What did you learn from the presentation and interview? (5mins) 

process 

Lesson 4 starts To give you Now individually, you are going to search for some other problems Group work E-pad, 

Stage 7: practice in about women's football in Turkey; for example; parents, social, cultural, smart-board 

After reading online search economic and religious problems of women's football in Turkey (instructIOns 

(Online search reading (15mins) by considering the following questions: for activities) 

reading) What kind of parental problems do women face if they want to be a 

(40minutes) football player? 

What kind of social problems do women encounter if they want to play 

football? 

What kind of cultural problems do women come across if they want to 

be a football player? 

What kind of economic problems do women have if they want to be a 

football player? 
I 

Lesson 4 ends What kind of religious problems do women have if they want to be a 

football player? 

You can find some information by consulting the following links: 

httQ:llwww. xoutube.comlwatch ?v=A85rKeLb leU 

httQ:I/sites.duke.edu/wcwglresearch-grojects/middle-eastlmuslim-
- -- - -
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women-in-sportlthe-state-of-womens-football-in-muslim-countries! 

After you have completed your search, you will discuss the problems 

and find some practical solutions in your group. One of you in your 

group is going to write the information in a word document in one of the 

e-pads as an aid to your presentation. You can support your search with a 

picture and/or video from Y ouTube. Once you have finished your work, 

you will connect the e-pad, where the information is, to the smart-board 

to present your result. In your group, decide which group member is 

going to present which problem (2Smins) 

You will present your findings next Wednesday. 

Lesson 5 starts To give you Today, you will present your findings in the class as a group. While one Group E-pad, 

Stage 8: practice in group is presenting their findings, the other groups will prepare one presentation smart-board 

After reading presenting question to ask at the end of each presentation. ( instructIOns 

(Presentation of your findings for activities), 

the results) through the (Smins for each group= 3Smins) 

(3Sminutes) smart-board as smart-board 

a group (presentation) 

To encourage 
-~ 
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active 

participation in 

the learning 

process 

Stage 9: To give you a Now I want you to discuss the presentations you have just delivered as Whole class smart-board 

After reading: chance to whole class paying attention to the following questions: feedback (instructIons 

Reflection and reflect on for activities) 

feedback group Were the presentations effective? 

(5minutes) presentations If yes, what made them effective? 

Did groups present their findings clearly? 

Was it easy to follow the presentations? 

What did you learn from the presentation? 

And please add anything else you want to say. (Smins) 

Stage 10: To give you After the lesson, go to the class blog and post your views about this Whole class Class blog 

After class: practice in lesson in the form of discussion by considering the following questions: reflection 

Reflection reflecting your 1. What did you think of the presentation activity? 

views 2. What was the classroom atmosphere like? 

3. Did you learn and/or gain anything from this lesson? 

4. What did you learn/gain? 

5. Do you think this lesson has encouraged you to read more? 

You should discuss anything you want about the lesson and you can also 

comment on the other students' views if you feel that you want to. 
~ - -----
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ApPENDIX D M A IN STUDY R ESOURCES 

Appendix D/l Reading tasks = Fun Festivals 

c www bugclub co ull( 

"", ,,"p /l __ " n .. ' . _ _ , . .. OO' 

C _ bUQch •• b cO.uk. 

c _~c""uc:o ul(. . 

_b"gdub . .. . 

-......,. ..... . 

Look at the contents page. Which festivol do you think 
sounds most fun? 
Click on your answer. 
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w .... 

__ It " ,..... ..,.t... • n .,............... .. .. , , -bu9<-Iu& .... 

c wwwbUQC lub(OUk 

Tomato festival 

__ ,. " ~'f'<t,...... .. r"'. 

c www buQCIUb co uk 

.. " .... ~M.._ .T 

Why do people go to the Tomato Festival? 
Choose a word to complete the sentence . 

People go to the festlVol to 
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c: 
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_ .... '- .. .... 

W hy do p eople go to th e T o m a t o Fes t ival? 
C h oose a word t o com p Le t e t h e sen t e n ce. 

P~ople g o t o the ft!" !l. t,"ol to 

.. .. , __ .f,' . T .... ... _ ... _.~ .. . 

c: 

Wh y d o p eople go t o the T o m a t o Festival? 
Choose a w o rd t o co mple t e t h e sen te n ce. 

People go t o t he f e!l."vol to 

.. Y _I ........... ..- I. l.)~ 

" 

tomatoes . 

_,,_, ..... " T _ ... .., ........ t·, ,--, 

t o matoes 

W Io"p- __ ,. " f,u_ .. 'eJ<, . T n w ... ~~ . " 8"90ub _bo.I9<IuD H ... 1 _~lub( ,. 

c WNW bug club co uk. 

Why do people go to the Tomoto Fe stival? 
Choose a word to complete the sentence . 

People go to the festrvot to squash 
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_ .... " f,u ...... 1' .. .T n ............. "', ....... T 8 lul--- • ...,.. _bu9club u .. T" _bvq, ..... c • -1.>"'9"1 .... 

c _ bugclub co ui( 

o 

C' _UV9C 1ul)( O U'" 

, __ ,. " f.uonl_1U" 

C WW\A bu9c1ub co uk 

Why do people go to the Tomoto Festival? 
Choose a word to complete the sentence. 

People go to the (estrvol to grow 

w 'r .... ... _ ... _ ..... 

Why do people go to the Tomato Festival? 
Choose a word t o complet e the sen tence . 

People go t o t he l elit,vol to t h,ow 

_~"'b,(t .. 

This is the Mud Festival. 
ihe mud is good fo r your skin . 

_~'JS~~~ 
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. ' .. 
What do people do w ith mud at the Mud Festival? 
Click on t hree ansvvers . 

.. T " ............. ""_ " Y ......... _Iou.,. ..... .. . T _to .......... 

. ,,,,,, 

c 

. " , ... .,._ .. "., ... · " W" ... _M . ."... . · .. ...,_ __ bulP", .. l> • • • 1' _t.ow.".,.I:o ... - .... '1 ........ .,. _~ ......... 

c _ n"Qr lun co "It 

Why is the Snow Festival held in February? 
Click on your answer. 

Bec:ouse It " (old 

Been"" •• t I, lunny 

Becou •• It " In Japo" 

httr ://\Vw w .hll !.! c lll b .co.uk/ehook-p laver/p lavc r. php?iJ=43 I ')9&m=t& ui J= 16 175& ns= I 
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Appendix 0/2 Reading Task Malala's Story 

Malala Yousufzai, 14-Year-Old Activist, Shot in School Attack in Swat Valley 

Malala Yousufzai , a l4-year-old rights activist, was shot in the head Tuesday while leaving 

school in northwest Pakistan's Swat Valley. 

A bullet penetrated Mabla's skull but mi ssed her brain, doctors told Agence France-Presse. 

Malala's were not li fe- threatening, the Associated Press reported. She is said to be in stable 

condition at the Saidu Sharif Medical Complex in Mingora. the main town in the region. The 

BSe reported that the Paki stani Taliban has claimed responsibility for the attack. 
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'I don't mind 1'1 have to 
sit on the floor at school. 

Alii want I. education. And 
I'm afraid of no one.' 

PI: 88956287 

Malala has 

campalgne 

d for girls' 

education, 

and was 

honoured for her work in documenting Taliban oppression in the Swat Valley 

According to Dawn News, she received Pakistan's inaugural Nationa l Peace Award, and was 

nominated for the International Children's Peace Prize in 20 11 . 

Malala, under the pen name Gul Makai , wrote a diary for BBC Urd u about life in the Swat 

under Ta liban control. She was criti cizing Taliban's activities and their pressure on school 

girl s not to attend to schools. 

Details of the school attack remain unclear. According to 

the AP, a bearded man approached a van as it prepared to 

leave the school, and asked which one of the girls was 

Malala before opening fire, injuring Malala and another girl. 

The B BC reported that gu nmen opened fi re on the 

schoolgirls as they prepared to board a van or bus. Reuters 

said two girls in addition to Malala were injured. The 

following speech made by Malala at the UN: 

"Dear sisters and brothers, we reali se the importance of light when we see darkness. We 

realise the importance of our vo ice when we are sil enced." she said , "We will speak for our 

rights and we will bring change th rough our voice . We must believe in the power and the 

strength of our words. Our words can change the world." 
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Stage 3 (drop box) 

Answer the following questions about the reading text by highlighting the correct option 

in Red. (You may highlight more than one option for some of the questions) 

1) What is the theme of the reading text? 

a) Malala's fight for children education, b) Malala wants to be a teacher, c) Malala's birthday 

2) Why was Malala shot? 

a) He did not like her, b) Because she was criticizing Taliban activities, c) Because her family 

and the terrorist have argued 

3) What is Malala afraid of? 

a) She is afraid of the Taliban, b) She is afraid of to die, c) She is afraid of no one 

4) What was Malala nominated for the Intemational Children's Peace Prize in 2011? 

a) For being very successful at school, b) For being very brave, c) For supporting Taliban 

5) Why is Malala's photo on the cover of TIME Magazine in the reading text? 

a) Because she is a very powerful girl, b) She owns the magazine, c) She is an artist 

6) Which name does Malala use to write a diary for the BBC about Taliban control in Swat? 

a) Malala, b) Mahatma Gandhi, c) Gul Makai 

7) Did the Taliban manage to silence her? 

a) Yes, they did, b) Not sure, c) No, they couldn't stop her 
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8) Who supported Malala during her recovery from her injuries? 

a) Women's organizations all over the word, b) Her friends and relatives in Pakistan, 

c) International press 
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Append ix D/3 Women's Football 

Heart of Turkish women 's football beats in Germany 

http://wWw.youtube.com/watch?v=A85rKeLb I eU 
(VIDEO==Goals from Turkey and Spain women match 
and interview with the football club manager). 

For fans of Germany's Cologne footba ll club, there 

arc tWO female stars in their women's team . Bilgin 
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Defterli, who wears jersey No. 9 for her national team in Turkey, has been playing in 

Germany for seven years. She started playing football with boys on the streets. Bilgin is an 

outstanding representative of Turkish football player abroad. 

More importantly, she has a huge responsibility on her shoulders: shaping women's football in 

Turkey. Since women still play the beautiful game on the amateur level in Turkey and female 

footballers are mostly undervalued, the national team has to rely on immigrant of Turkish 

descent. That is where Bilgin's duty begins. She is responsible for discovering young and 

talented female footballers of Turkish origin outside the country. She has helped the national 

team gain over 25 footballers thus far. Bilgin has held two training camps in Germany as part 

of her duty and gathered young women who want to play for Turkey in all age groups, from 

the junior to the senior team. During the camps, trainers from Turkey watched the players and 

chose the best among them to invite to the national team. 

"Girls who were born abroad and learnt to play football outside of the country also want to 

play for the Turkish national team," she told Sunday's Zaman. The Turkish national team 

features 10 female footballers who come from abroad. According to Bilgin, women's football 

has very basic problems in Turkey, including a league scheduled, which is constantly delayed 

by a lack of readiness and motivation, so our friends who play in Turkey come to the national 

team without any training and naturally you lose. In the last national game, the Turkish team 

lost against Spain 10-1. 
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Stage 3 

Answer the following questions about the reading text by highlighting the correct option 

in red. (You may underline more than one option) 

1) What is the main theme of the reading paragraph? 

a) Turkish men's football, 

b) Turkish women's national football team's problems, 

c) Turkey versus Spain football match 

2) What is the writer's primary purpose? 

a) To help women's football in Turkey, 

b) To point out the problems of women's football in Turkey, 

c) To show the reader that women shouldn't play football in Turkey 

3) Why is women's football not very popular in Turkey? 

a) Because women don't like football, 

b) Because it is a male game, 

c) Because it is undervalued 

4) Where do the majority of women football players come from? 

a) From Istanbul, 

b) From other cities in Turkey, 

c) From abroad such as Germany 

5) What does Bilgin Defterli do for the Turkish women's football national club? 

a) She finds women football players abroad, 

b) She holds training camps, 

c) She is the manager . 
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6) What are the problems for women's football in Turkey? 

a) Not enough training, 

b) League schedule, 

c) Financial problems 

7) Why may the position of women's football not be improved in Turkey? 

a) Parental factors, 

b) Attiude of the Turkish Football Federation, 

c) Cultural and Religious factors? 

8) How can women's football be improved in Turkey? 

a) By respecting the women, 

b) By supporting women playing football, 

c) By encouraging more women to play football 
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ApPENDIX E INITIAL STUDY 

Appendix Ella Pre- task questionnaire 

Dear students, 

As you know, the Turkish Ministry of Education has decided to issue an e-pad to every 

student in Anatolian High School. This is a questionnaire to find out your views about learning 

English, technology, the introduction and use of e-pads in your school and how you think they 

may affect the way you study and improve your reading skills in English. I will contact you 

again in a few months' time to find out about your experience with the e-pads. I am carrying 

out this survey as part of my Doctorate in Education programme and I would like to thank you, 

in advance, for your cooperation. Your answers to the questionnaire will be used for academic 

purposes only and will be kept confidential and the results will be presented in my research in 

such a way that no individuals can be identified. Kindly note that by completing this 

questionnaire, you agree to allow the data to be used by me, Kaslm Koruyan, for research 

purposes. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Please indicate your answers by circling the appropriate number or letter against each 

statement. 

Make sure you complete the personal information first. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION: 

Age: Gender: MaleIFemale 

How long have you been studying English? •••.•••.• years 
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Do you have any experience of an e-pad touch, or similar device? 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

1. Do you have experience with e-pad touch? Yes No 

2. I have seen an e-pad touch but not used it Yes No 

3. I often use an e-pad touch but don't own it Yes No 

4. I own an e-pad Yes No 

5. Do you have computer access at home? Yes No 

6. If yes, what types of computer do you or your parents have PC Laptop 

7. How good are your computer skills? 

1) Very good 2) Good 3) Not bad 4) Poor 5) Very Poor 

8. How often do you use the Internet? 

1) Every day 2) once or twice a week 3) once a month 4) never 

9. Do you use Mobile phones? 1) Yes 2) No 

10. If yes, do you use it for: (you can circle more than one option) 

1) Looking up information, 2) texting, 3) chatting, 4) playing games,S) e-mailing 6) taking 

photos 7) other, please specify: ... 

11. If you use it to look up information, what sort of things do you look up? 

1) Lesson-related (e.g. geography) 2) general information (e.g. health) 3) please specify: ... 
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12. If you play games online, do you play them on your: 

1) Mobile phone 2) Computer 3) both 

13. What sort of games do you play? (You can circle more than one option) 

1) Football 2) chess 3) solitaire (card) 4) tavla 5) car race 6) please specify: .. 

14. When you play the games, do you read the instruction in English? 1) Yes 2) No 

15. Do you use MSN Messenger, Facebook or Skype or similar tools to chat with other people 

such as friends? 1) Yes 2) No 

16. Do you contact people from another country through the Internet? 1) Yes 2) No 

17. If so, in what language do you communicate? 1) Turkish 2) Other: .•. 

18. Do you use English apps (e.g. Skype)? 1) Yes 2) No 

19. What kind of apps do you use and for what purpose? ..................................................... . 

20. Do you watch films on the Internet? 1) Yes 2) No 

21. If your answer to question 20 was "yes", do you watch the films on your own (you can 

circle more than one option): 

l)PC 2) laptop 3) mobile phone 

22. If so, do you watch them in English? 1) Yes 2) No 

23. Do you watch them in Turkish? 1) Yes 2) No 

24. Do you listen to songs on Internet? 1) Yes 2) No 

If yes, in English or in other language? ..................................................................................... . 

25. If you listen to songs in English, do you look at their lyrics on the screen? 1) Yes 2) No 
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Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

26. What do you consider your level of fluency in Reading English to be: 

I excellent I above average I average I weak I 

1= every day 2= 3 or 4 times a 3= once a week 4=once a month 5= never 
week 

27. How often do you read in Turkish for pleasure? 1 2 3 4 

28. How often do you read in English for pleasure? 1 2 3 4 

29. How often do you read in Turkish for study purposes? 1 2 3 4 

30. How often do you read in English for study purposes? 1 2 3 4 

31. Do you read English on the Internet (e.g. in Facebook, Twitter, Yes 

Wikipedia). 

32. Do you think you will read more English if you use an e-pad in the Yes 

classroom? 

33. Do you think you will put more effort into reading English if you use an Yes 

e-pad in the classroom? 

34. Do you think you will spend more time reading English if you use e-pad Yes 

in the classroom? 

5 

5 

5 

5 

No 

No 

No 

No 

35. What do you think would encourage you to read more in English? (you can circle more 

than one option) 

a) more guidance from the teacher 

b) different media (e.g. computer or video-based materials) 

c) more interesting material 

d) more free time 

e) using e-pad 

f) other: ...................................................... 
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36. What do you expect to gain from your English lessons? (you can circle more than one 

option) 

a) to improve general English 

b) to improve reading skills in English 

c) to improve speaking skills in English 

d) to get a qualification 

e) nothing 

f) other: ............................................................................ . 

37. Do you find reading in English interesting? 1) Yes 2) No 

38. What do you read? 

................................................................................................ 

39. Do you read in English because your teachers ask you to do so, or because you want to? 

................................................................................................ 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

1) Strongly disagree 2) Disagree 3) Not sure 4) Agree 5) Strongly agree 

40. If reading texts are related to my real life experience, I will be 1 2 3 4 5 

more interested in doing tasks and activities than the ones not 

related 

41. If reading texts are related to my real life experience, I will 1 2 3 4 5 

put more efforts in doing tasks and activities than the ones not 

related 

42. Learning English will help me to become a new person. 1 2 3 4 5 

43. I really enjoy learning English. 1 2 3 4 5 

44. English is an important part of the school program. 1 2 3 4 5 

45. I plan to learn as much English as possible. 1 2 3 4 5 
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46. I always look forward to English classes 1 2 3 4 5 

47. I would rather spend my time on subjects other than English 1 2 3 4 5 

48. Learning English is a waste of time. 1 2 3 4 5 

49. When I leave school, I shall give up the study of English 1 2 3 4 5 

entirely because I am not interested in it. 

50. Learning English is important to me because I would like to 1 2 3 4 5 

use it while travelling and meeting other people abroad in the 

future. 

51. Learning English will help me to meet foreigners with whom I 1 2 3 4 5 

can speak English and with whom I can make friends in 

holiday places in Turkey. 

52. I would like meeting people from English-speaking countries 1 2 3 4 5 

in the future. 

53. Learning English is important to me because without it one 1 2 3 4 5 

cannot be successful in any field. 

54. I study English because it will have financial benefits for me. 1 2 3 4 5 

55. If I fail to learn English, I will be letting other people (e.g. my 1 2 3 4 5 

family) down. 

56. The things I want to do in the future require me to speak 1 2 3 4 5 

English. 

57. When I think about my future, it is important that I use 1 2 3 4 5 

English 

58. Are you happy that you will use e-pad for your language learning? 1) Yes 2) No 

59. Do you think you are well prepared for the use of an e-pad? 1) Yes 2) No 

60. Could you explain your answer to question 59 please (why you circled 'yes' or 'no')? 

Thank you for completing the questionnaire! 

Please write your name here if you are willing to be interviewed! 
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Appendix E/lb Pre- task questionnaire Turkish version 

Sevgili Ogrenci, 

Sildiginiz gibi, Milli Egitim Bakanhgl, Anadolu liselerindeki her ogrenciye bir adet tablet 

bilgisayar dagltmaya karar verdi. Su anket, ingilizce ogrenimi, teknoloji, okulunuzda sizlere 

dagltllan tablet bilgisayarlarm tamtlml ve kullamml hakkmdaki goril~lerinizi ve bunlarm 

rrah~malanmzl nasll etkiledigini ve ingilizce okuma becerinizi ne kadar geli~tirdigini ortaya 

rrlkarmak irrin hazlrlanan bir ankettir. Su anketi doktora egitim programlmm bir parrrasl olarak 

yaplyorum ve sizlere onceden yapacagmlz i~birliginden dolaYl te~ekkOr etmek istiyorum. 

Sizin ankete vereceginiz cevaplar sadece akademik amarrlar irrin kullamlacakttr ve gizli 

tutulacakttr. Aynca ara~tIrma sonucunda hirrbir bireyin kimligi arrlklanmayacakttr. Su anketi 

cevapladlgmlz zaman burada vermi~ oldugunuz bilgilerin ara~tIrma amaclyla Kaslm Koruyan 

tarafmdan kullamlacagml kabul ettiginizi IOtfen unutmaym. 

TALtMATLAR: 

Lutfen cevaplanmzl uygun numarah veya alfabetik ~lkkl yuvarlak irrine alarak i~aretleyiniz. 

Lutfen tUm ki~isel bilgileri doldurarak ba~laymlz. 

KtstSEL BtLGtLER: 

Ya~: Cinsiyet: Erkek/Bayan 

tngilizce'yi ne zamandan beri ogreniyorsunuz? •.•••••• yd 
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Tablet ve benzeri cihazla herhangi bir deneyiminiz var ml? 

Size gore en uygun cevabl daire i~ine abn. Dogru veya yanb~ cevap yoktur! 

1. Tablet bilgisayarla herhangi bir deneyimin var ml? Evet HaYlr 

2. Tablet bilgisayar gordUm ama kullanmadlm Evet HaYlr 

3. Slk slk tablet bilgisayar kullamnm ama ona sahip degilim Evet HaYlr 

4. Tablet bilgisayann var Evet HaYlr 

s. Sen veya ailen herhangi bir bilgisayara sahip rnisiniz? Evet HaYlr 

6. Evet ise, ne tilr bir bilgisayara sahipsiniz? Masa Diz osto 

iisto 

7. Bilgisayar becerilerin ne kadar iyi? 

1) ~ok iyi 2) iyi 3) Fena degil 4) Zayif 5) ~ok zayif 

8. Ne kadar slkhkla internet kullamyorsun? 

1) Her gUn 2) Haftada bir veya iki defa 3) Ayda bir 4) Hi~ 

9. Cep telefonu kullamyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

10. Evet ise ne ama91a kullamyorsun: (Birden fazla ~lkkl daire i9ine alabilirsin) 

1) bilgi edinmek i~in. 2) klsa mesaj, 3) sohbet, 4) oyun oynamak, 5) email 6) fotograf gekmek 

i~in 

7) diger, IUtfen belirtiniz: .................................................................... . 

11. Eger bilgi edinmek i9in kullanyorsan, ne tOr bir bilgi? 

1) dersle i1gili (ornegin; cografya) 2) genel bilgi (5rnegin; Saghk) 3) diger IUtfen 

belirtiniz: .... 
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12. Eger online oyun oynuyorsan, oyunlari nerde oynuyorsun: 

1) Cep telefonunda 2) Bilgisayarda 3) her ikisinde 

13. Ne tUr oyun oynuyorsun? (Birden fazla ~lkkl daire i~ine alabilirsin) 

1) Futbol 2) satran~ 3) kart oyunlan 4) tavla 5) araba yan~lan 6) diger IUtfen 

belirtiniz: ........... . 

14. Oyun oynarken talimatlari ingilizce mi okuyorsun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

15. Hie ba~ka insanlarla, (ornegin arkada~lannla) sohbet etmek i~in MSN Messenger, 

Facebook ya da Skype kullamyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

16. internet Uzerinden farkh Ulkeden ki~ilerle irtibat kuruyor musun? 1) Evet 2)Hayir 

17. Evet ise hangi dilde konu~uyorsunuz? 1) Tiirk~e 2) diger: •••••••••••••••••• 

18. Ingilizce sohbet programlanm (Skype gibi) kullamyormusun? 1) Evet 2)HaYlr 

19. Ne tUr uygulamalar kullamyorsun ve hangi amaela? ...................................... . 

20. internette film izliyor musun? 1) Evet 2)HaYlr 

21. 20. soru "evet" ise, filmleri nerede izliyorsun? (birden fazla ~lkkl daire i~ine alabilirsin) 

1) Masa iistU bilgisayar 2) Diz iistU bilgisayar 3) Cep telefonu 

22. 20. soru "evet" ise, filmleri ingilizce mi izliyorsun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

23. Filmleri TUrk~e mi izliyorsun? 1) Evet 2) Haylr 

24. internette miizik dinliyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

Evet ise, ingilizce mi yoksa ba~ka bir dilde mi dinliyorsun? Lutfen belirtiniz: 

................................................................................................... 

25. ingilizce mUzik dinliyorsan, sozcUk anlamlanna intern etten mi baklyorsun? 

1) Evet 2) Haylr 
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Size gore en uygun cevabl daire i~ine aim. Dogru veya yanb~ cevap yoktur! 

26. Sana gore ingilizce Okumada aklclhk dUzeyin nedir: 

miikemmel ortalamanm ortalama zaYlf 

iizerinde 

1= her gUn 2= haftada 3 veya 4 3= haftada bir 4=ayda bir 5= hi~bir 

kez kez defa zaman 

27. Ne slkhkla zevk il;in TUrkl;e okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

28. Ne slkhkla zevk il;in ingilizce okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Ne slkhkla derslerin i~in TUrk~e okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

30. Ne slkhkla derslerin il;in ingilizce okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

31. intemette (5megin, Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia) Tiirk~e okur Evet Hayu 

musun? 

32. Eger slmfta tablet bigisayar kullamrsan daha fazla ingilizce Evet Hayu 

okuyacagml dU~UnUyor musun? 

33. Eger slmfta tablet bigisayar kullamrsan ingilizce okumak i~in Evet Hayu 

daha fazla ~aba harcayacagml dU~UnUyor musun? 

34. Eger slmfta tablet bigisayar kullanlrsan ingilizce okumak il;in Evet Hayu 

daha fazla zaman harcayacagini dU~UnUyor musun? 

35. Sence ~agldakilerden hangisi seni daha fazla ingilizce okumaya te~vik eder? (Birden 

fazla secenegi i~aretleyebilirsiniz) 

a) 5gretmenin daha fazla rehberlik etmesi 

b) farkh ileti~im ara~larl (5megin bilgisayar veya video) 

c) daha ilgin~ ara~ ve gere~ler 

d) daha fazla bo~ zaman 
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e) tablet bigisayar kullanmak 

f) diger: .................................................................. . 

36. ingiIizce derslerinden ne tur kazanmlmlar elde etmeyi bekliyorsun? ? (Birden fazla 

secenegi i~aret1eyebilirsiniz) 

a) genel tngilizceyi geli~tirmek 

b) ingilizce okuma becerilerini geli~tirmek 

c) tngilizce konu~ma becerilerini geli~tirmek 

d) Bir sertifika elde etmek 

e) hi9bir ~ey 

f) diger: .................................................................. . 

37. ingiIizce okumaYI ilgin9 buluyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

38. Ne okuyorsun? .................................................... . 

39. Ogretmenin sana soyledigi i9in mi ingilizce okuyorsun, yoksa sen istedigin i9in mi? 

.............................................................................. 

A~agldaki ifadeleri okuyun ve size en uygun cevabl daire i~ine alin. Yanh~ veya dogru 

cevap yoktur! 

1) Kesinlikle 2) 3) Emin degilim 4) 5) Kesinlikle 

Katdrn1yorurn Katdmlyorum Katlhyorum Katlhyorum 

40. Okuma metinleri benim gergek ya~am deneyimiyle alakah ise, 1 2 3 4 5 

konu He ilgili olmayan metinlerden daha fazla ah~tJrma ve 

aktivite yapmaya ilgi duyacaglm 

41. Okuma metinleri benim gergek ya~am deneyimiyle alakah ise, 1 2 3 4 5 

konu iIe ilgili olmayan metinlerden daha fazla ah~tlrma ve 

aktivite yapmaya 9aba sarfedecegim 

42. ingilizce ogrenmek bana yeni bir kimlik kazanmamda yardimci 1 2 3 4 5 
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olacaktlr. 

43. ingilizce ogrenmekten gergekten ho~lanmm 1 2 3 4 5 

44. lngilizce okul programmm onemli bir par9asldlr. 1 2 3 4 5 

45. MUmldin oldugu kadar lngilizce ogrenmeyi planhyorum. 1 2 3 4 5 

46. ingilizce derslerini her zaman dort gozle beklerim 1 2 3 4 5 

47. ingilizce ogrenme yerine zamamml diger derslere harcamayl 1 2 3 4 5 

tercih ederim 

48. ingilizce ogrenmek vakit kaybldlr 1 2 3 4 5 

49. Okuldan ayrilinca ingilizce calismayi tamamen birakacam, 1 2 3 4 5 

~Unkii ona ilgim yok. 

50. ingilizce ogrenmek benim i9in 90k onemli 9Unldi ileride yurt 1 2 3 4 5 

dl~ma seyahat ederken ve farkh dilden insanlarla tant~trken 

ingilizceyi kullanmak istiyorum 

51. ingilizce ogrenmek bana Tiirkiye'de tatil yerlerinde ingilizce 1 2 3 4 5 

konusup, arkadaslik yababilecegim yabancllarla tam~mam i9in 

yardlmclolacakttr. 

52. ileride ingilizce konu~ulan iilkelerden gel en insanlarla tam~mak 1 2 3 4 5 

istiyorum. 

53. ingilizce ogrenmek benim i9in onemlidir ~Unldi kimse onsuz 1 2 3 4 5 

herhangi bir alanda ba~anh olamaz 

54. tngilizce ogreniyorum ~Unldi bana finansal a9idan yararlart 1 2 3 4 5 

olacakttr. 

55. ingilizce'den ba~arisiz olursam, diger insanlan (ailem gibi) 1 2 3 4 5 

hayal kmkhgma ugratmt~ olurum. 

56. iIeride yapmak istedigim ~eyler, bana ingilizce konu~mamt 1 2 3 4 5 
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gerektirir 

57. Gelecegimi dii~iindiigiim zaman, ingilizce kullanmam onemlidir 1 2 3 4 5 

58. Dil ogrenimin ic;in tablet bilgisayar kullanacagm ic;in mutlu musun? 

HaYlr 

1) Evet 2) 

59 Tablet bilgisayar kullamml ic;in iyi hazlrlandigml dU~Uniiyor musunuz? 1) Evet 2) 

HayiIr 

60.59. soruya verdigin cevabi aC;lkklayabilir misin liitfen (Neden 'evet' ya da 'haYlr')? 

...................................................................................................... 

Anketi doldurdugun i~in te~ekkUr ederim! 

Yukarldakl sorularla i1gili roportaj yapmak i~in istekliysen buraya ismini yaz IUtfen! 
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Appendix E/2a Post- task questionnaire 

Dear student, 

Now that you have been using an e-pad for your studies for a few months, I would like to find 

out your views about learning English and your experience with the e-pads in school. I am 

interested in whether you think they have changed the way you study and your reading skills 

in English in particular. I am carrying out this survey as part of my Doctorate in Education 

programme and I would like to thank you, in advance, for your cooperation. Your answers to 

the questionnaire will be used for academic purposes only and will be kept confidential and 

the results will be presented in my research in such a way that no individuals can be identified. 

Kindly note that by completing this questionnaire, you agree to allow the data to be used by 

me, Kaslm Koruyan, for research purposes. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Please indicate your answers by circling the appropriate number or letter against each 

statement. Make sure you complete the personal information first. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION: 

Age: Gender: MalelFemale 

How long have you been studying English? •...•..•. years 
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Note: Some time ago you completed an initial questionnaire and I like you now please to give 

an update on your answers which will reflect your experience learning English through using 

the e-pad in the meantime. 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

1) Strongly disagree 2) Disagree 3) Not sure 4) Agree 5) Strongly agree 

1 Learning English will help me to become a new person. 1 2 3 4 5 

2 I am really enjoying learning English through using the e-pad. 1 2 3 4 5 

3 English is an important part of the school program. 1 2 3 4 5 

4 Learning English is more fun with the use of e-pad. 1 2 3 4 5 

5 I felt very satisfied when I was in the process of searching online 1 2 3 4 5 

on "the UK wedding". 

6 I felt very satisfied when I found information on "the UK 1 2 3 4 5 

wedding" 

7 I felt very satisfied when I presented my part. 1 2 3 4 5 

8 I was very happy to work with my group. 1 2 3 4 5 

9 Activities through e-pad tablets give more pleasure in learning 1 2 3 4 5 

English. 

10 I felt very motivated when I was reading the text and doing the 1 2 3 4 5 

activities through using the e-pad. 

If you felt motivated, name one factor that you found 

mo ti v atin g: ------------------------------------------------------------

11 I have been spending more time reading English since the use of 1 2 3 4 5 

e-pad in the class. 

12 Using an e-pad makes no difference to reading English 1 2 3 4 5 

13 I felt less motivated when I was reading the text and doing the 1 2 3 4 5 

activities through using the e-pad. 

If you felt less motivated, name one factor that you found 

demoti vating: ------------------------------------------------------
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14 I plan to make the most use of the e-pad in learning as much 1 2 3 4 5 

English as possible. 

15 I was very interested in the values and customs of other culture 1 2 3 4 5 

when I found information through searching online. 

16 I am now looking forward to English classes. 1 2 3 4 5 

17 I would rather spend my time on subjects other than English 1 2 3 4 5 

18 Learning English is a waste of time. 1 2 3 4 5 

19 I had difficulties at the beginning but now I am used to the e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

and it is improving my English. 

20 It was nice to see what my friends achieved in short period of 1 2 3 4 5 

time. 

21 I like doing research to find some materials by using the e-pad. 1 2 3 4 5 

22 Learning English is important to me because without it one 1 2 3 4 5 

cannot be successful in any field. 

23 The things I want to do in the future require me to use English 1 2 3 4 5 

24 My parents encourage me to take every opportunity to use my 1 2 3 4 5 

English (e.g. reading). 

25 Working together gives me opportunity to interact and share my 1 2 3 4 5 

ideas with others and I like it. 

26 I believe that with the help of the e-pad, I have taken a few steps 1 2 3 4 5 

in learning English on my own. 

27 It was a useful experience to search online and find information 1 2 3 4 5 

for the UK wedding then present it to the class as a group. 

28 It was really nice to produce something on my own 1 2 3 4 5 

29 I began to improve on my own through further practice activities 1 2 3 4 5 

by using the e-pad 

30 It was difficult to take the responsibility of presenting my part in 1 2 3 4 5 

the class but I am used to it now and I am willing to do more this 

way. 

31 I did not like working with others 1 2 3 4 5 

32 Working together and sharing ideas help my language learning 1 2 3 4 5 
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progress positively. 

33 I feel that my English has improved since the use of e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

34 Group studies increase interaction between students which 1 2 3 4 5 

positively affect my English learning 

35 The most important part of learning English in this class is we 1 2 3 4 5 

learn by doing 

36 I am confident now to be able to take some responsibilities for 1 2 3 4 5 

my own learning like I did in the reading task 7. 

37 I feel that the level of my reading skills is increasing 1 2 3 4 5 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

38. What do you consider your level of fluency in Reading English to be 

now: 

T excellent I above average I average I weak 1 

1= every day 2- 3 or 4 times a 3- once a week 4-once a month 5= never 

week 

39 How often do you read in English for pleasure? 1 2 3 4 5 

40 How often do you read in English for study purposes? 1 2 3 4 5 

41. How helpful have you found using the e-pad for learning English? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 

1 2 3 

42. How helpful have using the e-pad been in improving your reading skills? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 

1 2 3 
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43. What do you think now would encourage you more to read more in English? (you 

can circle more than one option) 

a) more guidance from the teacher 

b) different media (e.g. computer or video-based materials) 

c) more interesting material 

d) more free time 

e) using the e-pad 

f) other: .................................................................................. . 

44. What difference do you think using the e-pad has made to learning English so far? 

Now think about the English lesson on the topic of ''wedding traditions" which you 

attended in December and answer the following questions about the lesson. Please read 

the questions carefully before you answer and circle ONE number only in your answer. 

45. What do you think about the length of the reading text? 

Too short 

I 

short 

2 

right length 

3 

46. How difficult/easy did you find the reading text? 

very difficult difficult 

2 

moderate 

3 

long 

4 

easy 

4 

too long 

5 

very easy 

5 

47. Were the activities (YouTube clips, wedding pictures on the smart-board etc.) 

helpful in understanding the content of the lesson before you started to read the 

text? 

not helpful 

I 

helpful 

2 

very helpful 

3 

Could you explain your answer to question 47 please? ....................................................... .. 
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48. How helpful were the instructions displayed on the smart-board while you 

carried out the reading activities on "weddings traditions" with the e-pad in 

terms of clarity? 

not helpful 

1 

helpful 

2 

very helpful 

3 

49. Were there many words you did not understand while reading? 

no few 

1 2 

many 

3 

very many 

4 

50. What did you do to find out the meaning of the unknown words? Write your 

answer below •........................................................................ 

51. How interesting did you find the topic of the reading text? 

not interesting interesting very interesting 

1 2 3 

Could you explain your answer to question 51 please? .................................................... . 

52. How useful were the exercises (scanning the text to find out country names, 

choosing the correct final sentence for each paragraph, true-false activity, 

comprehension questions and group presentation) in understanding the text? 

not useful useful very useful 

1 2 3 

Could you explain your answer to question 52 please? ...................................................... .. 

53. HoW useful was the preparation of the group presentation in improving your 

reading skills? 

not useful 

1 

useful 

2 

very useful 

3 

Could you explain your answer to question 53 please? ................................................ .. 
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54. How useful was the preparation of the group presentation in improving your skills 

at researching information? 

not useful useful 

2 

very useful 

3 

Could you explain your answer to question 54 please? ...................................................... . 

55. What else would you like to say about the lesson on the topic of weddings? 

Thank you for completing the questionnaire! 
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Appendix E/2b Post- task questionnaire Turkish version 

Sevgili Ogrenciler, 

Bir kacr aydlr crah~malanmz icrin tablet bilgisayar kullamyorsunuz. ingilizce ogrenimi ve tablet 

bilgisayarlarla olan deneyiminiz hakkmda gorli~lerinizi ogrenmek istiyorum. Bu tabletlerin 

crah~ma bicriminizi ve ozellikle ingilizce okuma becerilerinizi degi~tirip degi~tirmedigi ile ilgili 

goru~lerinizle ilgileniyorum. Bu anketi doktora egitim programlmm bir par~asl olarak 

yaplyorum ve sizlere onceden yapacagmlz i~birliginden dolaYI te~ekkiir etmek istiyorum. 

Sizin ankete vereceginiz cevaplar sadece akademik ama~lar i~in kulJamlacaktIr ve gizli 

tutulacaktlr. Aynca ara~tIrma sonucunda hi~bir bireyin kimligi a~lklanmayacaktIr. Bu anketi 

cevapladlglmz zaman burada vermi~ oldugunuz bilgilerin ara~tIrma amaclyla Kasnn Koruyan 

tarafmdan kullamlacagml kabul ettiginizi liitfen unutmaym 

T ALIMA TLAR: 

Liitfen cevaplanmzl uygun numarah veya alfabetik ~lkkl yuvarlak i~ine alarak i~aretleyiniz. 

Liitfen tiim ki~isel bilgileri doldurarak ba~laymlz. 

KI~ISEL BtLGiLER: 

Ya~: 
Cinsiyet: ErkeklKadm 

Ne kadar siiredir tngilizce ogrenmektesiniz? ••••••.•. ytl 
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Not: Bir sure once siz ilk anketi doldurmu~tunuz ve ~imdi ise bu arada e-pad'inizi kullanarak 

ingilizce ogrenmedeki deneyiminizi yansltacak gtlncel cevaplanmzl almak istiyorum. 

Liitfen sizin i~in en uygun cevabl daireye aim. Dogru veya yanb~ cevap yoktur! 

1) Kesinlikle 2) 3) Emin degilim 4) 5) Kesinlikle 

KatIlmlyorum KatIlmlyorum KatIbyorum KatIbyorum 

1 ingilizce ogrenmek bana yeni bir kimlik kazanmamda yardimci 1 2 3 4 5 

olacaktlr 

2 Ben e-pad kullanarak ingilizceyi ogrenmekten zevk ahyorum 1 2 3 4 5 

3 ingilizce okul programmm onemli bir paryaldlr 1 2 3 4 5 

4 Tablet kullanarak ingilizceyi ogrenmek daha yok eglence 1 2 3 4 5 

demektir. 

5 "ingiltere'de dugun" konusunu yevrimiyi ar~tmrken kendimi 1 2 3 4 5 

mutIu hissettim. 

6 "ingiltere'de dugun" konusu ile kar~lla~tIglmda kendimi yok 1 2 3 4 5 

memnun hissettim. 

7 Kendi bollimtimti sunarken ~ok mutlu oldum. 1 2 3 4 5 

8 Grubumla yah~mak yok mutluluk vericiydi. 1 2 3 4 5 

9 ingilizce ogrenmede e-pad ile aktiviteler daha fazla zevk veriyor. 1 2 3 4 5 

10 Tablet kullanarak metin okudugumda ve aktiviteleri yaptlglmda 1 2 3 4 5 

kendimi yok motive olmu~ hissettim. 

Kendini motive olmu~ hissettiysen, seni motive eden bir sebep 

yazln: ----------------------------------------------------------

11 Slmfta e-pad kullanmaya ba~ladlglmdan bu yana ingilizce 1 2 3 4 5 

okumaya daha fazla zaman harclyorum. 

12 ingilizce okumada tablet kullamml hiybir degi~iklik yapmlyor. 1 2 3 4 5 

13 Tablet kullanarak okuma paryaSI okudugumda ve aktiviteleri 1 2 3 4 5 

yaptIglmda kendimi daha az motive olmu~ hissettim. 
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Kendini daha az motive olmu~ hissettiysen, bunun sebeplerinden 

birinin adml yazm:----------------------------------------------

14 MUmkUn oldugu kadar ~ok ingilizce ogrenmek i~in e-pad'den en 1 2 3 4 5 

Ust derecede yararlanmaYl planhyorum. 

15 lnternette ara~tIrma yaparken bilgisine ula~tIglm diger 1 2 3 4 5 

kUltilrlerin deger ve gelenekleri ilgimi ~ok ~ekti. 

16 Simdi ingilizce derslerini dort gozle bekliyorum. 1 2 3 4 5 

17 Zamamml ingilizceden ~ok diger konular uzerinde geyirmek 1 2 3 4 5 

istiyorum. 

18 ingilizce ogrenmek zamam bo~a harcamak demektir. 1 2 3 4 5 

19 Ba~ta zorluklar ya~adlm, ancak ~imdi e-pad'e ah~tIm ve bu ara9 1 2 3 4 5 

tngilizcemi geli~tiriyor. 

20 Arkada~lanmm bu kadar klsa silrede kazammlanm gormek 90k 1 2 3 4 5 

giizeldi. 

21 Tablet kullanarak bazl materyalleri bulmak i9in ara~tIrma 1 2 3 4 5 

yapmayl seviyorum. 

22 ingilizceyi ogrenmek benim i9in onemlidir; 9unkU 0 olmadan 1 2 3 4 5 

ki~i hi9bir alanda ba~anh olamaz. 

23 Gelecekte yapmaYl istedigim ~eyler benim ingilizce kullanmaml 1 2 3 4 5 

gerektiri yor. 

24 Anne ve babam ingilizceyi kullanmam i9in her flrsatI 1 2 3 4 5 

degerlendirmem i9in beni cesaretlendiriyorlar. 

25 Birlikte 9ah~ma fikirlerimi ba~kalan ile payla~mak ve 1 2 3 4 5 

etki1e~imde bulunmak i~in bana imkan veriyor. 

26 E-pad yardlml ile kendi ba~lma ingilizce ogrenmede birka~ 1 2 3 4 5 

basamak yUkseldigime inamyorum. 

27 ingiltere'de dUgun konusunda gevrimi9i aramak ve bilgi bulmak, 1 2 3 4 5 

daha sonra bunu slmfta sunmak faydah bir deneyimdi. 

28 Kendi ba~lma bir ~eyler iiretmek gergekten gUzeldi. 1 2 3 4 5 

29 Tablet kullanarak tek ba~lma daha ileri pratik aktivitelerde 1 2 3 4 5 

kendimi geli~tirmeye ba~ladlm. 
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30 Kendi bOliimUmU slmfia sunma sorumlulugunu Ustlenmek zordu 1 2 

fakat ~imdi ona ah~tlm ve bu yolla daha ~ok sunum yapmaYl 

istiyorum. 

31 Ba~kalan ile ~ah~maktan ho~lanmadlm. 1 2 

32 Birlikte ~ah~mak ve fikirleri payla~mak dili ogrenmemde bana 1 2 

olumlu katklda bulunuyor. 

33 Tablet'i kullandlglmdan beri ingilizcemin geli~tigini hissettim. 1 2 

34 Grup ~ah~malafl ogrenciler arasmda etkile~imi artlrmaktadtr; bu 1 2 

da benim ingilizce ogrenmemi olumlu etkiliyor. 

35 Bu slmfia ingilizce ogrenmenin en onemli klsml yaparak 1 2 

ogrenmemizdir. 

36 Okuma gorevi 7' de yaptlglm gibi kendi ba~lma ogrenmede bir 1 2 

taklm sorumluluklar Ustlenebilecegim konusunda ~imdi kendime 

giiveniyorum. 

37 Okuma beceri seviyesinin artttgml hissediyorum. 1 2 

Sizin i~in en uygun cevabl daireye aIm. Dogru veya yanb~ cevap yoktur! 

38. Simdi ingilizce okuma aklclhgmm ne seviyede oldugunu dii~iiniiyorsun: 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 

I Miikemmel I Ortanm Dzeri l°rta J ZaYlf I 

1= her giin 2= Haftada 3 veya 4 3= Haftada bir 4= Ayda bir kez 5=Hi~ 

kez kez 

39 Zevk i~in ne stkhkla ingilizce okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 

40 <;ah~ma ama~hyla ingilizce okumaYI ne slkhkla yaplyorsun? 1 2 3 4 

41. tngilizce ogrenmede e-pad kullanmak size ne kadar yardimci oldu? 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Yardlmcl olmadl 

1 

Yardlmcl oldu 

2 

<;ok yardlmcl oldu 

3 
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42. Okuma becerilerinizi geli~tirmede e-pad kullanmak size ne kadar yardimci 

oldu? 

YardlmCI olmadl 

1 

YardlmCI oldu 

2 

Cok yardlmcl oldu 

3 

43. Simdi sizin tngilizcgini okumamzl neyin daha fazla te~vik edecegini 

dil~ilnilyorsunuz? (Birden fazla se~enegi daireye alabilirsiniz.) 

a) Ogretmenden daha fazla rehberlik 

b) Farkh ortam (Or. Bilgisayar veya video tabanh ara91ar) 

c) Daha ilgin~ ara~lar 

d) Daha fazla bo~ zaman 

e) E-pad'i kullanmak 

f) Digeri ...................................................................................... . 

44. Simdiye kadar Ingilizce ogrenmenize tablet kullanmak sizce ne gibi katkiiar yaptl? 

............................................................................................................. 

Simdi Arahkta katddlgm "dilgun gelenekleri" konusundaki Ingilizce dersi hakkmda 

dil~ilniln ve dersle i1gili a~agldaki sorulan cevaplaym. Lutfen sorulara cevap vermeden 

once, dikkatlice okuyun ve sadece bir saylyl daireye aim. 

45. Metinin uzunlugu hakkmdaki dil~unceniz nedir? 

Cok klsa 

1 

KIsa Uygun Uzunlukta 

2 3 

46. Metin okumasl sana ne kadar zor/kolay geldi? 

C;ok zor Zor Orta zorlukta Kolay 

1 2 3 4 

Uzun 

4 

C;ok uzun 

5 

C;ok Kolay 

5 

47. Metni okuma He Hgili derse ba~lamadan once aktiviteleri (Youtube klipleri, akllh 

tabta vs.'deki dilgiln resimleri) i~erigi anlamak i~in faydah? 
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Faydah Degil 

1 
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Faydah 

2 

C;ok faydah 

3 

LUtfen 47. Soruya cevabmlZl a~lklayabilir misiniz? .......................................................... . 

48. Berrakbk baglamlDda tabletteki "DUgUn gelenekleri" i1e i1giJi okuma 

aktivitelerini yiiriitfirken akIlb tahtada sun ulan talimatlar ne kadar faydahydl? 

Faydah degildi Faydah C;ok faydah 

123 

49. Okurken anlamadlgIDIZ ~ok saYlda kelime var mlydl? 

Haylr C;ok az saylda C;ok 

2 3 

C;ok fazla saYlda 

4 

so. Bilinmeyen kelimelerin anlamlarlDl bulmak i~in ne yaptJOIz? CevaplarlDlDzl 

a~a~ yazlDlZ. 

51. Okuma par~aslDlD konusunu ne kadar i1gin~ buldunuz? 

ilginc degil ilgin~ 

1 2 

C;ok ilgin<; 

3 

LUtfen 51. Sorunun CeVablnI a~lklayabilir misiniz? ............................................................ . 

52. Metni anlama noktaslDda ah~tJrmalar (Ulke isimlerini bulmak i~in tarama 

yapma, her bir paragraf i~in dogru final cfimlesini bulma, dogru-yanh~ 

aktivitesi, anlama sorularl ve grup sunumu) ne kadar faydahydl? 

Faydah degil Faydah C;ok faydah 

123 

LUtfen, 52. Soruyu verdiginiz cevabl aC1k1ayabilir misiniz? 
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53. Grup SUDum hazlrhgl okuma becerileriDiziD geli~mesiDde De kadar faydah idi? 

Faydah degil Faydah <;ok faydah 

1 23 

LiitfeD, 53. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl aC;:lklayabilir misiniz? .................................. . 

54. Grup SUDum 

faydah idi? 

Faydah degil 

1 

hazlrhgl ara~tlrma bilgisi becerileriDizi geli~tirmede De kadar 

Faydah 

2 

<;ok faydah 

3 

Liitfen, 54. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl aC;:lklayabilir misiniz? 

.......................................................................................................................... 

55. Dugunler konulu ders hakkmda daha ba~ka neler soylemek istersiniz? 

ADketi tamamladlglDlz i~iD te~ekkiir ederim! 
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Appendix E/3a Post-task interview Schedule 

Question 1: 

What did you think of the activity in lesson, on the topic "weddings"? 

Question 2: 

What did you think of the theme of the reading text? 

Question 3: 

Do you like this way of learning? 

Question 4: 

How did you find the activities in terms of difficulty? 

Question 5: 

Overall how would you describe your feelings about using an e-pad tablet in carrying out the 

tasks on the topic "weddings"? 

Question 6: 

How do you feel about the way the English lesson on the topic "weddings" is given? 

Question 7: 

What do you think you have gained or learnt from using the e-pad tablet to learn English so 

far? 

Question 8: 

After completing the seven tasks everyone participated more m the lesson. From your 

perspective can you explain why? 
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Appendix E/3b Post-task interview Schedule Turkish Version 

Soru 1: 

"Dugun" konulu ders hakkinda ne dusunuyorsun? 

Soru 2: 

Okuma parcasinin konusu hakkinda ne dusunuyorsun? 

Soru 3: 

Bu yontemle ogrenmeyi seviyormusun? 

Soru 4: 

Zorluk acisindan aktiviteleri nasi 1 buldun? 

Soru 5: 

"Dugun" konulu dersin aktivitelerin yapmanda tablet bilgisayarlarin kullanimi ile ilgili 

duygularini genel olarak izah edebilirmisin? 

Soru 6: 

"Dugun" konulu Ingilizce dersi ile ilgili duygularin nelerdir? 

Soru 7; 

Sence su ana kadar tablet bilgisayar kullanarak Inglizce ogrenmede ne kazandin yada 

ogrendin? 

Soru 8: 

Yedinci aktiviteyi tamamladiktan sonar herkes derse daha ~ok katildi. Sence neden? 
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Appendix Ej 4 Lesson Plan Overview 

Lesson Type: Reading (speaking integrated where necessary) 

Stage Time Stage Aim Procedure Interact Teaching 

ion aids 

Warmer What do you see in the pictures? (1 T-S Smart-

(6mins) To generate your min) board 

interest in the topic 

Stage 1 httl!:lIwww.kardelendance.com/dances/ 

imageslkina·il!g 

httl!:lIwww·letvincent.com/wl!-

contentlul!loadsl2012/01/clil! ima&e004 

~ 
httl!s:lIencryl!ted-

tbnO·lstatic.com/imales?g=tbn:ANd9G 

cTP2hI7 JEOs-

OQil!en:uICwH8LDfYaxCIXFsHZOn 

L8XG9nfkbRY 

To give you Have you been to any wedding? 

fluency practice. (Discuss your experience with your S-S 

partners in your group; for example: 

what was the wedding like?, 

where was it?, 

what was the music like?, 

how was the dancing? and did you like 

it?(2 mins) and report back to the class (3 

mins). 
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Lead in 

(10 mins) 

Stage 2 

Prediction 

First 

reading 

(Stage 3) 

(scanning) 

(6mins) 

To createyour 

interest in topic 

through using 

Y outube videos 

To get you to 

practice prediction 

To check whether 

your prediction is 

correct and give 

you practice in 

scanning skill. 

PI: B8956287 

• Sharing my experience of T-S 

Royal wedding (Prince 

William's and Kate') (1 min) 

• Now we are going to watch a 

Royal wedding (Prince Williams 

and 

Kate )http://www.youtube.coml 

watch?v=oDOXUcJ9stM(2 

mins) 

• And now a traditional Scottish 

weddinghttp://www.youtube.com/ 

watch ?v=y V 6M4 7161 Fk (2 

mins) 

S-S 

Now click on the link and scan the text for S-S 

country names (overall there are 7!!!) (3 

mins) 

http://kkoruyan. blogspot.com!20 12/ 12/di f 

ferent-wedding-traditions.html 

Once you have finished compare your 

answers with your partners (2 mins) 

Report back to the class [country names] 

(1 min) 

Second To test your general Now go to the drop box, grade 9/C:D S·S 

reading comprehension 

(Stage 4) 

(carefuJlcIos 

e reading) 

(15mins) 

task 4 and read the text in more detail. 

Decide which is the correct final sentence 

for each paragraph? Highlight your 

answering red(8 mins).If you need to 

look up words go to the online dictIOnary: 

http://oxforddictionaries .com! 

Once you have finished compare your 

answers with your partners (3 mins) 

Report back to the class (4 mins) 
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Stage 5 To practice Go back to the text and decide: Are the 

(reading for understanding the following statements True or False? E-pad 

details) details in text. Write the correction in the open S-S Smart-

(IOmins) bracket [ ... J.and compare your answers board 

with your partners.(7mins). (instructlo 

Now report back to the class (3mins). n) 

Satge 6 To test global Now go to the drol! boxa Krade 9/C: D S-S E-pad 

(global comprehension StaKe 6 andanswer the questions. 

comprehens Highlight your answering red. You can Smart-

ion) refer back to the text If you need to. (5 board 

(8 mins) mins) (instructIo 

Once you have finished compare your n) 

answers With your partners. (2 mins) 

Report back to the class. (I min) 

Next lesson: Look at the instruction, 

stage 7, below and you can prepare for 

the next lesson. 

Satage 7 To work Now go to the drol! boxs Krade 9/C: D E-pad 

(Search independently and staKe 7. Look at the table that has been 

online to then in your group. filled in with information about a Smart-

find traditional wedding in Turkey. In the next board 

information lesson, on Friday, each member of the (instructio 

) group will search on line one section (e.g. n) 

Next lesson Introduction, the bride and groom etc.) on 

(50mins) hislher own for a traditional wedding in Smart-

the United Kingdom (UK), that is in board 

England, Wales, Scotland and Northern (Presentati 

Ireland, and fill in the table with the on) 

information you find for the UK. 

(2Omins) 

You will be presenting your findings in 

the class as a group. (5 mins for each 

group= 25 mins) 

You will combine the information you 

have found on one of the e-pad then 
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connect the e-pad to the smart-board and 

each member of the group will present 

his/her section on the smart-board in front 

of the class. 

Feedback and diSCUSSIOn (S mins) 
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Appendix E/5 Reading Task 

PI : 88956287 

Read each pa ragra ph and answer the following questions. 

Customs and Tradi tions a round the world 

Noshilu: 

In Kenya and Tanzania, the Maas ia tribe has quite a s imple wedding. T he bride wears all he r 

jewellery - lots of earrings, neckl aces and brace lets. The most impo rtant necklace is the one 

made by the bride's mother. It 's always very beautiful and sometimes it can be very long. My 

necklace went down to my knees! My new husband came to m y family's hom e and walked me 

to hi s family 's ho me. I was then g iven some cows as a wedding present which now belong to 

my husband. _ _ _______________ _ 

1 Which is the correct fin al sentence fo r the above paragraph ? Highlight your answer in 

red. 

a) She got married s ix months later! 

b) Why, red of course! 

c) Thi s is to bring good luck and to stop anything bad brcaking in the new home. 

d) That 's it! 

e) It shows that the husband and wife are now one body and will live their life together. 

t) This red co lou r on the woman's forehead di fferentiates whether she is marri ed or not. 
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Lin: 

Our weddings have a lot of red because for us it's the colour of love, wealth and happiness. 

My wedding gown was the traditional red, and so were the invitations I sent out to our guests. 

The wedding gifts from my husband's family were in red baskets. Nowadays in China it's 

quite usual to have a video made in a park. The bride and groom give each other handkerchiefs 

with a picture of a duck on because ducks always stay together. And the colour of the hankies? 

2 Which is the correct final sentence for the above paragraph? Highlight your answer in 

red. 

a) She got married six months later! 

b) Why, red of course! 

c) This is to bring good luck and to stop anything bad breaking in the new home. 

d) That's it! 

e) It showS that the husband and wife are now one body and will live their life together. 

f) This red colour on the woman's forehead differentiates whether she is married or not. 
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Olga : 

PI : 8 8956287 

For us it 's quite normal to have two weddings. I had two weddings. The first wedding is the 

civi l ceremony which everyone has. Then, if you want, you can have a church wedding. In 

Germany we also have a special evening called Polterabend. Peopl e bring old cups and plates 

and they throw these on the tl oor! This is great fun , and we make a lot of noi se ! Then the new 

couple sweep up the broken pottery together. _____________ _ 

3 Which is the correct fi nal sentence for the above paragraph ? Highlight your answer in 

red. 

a) She got marri ed six months later! 

b) Wh y, red of course ! 

c) Thi s is to bring good luck and to stop anything bad breaking in the new home. 

d) That's it! 

e) It shows that the husband and wife are now one body and will li ve their life together. 

f) This red co lour on the woman's fo rehead di ffe renti ates whether she is marri ed or not. 
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Manuela : 

In Colombia we have a very beautiful candle ceremon y. There are three candl es, the bride 

li ghts the candle o n her ri ght and the groo m li ghts the cand le on his left. Then, together, the 

new husband and wife light the midd le candle. Now there are three burning candles. Then the 

two cand les on the left and ri ght are blown out and the middle candle is left to burn a lone. I 

was so happy doing thi s! ____ ______________ _ 

4 Which is the correct fin al sentence for the above pa ragraph? Highlight your answer in 

red . 
a) She got marri ed six month s late r! 

b) Why, red of course! 

c) This is to bring good luck and to stop anything bad brcaking in the new ho me. 

d) T hat 's it! 

e) It shows that the husband and wife are now one body and will li ve thei r life together. 

f) This red colour o n the woman 's forehead differentiates whether she is marri ed or no l 
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Meryem: 

There are many different kinds of wedding ceremoni es in Turkey. Some brides have a separate 

ce lebrati on with their own fami ly and can' t see their future husband until the day of the 

wedding. We have a funn y tradition with the bride 's shoes. Her girl friends wri te their names 

in her shoes. At the end of the day the bride looks into her shoes. If someone's name is 

mi ssing that means they are the nex t person to get marri ed. My sister was very happy because 

her name was no longer there. ___________ _ _ 

5 Which is the correct fin al sentence for the above paragra ph ? Highlight your answer in 

red. 

a) She got marri ed six months later! 

b) Wh y, red of course! 

c) Thi s is to bring good luck and to stop anything bad breaking in the new home. 

d) That's it! 

e) It shows that the husband and wife are now one body and will li ve their life together. 

f) Thi s red co lour on the woman's forehead di ffe rentiates whether she is man-i ed or not. 
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Ria : 

A Pinch of Red-Coloured Powder on the Bride's Forehead One of the important event s in 

tradit ional wedding is that the groom puts a pinch of red-co loured powder on the bride 's 

forehead. In Nepal , thi s symboli zes that they arc now husband and wife. 

6 Which is the correct final sentence for the above paragraph ? Highlight your answer in 

red . 
a) She got married six months later! 

b) Why, red of course! 

c) This is to bring good luck and to stop anything bad breaking in the new home. 

d) That's it! 

e) It shoWS that the husband and wife arc now one body and will live their life together. 

f) Thi s red colour on the woman's forehead differentiates whether she is married or not. 
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Stage 5 Customs and Traditions around the world 

Noshilu: In Kenya and Tanzania, the Maasia tribe has quite a simple wedding. The bride 

wears all her jewellery - lots of earrings, necklaces and bracelets. The most important 

necklace is the one made by the bride's mother. It's always very beautiful and sometimes it 

can be very long. My necklace went down to my knees! My new husband came to my family's 

home and walked me to his family's home. I was then given some cows as a wedding present 

which now belong to my husband. That's it! 

Lin: Our weddings have a lot of red because for us it's the colour of love, wealth and 

happiness. My wedding gown was the traditional red, and so were the invitations I sent out to 

our guests. The wedding gifts from my husband's family were in red baskets. Nowadays in 

China it's quite usual to have a video made in a park. The bride and groom give each other 

handkerchiefs with a picture of a duck on because ducks always stay together. And the colour 

of the hankies? Why, red of course! 

Olga: For us it's quite normal to have two weddings. I had two weddings. The first wedding is 

the civil ceremony which everyone has. Then, if you want, you can have a church wedding. In 

Germany we also have a special evening called Polterabend. People bring old cups and plates 

and they throw these on the floor! This is great fun, and we make a lot of noise! Then the new 

couple sweep up the broken pottery together. This is to bring good luck and to stop anything 

bad breaking in the new home. 

Manuela: In Colombia we have a very beautiful candle ceremony.There are three candles,the 

bride lights the candle on her right and the groom lights the candle on his left. Then, together, 

the new husband and wife light the middle candle. Now there are three burning candles. Then 

the two candles on the left and right are blown out and the middle candle is left to burn alone. 

I was so happy doing this! It shows that the husband and wife are now one body and will live 

their life together. 

Meryem: There are many different kinds of wedding ceremonies in Turkey. Some brides have 

a separate celebration with their own family and can't see their future husband until the day of 

the wedding. We have a funny tradition with the bride's shoes. Her girlfriends write their 
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names in her shoes. At the end of the day the bride looks into her shoes. If someone's name is 

missing that means they are the next person to get married. 

My sister was very happy because her name was no longer there. She got married six months 

later! 

Ria: A Pinch of Red-Coloured Powder on the Bride's Forehead is of important events in 

traditional wedding that the groom puts a pinch of red-coloured powder on the bride's 

forehead. In Nepal, this symbolizes that they are husband and wife.This red colour on the 

woman's forehead differentiates whether she is married or not. 

Are the following statements about the paragraphs you have just read true (T) or false 

(F)? Write the correction in the open bracket [ .•. J. 

a) Only five of the women are married. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 

b) In Germany everyone has a church wedding. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 

c) In Colombia couples light three candles and then blowout two. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 

d) In Turkey people write in the groom's shoes. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 

e) The Maasai bride keeps her wedding present. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 

f) In China people give ducks as wedding gifts. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 

g) In Nepal, the groom puts a pinch of blue-coloured powder on the bride's forehead. ( ) 

[Correction: ] 
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Satge 6 Customs and Traditions around the world 

Noshilu: In Kenya and Tanzania, the Maasia tribe has quite a simple wedding. The bride 

wears all her jewellery - lots of earrings, necklaces and bracelets. The most important 

necklace is the one made by the bride's mother. It's always very beautiful and sometimes it 

can be very long. My necklace went down to my knees! My new husband came to my family's 

home and walked me to his family's home. I was then given some cows as a wedding present 

which now belong to my husband. That's it! 

Lin: Our weddings have a lot of red because for us it's the colour of love, wealth and 

happiness. My wedding gown was the traditional red, and so were the invitations I sent out to 

our guests. The wedding gifts from my husband's family were in red baskets. Nowadays in 

China it's quite usual to have a video made in a park. The bride and groom give each other 

handkerchiefs with a picture of a duck on because ducks always stay together. And the colour 

of the hankies? Why, red of course! 

Olga: For us it's quite normal to have two weddings. I had two weddings. The first wedding is 

the civil ceremony which everyone has. Then, if you want, you can have a church wedding. In 

Germany we also have a special evening called Polterabend. People bring old cups and plates 

and they throw these on the floor! This is great fun, and we make a lot of noise! Then the new 

couple sweep up the broken pottery together.This is to bring good luck and to stop anything 

bad breaking in the new home. 

Manuela: In Colombia we have a very beautiful candle ceremony. There are three candles, the 

bride lights the candle on her right and the groom lights the candle on his left. Then, together, 

the new husband and wife light the middle candle. Now there are three burning candles. Then 

the two candles on the left and right are blown out and the middle candle is left to burn alone. 

I was so happy doing this! It shows that the husband and wife are now one body and will live 

their life together. 

Meryem: There are many different kinds of wedding ceremonies in Turkey. Some brides have 

a separate celebration with their own family and can't see their future husband until the day of 
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the wedding. We have a funny tradition with the bride's shoes. Her girlfriends write their 

names in her shoes. At the end of the day the bride looks into her shoes. 

If someone's name is missing that means they are the next person to get married. My sister 

was very happy because her name was no longer there. She got married six months later! 

Ria: A Pinch of Red-Coloured Powder on the Bride's Forehead is of the important events in 

traditional wedding that the groom puts a pinch of red-coloured powder on the bride's 

forehead. In Nepal, this symbolizes that they are husband and wife.This red colour on the 

woman's forehead differentiates whether she is married or not. 

Answer the following questions about the reading text by highlighting the correct option 

in red. 

1) What is the common theme of these paragraphs? 

a) wedding traditions, b) honey-moon, c) parties before weddings, d) civil ceremony 

2) Why do girls at a Turkish wedding write their names on the bride's shoes? 

a) to stay at home, b) to be the best woman of the bride, c) to get married soon, d) to get the 

shoes 
3) Why in Colombia do they leave one candle to bum but not all three? 

a) it is beautiful, b) it means husband and wife are one body, c) no electricity, d) it is 

expensive 

4) What does it mean if you met a woman in Nepal with no red powder on her forehead? 

a) she has a husband, b) she doesn't have a husband, c) she has a baby, d) she doesn't have 

a baby 

5) Why do Chinese weddings have a lot of red? 

a) they love red, b) it brings love, wealth and happiness, c) to have more children, d) to 

bring luck 
6) Who owns caws in newly-wed Maasia family? 

a) wife, b) husband, c) mother-in-low, d) head of the Maasia tribe 

7) Why in a German traditional wedding do people smash old cups and plates on the floor? 

a) people don't use them anymore, b) it brings wealth, c) it brings luck d) it is a hobby. 
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Look at the table that has been filled in with information about a traditional wedding in 

Turkey. Each member of the group will search on line one section (e.g. Introduction, the bride 

and groom etc.) on hislher own for a traditional wedding in the United Kingdom (UK), that is 

in England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, and fill in the table with the information 

you find for the UK. 

You are going to present your findings in the class as a group. Combine the information you 

have found on one of the e-pad then connect the e-pad to the smart-board and each member of 

the group is going to present hislher section on the smart-board in front of the class. 

Countries Turkey The UK Differences Similarities 

Introduction Many different kinds of 

weddings, traditional 

religious marriage still 

popular. 

The bride and The bride wears long white 

groom dress and veil. 

The groom wears a suit and 

the barber shaves his beard. 

Some brides have a 

separate celebration with 

their own family and can't 

see their future husband 

until the day of the wedding 

Gifts Guests bring presents to the 

party such as gold, money, 

and kitchen things etc. 

The party During the wedding, the 

guests are usually provided 

food and drinks usually 

without alcohol. It can be 

expensive. 
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Honeymoon After the wedding, usually 

2-3 days the newly married 

couple stay at home or go 

to different places in 

Turkey or rarely abroad. 

Special custom In some weddings, the girls 

write their names In the 

bride's shoes, At the end of 

the day the bride looks into 

her shoes. If someone's 

name is missing that means 

they are the next person to 

get married. 
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APPENDIX F MAIN STUDY RESEARCH TOOlS 

Appendix F /la Pre- task questionnaire 

Dear student, 

As you know, the Turkish Ministry of Education has decided to issue an e-pad to every 

student in Anatolian High School. This is a questionnaire to find out your views about learning 

English, technology, the introduction and use of e-pads in your school and how you think they 

may affect the way you study and improve your reading skills in English. I will contact you 

again in a few months' time to find out about your experience with the e-pads. I am carrying 

out this survey as part of my Doctorate in Education programme and I would like to thank you, 

in advance, for your cooperation. Your answers to the questionnaire will be used for academic 

purposes only and will be kept confidential and the results will be presented in my research in 

such a way that no individuals can be identified. Kindly note that by completing this 

questionnaire, you agree to allow the data to be used by me, Kaslm Koruyan, for research 

purposes. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Please indicate your answers by circling the appropriate number or letter against each 

statement. 

Make sure you complete the personal information first. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION: 

Gender: Male I Female 

Age: 

How long have you been studying English? ......... years 
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Experience with e-pad touch or similar devices: 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

1. Do you have experience with an e-pad touch? Yes I No 

2. If yes, how often do you use it? 

a) every day b) once or twice a week c) once a month 

3. If yes, for what purpose do you use it? 

............................................................................................................... 

4. Do you own an e-pad? Yes/No 

5. Do you have computer access at home? Yes I No 

6. If yes, what types of computer do you or your parents have? a) PC b) Laptop c) Both 

7. How good are your computer skills? 

a) very good b) good c) not bad d) bad e) very Poor 

8. How often do you use the Internet? 

a) every day b) once or twice a week c) once a month d) never 

9. Do you use Mobile phones? Yes / No 

10. If yes, do you use it for? : 

a) Looking up information, b) texting, c) talking with others, e) playing games, f) e-mailing 

g) taking phOtos h) other, please specify: ..................................................... . 

11. If you use it to look up information, what sort of things do you look up? 

a) lesson-related (e.g. geography) b) general information (e.g. health) c) please 

specify: ...... ····· 
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12. If you play games online, do you play them on your: 

a) mobile phone b) computer c) both 

13. When you play the games, do you read the instruction in English? Yes/No 

14. Do you use MSN Messenger, Facebook or Skype or similar tools to chat with other people 

such as friends? Yes/ No 

15. Do you contact people from another country through the Internet? Yes/No 

16. If so, in what language do you communicate? a) Turkish b) Other: .••••••...•.• 

17. Do you use English apps (e.g. Skype, Twitter, Facebook, YouTube etc.)? Yes / No 

18. What kind of apps do you use and for what purpose? 

19. Do you watch films on the Internet? Yes I No 

20. If your answer to question 21 was "yes", do you watch the films on your own: (you can 

circle more than one option): 

1) PC 2) laptop 3) mobile phone 

21. If your answer to question 21 was "yes", do you watch them in English? Yes I No 

22. Do you watch them in Turkish? Yes/ No 

23. Do you listen to songs on Internet? Yes / No 

If yes, in English or in other language? 

................................................................................................................. 

24. If you listen to songs in English, do you look at their lyrics on the screen? Yes / No 
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Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

25. What do you consider your level of fluency in Reading English to be: 

I excellent I above average I average I weak I 

1= never 2= once a month 3= once a week 4=3 or 4 times a 5= every 

week day 

26. How often do you read in Turkish for pleasure? 1 2 3 4 5 

27. How often do you read in English for pleasure? 1 2 3 4 5 

28. How often do you read in Turkish for study purposes? 1 2 3 4 5 

29. How often do you read in English for study purposes? 1 2 3 4 5 

30. Do you find reading in English interesting? Yes/No 

31. What do you read (e.g. novel, newspapers, magazines etc.)? 

...................................................................................................... 

32. Do you read in English because your teachers ask you to do so, or because you want to 

read in English? ., ................ '" ................................................................. . 

33. What do you think would encourage you to read more in English? (you can circle more 

than one option) 

a) more guidance from the teacher 

b) different media (e.g. computer or video-based materials) 

c) more interesting material 

d) more free time 

e) using e-pad 

f) other: .................................................................. . 
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34. What do you expect to gain from your English lessons? (you can circle more than one 

option) 

a) to improve general English 

b) to improve reading skills in English 

c) to improve speaking skills in English 

d) to get a qualification 

e) nothing 

f) other: .................................................................. . 

35. Are you excited that you will use an e-pad for your language learning? Yes I No 

36. Do you think you are well prepared for the use of an e-pad? Yes I No 

37. Could you explain your answer to question 38 please (why you circled 'yes' or 'no')? 

38. Do you feel that you need more training to use an e-pad? Yes I No 

39. How will an e-pad help you in language learning? 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

1) Strongly disagree 12) Disagree /3) Not sure /4) Agree / 5) Strongly agree 

40 I will read more English on the Internet (e.g. in Facebook, 1 2 3 4 5 

Twitter, Wikipedia) if I use an e-pad in the classroom 

41 I will enjoy reading more English if I use an e-pad in the 1 2 3 4 5 

classroom 

42 I will put more effort into reading English if I use an e-pad in the 1 2 3 4 5 

classroom 

43 I will spend more time reading English If I use an e-pad in the 1 2 3 4 5 
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classroom 

44 If reading English texts are related to my real life experience, I 1 2 3 4 5 

will be more interested in doing tasks and activities than the ones 

not related 

45 If reading English texts are related to my real life experience, I 1 2 3 4 5 

will put more efforts in doing tasks and activities than the ones 

not related 

46 I don't feel generally comfortable learning in English classes 1 2 3 4 5 

47 Learning English will help me to become a new person 1 2 3 4 5 

48 I really enjoy learning English 1 2 3 4 5 

49 English is an important part of the school program 1 2 3 4 5 

50 I plan to learn as much English as possible 1 2 3 4 5 

51 I generally look forward to English classes 1 2 3 4 5 

52 The English classroom atmosphere is generally very pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 

53 I would rather spend my time on subjects other than English 1 2 3 4 5 

54 Learning English is a waste of time 1 2 3 4 5 

55 When I leave school, I shall give up the study of English entirely 1 2 3 4 5 

because I am not interested in it 

56 I am generally willing to work with my classmates as a group in 1 2 3 4 5 

English lessons 

57 Learning English will help me to meet foreigners with whom I 1 2 3 4 5 

can imagine myself speaking English and with whom I can make 

friends in holiday places in Turkey 

58 Studying English is important to me because an educated person 1 2 3 4 5 

is supposed to be able to speak English 

59 Learning English is important to me because without it one 1 2 3 4 5 

cannot be successful in any field such as future jobs and studies 

60 I study English because it will have financial benefits for me 1 2 3 4 5 

61 If I fail to learn English, I will be letting other people (e.g. my 1 2 3 4 5 
~ 
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family) down 

62 I can imagine myself speaking English with international friends 1 2 3 4 5 

or colleagues 

63 The things I want to do in the future require me to speak English 1 2 3 4 5 

64 When I think about my future, it will be important for me to be 1 2 3 4 5 

able use English 

65 I like to think of myself as someone who will be able to speak 1 2 3 4 5 

English 

66 I am generally willing to read in English on my own 1 2 3 4 5 

67 I like reading in English together with my classmates 1 2 3 4 5 

68 The teacher should explain every language point to me in the 1 2 3 4 5 

class 

69 I am usually willing to read in English together with my 1 2 3 4 5 

classmates 

70 I generally like taking part in activities which involve discussion 1 2 3 4 5 

within a group 

Thank you for completing the questionnaire! 

Please write your name here if you are willing to be interviewed! 
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Appendix F/lb Pre- task questionnaire (Turkish version) 

Sevgili Ogrenci, 

Bildigin gibi, Milli Egitim Bakanhgl, Anadolu liselerindeki her ogrenciye bir adet tablet 

bilgisayar dagltmaya karar verdi. Bu anket, ingilizce ogrenimi, teknoloji, okulunuzda sizlere 

dagltIlan tablet bilgisayarlarm tamtlml ve kullamml hakkmdaki goril~lerinizi ve bunlarm 

yah~malarmlzl nasIl etkiledigini ve ingilizce okuma becerinizi ne kadar geli~tirdigini ortaya 

ylkannak iyin hazlrlanan bir ankettir. Bu anketi doktora egitim programlmm bir paryasl olarak 

yaplyorum ve sizlere onceden yapacagmlz i~birliginden dolaYI te~ekkur etmek istiyorum. 

Sizin ankete vereceginiz cevaplar sadece akademik amaylar iyin kullamlacaktIr ve gizli 

tutulacakttr. Aynca ara~tJrma sonucunda hiybir bireyin kimligi aYlklanmayacaktlr. Bu anketi 

cevapladlgmlz zaman burada vermi~ oldugunuz bilgilerin ara~tlrma amaclyla Kaslm Koruyan 

tarafmdan kullamlacagml kabul ettiginizi Wtfen unutmaym. 

TALIMA TLAR: 

LUtfen cevaplanmzl uygun numarah veya alfabetik ~lkkl yuvarlak iyine alarak i~aretleyiniz. 

Lutfen rum ki~isel bilgileri doldurarak ba~laymlz. 

KI~lsEL BILGiLER: 

Cinsiyet: ErkeklBayan 

Ya~: 

, . db' .. ~. ? I Ingilizce yl ne zaman an ert ogremyorsunuz ......... yl 
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Tablet ve benzeri cihazlarla deneyim: 

Size gore en uygun cevabl daire i~ine aIm. Dogru veya yanb~ cevap yoktur! 

1. Tablet bilgisayarla herhangi bir deneyimin var ml? Evet / HaYlr 

2. Evet ise, tableti ne slkhkla kullamyorsunuz? 

a) hergiln b) haftada bir veya iki defa c) ayda bir 

3. Evet ise, tableti ne ie;in kullamyorsunuz? 

................................................................................................................................................. 

4. Tablet bilgisayann var ml? Evet / HaYlr 

5. Evde bilgisayara eri~imin var mi? Evet / Haylr 

6. Evet ise, ne tilr bir bilgisayara sahipsiniz? a) Masa iistii b) Diz iistii c) ikiside 

7. Bilgisayar becerilerin ne kadar iyi? 

1) e;ok iyi 2) iyi 3) fena degil 4) zayif 5) e;ok zayif 

8. Ne kadar slkhkla internet kullamyorsun? 

1) Her giln 2) Haftada bir veya iki defa 3) Ayda bir 4) Hie; 

9. Cep telefonu kullamyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

10. Evet ise ne ama9la kullamyorsun: (Birden fazla ~lkkl daire i9ine alabilirsin) 

1) bilgi edinmek ie;in, 2) klsa mesaj, 3) sohbet, 4) oyun oynamak, 5) email 6) fotograf gekmek 

ie;in 

7) diger, lutfen belirtiniz: .............................................................. . 

11. Eger bilgi edinmek i9in kullanyorsan, ne t1ir bir bilgi? 

1) dersle ilgili (ornegin; cografya) 2) genel bilgi (ornegin; saghk) 3) diger 11itfen belirtiniz: 
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12. Eger online oyun oynuyorsan, oyunlari nerde oynuyorsun: 

2) Cep telefonunda 2) Bilgisayarda 3) her ikisinde 

13. Oyun oynarken talimatlari ingilizce mi okuyorsun? t) Evet 2) HaYlr 

14. Hi9 ba~ka insanlarla, (ornegin arkada~larmla) sohbet etmek i9in MSN Messenger, 

Facebook ya da Skype kullamyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

15. internet Uzerinden farkh Ulkeden ki~ilerle irtibat kuruyor musun? 1) Evet 2) Hayir 

16. Evet ise hangi dilde konu~uyorsunuz? a) Tiirk~e b) diger: ••••••••••••••••••• 

17. ingilizce sohbet programlanm (Skype, Twitter, Facebook YouTube gibi) 

kullamyonnusun? a) Evet b)HaYlr 

18. Ne tUr uygulamalar kullamyorsun ve hangi amar;la? 

................................................................................................... 

19. intemette film izliyor musun? 1) Evet 2)HaYlr 

20.21. soru "evet" ise, filmleri nerede izliyorsun? (birden fazla ~lkkl daire ir;ine alabilirsin) 

1) Masa UstU bilgisayar 2) Diz UstU bilgisayar 3) Cep telefonu 

21.20. soru "evet" ise, filmleri ingilizce mi izliyorsun? t) Evet 2) HaYlr 

22. Filmleri TUrk~e mi izliyorsun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

23. intemette mUzik dinliyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

Evet ise, tngilizce mi yoksa ba~ka bir dilde mi dinliyorsun? Liitfen belirtiniz: 

............................................................................................................... 

24. tngilizce mUzik dinliyorsan, sozcUk anlamlanna intern etten mi baklyorsun? . 

t) Evet 2) Haylr 

Size gore en uygun cevabl daire i~ine aim. Dogru veya yanh~ cevap yoktur! 
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25. Sana gore ingilizce Okumada aklclhk duzeyin nedir: 

miikemmel ortalamanm ortalama zaYlf 

iizerinde 

1= her gun 2= haftada 3 veya 4 3= haftada bir 4=ayda bir 5= hi~bir 

kez kez defa zaman 

26. Ne slkhkla zevk i~in Tilrk~e okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

27. Ne slkhkla zevk i~in ingilizce okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

28. Ne slkhkla derslerin i~in Tiirk~e okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

29. Ne slkhkla derslerin i~in ingilizce okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 5 

30. ingilizce okumaYI i1gin~ buluyor musun? 1) Evet 2) HaYlf 

31. Ne okuyorsun (ornegin, roman, gazete, magazin vb.? ....................................................... .. 

32. Ogretmenin sana soyledigi i~in mi ingilizce okuyorsun, yoksa sen istedigin i~in mi 

ingilizce okuyorsun? 

33. Sence ~agldakilerden hangisi seni daha fazla Ingilizce okumaya te~vik eder? (Birden 

fazla secenegi i~aretleyebilirsiniz) 

a) ogretmenin daha fazla rehberlik etmesi 

b) farkh i1eti~im ara~lan (ornegin bilgisayar veya video) 

c) daha i1gin~ ara~ ve gere~ler 

d) daha fazla bo~ zaman 

e) tablet bigisayar kullanmak 

f) diger: .................................................................. . 

34. ingilizce derslerinden ne tur kazarummlar elde etmeyi bekliyorsun? ? (Birden fazla 

secenegi i~aretleyebilirsiniz) 

a) genel ingilizceyi geli~tirmek 

b) ingilizce okuma becerilerini geli~tirmek 

c) ingilizce konu~ma becerilerini geli~tirmek 
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d) Bir sertifika elde etmek 

e) hi9bir ~ey 

f) diger: .............................................................. . 

35. Dil ogrenimin i9in tablet bilgisayar kullanacagm i9in heyecanh mlsm? 

1) Evet 2) HaYlr 

36. Tablet biIgisayar kullamml i9in iyi hazulandigml dii~iiniiyor musunuz? 

1) Evet 2) Hayhr 

37.42. soruya verdigin cevabi a91kk1ayabilir misin lUtfen 

(Ned en 'evet' ya da 'haYlr')? 

38. Tablet biIgisayar kullamml i9in egitime ihtiya9 oldugunu dii~iiniiyor musunuz? 

1) Evet 2) Haylr 

39. Tablet bilgisayarm size dil ogreniminde nasll yardlmcl olacak? .......................................... .. 

A~agldaki ifadeleri okuyun ve size en uygun cevabl daire i~ine alin. Yanh~ veya dogru 

cevap yoktur! 

1) Kesinlikle 2) 3) Emin degilim 4) 5) Kesinlikle 

Katilmiyorum KatIlmlyorum Kabhyorum Katlhyorum 

40 Eger smlfta tablet bigisayar kullamrsan, internette daha 90k 1 2 3 4 5 

ingilizce okuyacam (ornegin, Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia) 

41 Eger slmfta tablet bigisayar kullamrsan, ingilizce okumak daha 1 2 3 4 5 

90k ho~uma gidecek 

42 Eger smlfta tablet bigisayar kullamrsan, ingilizce okumak i9in 1 2 3 4 5 

daha fazla 9aba harcayacaglm 

43 Eger SIDlfta tablet bigisayar kullamrsan, ingilizce okumak i9in 1 2 3 4 5 
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daha fazla zaman harcayacaglm 

44 Okuma metinleri benim ger~ek ya~am deneyimiyle alakah ise, 1 2 3 4 5 

konu ile ilgili olmayan metinlerden daha fazla ah~tlrma ve 

aktivite yapmaya ilgi duyacaglm 

45 Okuma metinleri benim ger~ek ya~am deneyimiyle alakah ise, 1 2 3 4 5 

konu ile ilgili olmayan metinlerden daha fazla ah~tlrma ve 

aktivite yapmaya ~aba sarfedecegim 

46 tngilizce ogrenim slmflarindan genel olarak ho~nut degilim 1 2 3 4 5 

47 ingilizce ogrenmek bana yeni bir kimlik kazanmamda yardlmcl 1 2 3 4 S 

olacaktlr. 

48 ingilizce ogrenmekten ger~ekten ho~lamnm 1 2 3 4 5 

49 ingilizce okul programmm onemli bir par~asldlr. 1 2 3 4 5 

50 MUmktin oldugu kadar ingilizce ogrenmeyi planhyorum. 1 2 3 4 5 

51 tngilizce derslerini genellikle dort gozle beklerim 1 2 3 4 5 

52 ingilizce slmfmm atmosferi genellikle ~ok zevkli 1 2 3 4 5 

53 ingilizce ogrenme yerine zamanlml diger derslere harcamaYl 1 2 3 4 5 

tercih ederim 

54 ingilizce ogrenmek vakit kaybldlr 1 2 3 4 5 

5S Okuldan ayrilinca ingilizce calismayi tamamen birakacam, 1 2 3 4 5 

~tinkti ona ilgim yok. 

S6 Genellikle slmf arkadaslarlmla ingilizce derslerinde grup olarak 1 2 3 4 S 

~ah~maya istekliyim 

57 ingilizce ogrenmek TUrkiye'de tatil yerlerinde yabancilarla 1 2 3 4 S 

ingilizce konu~mayi hayal edebilecegim and onlarla arkad~lik 
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kurabiImem i9in bana yardimci olacaktlr. 

58 ingilizce 9ah~mak benim i9in onemli Ij:iinkii egitimli ki~i 1 2 3 4 5 

ingilizce konu~abilmeli 

59 ingilizce ogrenmek benim i9in onemlidir 9UnkU kimse onsuz 1 2 3 4 5 

herhangi bir alanda, omegin, i~ ve okul, ba~anh olamaz 

60 ingilizce ogreniyorum Ij:UnkU bana finansal a9idan yararlan 1 2 3 4 5 

olacaktIr. 

61 ingilizce'den ba~arisiz olursam, diger insanlan (ailem gibi) 1 2 3 4 5 

hayal kmkhgma ugratml~ olurum. 

62 Kendimi uluslararasl arkadaslarla veya meslekta~larla 1 2 3 4 5 

konu~urken hayal edebiliyorum 

63 iIeride yapmak istedigim ~eyler, bana ingilizce konu~maml 1 2 3 4 5 

gerektirir 

64 Gelecegimi dU~UndUgUm zaman, ingilizce kullanmam onemlidir 1 2 3 4 5 

65 Kendimi ingilizce konu~abilecek biri olarak dU~Unmek istiyorum 1 2 3 4 5 

66 ingilizceyi genellikle kendi kendime okumayi istekliyim 1 2 3 4 5 

67 Ogretmen slmfia, ban a hertUIU dil bilgisini alj:lklamsi gerekir 1 2 3 4 5 

68 Genelde kendi ogrenimimin sorumlulugunu alabilirim 1 2 3 4 5 

69 Smlf arkada~lanmla beraber ingilizceyi genet olarak okumak 1 2 3 4 5 

istiyorum 

70 Ben genellikle grub tartl~masl igeren etkinliklerde yer almak 1 2 3 4 5 

isterim 

Anketi doldurdugun i~in te~ekkUr ederim! 

YukarIdakl sorularla i1gili roportaj yapmak i~in istekliysen buraya ismini yaz IUtfen! 
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Appendix F /2a Post- task questionnaire 

Dear student, 

Now that you have been using an e-pad for your studies for a few months, I would like to find 

out your views about learning English and your experience with the e-pads in school. I am 

interested in whether you think they have changed the way you study and your reading skills 

in English in particular. I am carrying out this survey as part of my Doctorate in Education 

programme and I would like to thank you, in advance, for your cooperation. Your answers to 

the questionnaire will be used for academic purposes only and will be kept confidential and 

the results will be presented in my research in such a way that no individuals can be identified. 

Kindly note that by completing this questionnaire, you agree to allow the data to be used by 

me, KaSlm Koruyan, for research purposes. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

Please indicate your answers by circling the appropriate number or letter against each 

statement. Make sure you complete the personal information first. 

PERSONAL INFORMATION: 

Gender: MalelFemale 

Age: 
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Note: Some time ago you completed an initial questionnaire and I like you now please to give 

an update on your answers which will reflect your experience learning English through using 

the e-pad in the meantime. 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

1) Strongly disagree 2) Disagree 3) Not sure 4) Agree 5) Strongly agree 

1 Learning English will help me to become a new person 1 2 3 4 5 

2 I feel comfortable learning English in class 1 2 3 4 5 

3 English is an important part of the school program 1 2 3 4 5 

4 I have been putting more effort into reading English since I 1 2 3 4 5 

started using the e-pad in the classroom 

5 I am really enjoying learning English using the e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

6 I have been spending more time reading English since I started 1 2 3 4 5 

using the e-pad in the class 

7 I was interested in doing the tasks and activities because the 1 2 3 4 5 

reading texts were related to my real life experience 

8 I put more effort in doing the tasks and activities because the 1 2 3 4 5 

reading texts were related to my real life experience 

9 Learning English is more fun when using an e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

10 I felt very satisfied when I was searching online for information 1 2 3 4 5 

about "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

11 I felt very satisfied when I found information on "Fun Festivals, 1 2 3 4 5 

Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

12 I felt very motivated when I presented the results of my research 1 2 3 4 5 

about "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

13 I was very happy to work with my group 1 2 3 4 5 

14 Activities based on the use of e-pad make it more enjoyable to 1 2 3 4 5 

learn English 
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15 I felt very motivated when I was reading the texts and doing the 1 2 3 4 5 

activities using the e-pad 

If you felt motivated, name one factor that you found 

motivating: 

16 U sing an e-pad makes no difference to reading English 1 2 3 4 5 

17 I felt less motivated when I was reading the texts and doing the 1 2 3 4 5 

activities using the e-pad. 

If you felt less motivated, name one factor that you found 

demoti vating: 

18 I want to learn as much English as possible using the e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

19 I wanted to read more about the festivals of other cultures when 1 2 3 4 5 

searching online for information 

20 I am now looking forward to my English classes 1 2 3 4 5 

21 The atmosphere of the English classes is pleasant 1 2 3 4 5 

22 I would rather spend my time on subjects other than English 1 2 3 4 5 

23 Learning English is a waste of time 1 2 3 4 5 

24 I had difficulties at the beginning but now I am used to the e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

and my English has been improving since I started using it 

25 It was nice to see what my friends achieved in English in a short 1 2 3 4 5 

period of time 

26 I like doing research on my own using the e-pad 1 2 3 4 5 

27 Working together gave me the opportunity to interact and shared 1 2 3 4 5 

my ideas with others and I enjoyed it 

28 I believe that with the help of the e-pad, I have taken a few steps 1 2 3 4 5 

in learning English on my own 

29 It was a useful experience to search online and find information 1 2 3 4 5 

about "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

then present it to the class as a group 

30 It was really enjoyable to produce something (e.g. conducting an 1 2 3 4 5 

interview) on my own 

31 I began to improve my reading skills through further practice 1 2 3 4 5 
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activities using the e-pad 

32 It was difficult to take on responsibility for conducting an 1 2 3 4 5 

interview about" Women's Football" but I am used to it now 

and I am willing to do more this way 

33 It was difficult to take on responsibility for searching on the 1 2 3 4 5 

Internet about "Fun Festivals, Women's FootbaII and Malala's 

Story" in the class but I am used to it now and I am willing to 

do more this way 

34 It was difficult to take on responsibility for presenting my 1 2 3 4 5 

results from "Fun Festivals, Women's FootbaII and Malala's 

Story" in the class but I am used to it now and I am willing to 

do more this way 

35 I did not like working with others 1 2 3 4 5 

36 Working together and sharing ideas has helped my language 1 2 3 4 5 

learning progress positively 

37 Working together and sharing ideas has encouraged me to put 1 2 3 4 5 

more effort into my language learning 

38 I feel that my reading skills has improved since I started using 1 2 3 4 5 

the e-pad 

39 Group activities increase interaction between students which 1 2 3 4 5 

positively affect my English learning 

40 The most important part of learning English in this class is we 1 2 3 4 5 

learn by being actively involved into the learning process 

41 I like reading in English on my own 1 2 3 4 5 

42 I like reading in English together with my classmates 1 2 3 4 5 

43 I am now able to take some responsibilities for my own learning 1 2 3 4 5 

as I did in the reading activities such as searching online to find 

information about "Women's Football" 

44 I feel that the level of my reading skills has increased since I did 1 2 3 4 5 

the reading activities 

45 Searching online enabled me to use different learning strategies 1 2 3 4 5 
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such as consulting online dictionaries, looking up for 

information from different websites etc. 

46 Learning English is important to me because without it one 1 2 3 4 5 

cannot be successful in any field such as future jobs and studies 

47 The things I want to do in the future require me to use English 1 2 3 4 5 

48 My parents encourage me to take every opportunity to use my 1 2 3 4 5 

English (e.g. reading) 

49 I like to think of myself as someone who will be able to speak 1 2 3 4 5 

English 

50 I can imagine myself studying in a university where all my 1 2 3 4 5 

courses are taught in English 

51 If I fail to learn English. I will be letting other people (e.g. my 1 2 3 4 5 

family) down 

52 Learning English will help me to meet foreigners with whom I 1 2 3 4 5 

can imagine myself speaking English and with whom I can 

make friends in holiday places in Turkey 

53 I can imagine myself speaking English with international friends 1 2 3 4 5 

or colleagues 

Circle the answer which is most appropriate for you. There are no right or wrong 

answers! 

54. What do you consider your level of fluency in Reading English to be 

now: 

I excellent I above average I average I weak 

1= every day 2= 3 or 4 times a 3= once a week 4=once a month 

week 

55 How often do you read in English for pleasure? 1 2 

56 How often do you read in English for study purposes? 1 2 
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57. How helpful have you found using the e-pad for learning English? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 
2 2 3 

58. How helpful have using the e-pad been in improving your reading skills? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 
223 

59. What difference do you think using the e-pad has made to learning English so far? 

............................................................................................................... 
Now think about the English lessons on the topics of "Fun Festivals, Women's Football 

and Malala's Story" which you attended in November and December and answer the 

following questions about the lessons. Please read the questions carefully before you 

answer and circle ONE number only in your answer. 

60. What do you think about the length of the reading texts? 

Too short short right length long too long 

1 2 3 4 5 

61. How difficult/easy did you find the reading texts? 

very difficult difficult moderate easy very easy 

1 2 3 4 5 

62. Were the activities (watching video clips on YouTube, reading the photos related 

to the texts and discussing ideas with partners, etc.) helpful in understanding the 

content of the lessons before you started to read the text? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 
1 2 3 

Could you explain your answer to question 62 please? ....................................................... . 

63. How helpful were the instructions displayed on the smart-board while you 

carried out the reading activities on "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and 

Malala's Story"? 

not helpful 
1 

helpful 
2 
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64. Were there many words you did not understand while reading? 

no 
1 

few 
2 

many 
3 

very many 
4 

65. What did you do to find out the meaning of the unknown words? Write your answer below. 

66. How interesting did you find the topics of the reading texts? 

not interesting 
1 

interesting 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 66 please? 

very interesting 
3 

67. How useful were the exercises and activities (skim, scan and careful reading; 

group presentations; feedback stage and class blog) in understanding the text? 

not useful 
1 

useful 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 67 please? 

very useful 
3 

68. How useful were the group discussions in understanding the text? 

not useful 
1 

useful 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 68 please? 

69. How useful were the pair work in understanding the text? 

not useful 
1 

useful 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 69 please? 

very useful 
3 

very useful 
3 

...................................................................................................... 
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70. How useful was the preparation of the group presentations in improving your 

reading skills? 

not useful useful 
1 2 

Could you explain your answer to question 70 please? 

very useful 
3 

71. How useful was the preparation of the group presentations in improving your 

reading strategies? 

not useful 
1 

useful 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 71 please? 

very useful 
3 

...................................................................................................... 

72. How useful was the preparation of the group presentations in improving your 

skills in terms of researching information? 

not useful 
1 

useful 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 72 please? 

very useful 
3 

................................................................................................... 

73. How useful were the feedback stage and class blog in reflecting on your views 

about the reading activities and lessons? 

not useful 
1 

useful 
2 

Could you explain your answer to question 73 please? 

very useful 
3 

......................................................................................................... 

74. What else would you like to say about the lesson on the topics of "Fun Festivals, 

Women's Football and Malala's Story"? 

Thank you for completing the questionnaire! 
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Appendix F /2b Post- task questionnaire (Turkish version) 

Sevgili Ogrenci, 

Bir ka<;: aydu <;:ah~malanmz i<;:in tablet bilgisayar kullamyorsunuz. ingilizce ogrenimi ve tablet 

bilgisayarlarla olan deneyiminiz hakkmda gOrU~lerinizi ogrenmek istiyorum. Bu tabletlerin 

<;:ah~ma bi<;:iminizi ve ozellikle ingilizce okuma becerilerinizi degi~tirip degi~tirmedigi ile ilgili 

goru~lerinizle i1gileniyorum. Bu anketi doktora egitim programlmm bir par<;:aSl olarak 

yaplyorum ve sizlere onceden yapacagmlz i~birliginden dolaYl te~ekkiir etmek istiyorum. 

Sizin ankete vereceginiz cevaplar sadece akademik ama<;:lar i<;:in kullamlacaktlr ve gizli 

tutulacaktu. Aynca ara~tlrma sonucunda hi<;:bir bireyin kimligi a<;:lklanmayacaktlr. Bu anketi 

cevapladlgmlz zaman burada vermi~ oldugunuz bilgilerin ara~tlrma amaclyla KaSlm Koruyan 

tarafmdan kullamlacagml kabul ettiginizi IUtfen unutmaym 

TALtMATLAR: 

Liltfen cevaplanmzl uygun numarah veya alfabetik ~lkkl yuvarlak i<;:ine alarak i~aretleyiniz. 

LUtfen tUm ki~isel bilgileri doldurarak b~laYlmz. 

KtstSEL BtLGtLER: 

Cinsiyet: ErkekIKadm 

Ya~: 
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Not: Bir slire once siz ilk anketi doldurmu~tunuz ve ~imdi ise bu arada e-pad'inizi kullanarak 

tngilizce ogrenmedeki deneyiminizi yansltacak glincel cevaplanmzl almak istiyorum. 

Liitfen sizin i~in en uygun cevabl daireye aim. Dogru veya yanh~ cevap yoktur! 

l)Kesinlikle 2) 3) Emin degilim 4) 5)Kesinlikle 

KatIlmlyorum Katdmlyorum KatIhyorum Katlhyorum 

1 ingilizce ogrenmek ban a yeni bir kimlik kazanmamda yardlmci 1 2 3 4 5 

olacaktlr 

2 Bu SInlfta ingilizce ogrenirken kendimi rahat hissediyorum 1 2 3 4 5 

3 ingilizce okul programmm onemli bir paryasldlr 1 2 3 4 5 

4 Slmfta e-pad kullanmaya ba~ladlglmdan beri ingilizce okumaya 1 2 3 4 5 

daha fazla yaba harclyorum 

5 Tablet bilgisayar kullanarak ingilizceyi ogrenmekten geryekten 1 2 3 4 5 

zevk altyorum 

6 Ben smlfta e-pad kullanmaya ba~ladlglmdan beri ingilizce 1 2 3 4 5 

okumaya daha fazla zaman harclyorum 

7 Ah~ttma ve Aktiviteleri yapmaya ilgi duydum, ylinkli okuma 1 2 3 4 5 

metinleri benim ger~ek hayat deneyimi ile ilgiliydi 

8 Ah~tIma ve Aktiviteleri yaparken daha fazla yaba harcadlm, 1 2 3 4 5 

~tinkti okuma metinleri benim ger~ek hayat deneyimi ile ilgiliydi 

9 Tablet kullanarak ingilizceyi ogrenmek daha 90k eglence 1 2 3 4 5 

demektir. 

10 "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" ile ilgili 1 2 3 4 5 

ara~tlrma yaparken kendimi ~ok memnun hissettim 

11 "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" ile ilgili 1 2 3 4 5 

bilgi buldugumda kendimi c;ok memnun hissettim 
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12 "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" ile ilgili 1 2 3 4 5 

ar~tlfma sonu~lanm sundugum zaman kendimi ~ok motive 

hissettim 

13 Grubumla ~ah~mak ~ok mutluluk vericiydi 1 2 3 4 5 

14 ingilizce 6grenmede tablet ile aktiviteler daha fazla zevk veriyor 1 2 3 4 5 

15 Tablet kullanarak metin okudugumda ve aktiviteleri yaptlglmda 1 2 3 4 5 

kendimi ~ok motive olmu~ hissettim. 

Kendini motive olmu~ hissettiysen, seni motive eden bir sebep 

yazm: 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

16 ingilizce okumada tablet kullanlml hi~bir degi~iklik yapmlyor. 1 2 3 4 5 

17 Tablet kullanarak okuma par~asl okudugumda ve aktiviteleri 1 2 3 4 5 

yaptlglmda kendimi daha az motive olmu~ hissettim. 

Kendini daha az motive olmu~ hissettiysen, bunun sebeplerinden 

birinin adml yazm: 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

18 MiimkUn oldugu kadar ~ok ingilizce 6grenmek i~in e-pad'den en 1 2 3 4 5 

Ust derecede yararlanmaYl planhyorum. 

19 Intemette bilgi i~in ara~tlfma yaparken diger kiiltiirlerin 1 2 3 4 5 

festivalleri hakkmda daha fazla okumak istedim 

20 ~imdi ingilizce derslerini d6rt gozle bekliyorum 1 2 3 4 5 

21 ingilizce slmfmm atmosferi ho~ 1 2 3 4 5 

22 Zamamml ingilizceden ~ok diger konular iizerinde ge~irmek 1 2 3 4 5 

istiyorum. 

23 tngilizce 6grenmek zamam bo~a harcamak demektir. 1 2 3 4 5 

24 B~ta zorluklar ya~adlm, ancak ~imdi tablet bilgisayar'a ah~tlm 1 2 3 4 5 

ve bu ara~ ingilizcemi geli~tiriyor 

25 Arkada~lanmm bu kadar klsa sUrede kazanlmlanm g6rmek 90k 1 2 3 4 5 

gUzeldi 
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26 Tablet kullanarak kendi kendime ara~tlrma yapmaYI seviyorum 1 2 3 4 5 

27 Birlikte ~ah~ma bana ba~kalan ile etkile~im ve fikirlerimi 1 2 3 4 5 

payla~ma imkan verdi ve ho~uma gitti 

28 Tablet bilgisayar yardlml ile kendi ba~lma ingilizce ogrenmede 1 2 3 4 5 

birka~ basamak yUkseldigime inamyorum 

29 "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" 1 2 3 4 5 

konusunda Intemette ara~mak yaplp ve bilgi bulmak ve daha 

sonra bunu SlnIfta sunmak faydah bir deneyimdi 

30 Kendi ba~lma bir ~eyler Uretmek (ornegin, anket yapmak) 1 2 3 4 5 

ger~ekten giizeldi. 

31 Tablet bilgisayar kullanarak, tek ba~lma daha ileri pratik 1 2 3 4 5 

aktiviteler sayesinde okuma becerimi geli~tidim 

32 "Women's Football" iizerine anket uygulama sorumlulugunu 1 2 3 4 5 

ustlenmek zordu [akat ~imdi ona ah~tJm ve bu yolla daha ~ok 

sunum yapmayl istiyorum. 

33 "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" iizerine 1 2 3 4 5 

Intemette ara~tJrma yapma sorumlulugunu iistlenmek zordu 

[akat ~imdi ona ah~tJm ve bu yolla daha cok sunum yapmaYI 

istiyorum. 

34 "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" Uzerine 1 2 3 4 5 

ara~tlrma sonuclarml sunma sorumlulugunu Ustlenmek zordu 

fakat ~imdi ona ah~tIm ve bu yolla daha cok sunum yapmaYI 

istiyorum. 

35 Ba~kalafl ile cah~maktan ho~lanmadlm 1 2 3 4 5 

36 Birlikte cah~mak ve fikirleri payla~mak dili ogrenmemde bana 1 2 3 4 5 

olumlu katklda bulunuyor. 

37 Birlikte cah~lp ve fikir payla~mak beni dili ogrenmeye daha 1 2 3 4 5 

fazla te~vik etti 

38 Tablet'i kullandlglmdan beri okuma becerimin geli~tigini 1 2 3 4 5 

hissedi yorum. 
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39 Grup lYah~malaf1 ogrenciler arasmda etkile~imi artlrmaktadlr; bu 1 2 3 4 5 

da benim ingilizce ogrenmemi olumlu etkiliyor. 

40 Bu slmfta ingilizce ogrenmenin en onemli klsml dili aktif 1 2 3 4 5 

ogrenme silrecine dahil edilerek ogrenmektir 

41 Yalmzken ingilizce okumak ho~uma gidiyor 1 2 3 4 5 

42 Slmarkarda~lanmla beraber ingilizce okumak ho~uma gitti 1 2 3 4 5 

43 Okuma faaliyetlerindeki "Women's FootbIl" hakkmda bilgi 1 2 3 4 5 

edinmek ilYin internette yaptlglm ar~tlrmada oldugu gibi kendi 

kendime ogrenme sorumlulugunu artJk alabilirim 

44 Okuma aktivitelerini yaptlmgldan beri okuma seviyemin 1 2 3 4 5 

yUkseldigini hissediyorum 

45 Online arama, bana lYevrimilYi sozlUklere bakma, bilgi ilYin farkh 1 2 3 4 5 

web sitelerini arama gibi farkh ogrenme stratej ilerini vb. 

kullanmam ilYin olanak tamdl 

46 ingilizceyi ogrenmek benim ilYin onemlidir; IYUnkU 0 olmadan 1 2 3 4 5 

ki~i hilYbir alanda ba~anh olamaz 

47 Gelecekte yapmaYl istedigim ~eyler benim ingilizce kullanmaml 1 2 3 4 5 

gerektiriyor 

48 Ailem ingilizceyi kullanmam ilYin her flrsatI degerlendirmem 1 2 3 4 5 

ic;in beni cesaretlendiriyor 

49 Kendimi ingilizce konu~abilecek birisi olarak dU~Unmek 1 2 3 4 5 

istiyorum 

50 Kendimi tUm derslerimin ingilizce olarak okutuldugu bir 1 2 3 4 5 

tiniversitede okuyan biri olarak hayal edebiliyorum 

51 ingilizce ogrenmede b~anslz olursam, diger insanlarl (ornegin, 1 2 3 4 5 

ail em) hayal kmkhgma ugratml~ olurum 

52 ingilizce ogrenmek bana yabancdarla ingilizce konu~maYl hayal 1 2 3 4 5 

edebilecek ve TUrkiye'nin tatil yerlerinde onlarla arkada~lik 

yapabilecegim yabancllarla kar~llamama yardlmcl olacaktu 

53 Kendimi uluslararasl arkad~lar veya i~ arkada~laf1 ile tngilizce 1 2 3 4 5 

konu~an biri oalarak hayal edebiliyorum 
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I I I I I 
Sizin i.;in en uygun cevabl daireye aim. Dogru veya yanh~ cevap yoktur! 

54. Simdi ingilizce okuma aktcthgmm ne seviyede oldugunu dii~iiniiyorsun: 

r Miikemmel I Ortanm Ozeri I Orta I Zaytf I 

1= her gun 2= Haftada 3 veya 4 3- Haftada bir 4= Ayda bir kez 5=Hi~ 

kez kez 

55 Zevk ic;:in ne stkhkla ingilizce okuyorsun? 1 2 3 4 

56 C;ah~ma amac;:hyla ingilizce okumaYI ne slkhkla yaptyorsun? 1 2 3 4 

5 

5 

57. ingilizce ogrenmede tablet bilgisayar kullanmak size ne kadar yardimci oldu? 

YardtmCI olmadl Yardtmct oldu C;::ok yardlmct oldu 
1 2 3 

58. Okuma becerilerinizi geli~tirmede tablet bilgisayar kullanmak size ne kadar 

yardlmcloldu? 

YardlmCl oimadl 
1 

YardlmCI oidu 
2 

C;ok yardlmcl oidu 
3 

59. ~imdiye kadar ingilizce ogrenmenize tablet kullanmak sizce ne gibi katkdar yaptI? 

................................................................................................... 
Simdi Arahkta katddlgm "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Matala's Story" 

konusundaki ingilizce dersi hakkmda dii~iiniin ve dersle i1gili a~agldaki sorulan 

cevaplaylD. Liitfen sorulara cevap vermeden once, dikkatlice okuyun ve sadece BiR 

saylyl daireye aim. 

60. Metinlerin uzunlugu hakkmdaki dii~iinceniz nedir? 

C;ok klsa 
1 

Klsa Uygun UzunIukta 
2 3 
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61. Metinlerin okumasl sana ne kadar zor/kolay geldi? 

<;ok lOr Zor Orta zorlukta 
1 2 3 

Kolay 
4 

<;ok Kolay 
5 

62. Metnleri okuma i1e i1giJi derse ba~lamadan (inee aktiviteleri (y outube k1ipleri 

izlemek, metinlerle ilgiJi fotograflarI okumak ve arkada,larlD i1e fikirleri 

tartJ~mak i~erigi anlamak i~in faydah? 

Faydah Degil Faydah 
1 2 

Ltitfen 62. Soruya cevabmlzl a/y1k1ayabilir misiniz? 

<;ok faydah 
3 

63. Berrakllk baglamlDda tabletteki "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's 

Story" i1e i1giJi okuma aktivitelerini yUriitiirken akIlb tahtada sun ulan talimatlar 

ne kadar faydabydl? 

Faydah degildi 
1 

Faydah 
2 

64. Okurken anlamadlglDlZ ~ok saylda kelime var mlydl? 

Hayu <;ok az saYlda <;ok 
1 2 3 

<;ok faydah 
3 

<;ok fazla saYlda 
4 

65. Bilinmeyen kelimelerin anlamlanm bulmak i/yin ne yaphmz? Cevaplannmzl a~agl yazmlz. 

66. Okuma par~alarlDlD konusunu ne kadar ilgin~ buldunuz? 

Ugin/Y degil lIgin~ 
1 2 

Ltitfen 66. sorunun cevabml a~lklayabilir misiniz? 

<;ok ilgin/y 
3 

67. Metoi aolama ooktaslDda ah~tJrmalar ve aktiviteler (tarama yapma, dikkatli 

okuma, grup suoumumlarI, geribildirim a~amasl ve slmf blogu) oe kadar 

faydabydl? 
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Faydah degil Faydah 
1 2 

LOtfen, 67. Soruyu verdiginiz cevabl a9lk1ayabilir misiniz? 

<;ok faydah 
3 

................................................................................................ 

68. Metinleri anlamada grup tartJ~malarI nasd yararh oldu? 

Yararh degil Yararh 
1 2 

LOtfen, 68. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl a9lk1ayabilir misiniz? 

Cok Yararh 
3 

......................................................................................................................................... 

69. Metni anlamada iki~erli ~ah~malar nasd yararh oldu? 

Yararh degil Yararh 
1 2 

Liitfen. 69. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl a91k1ayabilir misiniz? 

<;ok Yararh 
3 

............................................................................................................................................... 

70. Grup sunum hazlrhgl okuma becerilerinizin geli~mesinde ne kadar faydah idi? 

Faydah degil 
1 

Faydah 
2 

Liitfen, 70. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl a91k1ayabilir misin? 

Cok faydah 
3 

............................................................................................................................................. 

71. Grup sunum hazlrhgl okuma stratejilerini geli~tirmesinde ne kadar faydah idi? 

Faydah degil 
1 

Faydah 
2 

LOtfen, 71. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl a9lk1ayabilir misiniz? 

Cok faydah 
3 

................................................................................................... 

72. Grup sunum hazlrhgl ara~hrma bilgisi becerilerinizi geli~tirmede ne kadar 

faydah idi? 

Faydah degil 
1 

Faydah 
2 

Liitfen. 72. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl a9lk1ayabilir misiniz? 

Cok Faydah 
3 

................................................................................................ 
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73. Geribildirim a~amasl ve SID If gfinlfigfi (blog'u), okuma faaliyetleri ve dersler 

hakkIDda gorn~lerinizi yansltmaya nasii yararh oldu? 

Faydah degil Faydah 
1 2 

Liitfen, 73. Soruya verdiginiz cevabl a~lklayabilir misiniz? 

<;ok faydah 
3 

74. "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" konulu dersler hakkmda 

daha ba~ka neler soylemek istersiniz? 

Anketi tamamladlgIDIZ i~in te~ekkfir ederim 
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Appendix F j3a Pre- task interview schedule 

Question 1: 

In the questionnaire, you circled this question: 'what do you consider your level of fluency in 

Reading English to be?' as "weak", 

Could you say more about why you circled this option? 

How long have you been studying English? 

You also circled a questions about your reading habit: 'I like reading English for pleasure' as 

"never". Don't you like reading English for pleasure? 

What do you mean? 

How many English books or stories have you read so for? 

What about newspapers? 

What did you do at school then? Did not you have a course book? 

So you read your course book then did not you? 

So do you think you were wasting your time learning English? 

Do you like to improve your English this year? 

Question 2: 

Your answer to the question: 'Do you find reading in English interesting?, was "no" 

Could you say more about why you feel this way? 

Do yoU think if you understand what you read, will you find reading interesting? 
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Why don't you use dictionary to help you understand then? 

Question 3: 

You circled the option: 'I don't generally feel comfortable learning in English classes' as 

"agree" 

Could you explain this a bit more please? 

If you don't want to speak, why do you have to speak then? 

Really? 

How was the class atmosphere generally? 

How was your English affected? 

Did not you tell your English teacher how you felt? 

Question 4: 

To Student I: You circled the option 'Learning English is a waste of time' as "agree"? 

Could you say more about why you feel this way? 

Do you think you will need English in the future? 

For what? 

So English is not a waste of time because you will need it wont you? 

To Student 2: You circled the option 'Learning English is a waste of time' as "disagree"? 

Could you say more about why you feel this way? 

Where will you use it? 
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Do you like learning English? 

Do you read listen to any music, or watch English movies or ready anything in English? 

What kind of story? 

What else do you read? 

Where do you get them then? 

What do you then? Where do you get stories or but books to read? 

Why didn't you ask your teachers to give you something to read? 

Really? 

What do you mean by real life? 

Will you enjoy more if topics are related to your real life? 

Question 5: 

To Student 1: You circled the option: 'I can imagine myself speaking English with 

international friends or colleagues' as "strongly agree" 

There is conflict with your previous answer. Can you explain this please? 

You circled the option 'Learning English is a waste of time' as "agree"? 

Question 6: 

What do you expect from English class this year? 

What about the e-pad? 
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With your study? 
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Which skills? 

What kind of reading? 

What about the e-pad training? You circlced that you need training to use the e-pad? 

Have not you had one? 

Have not you used it? 

What else? 

Which skill do you want to improve most? 

Why? 

Have you chatted with anyone before? 

From where? 

Which language did you communicate with? 

Wow your English must be good? 
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Appendix F /3b Pre- task interview schedule (Turkish) 

Soru 1: 

Anketteki bu soruya: 'Sana gore ingilizce Okumada aklclhk dUzeyin nedir?' "zaYlf' olarak 

cevap verdin. 

Bu secenegi nicin isaretlediginle ilgili biraz daha aciklik getirebilirmisin? 

Nazamandan beridir Ingilizce okuyoursun? 

Okuma aliskanliginla ilgili sorye: 'Ingilizceyi zevk i9in okurum' sikkini "asIa" olarak 

isaretledin. Ingilizceyi zevk i~in okumaktan hoslanmazmisin? 

Ne demek istiyorsun? 

Simdiye kadar kac tane Ingilizce kitap ya da hi kaye okudun? 

Ya gazete? 

Okulunda ne yaptin? Kurs kitabin yokmuydu? 

Demekki kurs kitabi okudun degilmi? 

Sence zamanini Ingilizce ogrenmekle bosuna mi harcadin? 

Bu sene Ingilizceni gelistirmek isterrnisin? 

Soru 2: 

Bu soruya 'ingilizce okumaYI ilgin9 buluyor musun? "HaYlr" olarak cevap verdin. 

Nicin boyle hissettigin ile ilgili biraz daha aciklayabilirrnisin? 

Sence okudugunu anlarsan okumayi sevecekrnisin? 
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Okudugunu anlamak i~in neden sozluk kullanmiyorsun? 

Soru 3: 

Bu soruya verdigin cevap is: 'ingilizee ogrenim slmflarindan genel olarak ho~nut degilim' as 

"katiliyorum" 

Cevabini biraz aciklayabilirmisin lutfen? 

Eger konusmak istemezsen neden konusmak zorundasin 0 zaman? 

Gercekten mi? 

Sinifin atmosferi genellikle nasildi? 

Ingilizcen nasi! etkilendi? 

Ne hissettigini ingilizce ogretmenine soyledin mi? 

Soru 4: 

l.ei ogrenciye: bu anket sorusuna 'ingilizee ogrenrnek vakit kaybldlr' "katiliyorum"? diye 

cevap verdin. 

Nicin boyle hissettigin ile ilgili biraz daha aciklayabilirmisin? 

Sence ingilizceye ihtiyacin olacakmi ilerde? 

Ne i~in? 

Ozaman ingilizce zaman kaybi degil cunku ileride kullanacaksin degil mi? 

2.ei ogrenciye: bu anket sorusuna 'ingilizce ogrenrnek vakit kaybldu' "katilmiyorum"? diye 

cevap verdin. 

Nicin boyle hissettigin ile ilgili biraz daha aciklayabilirmisin? 
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Nerede kullanacaksin? 

Ingilizceyi seviyormusun? 

Herhangi bir music ya da ingilizce film ya da Ingilizce herhangi birsey okuyormusun? 

Ne tur hikaye? 

Baska ne okursun? 

Nereden buluyorsun ozaman? 

Ozaman ne yapiyorsun? Hikaye ya da kitaplari nereden buluyorsun? 

Neden ogretmenlerine sormadin okuman ic;in birsey vermeleri ic;in? 

Oylemi? 

Gereek hayatla ne demek istiyorsun? 

Konuyu daha da seveeekmisin gereek hayatla iliskili ise? 

Soru 5: 

Birince ogreneiye: bu anket sorusuna: 'Kendimi uluslararasl arkadaslarla veya meslekta~larla 

konu~urken hayal edebiliyorum' as "strongly kesinlikle katiliyorum" diye cevap verdin, 

Bu eevabin bir oneeki soruyla eelisiyor. Cevabini bunu aciklayabilir misin? 

"Ingilizce ogrenmek zaman kaybidir" sikkina "katiliyorum" olarak isaretledin? 

Neden? 

Nasi1? 

d ' ? Hie mi sevme 10. 
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Anladim. 

Question 6: 

Ingilizce sinifindan bu yil beklentin ne? 

Peki tableten? 

NasH? 

Calismanla? 

Hangi beceriler? 

Ne tur okuma? 

PI: B8956287 

Peki tablet egitimi? Tablet egitimine ihtiyacim var secenegeni isaretledin? 

Bir tanen yok mu? 

Baska ne? 

Hangi beceriye ilerletmek istiyorsun? 

Neden? 

Daha once herhangi biriyle sohbet ettinmi? 

Nereden? 

Hangi dili kullandin? 

Wow ingilizcen iyi olmali? 
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Appendix F /4a Post- task interview schedule 

Question 1: 

How did you find the activities in lesson, on the topics "Women's Football, Fun Festivals and 

Malala's Story" in general? 

Did you like the activities in this class? 

Can you explain your answer please? 

How you found any particular activity that made you think it was boring? 

How did you find the activities in lesson, on the topics "Women's Football, Fun Festivals and 

Malala's Story" in general? 

How nice? 

All the activities? 

Which activity or activities did you like most? 

What did like in YouTube clips? 

What about the girl that you were asked to imagine? 

What about the class blog discussion? 

What did you learn? 

Which activity or activities did you like least or you did not like? 

What made you nervous? 

What about your second, third and fifth presentations and interview process? 
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What else did you like or did not you like about the activities? 

All the activities or some of them? 

Which activity or activities did you like most? 

Which ones? 

Why did you like it? 

How were the questions? 

How this visualisation has influenced language learning? 

Have you heard or watched Malala in the TV. 

Did you like the reading text about her? 

What did you like about her? 

What else did you like in the lesson? 

What else? 

Can you explain what do you mean by authentic please? 

YouTube? 

We will as long as you like it? 

How warm? 

Really? 

Who long? 

All activities or some of them? 
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Which activity or activities did you like most? 

What did you like about them? 

How confident and can you give me an example please? 

Did you do it? 

Did not you find the Interview a bit difficult? 

Did you find anything that was difficult for you? 

What else did you like or you did not like about the activities? 

What made you this that? 

YouTube video? 

Discussing how? 

Do you like watching football then? 

Without technology like smart-board and e-pads? 

possible! 

HoW did you find the activities in lesson, on the topics "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and 

Malala's Story" in general? 

All activities or some of them? 

Which activity or activities did you like most? 

What did yoU like about them? 

Did yOU like searching on the Internet? 
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What did you learn? 

What strategies? 

How fast? 
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Do you read everything or what you need? 

Do then read all the information? 

So did you like the activities? 

How effective? 

What benefits? 

Can you explain it a bit more please? 

How do you feel about the way the English lesson on the topics "Women's Football, Fun 

Festivals and Malala's Story" is given in general? 

All the activities or some of them? 

Which activity or activities did you like most? 

What did you like about them? 

Question 2: 

What did you think of the themes of the reading texts in general? 

Why do you think so? 

Sorry I did not realize that. But how you are going to sort the problems unless you discuss 

them? 
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Can you explain your sentence a bit more please? 

In what way? 

In what way? 

What about the other themes? 

How? 

Do you think Women Football was an appropriate theme? 

How provoke? 

Do not you think that de-motivate the class if you found it unusual? 

Yes, what topics do they like generally? 

What about you? 

Romantic? 

HoW? 

HoW interesting? 

All of them or some of them? 

In what way? 

Why were they interesting? 

Can yoU explain it a bit more please? 

Why not? 

Do they? 
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What do you mean by touching? Can you explain it a bit more please? 

Do you have similar situation here in Turkey? 

What about the other themes? 

What did you like about them? 

Thinking what? 

When was happened? 

In your village? 

How can you help them? 

Do you like to be a teacher then? 

How did you like them? 

How much? 

Why? 

Which one did you like the most? 

Why? 

How much did you think about her? 

What did you think? 

Question 3: 

Do you like this way of learning in general? 

Do you like learning English involving the use of e-pad? 
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If yes, what did you like about it in particular? 

If no, what did you not like about it? 

Do you have any suggestion about how the use of e-pad in the lessons could be improved? 

In which way would the way you suggest improve the lesson? 

What do like about it? 

Can you give me some examples of what is motivating and enjoyable of this way of learning? 

What do you mean by in the past? 

How do you know they are improving? 

In English? 

Do you chat about the lesson or just normal conversation? 

Do you visit that website? 

How often? 

How many stories have read so far? 

What level? 

Did you like them? 

Do yOU think your reading skill is improving by reading those books? 

Do you have any knowledge of anyone else who read books from that website? 

What else? 

How confidence? 
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I am glad you like the lessons and hear those nice words. 

What did you like about it in particular? 

Do you think they are busy with them learning or just busy doing something else? 

What else? 

How nice? 

Did you find anything difficult when searching for information? 

How easy? 

What else? 

What did you ask at the end? 

Did they answer your question? 

Were you satisfied with the answer? 

Anything else? 

How the e-pad has brought positive change to your learning? 

Can you explain it a bit more please? 

What else? 

Did they ask you why you asking them questions? 

Did you like it? 

How much? 

For example? 
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What else? 

Did I? 

How? 

How useful? 

What did you learn? 

How did it improve your speaking skills? 

Did you like their ideas? 

What do you mean by the content? 

For example? 

I hope so. 
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In which way would the way you suggest improve the lesson? 

What types of apps? 

HoW? 

Do you know how to build? 

Where did you learn to create apps then? 

How long? 

Did you learn many things? 

What else? 

What did you like about it? 
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What do mean by effective? 

What did you learn from them? 

Do you like it? 

Why? 

What else? 

What do you like about it? 

Did you like all of them? 

Why? 

In what way? 

Do you listen to BBC Radio 4? 

Where did you find that channel? 

Oh yes, I remember. Well done! You are on the right track. 

What do you like about it? 

What else? 

Do you like this way of learning in general? 

What do you like about it? 

Can you give me an example of the things? 

Do you like learning English? 

What do you like about it? 
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On your own? 
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Is it difficult? 

What else? 

Was it slow? 

How did this slowness affect your learning? 

I will talk to the head if it helps! 

It is still new and need time to improve the network! 

What do you like about it? 

How the e-pad may it easy for you? 

Did you have those opportunities before? 

How time? 

Presentations? 

What did you do? 

Anything you did not like? 

Time consuming? 

Do yOU need key board them? 

True!!! 

What else? 

What do you mean by expressing yourself? 
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How this class provides you the opportunity to practice your reading skills? 

Was searching on the Internet useful then? 

How have you realized the improvement in your reading skills? 

Don't you look up that often? 

Good! 

How meaningful? 

All of them? 

Question 4: 

How did you find the activities in terms of difficulty in general? 

Did you find it difficult to understand the reading texts you read about "Women's Football, 

Fun Festivals and Malala' s Story"? 

Did you find it difficult to use the e-pad? 

Did you find it difficult to work with you group? 

Did you find it difficult to work on your own when you searched online and conduct the 

interview? 

How was the course in Oxford? 

What are you doing to improve your English? 

So were the activities fine in terms of difficulty? 

Did you find it difficult to understand it? 
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How easy? 

From who? 

Did they? 

What about the interview? 

Why? 

What else? 

Did not you want to give up doing the activity when you found it hard? 

What did you do then to get used to it? 

What about the interview? 

How? 

What did you do to find out the meaning of the unknown words? 

What about handling the e-pad? 

How was your group? Did you find it difficult get work with your group? 

Did you find it hard to work on your own when you searched online and prepared the 

. ? presentatiOns. 

How did you find the activities in terms of difficulty in general? 

Were there many words that you did not know in the texts? 

What did yoU do to find out their meanings? 

Did yoU find it difficult to use the e-pad? 
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What did you do to overcome the difficulty of using the e-pad? 

What about the texts, did you understand them easily or were they difficult to understand? 

What did you do? 

How much did they help you? 

Very easy? 

Anything difficult? 

Didn't the difficulty of the text put you off? 

What did you do? 

How did YouTube help? 

Were the discussions help that much? 

What else? 

What did you do to find out the meaning? 

Why Google translate not online dictionary? 

Both of them then? 

With whom? 

Why? 

Can you give me an example please? 

What did you do then? 

Was she ok with that? 
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SO you sort it together then? 

The screen? 

Yes, I looked at it but it was ok then? 

Again? 

How easy? 

What made them easy? 

How working together made it eay? 

Did you like the discussion? 

How useful? 

Did not you find anything difficult? 

What did you do? 

From whom? 

Did they help you? 

What did you do to find the meaning? 

Were they useful? 

How often did you look up the dictionary? 

Did you find the meaning easily? 

Did not you find anything difficult? 

What did you do? 
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What made them easy to understand? 

How the YouTube made you understand them? 

Which one was the best? 

Question 5: 

Overall how would you describe your feelings about using an e-pad in carrying out the tasks 

on the topics "Women's Football, Fun Festivals and Malala's Story"? 

Can you say a bit more about your feelings please? 

How did it motivate you? 

How happy? 

So are you happy for having one? 

You just said the e-pad motivated you and changed the atmosphere of the class. Do you think 

is it the e-pad that motivated you or something else in the class? 

How does interaction motivate you? 

Anything else? 

Which one? 

All of them? 

Anything difficult you found? 

How? 

How do you feel about it? 
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How? 

Did you find it difficult? 

How easy? 

Everybody? 

How do you know? 

How do you do that? 

Where? 

Why? 

How was it? 

Why did not you tell then? 
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Can you explain it a bit more how positive please? 

Did it? 

How? 

Where did you go find materials then? 

How expensive? 

Really? 

Yes I suppose so! 

Why was it fun? 

Little or very much? 
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What else? 

How? 
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Did not you want to give up doing the activity when you found it hard? 

What did you do then to get used to it? 

Which one in your group? 

Question 6: 

How do you feel about the way the English lesson on the topics "Fun Festivals, Women's 

Football and Malala's Story" is given in general? 

How do you feel about way the lesson was delivered? 

How do you find the teaching style and the way the lessons are present in this class? 

Did you find it difficult to follow the instructions on the smart-board and working with the e

pad to carry out the tasks at the same time? 

How do you feel about the way the English lesson on the topics "women football, fun festivals 

and Malala's Story" is given in general? 

How nice? 

How do you find the teaching style and the way the lessons are present in this class? 

Did you find it difficult to follow the instructions on the smart-board? 

Which ones? 

Did not you want to give up doing the activity when you found it hard? 

What did you do then to get used to it? 
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What about the interview? 

How? 

What did you do to find out the meaning of the unknown words? 

What about handling the e-pad? 

How was your group? Did you find it difficult get work with your group? 

Did you find it hard? 

How hard? 

Did they? 

Where they helpful? 

How do you feel about it? 

How? 

How clear? 

What do you mean properly, for the first time by experiencing it? 

What did you like most about those clips? 

Do you mean that it affected you positively? 

HoW does it reflect the life here? 

What about the fun festivals? 

You mentioned that you were learning properly for the first time. What did you mean? 

Did not yoU like it previously? 
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How harsh? 

Why did not you talk to him or her? 

What about here my teaching then? 

Did you like it? 

How much did you improve? 

By doing what? 

Does it help? 
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How much did you improve you reading skills then? 

What do you read? 

Which one? 

Can you give me some example? 

A,B,C? 

They are nice, yes. 

Do you listen to the audio version of it then? 

How did you find it? 

Did you like it? 

How often do you go on that website? 

Every day 

Did you find it difficult to follow the instructions on the smart-board? 
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Which one? 

Overall? 

Was my explanation useful? 

Which points? 

Can you explain your answer please? 

For example? 
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How this imagination has affect your feeling at that moment? 

Very positive? 

What did you imagine? 

Was it sad? 

How? 

Did not you like it in the past? 

What restrictions? 

Only grammar? 

Do you like this way then? 

What do you read? 

Which one? 

Can you give me some example? 

Did you like the activities then? 
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What did you likr most? 
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How authentic? 

Do you like to have more of those activities? 

On what themes or topics? 

Do you like cultural themes? 

Can you explain your answer please? 

We are doing different teaching that's why she is different? 

Does not she speak in English? 

We will see? 

How much did you like this style? 

What did you like about it? 

Who motiving? 

How do you know? 

I love teaching, you are right. 

Which ones? 

What my explanation help with that points? 

How easy? 

Do you have one? 

How long have you had it?? 
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2 years? 

What do you do with it? 

Do you use it for you lessons? 

What game? 

Do you read the instructions? 

Are you in English? 

Do you understand them? 

Since when? 

Did I? 

How motivating? 

How useful? 

What else? 
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Does the example help you to understand the instruction clearly? 

Question 7: 

What do you think you have gained or learnt from using the e-pad to learn English so far? 

Cannot you do them without the e-pad? 

List out three things which you feel the e-pad has been useful for your reading skills? 

List out three things which you feel the e-pad has not been useful for your reading skills? 

How much did you read when you did your research? 
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What else? 

What about the feedback stage? 

How useful? 

Is that what you think? 
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How was your group? Did you find it difficult get work with your group? 

Did you find it hard to work on your own when you searched online and prepared the 

presentations? 

How do you feel about it? 

How? 

How do you find it? 

Did you find it difficult? 

What do you think? 

How much? 

So do you thing saving time and money affect your learning? 

How? 

How far? 

Why don't you use in the school? 

Nothing? 

Really? 
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What else? 
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On your own? 

What about with friends? 

So both? 

For your life? 

After the school? 

How much did you improve? 

Do you do extra things with it? 

What? 

Researching what? 

About the lessons? 

How much did your reading skills improve? 

What strategies? 

When do you use them? 

What else? 

Freedom? 

What do you mean by it gives you freedom? 

Do yoU read a lot? 

On your own or with family friends? 
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Do you like it? 
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What do you mean by interesting? 

Can you explain a bit more about the YouTube clips? 

What else do you think was interesting about the activities? 

Useful? Can you explain it please? 

Question 8: 

Do you generally feel comfortable in this class? 

Sub-pre-prepared questions in bold: 

(If yes) how long did it take you to feel comfortable? 

Did you feel like this the whole time? 

If not, when did you start to feel like this? 

(If no) can you tell me why? 

Did you feel like this the whole time? 

If not, when did you start to feel like this? 

How long did it take you to feel comfortable? 

How long did it take you to feel comfortable? 

Did you feel like this the whole time? 

How do you know that you felt comfortable? 

What do you think? 
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How do you know? 

Can you give me an example? 

What makes you feel comfortable? 

At the beginning or end of the lessons? 

What in particular? 

PI: B8956287 

What kind of support do you get from your friends? 

How positive? 

With what? 

What else? 

What difference does it make you then? 

Why not last year? 

What makes you feel comfortable? 

Can you explain your answer please? 

Did you like working in your group then? 

Do you think that your group made you feel comfortable? 

What else? 

From the beginning or which part of the lesson? 

Through it? 

How did I make you feel that? 
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Yes I remember? 

Did you like that speech? 
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Was there anything that made you feel uncomfortable? 

Anything else? 

Did you like posting your ideas? 

What did you learn from it? 

Did you like their comments? 

What makes you feel comfortable? 

The atmosphere? 

How? 

How does it affect you? 

Did you feel this since them? 

Good! 

Do you thing feeling comfortable then is important? 

How? 

How much you like it? 

How much you learn? 

Can you really? 

With whom? 
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In English? 

When did you start chatting with them? 

How did you find them? 

Question 9: 
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Do you generally feel confident in this class? 

Sub-pre-prepared questions in bold: 

(If yes) how long did it take you to feel confident? 

Did you feel like this the whole time? 

If not, when did you start to feel like this? 

(If no) can you tell me why? 

Did you feel like this the whole time? 

If not, when did you start to feel like this? 

Do you generally feel confident in this class? 

HoW long did it take you to feel confident? 

Which period you feel made you more confident? 

Did yoU like it? 

Did not yOU find it a bit difficult? 

Did you feel like this the whole time? 

Did you feel confident during the class? 
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How do you know that you felt confident? 

Do you? 

What else? 

Can you give me an example? 

Really? 

All the time? 

How? 

Can you gie me an example please? 

What? 

What else? 

Any example? 

What makes you feel confident? 

At the beginning or end of the lessons? 

How do you know that you felt confident? 

Why not? 

What do you mean by desire? 

How passive? 

Was it that bad? 

I see! 
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How do you know that you felt confident? 

Did you like it? 

Was it difficult to ask questions to other students? 

How fun? 

What else makes you confident? 

ReaJIy? 

Do you like working together? 

How? 

Did you learn much from them? 

What did you share? 

Who helped you? 

All or some of them? 

Did you feel this way all the time? 

What make you feel this way? 

Which one? 

Interview and presentation? 

Why? 

How did you gain it? 

Do yoU like to do more of those presentation activities then? 
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Anything in your mind? 

Question 10: 
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What was your impression in terms of how the students participated overall to the activities in 

the class? 

Why do you think like that? 

Did their participation was higher at the beginning or end of the lessons? 

Why do you think that the participation was high at the beginning or end of the lessons? 

What do you mean by engaging? Can you explain it a bit more please? 

Why? 

Which activity or lesson did you like least? 

Do you like to have a keyboard for you e-pad? 

Did their participation was higher at the beginning or end of the lessons? 

Why do you think so? 

How? 

What do you mean by nice? 

Give me an example please? 

How do you know? 

How often do you talk about the lessons? 

In English? 
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About the activities? 

Really? 

Wow! 
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How not you experienced students participate like this before? 

Did their participation was higher at the beginning or end of the lessons? 

How do know with pleasure? 

Yes I saw? 

What else do you like to add? 

What about the interview process? 

ReallY? 

How have you realized that? 

Can you give me some examples please? 

Were there anybody you realized that he or she did not participate? 

All the activities or some? 

How do you know they loved them? 

When did they say that? 

Which activity did you like best and why? 

Confidece for what? 

Did not yoU have it before? 
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All of them? 

Why do you think so? 

How do you know they liked it? 

You? 
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Appendix F /4b Post- task interview Schedule (Turkish) 

Soru 1: 

Genel olarak "Women's Football, Fun Festivals and Malala's Story" konulari ile ilgili 

derslerin aktiviteleri, nasH buldunuz? 

Bu slmftaki aktiviteleri sevdiniz mi? 

Cevabinizi a9Ik1ayabilir misin lUtfen? 

SlklCl oldugunu dU~Undugun herhangi bir aktivite var miydi? 

Genel olarak "Women's Football, Fun Festivals and Malala's Story" ile ilgili derslerin 

aktivitelerini nasIl buldunuz? 

Nekadar guzel? 

TUm aktiviteler mi? 

Hangi aktivite veya aktiviteleri daha c;ok begendin? 

YouTube klipleri ile ilgili neyi sevdin? 

Peki send en hayal etmeni istendigi klZ? 

Smlfblog tartl~ma hakkmda ne dusunuyorsun? 

Ne 5grendin? 

Hangi aktivite veya aktiviteleri daha az begendin veya sevmedin? 

d" ? Seni endiselen Iren ne" 

Ikinci, il9Uncil ve be~inci sunumlar ve gorii~me sUreci hakkmda ne1er dusunuyorsun? 
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Aktiviteler ile ilgili ba~ka ne begenedin yada begerunedin? 

TUm etkinlikler mi ya da bazIlan mi? 

Hangi aktivite veya aktiviteler en ~ok sevdin? 

Hangileri? 

Neden ho~una gitti? 

Sorular nasIldl? 

Bu gorsellik dil ogrenimini nasll etkildi? 

Malala'yi duydun veya televizyonda izledin mi? 

Dnun hakkmdaki okuma metnini sevdin mi? 

Dnun hakkmda neyi sevdin? 

Derste b~ka neler sevdin? 

B~ka? 

Otantik ile ne demek istedigini lUtfen a91klayabilir misin IUtfen? 

YouTube? 

Yapacaz hosuna gittigi surece? 

Nasil SlCak? 

Ger~ekten mi? 

Nwe kadar uzun? 

TUm aktivitelermi ya da bazllarl ml? 
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Hangi aktivite ya da aktiviteleri en cok sevdin? 

Onlar ile ilgili ne sevdin? 

Ne kadar emin ve bana bir amek verebilir misin? 

Sen mi yaptm? 

Raportajt biraz zor bulamadm mt? 

Senin icin herhangi bir ~eyi zor buldun mu? 

Aktiviteler ile ilgili ba~ka ne begendin yada begenmedin? 

Bunu sana ne yapttrdi? 

You Tube video mu? 

Nastl tartt~tma? 

Ozaman futbol izlemeyi seviyorsun degilm? 

Aktlh-tahta veya tablet gibi teknoloji olmadan mi? 

Mumkun! 

"Kadmlar futbol, eglenceli festivaller ve Malala hikayesi" ile ilgili aktiviteleri genel olarak 

nasH buldun? 

TUm aktiviteler mi ya da baztlan mt? 

Hangi aktivite veya aktiviteleri daha '1ok begendin? 

Onlar He ilgili ne sevdin? 

Internet uzerinde arama yapmayi sevdin mi? 
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Ne ogrendin? 

Ne stratejileri? 

Ne kadar hlZh? 
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Her~eyi okuyormusun ya da ne okuyorsun? 

Sonra tUm bilgileri okur musun? 

Yani aktiviteleri sevdin mi? 

Ne kadar etkili? 

Ne faydasi? 

Biraz daha a~lklar misin lutfen? 

"Bayanlar Futbol, Fun Festivaller ve Malala Hikayesi" konulari ile ilgili ingilizce dersinin 

sunulusu bicimi ile ilgili genel olarak ne du~UnUyorsun? 

TUm aktiviteler mi ya da baztlan mi? 

Hangi aktivite veya aktiviteler daha Itok sevdin? 

Onlar ile ilgili ne sevdin? 

Soru2 

Genel olarak okuma metinlerinin temalari hakkmda ne dU~UnUyorsun? 

Neden boyle du~unUyorsun? 

OzgfinUm fark etmedim. Ama tartl~madan sorunlari nastl cozeceksin? 

CUmleni biraz daha aylklayabilir misin IUtfen? 
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Ne ~ekilde? 

Ne ~ekilde? 

Peki diger konular? 

NasII? 
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Bayanlar Futbo)unun' uygun bir tema oIdugunu dil~ilnilyor musun? 

NasI) provoke? 

Eger simf onu slradl~1 bulursa, de-motive oIacaklarini dil~ilnmOyor musunuz? 

Evet, ne konular geneIlikle seviyorsun? 

Ya sen? 

Romantik? 

Nasll? 

Ne kadar iIgin~? 

Hepsi mi ya da baztlan mt? 

Ne ~ekiIde? 

Neden ilgin~tiIer? 

Biraz daha a9tk1ayabilirmisin lutfen? 

Neden oImasm? 

Onlar ml? 

Dokunaklik ile ne demek istiyorsun? Biraz daha a~lklar misin? 
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Benzer bir durum var ml burada, Tlirkiye'de ? 

Peki diger temalar? 

Onlar ile ilgili ne ho~una gitti? 

Ne dli~Unilyorsunuz? 

Ne zaman oldu ki? 

Sizin Koyde? 

Onlara nasll yardlmci olabilirsin? 

Ogretmen olmak istiyorsun ozaman? 

Onlari nasIl sevdin? 

Ne kadar? 

Neden? 

En cok hangisini sevdin? 

Neden? 

Onu nekadar dusundun? 

Ne dusundun? 

Soru 3: 

Genel olarak bu yontemle ogrenmeyi sever misiniz? 

Tablet kullammmi igeren ingilizce 5grenme sever misiniz? 

Evet ise, onunla ilgili olarak ozellikle ne ho~una gitti? 
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Haylr ise, neyini sevmedin? 

Derslerde tabletin kullamml ile ilgili nasll geli~tirilebilecegine dair herhangi bir onerin var ml? 

Hangi yol senin onerdigin oneri dersin verimliligini artIracak? 

Onunla ilgili ne ho~una gitti? 

Bana bu ~ekilde ogrenmenin motive edici ve keyifli ile ilgili bazi omekler verebilir misin? 

Ge~mi~te ile ilgili ne demek istiyorsun? 

Geli~itiklerinin nasll biliyorsun yada farkina variyorsun? 

Ingil izce? 

Dersle ilgilimi yoksa sadece normal sohbet mi ediyorsun? 

o web sitesini ziyaret ediyor musun? 

Ne slkhkla? 

Simdiye kadar ka~ hi kaye okudun? 

. d? Hangi sevlye e . 

. ' .? 
Ho~una glttt rru. 

Sence okuma becerilerin bu kitaplan okuyarak geli~iyor mu? 

o web sitesinde kitap okuyan herhangi birinden haberin var ml? 

Ba~ka? 

Derslerin ho~una gittigine ve boyle giizel kelimeleri duymaya sevindim. 
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Ozellikle onun ile ilgili ne ho~una gitti? 

Sence ogrerune ile ilgili me~gullar ya da sadece ba~ka bir ~ey yapmakla me~guller? 

Ba~ka? 

Nasil ho~? 

Bilgi ararken herhangi bir zorlukla karsilastin mi? 

Ne kadar kolay? 

Ba~ka? 

En sonda ne sordun? 

Somna cevap verdiler mi? 

Cevap tatmin edicimiydi? 

B~ka bir~ey? 

Tablet ogreruneye nastl olumlu bir degi~im getirdi? 

Biraz daha a91klayabilir misin? 

Ba~ka? 

Senin onlara neden som sordugunu sordular mi? 

Begendin mi? 

Ne kadar? 

Omegin? 

Ba~ka? 
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Ben mi? 

Nasll? 

Ne kadar yararh? 

Ne {)grendin? 

Sizin konu!?ma becerinizi nasIl geli!?tirdi? 

Onlarm fikirlerini sevdin mi? 

I~erik He ne demek istiyorsun? 

6megin? 

Umanm. 

Hangi yol senin onerdigin yol dersin verimliligini artIracak? 

Ne tur uygulamalar? 

Nasll? 

Nasl1 yapiIdigini biliyor musunuz? 

Uygu1amalann nasil yapildigini nereden ogrendin? 

Ne kadar uzun? 

<;ok ~ey ogrendin mi? 

Ba~ka? 

o konuda ne ogrendin? 

Etkileyici iIe ne demek istiyorsunuz? 
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Onlardan ne ogrendin? 
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Begendin mi? 

Neden? 

Ba~ka? 

Onun ile ilgili ne ho~una gidiyor? 

Hepsini sevdin mi? 

Neden? 

Ne ~ekilde? 

BBe Radyo 4 dinliyor musunuz? 

o kanah nereden buldun? 

Aaa evet, hatIrladim. Aferin! Dogru yoldasin. 

Onunla iJgili ne ho~una gitti? 

B~ka? 

Genel olarak bu ~ekilde ogrenmeyi sever misiniz? 

Onunla ilgili ne ho~una gitti? 

Bana 0 ~eylerden bir omek verebilir misin? 

ingilizce ogrenme ho~una gidiyormu? 

Onunla ilgili ne ho~una gitti? 

Kendi basinami? 
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Zor mu? 

Ba~ka? 

Yava~ miydi? 

Bu yava~hk ogrenmeni nasll etkiledi? 

Eger ise yararsa mudurle konu~acaglm! 
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Hala yeni ve agl geli~tirmek i9in zamana ihtiya9 var! 

Onunla ilgili ne ho~una gitti? 

Senin i9in tablet nasll kolaylastirdi? 

Daha once bu flrsatlar var mlydi? 

Nastl zaman? 

Sunumlar? 

Ne yaptm? 

Ho~lanmadlgl bir ~ey? 

Zaman ahcI? 

Ozaman klavyeye ihtiyacm ml var? 

Ger~ek!!! 

Ba~ka? 

Kendini ifade etmekle ne demek istiyorsun? 

Bu stnlf sana okuma becerilerini uygulamada nasil firs at sagldi? 
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Intemette arama yararlirniydi ozaman? 

Okuma becerilerinin gelismesinin farkina nasll vardin? 

o kadar sik sik bakmiyormusun? 

iyi! 

Nastl anlamh? 

Hepsi? 

Soru 4: 

Aktiviteleri zorluk a9Ismdan nasil buldunuz? 

"Bayan Futbol, Fun Festivaller ve Malala Hikayesi" ile ilgili okuma metinlerini anlamak i~in 

zor buldunuz? 

Tableti kullanmayi zor buldun mu? 

Grup 9ah~masini zor buldun mu? 

Online arama yaparken ve anket uygularken kendi basina 9ah~mayi zor buldun mu? 

Oxford taki kurs nastldl? 

tngilizceni geli~tirmek irrin ne yaplyorsun? 

Yani aktiviteler iyimiydi zorluk a91smdan zormuydu? 

Onu anlamak i~in zor mu buldun? 

Ne kadar kolay? 

Kimden? 
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Onlar ml? 

Peki miilakat? 

Neden? 

Ba~ka? 
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Zor buldugunda aktiviteyi yapmaktan vazge~medinmi? 

Peki buna ah~mak icin ne yaptm? 

Peki miilakat? 

NasII? 

Bilinmeyen kelimelerin anlamlanm ogrenmek i(j:in ne yaptm? 

Peki tableti kullanmak? 

Grubun naslI? Gubunla calismak zor buldunmu? 

Online arama yaparken ve anket uygularken kendi basina 9ah~mayi zor buldun mu? 

Nasll genel zorluk a~lsmdan faaliyetlerini buldunuz? 

Online arama yaparken ve anket uygularken kendi basina ~ah~mayi zor buldun mu? 

Aktiviteleri zorluk a~lsmdan zor buldunmu? 

Bilinrneyen cok kelime varmiydi? 

Anlarn1anm bulmak i~in ne yaptm? 

Tableti kullanmayi zor buldunmu? 

Tableti kullanama zorlugunu a~mak i(j:in ne yaptm? 
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Peki metinler, onlan kolay mi yoksa zonnu mu buldun anlamak icin? 

Ne yaptm? 

Onlara ne kadar yardlm ettin? 

C;ok kolay mi? 

Herhangi bir ~eyi zor buldunmu? 

Metnin zorlugu seni seni biktirmadimi? 

Ne yaptm? 

Y ouTube nasd yardimci oldu? 

Tartl~malar 0 kadar yardlmci oldumu? 

Ba~ka? 

Anlami bulmak i~in ne yaptm? 

Neden Google Translate de ~evrimi~i soz111 degil? 

ikisi 0 zaman? 

Kiminle? 

Neden? 

Bana bir ornek verebilir misin IUtfen? 

Peki sonra ne yaptin? 

Peki 0 bununla tamammiydi? 

Yani birlikte ~alu~arak halletiniz ozaman? 
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Peki ya ekran? 

Evet, ona baktim ama ozaman tamamdi? 

Tekrarmi? 

Ne kadar kolay? 

Birlikte calismak nasH onu kolaylastirdi? 

Tartl~ma hosuna gittimi? 

NasH yararli? 

Peki herhangi bir ~eyi zor bulamadm ml? 

Ne yaptm? 

Kimden? 

Sana yardlmCI oldularmi? 

Eger anJamml buJmak i~in ne yaptm? 

Yararh mlydl? 

Ne kadar slkhkla sozltige baktin? 

AnIaml ko)ayca buldun mu? 

Peki herhangi bir ~eyi zor buJamadm ml? 

Ne yaptm? 

Onlari anlamak i~in kolay yapan ne? 
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Peki YouTube sana nasil yardimci oldu onlari anlamak icin? 
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Hangisi en iyiydi? 
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Soru 5: 

Genel olarak tablet kullanarak "women's football, fun festivals and Malala's story" konulari 

ile ilgili yaptigin aktiviteler hakkinda duygulanm nasil tarif edersin? 

Duygularini biraz daha acabilirmisin Wtfen? 

Seni mnastl motive etti? 

Nekadar mutlu? 

Yani birine sahip oldugun icin mutlu musun? 

Az once tabletin seni motive ettigini ve slmfin ba~ka bir atmosferini degi~tirdi s6yledin. 

Sadece tablet mi yoksa ba~ka bir ~ey mi seni motive eden? 

Etkile~im seni nasIl motive ediyor? 

Ba~ka bir~ey? 

Hangisi? 

Hepsi? 

Herhangi bi~eyi zor bulundu? 

NasII? 

Bunu nasII hissediyorsunuz? 

Nasll? 

Zor buldun mu? 
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Ne kadar kolay? 

Berkes? 

Nereden biliyorsun? 

Onu nasll yaptm? 

Nerede? 

Neden? 

Naslldi? 

Neden ozaman soyJemedin? 
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NasH olumlu oldigini biraz daha aylklayabilir misin tUtfen? 

Bunu yaptlmi? 

Nasd? 

Ozman malzeme bulmak icin nereye gittin? 

Ne kadar pahah? 

Ger~ekten mi? 

Evet sanlflm oyte! 

Neden eglenceliydi? 

Az ya da C;ok? 

Ba~ka? 

Nasl l? 
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Birakmak aklindan gecedimi aktiviteyi zor buldugunda? 

Peki sonra buna ah~mak icin ne yaptm? 

Gurubundaki hangisi? 

Som 6: 

Genel olarak "women football, fun festivals and Malala' s story" kunulari ile ilgili ingilizce 

derslerinin sunulus yontemi hakkmda ne d1i~UnUyorsunuz? 

Dersin isleyisilye iJgili ne dU~UnUyorsunuz? 

Ogretim stili ve derslerin sunusu ile ilgili ne dusunuyorsun? 

Akllh tahtadaki talimatlari takip etmek ve aym zamanda tablet ile 9ah~mak zor oldumu? 

"Kadmlar futbol, eglenceli festivaller ve Malala Hikayesi" ile ilgili ingilizce dersinin sunulusu 

hakkinda genel olarak ne dU~UnUyorsunuz? 

Nasil ho~? 

Bu sinifta ogretim stili ve derslerin sunusu ile ilgili ne dusunuyorsun? 

Akllh tahtadaki talimatlari takip etmek zor oldumu? 

Hangileri? 

Peki aktiviteyi yapmada zorlandigin zaman vazge~mek istemedinmi? 

Buna ah~mak icin ne yaptm peki? 

MUlakat? 

Peki millakat? 
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Neden? 

Ba~ka? 

Zor buldugunda aktiviteyi yapmaktan vazgec;medinmi? 

Peki buna ah~mak icin ne yaptm? 

Peki miilakat? 

NaSII? 

Bilinmeyen kelimelerin anlamlannI ogrenmek icyin ne yaptm? 

Peki tableti kullanmak? 

Grubun nastl? Gubunla calismak zor buldunmu? 

Zonnu buldun? 

Nekadar zor? 

Onlar mI? 

Yararlimiydilar? 

Onun icin ne hissettn? 

Nasll? 

NasIl a~Ik? 

DUzgUn sekilde, ilk kez bunu ya~ayarak ile ne demek istiyorsun? 

o klipler ile iIgili en cok ne hosuna gitti? 

S 
. lum1u etkilediginimi demek istedin? enIO . 
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Buradaki hayatl nasil yansltlyor? 

Peki fun festivaller? 

Ilk kez dUzgUn sekilde ogrendigini belirttin. Ne demek istedin? 

Daha once begenmedin mi? 

Ne kadar sert? 

Neden onunla konu~madin? 

Peki benim ogretimim ile ilgili ne dusunuyorsun? 

Begendin mi? 

Ne kadar geli~tin? 

Ne yaparak? 

o yardlmcl olur mu? 

Okuma becerilerini ne kadar geli~tirdin peki? 

Ne okuyorsun? 

Hangisi? 

Bana biraz omek verebilir misin? 

ABC? 

Onlar evet, giizel. 

Ozaman dinleme versyonunu dinliyorsun degil mi? 

NasIl buldun? 
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Begendin rni? 
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Ne kadar slkhkla 0 web sitesini ziyaret ediyorsun? 

Her gun? 

TaJirnatlari akilli takip etrneyi zor buldunrnu? 

Hangisi? 

Genel mi? 

Benim a!ylklarna yararh oldu mu? 

Hangi noktalar? 

Cevabini a!ylklayabilir misin lUtfen? 

6megin? 

Bu hayal etme 0 anda duygunu nasi} etkiledi? 

<;ok mu olurnlu? 

Neyi haya] ettin? 

Ozucij muydu? 

NasI]? 

Gecmi~te sevmedinmi mi? 

Ne klSltlamalar? 

Sadece gramer? 

Bu ~ekilde seviyorsun ozmana? 
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Ne okuyorsun? 

Hangisi? 

Bana biraz omek verebilir misiniz? 

Aktiviteleri sevdinmi ozaman? 

En ~ok hangisini sevdin? 

Nasll otantik? 

Bu aktivitelerden daha da ister misiniz? 

Hangi temalar ya da konu hakkmda? 

KOlt1lrel temalan sever misin? 

Cevabini a~lklayabilir misin IUtfen? 
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Farkh seyler yapiyoruz 0 yiizden oda farkh? 

ingilizce konu~muyormu? 

Gorecegiz? 

Bu tarzi ne kadar sevdin? 

On un ile ilgili ne hosuna gitti? 

Kim motive edici? 

Nereden biliyorsun? 

Hakhsm, ogretimeyi seviyorurn. 

Hangileri? 
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Ne kadar kolay? 

Sende var mI? 

Ne zamandan beri? 

2 y!l? 

, ? Onunla ne yaplyorsun, 

Dersler i~in kullamyormusun? 

Ne oyunu? 

TalimatIan okuyormusun? 

ingiIizce mi okuyorsun? 

Dnlan anhyor musun? 

b '? Ne zamandan en, 

'? Ben mI, 

d' '? 
Nasil motive e ICI, 

Ne kadar yararh? 

B~ka? 

6mek sana talimati a~lk~a anlamak i~in yardimci oluyormu peki? 

Soru 7: 

kadar tablet kullanarak ingilizce ogrenmekten ne kazandin veya ogrendigini 
Bugune 

dU~UnUyorsunuz? 
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Tabletin okuma becerilerin iein yararh oldugunu hissediyorsan lie ~eyler yaz? 

Tabletin okuma becerilerin iein yararh olmadigini hissediyorsan lie ~eyler yaz? 

Ar~tITma yaptiginda ne kadar okudun? 

B~ka? 

Geribildirim bolumu? 

Ne kadar yararh? 

Qyle mi dli~iinliyorsun? 

Gurubun nasilsi? Grubunla calismayi zor buldumu? 

Online arama ve sunumlari haziriadigin zaman kendi basini cah~mayi zor buldunmu? 

Bunu nasii hissediyorsunuz? 

NasII? 

Bunu nastl buluyorsunuz? 

Eger zor buldunuz? 

Ne dii~iiniiyorsun? 

Ne kadar? 

Yani bir ~ey tasarrufu zamam yapmak ve para ogrenme etkisi? 

NasII? 

Ne kadar uzak? 

Neden okulda kullanmak degil mi? 
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Hi~bir ~ey? 

Gerc;ekten mi? 

B~ka? 

Kendi ml? 

Ne arkada~lanmzla hakkmda? 

Boylece hem? 

Hayatrnrn ic;in? 

OkuJdan sonra? 

Ne kadar geli~tirmek mi? 

Eger onunla ekstra ~eyler musunuz? 

Ne? 

Ne ara~tInJmasl? 

Dersler hakkmda? 

PI: B8956287 

Okuma becerileri ne kadar geli~tirmek mi? 

Ne stratejileri? 

Ne zaman bunJan kulJanmak mt? 

Ba~ka? 

OzgUrliik? 

Size 5Zgiirlilk verir tarafmdan ne demek istiyorsun? 
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Bir ryok okumak ml? 

Kendi veya aile dostlan ml? 

Begendin mi? 

Eger ilginry ne demek istiyorsun? 

PI: B8956287 

Y ouTube klipleri hakkmda biraz daha arylklayabilir misin? 

Eger faaliyetleri hakkmda ilginry ba~ka ne dU~UnUyorsunuz? 

Faydah? Eger, IUtfen arylklayabilir misin? 

Soru 8: 

Genellikle bu slmfta kendini rahat hissediyorsun? 

Ne kadar zamanini aldi boyle rahat hissetmek? 

Her zaman boyle mi hissettin? 

Boyle hissetmen ne zaman ba~ladlmz? 

Bana soyleyebilir neden? 

Her zaman boyle mi hissettin? 

Boyle hissetmen ne zaman ba~ladlmz? 

Boyle rahat hissetmek ne kadar zamanini aldi? 

Boyle rahat hissetigini nasil biliyorsun? 

Ne dU~iinUyorsun? 

Nasil biliyorsun 
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Bana bir arnek verebilir misin? 

Ne rahat hissettiren? 

Derslerin ba~mda veya sonunda? 

Ne Ozellikle? 

Eger arkada~lanmzdan destek ne tilr alabilirim? 

Ne olumlu? 

Ne He? 

Ba~ka? 

Ne fark size daha sonra yapar? 

Neden gegen yIl? 

Ne rahat hissettiren? 

Eger cevap IUtfen a91k1ayabilir misin? 

Eger daha sonra grup 9ah~ma gibi mi? 

Eger grup rahat hissettirmek oldugunu dU~UnUyor musunuz? 

Ba~ka? 

Ba~langwta veya dersin bir par9aSI ml? 

. d ? Bunun sayesm e. 

Nastl bunu hissettirdi? 

Evet haurhyorum? 
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o konu!?maYI ister mi? 

Eger rahatslz yapdan bir !?ey var mlydl? 

Ba!?ka bir!?ey? 

Eger fikirlerinizi gonderme gibi mi? 

Ondan ne ogrendiniz? 

Eger kendi yorumlanm begendin mi? 

Ne rahat hissettiren? 

Atmosfer? 

Nasll? 

Sizi nasil etkiliyor? 

Eger bu onlardan yana hissettiniz mi? 

iyi! 

Eger bir !?ey hissi rahat ml oonemli? 

Nasll? 

Ne kadar ho~una? 

Ne kadar ogrenmek 

Ger~ekten mi yim? 

Kiminle? 

ingilizce? 
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Onlarla sohbet etmeye ne zaman ba~ladm? 

Onlan nasil buldunuz? 

Soru 9: 

Genellikle bu simfta kendini guvende hissediyor musunuz? 

Ne kadar zamanini aldi boyle hissediyor musunuz? 

Her zaman boyle rni hissettin? 

Boyle hissetmen ne zaman ba~ladlmz? 

Bana soyleyebilir neden? 

Her zaman boyle mi hissettin? 

Boyle hissetmen ne zaman ba~ladImz? 

Boyle hissediyor musunuz ne kadar zamanini aldi? 

Boyle hissediyor musunuz nasil biliyorsun? 

GeneIlikle bu smifta kendini guvende hissediyor musunuz? 

Kahn alt onceden hazirlanmI~ sorular: 

(Evet ise) ne kadar sizi mi hissetmek? 

E~er boyle bUtUn zaman hissettiniz mi? 

De~ilse, ne zaman bu gibi hissetmeye ba~ladlmz? 

Neden (E~er haytr) bana soyleyebilir? 

E~er boyle bUtUn zaman hissettiniz mi? 
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Degilse, ne zaman bu gibi hissetmeye ba~ladmlz? 

Genellikle bu smlfia emin hissediyor musunuz? 

Ne kadar hissetmek sizi mi? 

Hangi donemde size daha gUvenli hale hissediyorum? 

Begendin mi? 

Eger biraz zor degil mi? 

Eger boyle btitiin zaman hissettiniz mi? 

Slmfia slrasmda kendinizden emin mi? 

Nastl sen gtivende hissettim biliyor musun? 

Sen? 

Ba~ka? 

Bana bir omek verebilir misin? 

Ger\!ekten mi? 

Her zaman? 

Nasll? 

Bana bir omek verebilir misin lUtfen? 

Ne? 

Ba~ka? 

Herhangi bir omek? 
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Ne emin hissettiriyor? 

Derslerin ba~mda veya sonunda? 

PI: B8956287 

Nasll sen gOvende hissettim biliyor musun? 

Neden olmasm? 

Eger arzu ne demek istiyorsun? 

Nasll pasif? 

o kotU miiydii? 

Anhyorum! 

Nasll sen gOvende hissettim biliyor musun? 

Begendin mi? 

lor diger ogrencilere soru sormak i~in miydi? 

NasIl eglenceli? 

Ba~ka ne emin kllar? 

Ger~ekten mi? 

Birlikte .yah~mak sever misiniz? 

Nastl? 

Eger onlardan .yok ogrendin? 

Ne payla~mak ml? 

Seni kim yard 1m etti? 
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Tilm veya bazllan? 

Bu ~ekilde tUm zaman hissettiniz mi? 

Ne bu ~ekilde hissediyorum yapmak? 

Hangisi? 

Roportaj ve sunum? 

Neden? 

Bunu nastl kazandlrdl? 

PI: B8956287 

Eger bu sunum faaliyetlerinin daha fazlaslm yapmak ister misiniz? 

Kafamzda bir ~ey? 

Soru 10: 

Izlenimine gore, genel olarak ogrencilerin smlftaki etkinliklere katllimi nastldi? 

Neden boyle dil~ilnilyorsunuz? 

Katthm dersleri ba~mda mi veya sonunda mi daha ytlksek oldu mu? 

Katlhm neden dersleri ba~mda veya sonunda yilksek oldugunu dil~ilnilyorsunuz? 

Eger yaparak ne demek? Eger a9lk1amak biraz daha misin? 

Neden? 

Hangi etkinlik ya da defS size az gibi mi? 

Eger e-pad i~in bir klavye var ister misiniz? 

Katlhm dersleri ba~mda veya sonunda daha yilksek oldu mil? 
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Neden boyle dil~ilnilyorsun? 

Nasll? 

Eger gilzel ne demek istiyorsun? 

Bana bir omek ver, li.itfen? 

Nereden biliyorsun? 

Ne kadar slkhkla dersler hakkmda konu~mak ml? 

fngiIizce? 

FaaIiyetIeri hakkmda? 

Gen;ekten mi? 

Vaov! 

Eger ogrenciler once boyle katIlmak deneyimli degil nasIl? 

KatIlIln dersleri ba~mda veya sonunda daha yilksek oldu mil? 

NasIl zevkle biliyor musun? 

Evet gordtim? 

B~ka ne eklemek istersiniz? 

GorU~me silreci hakkmda neler? 

'? 
Gerc;ekten mI . 

NasIl [ark var? 

Bana baz1 omekler, lUtfen verebilir misiniz? 
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Orada 0 katlimadl fark kimse mIydI? 

TUm etkinlikler ya da bazI? 

Nastl onlan sevdi biliyor musunuz? 

Onlar soylUyorlar ne zaman? 

Hangi etkinlik en sevdiginiz ve neden yapttm? 

N e i<rin Emin? 

Eger daha once yok muydu? 

Hepsi? 

Neden boyle dU~UnUyorsun? 

NasIl bunu sevdim biliyor musun? 

Sen? 
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Appendix F /5 The Class Blog Guiding Questions (English and Turkish versions) 

Post your views about this lesson in the form of discussion by considering the following 

questions: 

I. What did you think of the presentation activity? 

2. What was the classroom atmosphere like? 

3. Did you learn and/or gain anything from this lesson? 

4. What did you learn/gain? 

5. Do you think this lesson has encouraged you to read more? 

You should discuss anything you want about the lesson and you can also comment on the 

other students' views if you feel that you want to. 

Do not write your name if you don't want to 

The Class Blog (Turkish) 

Bu dersle ilgili goruslerinizi, asagidaki sorulari goz onunde bulundurarak, ifade edin 

1. Sunum aktivesi ile ilgili ne dusunuyorsun? 

2. Sinif atmosferi nesildi? 

3. Bu dersten herhangi bir sey ogrendin mi yada kazanim elde ettin mi? 

4. Ne ogrendinl kazanim elde euin? 

5 S
ee bu ders seni daha c;ok okumaya tesvik etti mi? 

. en 

Dersle iJgili herseyin tartismalisin ve istersen diger ogrencilerin fikirleri uzerinde yorum 

yapabilirsin. 

IsteDle zsen isrnini yazma. 

shot of class blog guiding questions and discussion 
Screen 
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APPENDICES G: PERMISSION LETTERS, CONSENT FORMS AND INFORMATION LETTERS 

Appendix GIl Information Letter for Parents 

Open University, United Kingdom 

Date: 21.09.2013 

Dear parent(s), 

I am studying for a doctorate in Education with The Open University, UK and I am writing to 

kindly ask your permission for your child to participate in a research project on learning 

English, technology, the introduction and use of e-pads in Anatolian high schools and how 

they may affect the way students study and improve their reading skills in English. 

This project will be conducted at Gaffar Okan Anatolian high school over the next several 

months. I want to find out what children think about learning English, technology, the 

introduction and use of e-pads and how this may affect the way they study and improve their 

reading skills in English. My project may help us understand more about children's language 

learning processes. The project in which your child has been invited to participate is expected 

to be an enjoyable experience and will require about 1 hour of class time. They will be asked 

to complete two questionnaires. Some children will be invited to meet with the researcher 

individually to be interviewed on 2 occasions. After each lesson, they will be asked to go on 

the clasS blog and post their views about the lessons in the form of discussion by considering 

questions provided. 
soIlle 

uld like to assure you that this study will be reviewed and received ethics clearance 
I wo 

h the Office of Research Ethics at the Open University. 
throug 
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The data from this research project will be used for academic purposes only and will be kept 

confidential and the results will be presented in my research in such a way that no individuals 

can be identified. Participation in this project will not affect your child's grades or influence 

any decisions by teachers about your child's perfonnance. 

Please complete the attached form and return it to me if you give your consent. 

Kindly note that by signing this form, you agree to allow the data gathered from your child to 

be used by me, Kaslm Koruyan, for research purposes. 

If you have any questions about the study, or if you would like additional infonnation to assist 

you in reaching a decision, please feel free to call me at 05399346644. I would like to thank 

you, in advance, for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely 

Kasim Koruyan 
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Appendix GJ2 Information Letter for Parents (Turkish version) 

Open Universitesi, Birle~ik Kralhk (ingiltere) 

Tarih: 21.09.2013 

Sevgili Ebevey(ler), 

Bir1e~ik Kralhk'taki Open Oniversitesi'nde Egitim Uzerine doktora yapmaktaYlm. ingilizce 

oW-enme,teknoloji, Anadolu liselerinde tabletlerin kullamlmasl, bu tabletlerin ogrencilerin 

tyah~ma ~eki11erini ne kadar etkiledigi ve ingilizce okuma becerilerini ne kadar geli~tirdigi ile 

iligili bir ara~tlrma projesine fi:ocugunuzun katIlmasma izin vermenizi sizden rica ediyorum. 

Bu proje onUmUzdeki bir katy ay ityerisinde Gaffar Okan Anadolu Lisesi'nde 

ger~ekle~tiriIecektir. TabletIerin kullamlmasl, bu e-padlerin ogrencilerin fi:ah~ma ~ekillerini ne 

kadar etkiledigi ve ingilizce okuma becerilerini ne kadar geli~tirdigi hakkmda ogrencilerin ne 

dU~iindiigiinU ogrenmek istiyorum. Projem fi:ocuklann dil ogrenme sUrefi:lerini daha iyi 

anlamamlza yardlmcl olabilir. 

coCUgunuzun katllmasl ifi:in davet edildigi bu projenin eglenceli bir deneyim olacagml ve 

Slnt filn bir saat alacagml umuyorum. <;ocugunuzdan iki adet anket doldurulmasl istenilecek. 

Ara~tIrmacl ile bireysel olarak gorU~meleri ifi:in bazl fi:ocuklar iki ayn zamanda davet 

ediIecektir. Her slmftan sonra, fi:ocugunuz 0 dersle slmf blog'u uzerinden slmf arkada~lanyla 

orotar ile ilgili gorU~lerini ifade edecek. 
bazl S 

. . teJ11in ederim ki bu fi:ah~ma, Open Oniversitesi Ara~tIrma Etigi Ofisi 'nin etik kurallarma 
SlZl 

ozden gefi:irilecek ve yapllacaktlr. 
gore g 
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Bu projeden elde edilen bilgiler sadece akademik ama~lar dogrultusunda kullamlacak, gizli 

kalacak ve sonu~lar hi~ kimsenin kimligi tespit edilemeyecek ~ekilde ara~tlrmamda 

sunulacaktlr. Bu projeye katlhm ~ocugunuzun notlarml etkilemeyecek veya ogretmenlerin 

~ocugunuzun performanslyla ilgili herhangi bir karar vermesinde etkili olmayacaktlr. 

Rlzamzm oldugunu onaylamamz durumunda, lUtfen ekteki formu tamamlaYlp bana geri 

veriniz. 

Bu formu imzalamakla ~ocugunuzdan alman bilgilerin benim, Kaslm Koruyan, tarafmdan 

ar~tIrma ama~h kullamlacagma izin vermeyi kabul ettiginizi bilmenizi isterim. 

Cah~ma ile ilgili herhangi bir sorunuz olmasl veya karar vermenize yardlmcl olmasl i~in daha 

fazla biJgi elde etmek istemeniz durumunda, 0539 934 66 44 nolu telefonu arayak bana 

ula~abilirsiniz. 

i~birliginiz i~in ~imdiden te~ekkUrler, 

SaygIlanmla. 

Kasim Koruyan 
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Appendix G/3 Consent form for students 

The Open University Department of Languages, Faculty of Education and Language 

Studies 

An investigation into the development of language learner autonomy and motivation following 

the introduction and use of e-pads in an Anatolian High School as reflected in the students' 

approach to reading tasks. 

Consent Form for Research Involving Children 

As a parent/guardian you are making a decision whether or not to have your child participate 

in this study about effects of e-pad use on the English language reading skills development. 

Your signature indicates that you have read (or been read) the information provided about this 

research and have decided to allow your child to participate. 

You will receive a copy of this consent document. 

Name of participant: 

Name of principal investigator: KASIM KORUY AN 

1. 
I consent my child to participate in this project, the details of which have been 

explained to himlher, and s/he have been provided with a written statement in plain language 

to keep. 

2. 
I understand that my child's participation will involve the questionnaires, interviews 

and clasS blog discussion and I agree that the researcher may use the results as described in the 

. language statement. 
plam 

3. 
I acknowledge that: 
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(a) the possible effects of participating in this research have been explained to my child 

satisfaction; 

(b) I have been informed that my child is free to withdraw from the project at any time without 

explanation or prejudice and to withdraw any unprocessed data slbe have provided; 

(c) the project is for the purpose of research; 

(d) I have been informed that the confidentiality of the information my child provide will be 

safeguarded subject to any legal requirements; 

(e) I have been informed that with my consent the data generated will be stored in the personal 

computer of the primary investigator and will be destroyed after five years; 

(f) if necessary any data from me will be referred to by a pseudonym in any publications 

arising from the research; 

(g) I have been informed that a summary copy of the research findings will be forwarded to 

me, should I request this. 

I consent to this interview being audio-taped 

(please tick) 

Dyes 0 no 

I wish to receive a copy of the summary project report on research findings 0 yes 0 DO 

(please tick) 

Signature of Parent Date 

Signature of Investigator Date 

Signature of Witness Date 
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Assent of Child 

PI: B8956287 

__ ---------------------------------------------------,has agreed to 

participate in research titled an investigation into the development of language learner 

autonomy and motivation following the introduction and use of e-pads in an Anatolian High 

School as reflected in the students' approach to reading tasks. 

Participant signature: Date: 

Kasim Koruyan: 

Mobile phone: 05399646644 

EmaiI:kkoruyan@my.open.ac.uk 

If yOU have any question about the research and want to speak about any issue such as consent 

please contact Eyup Dilber as a third party. 

Eyiip DiIber 

Peyaz Mahallesi, Alkan Fidan Sitesi, BlBlok, 6/11 

KayapainarIDiyarbakir 

Tel: 05352005743 

Mirjam Hauck (Main Supervisor) 

open University 
The 

Department of Languages 

MK7 6AA 

. 00(44)1908654252 
Phone. 
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Appendix G/4 Consent form for students (Turkish version) 

Open Universitesi Diller BHliimii, Egitim ve Dil Cah~malarl Fakiiltesi 

Ogrencilerin okuma etkinliklerindeki yakla~lmma yansldlgl gibi bir Anadolu lisesinde tablet 

kullamlmaya b~lamlmasmdan sonra dil lSgrencisi lSzerkliginin ve motivasyonun geli~mesi 

hakkmda yapllan bir ar~tIrma. 

Ara~tJrmaya KatJlan Cocuklar i~in izin Formu 

Bir ebeveyn olarak, tablet kullammmm ingilizce okuma becerileri geli~imi Uzerindeki etkileri 

hakkmda yapllan bu 9ah~maya 90cugunuzun katIhp katIlmayacagma karar veriyorsunuz. 

imzanlz bu ar~tIrma ile igili bilgileri okudugunuzu veya bilgilendiriIdiginizi ve 90cugunuzun 

bu ara~tIrmaya katllmasma izin verdiginizi glSsterir. 

Bu nza belgesinin bir kopyasml siz de olacak. 

KatIhmcmm adl, soyadl: 

Ana ara~tlrmacmm adl, soyadl: KASIM KORUY AN 

1. Detaylan kendisine a9lklanan bu projeye 90cugumun katIlmasma ve sakh tutmak i9in 

sade bir dille yazIlml~ bir belgenin 90cuguma verilmi~ olmasma nza glSsteriyorum. 

2. <;ocugumun projeye katllmasl anketleri, glSrU~meleri ve slmf blogunu kapsadlgml 

biliyor ve beyan belgesinde a9lk bir dille yazlldlgl Uzere ar~tIrmacmm sonu9lan 

kullanabilecegini kabul ediyorum. 
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3. A~agldaki yazlh maddeleri onayhyorum: 

(a) bu ara~tlrmaya katJhmm muhtemel etkileri ~ocuguma a~lklanml~tJr. 

(b) C;Ocugumun herhangi bir a~lklama yapmadan, onyarglslz istedigi zaman projeden 

aynlabiIecegi ve verdigi i~lenmemi~ bilgiyi geri ~ekebilecegi bana bildirilmi~tir. 

( c) proje ara~tlrma ama~hdlr; 

(d) coCugumun sagladl biIgininin gizliligi yasal ko~ullara gore korunacagl bana bildirilmi~tir. 

(e )Benim nzam dahilinde elde edilen bilginin ana ara~ttrmacmm ki~isel bilgisayannda 

depolanacagl ve 5 YII sonra imha edilecegi bana bildirilmi~tir. 

(f) Gerekli durumda, benim tarafmdan saglanan verilere ara~tJrmadan 91kan herhangi bir 

nda takma adla deginilecek; yayl 

(g) Taleb etmem halinde ara~ttrma bulgularmm ozet kopyasl bana iletilecegi taraflma 

biIdirilmi~tir. 

~enin ses kaydmm yapllmasml kabul ediyorum 

(TlklaytnatIDlz) o evet 0 haylr 

t 
""'-'a bulgu1an hakkmda proje rapor ozetinin bir kopyasml almak istiyorum 
~ 

(TtklaytnattnIZ) 0 evet 0 haYlr 

ynin imzasl 
Ebeve 

Tarih 
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Ara~tInnacmm imzasl Tarih 

Sahitin imzasl Tarih 

<;ocugun RIzasl 

__________________________ Anadolu 

Liselerinde tabletlerin kullamlmaya b~lamaslyla birlikte ogrencilerin okuma becerilerine 

yakla~lmma yansldlgl gibi ogrenci ozerkliginin geli~imi ve motivasyonu ile ilgiJi ara~tmnaya 

katllmaya kabul etmi~tir. 

Katthmci imzasl: 

Kasim Koruyan: 

Cep Telefonu: 05399646644 

Email:kkoruyan@my.open.ac.uk 

Tarih: 

Ar~tlrma veya nza ile ilgiJi herhangi sorunuz olmasl durumunda tl9ilnctl ~ahiS olarak Eytlp 

Dilber ile irtibata ge~ebilirsiniz. 

Eyiip Dilber 

Peyas Mahallesi, Alkan Fidan Sitesi, BlBlok, 6111 

KayapainarlDiyarbakir 

Tel: 05352005743 

Mirjam Hauck (Tez Danismani) 

The Open University 

Department of Languages 

MK76AA 

Phone: 00(44) 1908 654252 
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ApPENDIX H RAw DATA AND MEDIAN 

The data shown is a sample from pre- and post-task questionnaires with median scores of the 

questionnaire items and is for one aspect of motivation (attitudes towards learning English) 

Pre-task items: Item: 49 Item: 50 Item: 53 Item: 54 Item: 55 Median 

N=70 

1 4 4 4 4 4 4 

2 4 3 4 4 4 4 

3 
4 4 4 5 4 4 

4 5 4 5 4 5 5 

5 
4 4 4 4 4 4 

6 4 4 4 4 4 4 

7 
4 4 4 5 4 4 

8 
5 4 5 4 5 5 

9 
4 4 4 4 4 4 

10 
4 4 4 4 4 4 

11 
4 4 4 5 4 4 

12 
3 3 3 4 5 3 

13 
4 4 4 4 4 4 

14 
3 3 3 3 4 3 

15 
4 4 4 4 4 4 

16 
4 3 4 5 4 4 

4 3 4 
17 

5 5 4 

18 
3 4 3 4 5 4 

- 4 4 4 4 4 4 
19 

3 4 3 
20 

4 4 4 

4 4 4 3 4 4 
21 

~2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 

4 4 4 3 3 4 
23 

T4 
4 4 4 4 3 4 

Ts 
4 4 4 3 4 4 

3 3 3 3 3 3 
26 

27 
4 4 4 3 3 4 

4 4 4 3 3 4 
28 
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29 4 4 4 3 3 4 

30 3 3 3 4 3 3 

31 4 4 4 4 4 4 

32 4 4 4 4 4 4 

33 4 4 4 3 4 4 

34 3 3 3 4 3 3 

35 4 4 4 4 4 4 

36 4 4 4 4 4 4 

37 4 4 4 4 4 4 

38 4 4 4 4 4 4 

39 4 4 4 4 4 4 

40 4 4 4 4 4 4 

41 4 4 4 4 4 4 

42 4 4 4 3 4 4 

43 3 3 3 4 3 3 

44 4 4 4 5 4 4 

45 5 5 5 4 5 5 

46 4 4 4 4 4 4 

47 4 4 4 4 4 4 

48 4 4 4 4 4 4 

49 4 4 4 4 4 4 

50 4 4 4 4 4 4 

51 4 4 4 4 4 4 

52 4 4 4 4 4 4 

53 4 4 4 4 4 4 

54 4 4 4 4 4 4 

55 4 4 4 4 4 4 

56 4 4 4 4 4 4 

57 4 4 4 3 4 4 

58 3 3 3 4 3 3 

59 4 4 4 4 4 4 

60 4 4 4 5 4 4 

61 5 5 5 4 5 5 

62 4 4 4 4 4 4 
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63 4 4 4 3 4 4 

64 3 3 3 4 3 3 

65 4 4 4 4 4 4 

66 4 4 4 4 4 4 

67 4 4 4 4 4 4 

68 4 4 4 4 4 4 

69 4 4 4 4 4 4 

70 4 4 4 4 4 3 

.-Post- task items: Item: Item: Item: Item: Median 

N=70 3 18 22 23 

1 
5 4 5 5 5 

1-2 4 4 5 5 4.5 

~ 5 5 5 4 5 

1-"4 5 5 5 5 5 

5 
5 5 5 5 5 

6 
4 5 5 5 5 

~ 
5 4 5 4 4.5 

8 
5 5 5 5 5 

~ - 5 5 5 5 5 

10 
5 5 5 5 5 

r-
ll 

5 5 5 4 5 

t-12 5 5 5 5 5 

13 
4 5 5 5 5 

- 5 5 
14 

5 5 5 

"15 
5 5 5 4 5 

~6 
5 5 4 5 5 

5 5 5 5 5 
17 

5 5 
18 

5 5 5 

4 5 5 4 4.5 
19 

5 5 5 4 5 
20 

5 5 5 5 5 
21 

~ 4 5 5 5 5 
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23 5 5 5 5 5 

24 5 5 5 5 5 

25 5 5 4 5 5 

26 5 5 5 5 5 

27 4 5 5 5 5 

28 5 5 4 5 5 

29 5 5 5 5 5 

30 5 5 5 5 5 

31 5 5 5 5 5 

32 5 5 5 5 5 

33 5 5 5 5 5 

34 5 5 5 5 5 

35 5 5 5 5 5 

36 5 5 5 5 5 

37 5 5 5 5 5 

38 5 5 5 5 5 

39 5 5 5 5 5 

40 5 5 5 5 5 

41 5 5 5 5 5 

42 5 5 5 5 5 

43 5 4 5 5 5 

44 5 5 5 5 5 

45 5 5 5 5 5 

46 4 5 5 5 5 

47 4 5 5 4 4.5 

48 5 4 5 4 4.5 

49 5 5 5 5 5 

50 5 5 5 5 5 

51 5 5 5 5 5 

52 5 5 5 5 5 

53 5 5 5 5 5 

54 4 5 5 5 5 

55 5 5 5 5 5 

56 5 5 5 5 5 
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57 5 5 5 5 5 

58 5 5 5 5 5 

59 5 5 5 5 5 

60 4 5 5 5 5 

61 5 5 5 5 5 

62 5 4 5 5 5 

63 5 5 5 5 5 

64 5 5 5 5 5 

65 5 5 5 5 5 

66 5 5 4 5 5 

67 5 5 4 5 5 

68 4 5 4 5 4.5 

69 5 4 5 5 5 

70 5 5 5 5 5 
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ApPENDIX I QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The appendix shows the coding categories (themes) for qualitative data and examples of 

coding. 

Appendix 1/1 List of categories (themes) to which data was coded 

Coding Key: 

Motivation: 

M = Motivation, 1M = Intrinsic motivation, INSTM = Instrumental motivation, EM = 
Extrinsic motivation, PATLE = Positive attitudes towards learning English, PATLS = 

Positive attitudes towards learning situation, PIICTM = Positive impact of the affordances of 

ICT on motivation, PIICTIM = Positive impact of the affordances of ICT on intrinsic 

motivation, PIICTEM = positive impact of the affordances of ICT on extrinsic motivation, 

PITDIM = Positive influence of task design on intrinsic motivation, TIIM = Teacher 

influence on intrinsic motivation, PIICTRC = Positive impact of the affordances of ICT on 

reading comprehension, NIICTM=D = Negative impact of ICT on motivation = 
Demotivation, AM = Amotivation. DM = Demotivation. 

Learner Autonomy: 

LA = Learner autonomy, ECOLL = Exercising control over language learning, COLL = 
Collaboration, TR = Taking responsibility,WAECOLL = Willing/able to exercise control 

over language learning, LS = Learning strategies, RF = Reflection, CRF = Critical reflection, 

AP = Active participation, TR = Taking risk, PIICTLA = Positive impact of the affordances 

of ICT on learner autonomy, PITDLA = Positive impact of task design on learner autonomy, 

TILA = Teacher influence on learner autonomy, PIICTRF = Positive impact of the 

affordances of ICT on reflection. 

Negatives: 

EPDN = The e-pad (negative points), PL = Pace of the lesson, OICTI = Other ICT related 

issues, TL = Teacher Language, GW/COLL = Group work/Collaboration, NITDLAIM = 

Negative impact of task design on learner autonomy/motivation, OT = Others. 
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Appendix 1/2 Qualitative data extracts with manual coding 

Pre- task interview Extracts 

Explanation of the colour-coding: 

Autonomy and its aspects 

Yellow: Motivation and its aspects 

J:,:.:'--IW The positive impact of the affordances of leT on learner autonomy and motivation in 

language learning 

e):: Reading habits [not interested] 

_ Amotivation/demotivation 

KK = Researcher 

ST = Student 

Question 1: 

In the questionnaire, you circled this question: 'what do you consider your level of fluency in 

Reading English to be?' as "weak". 

KK: Could you say more about why you circled this option? 

ST: I cannot read and understand English properly. 

KK: How long have you been studying English? 

ST: For 5 years. 

KK: HoW many English books or stories have you read so for? 

ST: None. [Reading habit = not interested] 

KK: What about newspapers? 

ST: I don't read anything in English at all. [Reading habit = not interested] 

KK: What did you do at school then? Didn ' t you have a course book? 

ST: Yes, I did. 
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KK: So you read your course book then d id not you? 

ST: Yes, I did but 1". ~ 

•• ", I" r .. ,'. <t II', '" ': " :, 

[Frustration = Amotivationldemotivation] 

KK: So do you think that you were wasting your time learning Engli sh? 

ST . [Not interestedlbored = Amotivationldemotivation] 

KK: Do you like to improve your Engli sh thi s year? 

ST: Yes, of course and T will try my best. [Optimistic = hope = positive attitudes towards 

learning English = motivation] 

Question 2: 

KK : Your answer to the questi on: ' Do you find reading in English interesting?' was "no". 

KK: Could you say a bit more about why you fe lt thi s way? 

ST: It is because when I read even a simple sentence. [Frustration = 

Amotivationldemotivation] 

Question 3: 

K: You circled the option: ' I don ' t generall y fee l comfo rtable learning in Engli sh classes' as 

[Classroom atmosphere = Negative attitudes towards learning situation = 

Amotivationldemotivation] 

KK: Could you ex plain thi s a bit more please? 

ST: I get nervous when I cannot speak Engli sh. 

KK: If you don ' t want to speak, why do you have to speak then? 

ST: My teacher asked questions in the class so I had to. 
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post-task interview extracts 

Data extract from post-task interviews 

Ex planation of the colour-codin g: 

Learner autono my and its aspects/sub-themes 

fee n" The positi ve impact of the affo rd ances of leT o n learner autono my 

and motivation in language learning 

Amoti vati o n/demoti vati on 

Question 1: How did yo u find the activities in lesson, on the topics "women 

footba ll, fun festivals and Malala's story" in general ? 

ST: They were rea ll y nice and I totall y enj oyed everything. Thi s is the first time I 

have spoken so much English in Engli sh class. [Intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Did you not talk so much Engli sh in your normal Engli sh classes before? 

ST: Our Engli sh teachers in the past used to greet the cl ass in Engli sh and they 

spoke in Turkish. The other Engli sh teacher does not speak Engli sh at an advance 

level and she speaks Turkjsh when she teaches us l we are two teachers teaching 

twO classes, I do 4, she does 2 hours a weekJ . As you see. some students do not 

improve themselves at home or elsewhere and when our teachers talk in the class 

in T urki sh, the ir Engli sh will not improve. That's why ...... -=:.:::.=.;..J..:~=.I. 

. rtant means to att ract students' attent ion and wi th tho e nice ac ti vities as you 
Impo ' 

see e very bod y was 6iitiiIiiWiii:iiiii:biili::iiiiDiiiiiijjliimiiilii. [Posit i ve 

. ct of the affordances of ICT on learner autonomy, active participation 
Impa ' 

. I'ng control over language learning, collaboration == Learner 
exerclS 

Autonom y] 
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KK: The other teacher may think that your English level is low, that' s why she 

uses Turkish in the class. 

ST: How then are we going to improve our Engli sh? I have been to Oxford for a 3 

month course and [ improved my English ve ry much during that time and no one 

spoke Turki sh. 

KK: Did you li ke the acti vities in this class? 

ST: Yes I did . 

KK: Can you explain your answer please? 

ST: [ know that you devised the acti vities to get us involved in the learni ng 

process and participate more in the class and I can say that you succeeded. The 

acti vities were motivating and I liked them and my friends seemed to like them as 1M 

well. [Intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Did you find any particular acti vity that made you think it was boring? 

ST: No, not at all. They were fantastic . [Intrinsic motivation] I 1M J 
Question 2: What did you think of the themes of the reading texts in genera l? 

ST: Fun Festiva ls, Malala's story and Women's Football were remarkable themes 

but Women's Football was unusual fo r our peopl e and it provoked many students 

to speak and parti cipate more than usual. [Positi ve influence of task design on I I PIT DIM 
intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Why do you think so? 

ST: Because men and women are not equal in cities like [ . .. J in the south east. 

Have not you seen or heard even in thi s class rShe named the student] him saying 

"women are li ke thi s, women are like that". 

KK: Sorry [ did not hear. But how are you going to sort the problems un less you 

discuss them. 

ST: Yes, you are right, that's why the themes were really int riguing. [Positive I PITDIM I 
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infl u ence of task design on intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Can you explain your sentence a bit more please? 

ST: The Fun Festival s, for exampl e, made students want to visit festival s all over 

the world and our friends realized that if they want to visit such festivals, they have 

to have the key which is English and you motivated us to wonder and think about 

such places . Similarly, Malala 's story, I fe lt ve ry lucky to have the opportunity as a 

girl to study whatever and wherever I want. [Intrinsic motivation] 

Question 3: Do you like this way of learning in gener a l? 

ST: Yes, very much . The introductions were very nice. The '"'-'-"=....:..:.~ 

s visual and audio aid stay in our memory for a long time and you r que tions 

about directing us to think abou t a girl who fights for women's education ri ghts 

rea lly encouraged us to visua li ze the girl and imag ine her situation and the 

difficulty she may have faced. =.:::....t:==~ 

better about the festivals and now I want to visi t " Ice sculpture festival" in Canada. 

[Positi ve attitudes towards learning E nglish = Motivation ]-[Teacher influence 

on intrinsic motivation]-[Positi ve impact of the afforda nces of l eT on 

intrinsic motivation] 

KK: ReaJly? 

ST: Yes 

KK: What else? 

1M 

PATL L, TII M, 

PII CTI M 

ST: The interview activity gave me the confidence to go and IiiiUiiiiiIiii~~iii ...... -------1 

. [Intrinsic m oti vation]-[Taking ri sk = Learner Autonom y] 
1M, TRiLA 

KK: HoW confident? Or in what way? 

ST: I felt that I cou ld iiiii.iidiliii~ for what I was do ing. We hould always 

y for jobs or duties. In thi s class you do not give us everything but 

courage us 10 find out or iiIi~~:iiiimi1 as we did when we 'iiiiiii 
you e n Ii 
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. Those are very 

demanding but rewarding acti vities and . [Taking 

responsibility] -[Intrinsic motivation]-[ Taking responsibility, learning 

strategies = Learner Autonomy] 

KK: For example? 

ST: We learnt how to with confide nce and 

not be afraid of _ 

by di scuss ing them 

[Learning strategies, self-evaluation, critical reflection = Learner Autonomy] 

KK: I am g lad you like the lessons and I hear those nice words. 

KK: Do you like learning Eng li sh invo lving the use of e-pad? 

ST: Of course, 

KK: What did you like about it in parti cular? 

==:::....a.-.: ...... have brought excitement to the class and everybody loved 

them. They are always busy with them! [Positive impact of the affordances of 

ICT on extrinsic moti vation] 

KK: Do you think they are busy with them learning or j ust busy doing something 

else? 

ST: I don' t know exactly but I de fin itely use it fo r learning 

KK: Do you have any suggestion as to how the use of the e-pad in the lessons 

could be improved? 

ST: Yes, in the class we whil e the e-pad is recording and then li sten 

to our own voice and improve our pro nunciation. [Willing/able to exercise 

control over language learning = Learner Autonomy] 

KK: What e lse? 

ST: We can do simil ar as we did with you and send the draft of our 
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presentation to our teachers fo r feedback and then we can Ii!aDIiI it and the 

results in c lass. [Willing/able to exercise control over la nguage learning] 

KK : W hat else? 

ST: The MNE should ex tend the conten t of the e-pad. 

KK: What do you mean by the content? 

ST: Like I-phone. It has a lot of apps 

KK: For example? 

ST: Skype, Tango and YouTube etc. 

KK: I thi nk they are still worki ng on its improvement , they will improve it slowly. 

ST : I hope so. 

KK : In which way would your suggestion improve the lesson? 

ST: We should be able to access websites to di scover new things, downloading 

new apps or we E8i1~MPaDDII [Willing/able to exercise control over 

langu age learning = Learner Aut onomy] 

KK: What types of apps? 

ST: I don ' t know. like vocabulary building app ,or vocabulary bank. 

KK: Hopefully . 

Question 4: How did you find the activities in terms of difli culty in gener a ]'? 

ST: They were not difficult at all , I think they were at the right level fo r the c lass 

and they were easy for me because I tudied Engli sh for 3 months in Oxford and I 

understand what I read. 

KK: How was the course in Oxford? 

ST: I found it hard at the beginning but later I got used it and since then I have 

been trying to improve my Engli h. [Intrinsic motivation] 

KK: What a re you doing 10 improve your Engl i h now? 

ST: Reading online newsoaoers. li stening to music. chatting with my fri ends I 
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studied English together in England through Skype, regul arly talking to you, 

impact of the affordances of ICT on intrinsic motivation] 

KK: Very good. So the ac ti vities were fine in terms of difficulty weren't they? 

ST: Yes 

KK: Did you find it diffi cult to understand the reading texts you read about 

"women's football , fun festivals and Malala's story"? 

ST: No, they were at the right level for me. 

KK: Did you find it diffi cult to use the e-pad? 

ST: At the beginning yes, but not now. 

KK: Did you find it diffi cult to work with your group? 

ST: No, it was enj oyable and 

[Collaboration = Learner Autonomy] 

[Intrinsic motivation]-

KK: Did you find it diffi cult to work on your own when you searched online and 

conducted the interview? 

ST: Not really, it took some time, but it was worth it. 

Question 5: Overall how would you describe your feelings about using an e

pad in carrying out the tasks on the topics "women's football, fun festivals 

and Malala's story"? 

ST: Without e e- a , I would not able to search for information and find it in a 

short period of time. It has changed the atmosphere of the class and moti vated 

most of us, certainly me. [Positive impact of the affordances of ICT on 

motivation] 

KK: So are you happy of having one? 

ST: Yes. 

KK: Anything else? 
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ST: It is rea ll y useful. 

Question 6: How do you feel about the way the English lesson on the topics 

"Women's football, Fun fes tivals a nd 1\1alala's story" is given in general? 

ST: The lessons were very moti vating and the atmosphere of the class was nice. 

[Intrinsic motivation]-[Positive a ttitudes towards learning situation = 

Motivation] 

KK: What about me as a teacher. My teach ing style and the way I present the 

lessons. 

ST: I th ink you want us to parti c ipate more and you interfere when we need you 

and help us when we have any problems. 

KK: For example? 

ST: J don't know, like about when we needed help to search on the 'bugclub 

webs ite' , when we asked for help about our interview '. 

KK: Did you find it diffi cult to follow the instructi ons on the smart -board? 

ST: No, everything was clear but there were few poi nts I did not understand. 

KK: Which ones? 

ST: The instructions about the interview. But you ex plained them clearl y. 

Question 7: What do you think you have gained or learnt from using the e

pad to Jearn English so far? 

ST: I can do 

in the c lass. [Exercising control over la nguage learning = Learner Autonomy] 

KK: Couldn't yo u do them wi thout the e-pad? 

ST: y es I could , but it will take much more time and spend more money. 

Question 8: Do you generally feel comforta ble during the class? 

ST: Yes, 

L1 w lona did it take you to feel comfortable? 
KK:no 0 
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ST: From the first week o f the term . 

KK: How do you know that you felt comfortab le? 

ST: Because I am relaxed in th is cl ass and I do not get bored and I enjoyed do ing 

the acti vities. [Positive a ttitudes towards learning situa tion = Moti vation]-

[Intrinsic m otivation] 

Question 9: Do you genera lly feel confident in this class? 

ST: Yes, 

KK : Did you fee l confident during the c lass? 

ST: Yes 

KK: How do you know that you fe lt confide nt ? 

ST: I ~il·m· iiiiiiinii,iii allllJlii the~; ~iilliliiiy .,uli~iI~!iiLaniWv{]iiiiilii, espec i all y when I 

asked questions to other students during the interview and presented the results in 

the c lass . [Exercising control over language learning = Learner a utonom y] 

Question 10: What was your impression in terms of how the students 

pa rticipa ted overa ll to the activities in the class? 

ST: I think everyone Dii~miiil in°ill!li theLiacti~oi'vi!i]ti°IQ~,:m ver\'~'weiillJ.. [Acti ve pa rticipa tion 

= Learner Autonomy] 

KK: Was their parti cipati on hi gher at the beginning or end of the lessons? 

ST: To me, it was equal. Just in the middle of the lesson the c lass was a bi t quie t 

and that was because we had to read text and answer the quest ions. 

KK: Why do you think that the parti cipation was hi gh at the beg inn ing or end of 

the lessons? 

ST: Because the acti viti es were at the ri ght level for me and I th ink they were 

engaging. 

KK: What do you mean by engaging? Can you expl ain it a bit more please? 

ST: In the lesson on Wo men's Football, we watched fa ntastic goa ls from 
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Azerbaijan World Cup, 20 12 and after that we had di scuss ion in ~LJIil~!IiI about 

the quality of the goals and then our experi ence of football. Then. we ~OWHb!£lGd 

and lIJimiiiiilimiiiiiiiiU!Yi:ii~i and presented in class and other 

about the presentation process. [Collaboration , exercising control over 

language learning, collaboration, reflection = Learner Autonomy] 

KK: Which activity o r lesson d id you like best? 

ST: I liked a ll the acti viti es but the interview acti vity was the best. 

KK: Why? 

ST: Because, I fe lt it that way. 

KK: Which activity or lesson did you least like? 

ST: I did 
becau se it took a long time and the 

e-pad did not have key boards. [Negati ve impact of ICT on 

motivation=Demotivation] 

KK: Do you like to have a keyboard fo r you e-pad? 

ST: Yes. 

KK: That 's all. Thanks you very much for your parti cipation. 

ST: It is my pleasure . 

Data extract from the class blog entries = Fun Festivals 

2. What did you think of the presentation activity? 

• I think it was good . 

• 
I think it was more than good. That was the first time I fe lt that I was 

enjoying learni ng. I searched fo r Oxford City Festi va l because I att ended 

that festi va l in 20 12 when I was in Oxford lea rning Engli sh at Kaplan 

Inte rnational. The n. I shared my ex peri ence with -.. ...... .-11 and we 

prepared O xford City Festi val for our presentation. It was fantastic . 
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[Intrinsic motivation ]-[Colla bora tion = Learner Autonom y] 

• Yes, it was fantasti c a nd I will go to Oxford next summer to see the 

festival myself. [Intrinsic m otivation] 

• Thanks to Canan. we now learnt about another fes tival in England . 

• Your presentation was fantastic with nice photos but ours was a lso nice. 

We prepared G AP festi va l. [Intrinsic m oti vation] 

• Yes in 20 I I C iwan Haco came to GAP festi va l and more than 500.000 

people came from all over the world . 

• I like Ci wan Haco. 

• I like him too. 

• I learn t a lot o f things during the preparati on fo r the presenta ti on. 

• Thi s was the first time I on the Internet for my Ie son and I 

totally enjoyed it even if I spent a long time to do it and I really enjoyed it 

whe n I presented it. [Exercising control over la nguage learni ng] 

[Intrinsic motivation] 

• Yes, it was a good ex peri ence. I learnt lots of vocabul ary and fe. tiva ls in 

the worlds. 

• I liked the presentations but the internet was a bit s low. We prepared the 

G AP fes ti val that we already knew about. 

• I liked our festi val more than the others because ours was a tradi tional 

festi va l, Nevroz, as spring fes ti va l. [Intrinsic m oti vation] 

• I think your presentation was nice but the others were nice as well, don ' t 

be se l fi sh and rude. 

• Sorry my fri end , I did not mean to. 

• The presentati on was our work a nd it was motivating. It gave u~ 
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and we learnt more 

because we did it ourselves and our iii~li:Iiiiiijj~ when we needed 

help. [Intrinsic motiva tion]-[Learner autonomy, exercising control 

over language learning, teacher influence on learner autonomy] 

• Yes, I think we are lucky to have such a nice teacher. He taught us my 

things . 

• Yes and he tri es to encourage us to fi nd and learn things like w hat we did 

in our presentati ons. [Teacher influence on intrinsic motivation] 

• Yes, you are ri ght. I d id not th ink like thi s but he 
~~ c,...q-Y~.''r .... 
, " ~ I II • 

&iiii7liiiLRiii;iiil [Teacher influence on learner autonomy] 

3. What was the classroom atm osphere like? 

• I think it was a bit quiet. 

• W e are shy that'S why. 

• I don't think it was quiet. 

• I think we had fun with fun festivals and it was quite interac ti ve at the 

beginning of the lesson and group presenta tio ns. [Intrinsic motivation] 

• I think the atmosphere of the class was pleasant and cosy . [Positive 

attitudes towards learning situa tion = Motivation] 

• I ag ree, de finit ely pl easant and as my fri end said it was interacti ve . 

[Pos itive attitudes towards learni ng s itua tion = Motivation] 

• It was rea ll y moti ving and we a ll DlEWmll!(il in the lessons. [Posit ive 

a ttitud es towards learning situation = Motivation] [Active 

participa tion] 

• 
Yes you a re ri ght it was moti vating and I am a shy person a nd I 

&i;iiiiiiJi1iiii:i:ii~ii1 . I wam to be an Eng li sh teacher. [Positi ve 
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attitudes towards learning situation = Motivation]-[Exercising control 

over language learning] 

• Me too. 

• I liked my friends' opinions and they were nice. 

• It was a very relaxing and fri end ly atmosphere. [Positive attitudes 

towards learning situation = Motivation] 

4. Did you learn and/or gain anything from this lesson? 

• Yes (N:62) 

• I learnt lots of things 

• My knowl edge on cultural festi vals has increased 

5 . What did you learn/gain? 

• I learnt about Henley Festi va l. 

• We al so learnt about the festi va ls. 

• My cultural know ledge has increased. 

• from the Internet. [Exercising 

control over language learning] 

• I learnt how _ on my learning and the lessons. [Reflection] 

• I learnt how to _ . [Exercising control over language 

learning] 

• I ga ined the . [Exercising control over language 

learning] 

• I learnt how . [Learning strategies] 

• I gai ned _ [Learner autonomy] 

• I learnt how to click on and I don ' t 

know. [Learning strategies] 
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• I leant that there are so many festi va ls in the world . 

• It encouraged me to learning. [Intrinsic motivation] 1M 

• I did not understand much from the teacher but I learnt many things 

that I needed. 

6. Do you think this lesson has encouraged you to read more? 

• Yes (N: 57). 

• It has definitely encouraged me to read about Henl ey Festival and 

other festivals we learnt about yes terday. [Intrinsic motivation] 1M 

• Of course, I read about Rio festival. [Intrinsic motivation] 
1M 

• Yes it has. 

• Yes, thi s lesson has encouraged me to read more.[Intrinsic 
1M 1 

motivation] 

r ! to·fmd IIIOI'ft nrfTWin-.o ~, The Twins Days • I am 

Festiva l in Twinsburg. Ohio is the largest annual gathering of twins (& 

other multiples) in the world ! Twins Days takes place on the fir st full 

weekend of August each year. You ~ on this link: 

htt p:lh· \\ ' \\' . t\\"in~da\" . orQ/ [Exercising control over la nguage ECOLL, 

lea rning] -[Willing/able exercising control over language learning] 
WAECOLL 

• I liked the art festival and I am reading about it now. I showed it to my 

paren ts and my father sa id it was an arti stic festi va l. [Intrinsic 
1M 

motiva tion] 

• My teacher gave me a name of a websi te called bugclub and I fo und 

lots of stori es [ like. [ wi ll read them all. [Intrinsic m ot ivation] 1M 

• Yes, many thanks to our teacher. I will read too. [Teacher influence 

on intrinsic motivation] TUM 
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• Yes it is a very useful website. 

• I wi ll improve my reading when 1 read those stori es on the bugclub. 

• 1 can a ni ce book from the bug club; go to level 2, Red colour. 

The name of the sto ry is at the Fun Park, Category A. 1 found out that I 

can li sten to the book and fo ll ow it when it read on its own . 

[Willing/able to exercising control over language learning] WAECOLL 

• Rea ll y, can pl ease (I am Ibrahi m)? [Learning strategies] 
LS 

• Yes it is true , the book reads for us. 

• Yes, I liked the topic and I am curious about it and I feel that I wan t to 

_ it and I want to read about the festivals because they were ,.....------"1 
interesting. [Intrinsic motivation]-[Willinglable to exercising 

control over language learning]-[Intrinsic motivation] 

• My inte rest in festiva ls has increased. [Intrinsic motivation] 

1M, 
WAECOLL, 

1M 

1M 

Data extract from researcher journal observations (Pre- and post- Coded as 

introduction of technology enhanced tasks) 

16th September 2013: My observations on students' IT familiarity, their views 

abou t and intentions for usi ng the e-pad: 

"We do not have internet at home". 

"We have internet signal at home but it is our neighbour 's and 1 use it sometimes; 

however, it is very slow and sometimes off' . 

" I do not have a computer in my house" . 

" I do not have my personal computer and my brother has a laptop and he u es it all 

the time for hi s uni versity studies and he always takes it with him to the 

university" . 

" I search on the internet but 1 get lost sometimes and 1 need more time to search 

properly to find out what 1 want". 
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" When we get the tabl ets, we have internet in this school and we can save 

materials we download from the intemet". 

"And it w ill be free ; we do not have to pay at a ll". 

16 th September 201 3: I a lso asked the class whether they had calTied out any 

research about any topic and given a presentation based on their investi gations to 

the class in their past leam ing ex perience. Only two students sa id "yes". I also 

asked whether they would like to prepare a topic and present it in class this year 

and while nearly ha lf of them sa id "yes", the majority answered "no". Some of the 

yes reasons: 

it will be fun or exciting, [Extrinsic motivation] 
EM 

they will leam more because of , [Active participa tion = ;--------, 
A PILA 

Learne r A utonomy] 

it will be very effecti ve, 

it will be nice. 

it will be different fro m their prev ious learning, 

Some of the "no" reasons: 

[Am otivation] 
AM 

they have not done it before. 

they will not know how to do it, 

they would feel shy. 

they will feel nervous to speak in c lass . 

18th S eptember 201 3: In our informal conversation at the beginning of the first 

s te r maJ·ority o f the students in two classes complained abo ut the educational 
seme , 

in aeneral and here are some comment s I noted : 
system 0 

" .. . w ith thi s _ . it is hard to leam English ... because we have course-books 

that a re very 
to what we are studyi ng". [Am otivation] AIM 
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" I have studied English more than five years and I cannot have a 

si mpl e conversati on with my fo reign friends on Facebook ... 1 sometimes use 

.. ". [Amotivation]-[Learning strategies] 

" ... and we learn only grammar". 

"yes, that is true". 

I also asked about thei r reading habi ts and they replied that they did not read 

books. Espec ially in English because they did not understand and found reading 

very boring. Here are some comments I heard : 

"no, I .. [why? I asked] I don ' t know but I never read". 

[Amoti vation] 

" ... yes I read newspapers ... in Turkish" . 

"I don' t know ... l just 

[A moti vation, not interested] 

... it i not my thing [cup of tea] [habit]". 

"Read ing a book is like a ... I hate it". [Demotivation] 

" I do and to read and understand". 

"I tried reading English newspapers a few times but I cou ld not understand 

anything and I got bored ... all I do now is looking at the pictures when I see 

Engli sh newspapers" . [Amotivation/not interested] 

On the other hand very few indicated they like reading: 

"[ like reading stories .. . in the summer holiday ... ·· [Intrinsic motivation] 

"Yes, my fa ther is a teacher. .. yes he reads a lot" . 

Students also complained about the course-books' topics and materials that were 

boring. 

More views about how to use the e-pad on 26th September 20 13: 

" I wil l be able to read on the internet and I will not have to go to the internet cafes 

and spend time and money anymore because it is ve ry expensive ... ,. 
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"I want cultural themes". 

" I like reading texts to be about football. . . weddings .. . festivals" . 

I I th October 2013: Four studen ts did not have their e-pads chargers. 

22nd October 2013: Two students got their e-pads 

14th October 20 I 3: Some students complained about the problems (e.g., not 

having e-pad chargers): 

" [Negative impact of ICT on 
NIICTM 

motivationlDemotivation] 

"When are we getting our tablets?" 

"Teacher, we ... we 

better go back to our books" [Negative impact of ICT on NIICTM 

motivationlDemotivation] 

I Sth November 20 I 3: Students indicated that pre-e-pad act ivities helped them to 

and unders tand the content of the reading tex ts and they loved the topics. 

LS, IM 
[Learning strategies]-[Intrinsic motivation] 

8th November to II th December 2013: Students made references to coll aboration 

that helped improved their learning and gave them confidence to be involved in the 

learning process and they learnt very much from each other: 

" I think I learnt better when I ~DiliiiiiUiii1iiiili because COLL,LS 

" . [CoIlaboration, learning strategies] 

" I liked 
to prepare our presentations". [Collaboration] COLL 

"Today, I managed to do something worthwhile __ ILIIIIo.UIt.&..-..... ••· [Intrinsic 
1M, COLL 

motivation]-[Collaboration] 

" I realised that I understood the topic better when we Biiiiiiil what we watched 

on ru&J~~=""'''· [Positive impact of the affordanccs of l eT on reading 
PIICTRC 

com prehension] 
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" Me too". 

I I th December 2013: Students indi cated that they were happy with what they did 

and they wan ted to do more presentations, conducting interviews and so on. 

" We want to do and present it in the class" . [Willing/able to 

exercising control over language learning] 

I heard further comments about refl ection acti vities in the c lass and noted in my 

journal 

" We and discussed them very nicely" . [Reflection] 

" It gave us opportuni ties to '. [Reflection] 

" I learnt how to comment on my fri e nds' ideas", 

. [Positi ve impact of 

the affordances of JCT on reflection] 

" I am normally not very open to talk but I was able 

=~==<z:o::o ' . [Positive impact of the affordances of ICT on reflection] 
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Appendix 1/3 Sample showing how manual coding was applied to strings of the post-task 

qualitative data 

AUTONOMY Coding MOTIVATION Coding 

1 enjoyed working in groups COLL I loved the topics PITDIM 

1 enjoyed working in pairs COLL I loved the atmosphere of the class PATLS 

I enjoyed working on my own ECOLL I loved the presentations ECOLL 

I liked searching on the ECOLL I like using the tablet PIICTIM 

Internet on my own I loved the goals PITDIM 

I used Google Trasnlate LS 
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Appendix 1/4 Sample of the pre-task qualitative data with coding 

Themes Sub-themes Coding 

Motivation Intrinsic motivation 1M 

Example 

-I want to improve my English and express 

myself in English because knowing 

English is very important in our era. 

-1 will learn more and prefer it better if the 

reading paragraphs are related to my real 

life ... , weddings and cultural themes. 

Instumental 

motivation 

INSTM -1 will need English when 1 travel or get a 

job or go to university. 

Autonomy Learning strategies LS 

Collaboration COLL 

-I use Google Translate. 

1 like working with my friends because 1 

learn more ... and feel more confident when 

we work together. 

Negative 

Factors 

Demotivation 

/ Amotivation 

DMiAM -I would love to but 1 don't understand and 

if 1 do not understand when 1 read, 1 will 

not like to read and 1 will not read. 

-I get bored looking up the unknown words 

very frequently but what shall 1 do. 

-The course books were very boring. 

- 1 did not feel comfortable in my English 

class last year. 
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Appendix 1/5 Sample ofthe post-task qualitative data coding 

Themes Sub-themes Coding 

Motivation Intrinsic motivation 1M 

positive attitudes PATLE 

towards learning English 

Positive 

towards 

situation 

attitudes PATLS 

learning 

Instrumental motivation INSTM 

Positive influence of PITDIM 

task design on intrinsic 

motivation 

50S 

Example 

-I read more than before. 

-They spent more time on reading 

skill. 

- I loved the those activities. 

- 1 put myself in Malala's shoes. 

-We had a nice time, thank you very 

much. 

- When 1 read, 1 forget myself. 

-I like learning English. 

-Those exercises improved my 

English. 

-I love this classroom. 

-The atmosphere of the class was 

nice. 

-We had a nice time, thank you very 

much. 

-I got used to the environment and 1 

was OK -I love learning English in 

this class. 

-Learning in this class is pleasant. 

-I will go to Bogazici University. 

-I want to improve my English 

because my brother works for the 

Caribbean Cruise Company and he 

called me to go and work with him. 

-I loved the activities. 

-The activities were motivating. 

-They are improving their English 

slowly with those nice activities you 
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Positive impact of the PIICTIM 

affordances of ICT on 

intrinsic motivation 

Positive influence of PITDIM 

task design on intrinsic 

motivation 

Positive influence of PITDIM 

task design on intrinsic 

motivation 

Teacher influence on TIIM 

intrinsic motivation 

Autonomy Collaboration COLL 
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are teaching us. 

-I love using the tablet. 

-They like the activities with the 

tablets in the class. 

-I love using my e-pad to learn 

English. 

-It made learning the language more 

accessible. 

-That video clip was really 

entertaining. 

-I mostly liked Y ouTube clips. 

-I use the 'bugclub' website all the 

time, it is fantastic. 

-I love the topics. 

-Because I am interested in festivals. 

-Because the topics were nice. 

-I liked the women's football. 

-The themes were really well 

chosen ... 1 liked them very much. 

-We are lucky you are teaching us 

-You gave us confidence. 

-I like working with my friends. 

-Because when we discussed the 

videos as group, 1 understand the 

content better. 

-1 understood the text better because 

we discussed the content of the texts 

in our group. 

-I understood the text better because 

my friends shared their ideas which 
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helped me to understand the text 

better than just reading and 

answering the questions myself. 

-My English level is not good so my 

friends helped me understand the 

topic better. 

-Of course group discussion 

developed my understanding of the 

text better. 

-By group discussions, 1 discovered 

things that made me look at them 

from different views. 

-Group discussion gave me 

confidence to talk and share my 

ideas. 

I exchanged my ideas with my 

partner [pair work]. 

Willing/able to exercise WEACOLL -I want to do more presentations. 

control over language -They read more about the topics by 

learning 

Exercising control over ECOLL 

learning 
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searching on the Internet. 

-The interview process gave me 

confidence to go and ask students 

questions in the school...Ilike to do it 

again. 

-I conducted interviews. 

-They read stories on the 

bugclub.com (easier access to 

authentic materials). 

-I participated more in the activities. 

- By searching online they read a lot 

about the topics 

- I am normally not confident talking 
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Learning strategies LS 

Reflection RF 

Positive impact of the PIICTLA 

affordances of leT on 

learner autonomy 

Positive impact of task PITDLA 
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in front of people but 1 gained my 

confidence by delivering my 

presentations in the class. Now, 1 

read more than before on different 

themes. 

-When I searched online, I learnt 

more about "fun festival and 

women's football" and I read more 

about those topics. 

-I used online dictionary. 

-Finding meaning of words: Google 

translate, online dictionary, from the 

context, gussing, help from my 

partner. 

-1 feel that 1 learnt something. 

-I highlighted them and then I used 

online dictionary and Google 

Translate to find the meaning of 

unknown words. 

-It was nice to see my friends' ideas. 

-I understood the meaning of the text 

much better at the feedback stage. 

-I think class blogs and the feedback 

part were the most useful for us. 

-They posted their ideas on the class 

blog without any hesitation. 

-They learnt and reflected their ideas 

in a stress-free environment 

-I read online newspapers .. .1 often 

read simple books from the 'bugclub' 

website which you suggested me ... 

-They [activities] were very useful, 
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design on learner 

autonomy 

Positive impact of the PIICTLA 

affordances of ICT on 

learner autonomy 

especially survey activity. 

-I especially liked the beginning of 

the lesson. 

-Without the tablet, we could not 

search on the Internet. 

-It has helped with preparing 

presentations. 

Negative 

Factors 

Group Work I 

Collaboration 

GW/COLL -Not happy with their group 

Pace of the lesson PL 

Other ICT related issues OICTI 

Others OT 

Teacher TL 

Negative impact of task NITDM 

design on motivation 
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-Not enough time to read the reading 

texts properly. 

- The first lesson was a bit fast. 

- The internet was slow. 

- Lost connection (Internet). 

-Four students did not have their e-

pads charges. 

-Reading hard copy was better than 

reading on screen. 

- Writing on the e-pad took time. 

- Friends, I did not find it very useful 

because I am shy to talk in English. 

-I did not understand much from the 

teacher in this lesson. 

-Topic on women football. 

-but 'women's football' was not 

appropriate for our culture. 

- I did not like the topic on 

"Women's Football" because it is not 

suitable for my culture. 
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ApPENDIX J SUMMARY OF REsPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRES 

Appendix III Pre-task questionnaire responses: 

Experience with e-pad touch or similar devices: 

1. Having experience with an e-pad touch: Yes: 54/ No: 16 

2. Frequency of using the e-pad: 

a) every day: 5 b) once or twice a week: 12 c) once a month: 19 d) Never: 34 

3. Purpose of using the e-pad: 

-For chatting with friends, watching videos of some subjects (e.g. History) that they don't 

understand, playing games, doing homework, studying English, having fun, looking for 

information, improving themselves, sharing some files, for education, logging in to social the 

apps (e.g. Whatsapp, Facebook), listening to music, reading newspapers. 

4. Own an e-pad (I-pad): Yes: 9/ No: 61 

5. Computer access at home: Yes: 54/ No: 16 

6. Types of computer: a) PC: 12 b) Laptop: 31 c) Both:l1 

7. Computer skills? 

a) very good: 18 b) good: 21 c) not bad: 16 d) bad: 12 e) very Poor: 3 

8. Frequency of using the Internet: 

a) every day: 19 b) once or twice a week: 31 c) once a month: 20 d) never: 0 

9. Use mobile phones: Yes: 49/ No: 21 

10. Use mobile phone for: 

a) Looking up information: 17 b) texting: 70 c) talking with others: 70 e) playing games: 170 

e-mailing: 5 g) taking photos: 32 h) other: 0 

11. Sort of information is looked up: 

a) lesson-related (e.g. geography): 10 b) general information (e.g. health): 15 c) other: 
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12. Play games online on: 

a) mobile phone: 4 b) computer: 49 c) both: 3 

13. Read the instruction in English when play games: Yes: 18 1 No: 38 

14. Use MSN Messenger, Facebook or Skype or similar tools: Yes: 561 No: 14 

15. Contact people from another country through the Internet: Yes: 191 No: 51 

16. Language of communication: 

a) Turkish: 20 b) Other: Kurdish: 27 English: 7 consulting Google translate, German, 4 

17. Use English apps: (e.g. Skype, Twitter, Facebook, You Tube etc.): Yes: 591 No: 11 

18. Kind of apps and purpose of using them: 

Facebook: to chat with friends, look at friends' photos; Twitter: to use their blog, to follow the 

agenda; Android games, Skype: to speak with relatives and friends; Whatsapp: to chat; 

Wechat: to chat. 

19. Watch films on the Internet: Yes: 41/No: 29 

20. Watch on (more than one option): 

1) pC: 21 2) laptop: 37 3) mobile phone: 0 

21. Watch them in English: Yes: 21 (subtitle) 1 No: 20 

22. Watch them in Turkish: Yes: 411 No: 0 

23. Listen to songs on the Internet: Yes: 68 1 No: 2 

Listen in: Turkish: 68, English: 21 

24. Look at their lyrics on the screen: Yes: 17 I No: 40 

25. Self-evaluation of fluency level in reading English 

Excellent (N: 1), above average (N: 8), average (N: 51), weak (N: 10) 
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Frequency of reading every day 3/4 times a week once a week once a never 
month 

26 Turkish for pleasure N: 27 N: 34 N:6 N:2 N: 1 

27 English for pleasure N: 3 N:4 N: 11 N:24 N:28 

28 Turkish for study N: 38 N: 30 N:2 N:O N:O 
purpose 

29 English for study N: 14 N: 18 N:29 N: 8 N: 1 
purpose 

30. Find reading in English interesting: (N: yes: 22/ no: 48) 

31. Reading habit in English: 

Novel: (N: 1) 

Magazine: (N: 3) 

English stories: (N: 3) 

Newspapers (N: 7) 

Lyrics: (N: 8) 

32. Read in English (internal or external): 

-Teachers ask: (N: 27) 

-I want to: (N: 33) 

-Both (N: 10) 

33. Encouraging reading more in English (more than one option): 

a) more guidance from the teacher (N: 31) 

b) different media (e.g. computer or video-based materials) (N: 63) 

c) more interesting material (N: 70) 

d) more free time (N: 29) 

e) using e-pad (N: 58) 
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f) other: (N: 3) chat with someone in English, more fun activities, to read more English 

stories, 

34. Expectation from English lessons (more than one option): 

a) to improve general English (N: 70) 

b) to improve reading skills in English (N: 68) 

c) to improve speaking skills in English (N: 70) 

d) to get a qualification (N: 19) 

e) nothing 

f) other: (N: 2) to improve myself, to be able to read, understand and communicate when 

1 go abroad. 

35. Are you excited that you will use an e-pad for your language learning? (N: yes: 681 no:2) 

36. Do you think you are well prepared for the use of an e-pad? (N: yes: 81 no: 62) 

37. Could you explain your answer to question 36 please (why you circled 'yes' or 'no')? 

-We did not have any training. 

-They should have shown us the functions of the tablets 

38. Do you feel that you need more training to use an e-pad? (N: yes: 621 no: 8) 

39. HoW will an e-pad help you in language learning? 

Common answer: 

-It will help me with my listening, 

_ 1 will find better resources to read, 

-I will read more online staff, 

-1 will use it for my vocabulary development, 

-It will help me with learning more vocabulary, 

-I wiIllearn more English than I do now in the school, 
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-It will be very useful for my English, 

-No idea, 

-I am not sure, 

-It will help us very much regarding visual and audio, 

-It will contribute to education, 

-Lessons will be more fun and exciting, 

-If we study with the e-pad, it will be very useful for our English, 

-I will watch video clips in English, 

-First of all, it will help me with my reading and listening, 

-It will help us to understand the lessons better and it will also make us to love our lesson 

more. 

-By watching video clips, we can improve our language, 

-It will help my pronunciation, 

-It will help my reading skill by watching subtitle video clips, 

1) Strongly disagree 2) Disagree \3) Not sure 14) Agree 15) Strongly agree 

40 I will read more English on the Internet (e.g. in Facebook, Twitter, 4.4 

Wikipedia) if I use an e-pad in the classroom 

41 I will enjoy reading more English if I use an e-pad in the classroom 4.4 

42 I will put more effort into reading English if I use an e-pad in the 4.4 

classroom 

43 I will spend more time reading English If I use an e-pad in the 4.3 

classroom 

44 If reading English texts are related to my real life experience, I will be 4.0 

more interested in doing tasks and activities than the ones not related 
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45 If reading English texts are related to my real life experience, I will put 4.0 

more efforts in doing tasks and activities than the ones not related 

46 I don't feel generally comfortable learning In English classes 3.0 

(reversed) 

47 Learning English will help me to become a new person 4.7 

48 I really enjoy learning English 3.5 

49 English is an important part of the school program 4.0 

50 I plan to learn as much English as possible 3.8 

51 I generally look forward to English classes 3.2 

52 The English classroom atmosphere is generally very pleasant 3.4 

53 I would rather spend my time on subjects other than English (reversed) 3.9 

54 Learning English is a waste of time (reversed) 3.9 

55 When I leave school, I shall give up the study of English entirely 4.1 

because I am not interested in it (reversed) 

56 I am generally willing to work with my classmates as a group in 4.1 

English lessons 

57 Learning English will help me to meet foreigners with whom I can 4.0 

imagine myself speaking English and with whom I can make friends in 

holiday places in Turkey 

58 
Studying English is important to me because an educated person is 3.9 

supposed to be able to speak English 

59 
Learning English is important to me because without it one cannot be 4.0 

successful in any field such as future jobs and studies 

60 
I study English because it will have financial benefits for me 4.1 

61 
If I fail to learn English, I will be letting other people down (e.g. my 3.1 
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family) down (reversed) 

62 I can imagine myself speaking English with international friends or 4.0 

colleagues 

63 The things I want to do in the future require me to speak English. 4.1 

64 When I think about my future, it will be important for me to be able 4.0 

use English 

65 I like to think of myself as someone who will be able to speak English 4.1 

66 I am generally willing to read in English on my own 3.9 

67 I like reading in English together with my classmates 3.4 

68 The teacher should explain every language point to me in the class 3.1 

(reversed) 

69 I am usually willing to read in English together with my classmates 3,7 

70 I generally like taking part in activities which involve discussion within 3.8 

a group 
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Appendix 1/2 Post-task questionnaire responses 

1 Learning English will help me to become a new person 5.0 

2 I feel comfortable learning English in this class 5.0 

3 English is an important part of the school program 5.0 

4 I have been putting more effort into reading English since I started using 4.6 

the e-pad in the classroom 

5 I am really enjoying learning English using the e-pad 5.0 

6 I have been spending more time reading English since I started using the 4.7 

e-pad in the class 

7 I was interested in doing the tasks and activities because the reading 4.6 

texts were related to my real life experience 

8 I put more effort in doing the tasks and activities because the reading 4.6 

texts were related to my real life experience 

9 Learning English is more fun when using an e-pad 5.0 

10 I felt very satisfied when I was searching online for information about 5.0 

"Fun Festivals, Women's Football and "Malala's Story" 

11 I felt very satisfied when I found information on "Fun Festivals, 5.0 

Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

12 I felt very motivated when I presented the results of my research about 5.0 

"Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

13 
I was very happy to work with my group 4.6 

14 Activities based on the use of e-pad make it more enjoyable to learn 5.0 

English 

-
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15 I felt very motivated when I was reading the texts and doing the 5.0 

activities using the e-pad 

If you felt motivated, name one factor that you found motivating: 

Preparation, presentation interview activities (N: 20) 

Watching the video clips about the topics (N: 6) (watching the goals of 

women world cup) (N:15)=(N:21) 

Feedback and discussion parts (N: 12) 

Group activities (N: 7) 

Topics (N: 3) 

Atmosphere of the class (N: 2) 

Asking questions during the presentations (N: 2) 

Visualizing the character, Malala (N:l) 

Finding solution to sort out problem (N: 1) 

The first activities of the lesson (N: 1) 

16 Using an e-pad makes no difference to reading English (reversed) 5.0 

17 I felt less motivated when I was reading the texts and doing the activities 5.0 

using the e-pad (reversed). 

If you felt less motivated, name one factor that you found demotivating: 

The internet was slow (N: 38) 

Writing on the e-pad took time (N: 11) 

Reading hard copy was better than reading on screen (N: 9) 

Frozen screen (N: 6) 

Topic on women football (N: 4) 

Not enough time to read the reading texts properly (N: 2) 
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The first lesson was a bit fast (1 %) 

Lost connection (N: 1 ) 

Not happy with their group (N: 1) 

18 I want to learn as much English as possible using the e-pad 4.6 

19 I wanted to read more about the festivals of other cultures while 5.0 

searching online for information 

20 I am now looking forward to my English classes 4.7 

21 The atmosphere of the English classes is pleasant 4.6 

22 I would rather spend my time on subjects other than English (reversed) 4.8 

23 Learning English is a waste of time (reversed) 5.0 

24 I had difficulties at the beginning but now I am used to the e-pad and my 4.8 

English has been improving since I started using it 

25 It was nice to see what my friends achieved in English in a short period 4.8 

of time 

26 I like doing research on my own using the e-pad 4.7 

27 Working together gave me the opportunity to interact and shared my 4.8 

ideas with others and I enjoyed it 

28 I believe that with the help of the e-pad, I have taken a few steps in 4.7 

learning English on my own 

29 It was a useful experience to search online and find information about 5.0 

"Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" then present it to 

the class as a group 

30 
It was really enjoyable to produce something (e.g. conducting an 5.0 

interview) on my own 

31 
I began to improve my reading skills through further practice activities 4.8 
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using the e-pad 

32 It was difficult to take on responsibility for conducting an interview 5.0 

about" Women's Football" but I am used to it now and I am willing to 

do more this way 

33 It was difficult to take on responsibility for searching on the Internet 4.8 

about "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" in the class 

but I am used to it now and I am willing to do more this way 

34 It was difficult to take on responsibility for presenting my results from 4.8 

"Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" in the class but I 

am used to it now and I am willing to do more this way 

35 I did not like working with others (reversed) 4.6 

36 Working together and sharing ideas has helped my language learning 4.8 

progress positively 

37 Working together and sharing ideas has encouraged me to put more 4.8 

effort into my language learning 

38 I feel that my reading skills has improved since I started using the e-pad 4.6 

39 Group activities increase interaction between students which positively 4.8 

affect my English learning 

40 The most important part of learning English in this class is we learn by 5.0 

being actively involved into the learning process 

41 I like reading in English on my own 4.4 

42 I like reading in English together with my classmates 4.5 

43 I am now able to take some responsibilities for my own learning as I did 4.7 

in the reading activities such as searching online to find information 

about "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story" 

44 I feel that the level of my reading skills has increased since I did the 5.0 
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reading activities 

45 Searching online enabled me to use different learning strategies such as 5.0 

consulting online dictionaries, looking up for information from different 

websites etc. 

46 Learning English is important to me because without it one cannot be 4.5 

successful in any field such as future jobs and studies 

47 The things I want to do in the future require me to use English 4.9 

48 My parents encourage me to take every opportunity to use my English 3.4 

(e.g. reading) 

49 I like to think of myself as someone who will be able to speak English 4.8 

50 I can imagine myself studying in a university where all my 4.7 

courses are taught in English 

51 If I fail to learn English, I will be letting other people (e.g. my family) 3.5 

down (reversed) 

52 Learning English will help me to meet foreigners with whom I can 4.8 

imagine myself speaking English and with whom I can make friends in 

holiday places in Turkey 

53 I can imagine myself speaking English with international friends or 4.9 

colleagues 

54 What do you consider your reading level now? 

Excellent (N: 19) Above average Average (N:12) Weak 
(N:39) 

(N:O) 

1== every 2- 3/4 times a 3- once a week 4-once a month 5= never 

day week 

55. English for pleasure every day:27 3/4 times a once a once a never: 
week:32 week:ll month 

~ 
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56. English for study every day:31 3/4 times a once a once a never: 
purpose week: 36 week: 3 month 

57. How helpful have you found using the e-pad for learning English? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 

2 (N: 7) 3 (N: 63) 

58. How helpful have using the e-pad been in improving your reading skills? 

not helpful helpful very helpful 

I 2 (N: 5) 3 (N: 65) 

59. What difference do you think using the e-pad has made to learning English so far? 

It has helped them with preparing presentations (N: 27) 

They like the activities with the tablets in the class (N: 13) 

They read more about the topics by searching on the Internet (N: II) 

They can find more materials on the Internet about their lessons (N: 10) 

Their listening and reading skills have improved (N: 8) 

They read stories on the bugcluh.com (easier access to authentic materials) (N: 7) 

They spend more time on reading skill (N: 4) 

Now think about the English lessons on the topics of "Fun Festivals. Women's Football 

and Malala's Story" which you attended in November and December and answer the 

following questions about the lessons. Please read the questions carefully before you 

answer and circle ONE number only in your answer. 

60. What do you think about the length of the reading texts? 
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Too short 

1 

short 

2 (N:6) 

PI: B8956287 

right length 

3 (N:53) 

61. How difficult/easy did you find the reading texts? 

very difficult 

1 

difficult 

2 (N:5) 

moderate 

3 (N:52) 

long too long 

4 (N: 11) 5 

easy very easy 

4 (N:7) 5 (N:5) 

62. Were the activities (watching video clips on YouTube, reading the photos related to the 

texts and discussing ideas with partners, etc.) helpful in understanding the content of the 

lessons before you started to read the text? 

not helpful 

1 

helpful 

2 (N:28) 

Could you explain your answer to question 62 please? 

very helpful 

3 (N:42) 

They were related to the content of the reading text so they made me to understand the 

content quicker (N :35), 

The YouTube videos were related the themes of the reading text (N: 11), 

Because when we discussed the videos as group, I understand the content better (N: 1) 

I loved the those activities because when I watched the video clip and saw the photos, I knew 

what I was going to read (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 21) 

63. HoW helpful were the instructions displayed on the smart-board while you carried out the 

reading activities on "Fun Festivals, Women's Football and Malala's Story?" 

not helpful 

1 (N: 3) 

helpful 

2 (N:41) 
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64. Were there many words you did not understand while reading? 

no few 

1 (N:8) 2 (N:51) 

many 

3 (N:9) 

very many 

4 (N:2) 

65. What did you do to find out the meaning of the unknown words? Write your answer 

below 

Google translate (N: 29), 

online dictionary (N: 17), 

from the context (N: 17), 

gussing (N: 16), 

from my partner (N: 1) 

66. How interesting did you find the topics of the reading texts? 

not interesting interesting 

1 (N:4) 2 (N:21) 

Could you explain your answer to question 66 please? 

The festivals were fun (N: 23), 

Because the topics were nice (N: 16), 

Because I am interested in festivals (N: 11), 

I saw different cultures (N: 3), 

very interesting 

3 (N:45) 

I think the topics were interesting but 'Women's Football' was not appropriate for our culture 

(4). 

I liked the topics, especially "Malala's" Story", because it reflects some parts of culture in in 

my village (N: 1), 

I learnt different festivals of different cultures so they were very informative and fun (N: 1), 

They were just interesting (N: 1), 
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I knew the topic before (the subject with negative answer) (N: I), 

they were different (N: 1), 

I liked the women football because I want to go and watch them personally (N: 1), 

because they encouraged me to think a lot, especially "Malala's story" (N: 1), 

watching the goals was really nice and interesting because when I watch things I learn more 

(N: 1), 

I learnt that there are girls in this world want to study even if their life is in danger like 

Malala (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 8) 

67. HoW useful were the exercises and activities (skim, scan and careful reading; group 

presentations; feedback stage and class blog) in understanding the text? 

not useful useful very useful 

1 2 (N:21) 3 (N:49) 

Could you explain your answer to question 67 please? 

They were very useful, especially the group presentations and survey activity (N: 15), 

I understood the content while watching the YouTube videos (N: 13), 

They helped me to develop my understanding of the text better (N: 3), 

Those exercises improved my English (N:3), 

I understood the meaning of the text much better at the feedback stage (N: 2), 

I think class blog and the feedback part were the most useful for us as students to understand 

the importance of our ideas mot just understand the text but to understand our strengths and 

weaknesses (N: 1), 

Thinking about a character activity at the beginning of the lessons was really effective in 

connecting my personality to the topic about "Malala's story" (N:l), 
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I put myself in Malala's shoes (N:1), 

I was participated more in the activities and by getting ideas from my class friends, I 

understood the reading texts better (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 30) 

68. How useful were the group discussions in understanding the text? 

not useful 

I (N:2) 

useful 

2 (N:19) 

Could you explain your answer to question 68 please? 

very useful 

3 (N:49) 

I understood the text better because we discussed the content the texts in our group (N: 14), 

I understood the text better because my friends shared their ideas which helped me to 

understand the text better than just reading and answering the questions myself (N: 9), 

My English level is not good so my friends helped me to understand the topic better (N: 4), 

Of course group discussion developed my understanding of the text better (N: 1), 

By group discussions, I discovered things that made me to look at them from different views 

(N: 1), 

Group discussion gave me confidence to talk and share my ideas (N: I) 

I participated in the lesson much more actively, (N: I), 

By working with my group learning in general is more fun and enjoyable (N: 1), 

It was not useful because I was shy to talk in English (N: 1), 

We share our knowledge and I think this was very useful for every one (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 37) 

69. How useful were the pair work in understanding the text? 
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not useful useful very useful 

1 2 (N:34) 3 (N:36) 

Could you explain your answer to question 69 please? 

Pair work gave me a chance (opportunity) to speak English (N: 21) 

I exchanged my ideas with my partner which helped me to understand the text better (N: 13), 

Pair work made me to work more and participate more in the lesson (N: 1), 

when I share my ideas with others, I learn more (N: 1), 

I like working with my partner (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 33) 

70. HoW useful was the preparation of the group presentations in improving your reading 

skills? 

not useful useful 

1 2 (N:6) 

Could you explain your answer to question 70 please? 

By searching online they read very much about the topics (N: 15), 

They read more when they prepared for my presentations (N: 12), 

Because they read a lot to find information (N: 9), 

very useful 

3 (N:64) 

They read my friends answers and they compared their answers with mine (N: 7), 

I skimmed the information first then I read the related parts more carefully (N: 1) 

I am noW able to read faster than when I first started in this class (N: 1), 

I spent more time on finding information about the questions on people who were educated 

and uneducated (N: 1) [Manala's story]. 

I am normally not confident talking in front of people but I gained my confidence by 

presenting my presentations in the class. I read more than before now on different themes (N: 
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1), 

I was really interested in Malala's story and I read more about her on BBC News (N: 1), 

When I searched online, I learnt more about "fun festival and women football" and I read 

more about those topics (N: 1), 

By doing research, our English has been improving (N: 1), 

Many thanks indeed for giving me the opportunity to learn more with you teacher (N: 1), 

I learnt how to read properly (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 18) 

71. How useful was the preparation of the group presentations in improving your reading 

strategies? 

not useful useful 

1 2 (N:39) 

Could you explain your answer to question 71 please? 

very useful 

3 (N:31) 

They asked their friends in their group when they needed help (N: 10), 

Guessing unknown words (N: 10), 

They combined our findings and they learnt from each other (N: 9), 

They used the strategies you taught them when they read to find information (N: 5) 

They interact with each other and learnt from each other (N: 3), 

They compared the information (N: 3), 

I did not read everything, I read the key words and important information on the website (N: 

1) 

I prepared an outline and followed it when I searched for information (N: 1), 

I did not read everything when I searched for the answers and I read the summary or 

conclusion of information first as our teacher taught us and then I read more if the 
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information was relevant (N: 1), 

We did a research, then collected information, then presented In the class, they were 

definitely useful strategies (N: 1), 

I had to prepare answers because I had to present something to my friends and they helped 

me when I found something difficult (N: 1), 

I learnt how to find information quickly (N: 1), 

No explanation (N: 24) 

72. How useful was the preparation of the group presentations in improving your skills in 

termS of researching information? 

not useful useful very useful 

1 2 (N:2) 3 (N:68) 

Could you explain your answer to question 72 please? 

Preparing group presentations needed to do a lot of research to find information (N: 24), 

Group preparation improved their research skills because they did a lot of research while 

preparing group presentations (N: 12), 

They learnt how to search websites by getting help from their group (N: 7), 

They learnt how to find information (N: 5), 

I learnt where to look for information on the Internet (N: 1), 

I have now knowledge on different themes like Fun Festivals (N: 1) 

No explanation (N: 20) 

73. HoW useful were the feedback stage and class blog in reflecting on your views about the 

reading activities and lessons? 

r- not useful useful very useful 
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2 3 (N:70) 

Could you explain your answer to question 73 please? 

At the feedback stage and class blog they was able to express themselves and express their 

ideas (N: 25), 

opportunities to discuss what they thought about the activities and lessons in this class at the 

feedback stage and on the class blog (N: 24) 

They liked to see the teacher asked them to comment on the lessons (N: 8), 

They were shy to talk in the class but they revealed their thoughts on the class blog, (N: 4), 

At the feedback stage, with friends they discussed the benefits of the presentations and the 

activities they carried out and it was very useful because they had the opportunity to talk 

about what they learnt. On the class blog, they had more time think and prepare what they 

wrote. They should have those discussions in the class all the time. (N: 1) 

I liked that our ideas were valued because so far in my education life no teacher has asked us 

what we thought about activities in our lessons (N: 1), 

I realized that I learnt many things during the feedback stage and class blog while discussing 

the lessons (N: 1), 

I learnt how to post message on the class blog (N: 1), 

At the feedback stage, I had the opportunity to discuss what I learnt and on the class blog I 

had more time to think and write my opinion (N: 1), 

They posted their ideas on the class blog without any hesitation (N: 1), 

They posted their ideas on the class blog after a deep thought (N: 1), 

They learnt and reflected their ideas in a stress-free environment (N: 1), 

74. What else would you like to say about the lesson on the topics of "Fun Festivals" "Women 

Football and "Malala's Story"? 

The lessons on these topics were very interesting and enjoyable (N: 37), 
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They were very different topics and I liked them (N: 14), 

I think they were very nice (N: 6), 

The lessons were motivating (N: 4) 

Fun Festivals" and "Malala's Story" made him/her think about them and I will one day go 

and attend to the "Cheese Rolling Festival" in the UK (N: 1). 

We had a nice time (N: 1), 

They certainly weren't boring (N: 1), 

We had a nice time, thank you very much (N: 1), 

Topics should be effective on people's lives and they were definitely effective on me (N: I), 

I think there is a general misconception about women football and most men think that women 

should not play football which I totally disagree and they should play or do anything they like, 

they deserve everything eN: 1), 

We have GAP festival here in the South East and I attend to it every year so the topic on the 

fun festivals was very interesting and nice (N: 1), 

The lesson is very different from my other lessons in the other classes because my teacher is 

from England and nice and we chat with him as we are friends eN: 1), 

I did not like the topic on "Women Football" because it is not suitable for my culture (N: I) 
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APPENDIX K ORIGINAL TuRKISH FOR STUDENT QUOTATIONS APPEARING IN THE THESIS 

Appendix K/1 Pre-task interview quotations used in the thesis with English translation 

(Manin Study) 

Semall: "jsterdim ama anlamlyorum ve ne okudugumu anlamazsam okumaktan 

ho$lanmayacam ve okumayacaglm". [I would love to but 1 don't understand and if 1 do not 

understand when I read, I will not like to read and I will not read]. 

Banul2: "$u an basit bir hikaye okuyorum ve her Pazar sabahl bir sayfa okuyorum". [I am 

now reading a very simple story and I finish a page every Sunday morning by consulting the 

dictionary very frequently]. 

Banul3: "Bilinmeyen kelimeleri bulmak ifin soziUge fok slk baktlglmda slklbyorum ama ne 

yapaylm?" [I get bored looking up the unknown words very frequently but what shall I do?]. 

Banul4: "Ingi/izce kitap ya da hikaye satm alacak yer yok burda ve fok pahalz 

burda ... karde$im jzmirde ya~lyor ve ondan kitap istiyorum. 0 abr ve otobusle bana 

gonderir". [There is no place here to buy English stories or books, and they are very expensive 

here ... My brother lives in Izmir and 1 ask him for books. He buys and sends them to me by 

bus]. 

Banul5: "Evet, Facebook mesajlarzm okuyorum ama tum mesajlar Turkfe ... evet, online 

oyunlarm bazllerl jngilizcedir fakat Google Translate kullamyorum ... evet haklzsmlz, bazen 

jngilizce talimatler okuyorum". [Yes, 1 read my Facebook posts but all the posts are in 

Turkish ... yes, some of the online games are in English but 1 use Google Translate ... yes you 

are right, 1 sometimes read the instructions in English]. 
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Banu/6: " ... ge~en yli okumak h;in Ingilizce ogretmenimden ingilizce hikayeler istedim fakat 0 

bona ders kitabmdan ba~lamaml onerdi ... kitaplar r;ok slklClydl r;iinkii konular ilgi alammala 

ilgili degildi ve r;ogunlukla dU bUgisi aglrhkh". [ .. .last year I asked my English teacher for 

English stories to read but my teacher suggested that I could start from the course book ... the 

course books were very boring because the topics were not very relevant to my interests and 

the activities were mostly grammar-based]. 

SemaJ7: "ingilizcemi geli~tirip kendimi ingilizce ile ifade etmek istiyorum ~iinkii ingilizce 

bilmek ~aglmlz ir;in r;ok onemli". [I want to improve my English and express myself in English 

because knowing English is very important in our era, but with this system it is very difficult]. 

Sema/8: "Smifta ingilizce konusamadlglm zaman tela~lamyorum ... ger;en sene Ingilizce 

smiftmda kendimi rahat hissetmedim bu yiizden zamamn r;abuk ger;mesini istiyordum". [I get 

nervous when I cannot speak English in the class ... I did not feel comfortable in my English 

class last year so I wanted the time to pass quickly]. 

Sema/9: "Onceki ingilizce smiflarml sevmedim r;iinkii aym ~eyleri ogrendim ... merhaba, 

naszlsm? .. kendimi hala ingilizce ifade edemiyorum ... ders kitaplan? Gerr;ekten onlan 

sevmedim r;iinkii onlan anlamadlm". [I did not like my English classes before because I learnt 

the same things ... hi, how are you? . .1 am still not be able to express myself in English ... the 

course-books? I really did not like them because I did not understand them]. 

Serna/I 0: " ... ders kitaplan burr; ve kahvenin tarih; gibi slkicl konulan vardl". [ ... the course 

books had topicS like horoscopes and the history of coffee, which were boring]. 
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Banulll: "Kesinlikle, fok daha i1ginf olur ve kitaplarz daha anlaylp ve sevecem eger konularl 

hayatlmla i1giliyse". [I will learn more and prefer it better if the reading paragraphs are related 

to my reallife ... for example, life here in Diyarbakir, weddings and cultural themes]. 

Semall2: "seyehat etme ya da i$ bulmada ya da universiteye gittigimde ingilizce lazlm 

olacak". [I will need English when 1 travel or get a job or go to university"]. 

Banul13: "Skype uzerinden diger Ulkelerden insanlarla sohbet etmek istiyorum". [I want to 

chat with people from other countries through Skype]. 

Banull4: "BirgiJn bir turist i1e kar$z1a$lrsam ya da yurtdl§ma gidersem onu kullanacam". [If 

one day 1 meet a tourist or go to abroad, 1 will use it English]. 

Semall5: "Arkada$larlmla birlikte fah~maya seviyorum r;iJnkU daha fok ogreniyorum ... birlikte 

faiz$tlglmlzda kendimi daha giJvende hissediyorum". [I like working with my friends because 

I learn more ... and feel more confident when we work together]. 

Banull6: "Daha fok kitap okumak istiyorum ama malese! burada lngilizce hikayeler 

bulamlyorum". [I like to read more books but 1 like my teacher to guide me more]. 

Banull7: " ... yakla~lk 10 dakikaml ahyor Mr sayfa bitirene kadar r;iJnkU sozlugumu fok slk 

kullamyorum". [ .. .it takes me nearly 10 minutes to finish one page because 1 use my 

dictionary frequently ... I sometimes find it boring but this is the only way]. 

Banull8: "Google Translate kullamyorum ne yazdlklarml anlamak ifin". [I use Google 

Translate to understand what they wrote]. 
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Banu/19: "jngilizce okuyup ve dogru diiriist anlayamlyorum ve iiziilerek soyliiyorum kUlliir 

olarak okumuyorum", [l cannot read and understand English properly and regretfully as a 

culture we don't read] 
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Appendix K/2 Post-task interview quotations used in the thesis responses (Main Study) 

Kubra/20 "Aktivite/er motive ediciydi ve on/an r;ok sevdim ve arkada#anmda sevmi~ 

gibidiy/er ... miikemme/diy/er". [The activities were motivating and I liked them very much, 

and my friends seemed to like them as well ... they were fantastic]. 

Kubral21: " ... bu smifta ingilizce ogrenmeyi seviyorum r;iinkii bir§eyler ogrendigimi 

hissediyorum". [ ... 1 love learning English in this class because 1 feel that 1 learn something]. 

Meryeml22: " ... tabletim ile ingilizce ogrenmeyi seviyorum". [ .. .1 love using my e-pad to 

learn English]. 

Kubral23 "ingilizce ogrenmiyi seviyorum r;unkii bu giizel aktivitelerle bu smifta ingilizce 

ogrenmek eglenceli ve ho~". [I like learning English because in this class learning English is 

fun and enjoyable with those nice activities]. 

Seviml24 "ingilizce ogrenmeyi her zamankinden daha fazla ho~uma gidiyor". [I like learning 

English more than ever]. 

Kubral25: "Onceki ogrenme deneyimlerime gore, bu yo/u kesinlikle seviyorum ... Ger;mi~te 

ogrendigim lek ~ey dilbilgisi, dilbilgisi, dilbilgisi ve bu yiizden smiftaki ogrenci/erin r;ogu 

kendini ingi/izceyle ifade edemiyor ... Simdi ellerinden geleni yapiyorlar ve ingilizceleri bize 

ogrettigin bu gUzel aktivitelerle yava~r;a ilerliyor ... ". [I definitely like this way compared to 

my experiences of learning in the past ... All 1 learnt in the past was grammar, grammar, 

grammar and that's why there are lots of students in the class who cannot express themselves 

in English properly ... now they are trying to do their best and they are improving their English 

slowly with those nice activities you are teaching us ... ]. 
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Sevim26: "Dersin ba$mdakilotograflar ve You Tube videolar harikaydl riinkii gerrek senaryo 

izledim ve otantiktiler". [The pictures and the Y ouTube videos at the beginning of the lessons 

were great because I watched the real scenario on YouTube and they were authentic]. 

Adnanf27: "Smzfinm atmosleri gUzeldi". [The atmosphere of the class was nice]. 

Tarkanl28: "Bu smr/ta kendimi geli$tirdim ve bu smr/ta ogrenmek zevkli". [I have improved 

myself in this class and learning in this class is pleasant]. 

Tarkanf29 "ingilizcem rok hlzll geli$iyor riinkii bizimle sadece ingilizce konu$uyorsun". [My 

English is improving very fast because you speak with us in English only]. 

Sevim/30: "Bizi ogrettiginiz irin sansllYlz riinkii konu$maya ve jikirlerimizi yanslfmamlza 

tesvik ediyorsun ve bide hata yapmaktan korkmamamlZl, hatamalrzmlzdan ogrendigimizi 

siirekli soyluyorsunuz". [We are lucky you are teaching us because you are encouraging us to 

speak and reflect on our ideas ... you also regularly say that 'don't be afraid of making 

mistakes, we are learning more from our mistakes]. 

Tarkanf31: "Bu smr/ta dersler rok eglenceli". [The lessons in this class are really enjoyable]. 

Sevim32: "'Women's World Cup'ta en iyi golii izlemeyi sevdim ve sadece ben degi/, herkes 

sevdi ~iinkii bayan futbolcu gol attlgl zaman: 'wow 0 hayatlmda izledigim en iyi goldii J 

zevkten haykmyorduk ... o video klip gerrekten gUzeldi...Malala'mn konU$maSlm izlerken, 

nerdeyse agllyordum riinkii rok hakllydl ve konU$maSI duygu doluydu". [I loved watching the 

best goalS in the Women's World Cup and not only me but everybody liked it...because when 

a woman player scored the goal, we were screaming in joy: 'Wow that was the best goal I 

ever seen' ... that video clip was really entertaining ... while watching Malala's speech I 
have ' 

ly cried because she was so right and her talk was full of emotions]. 
near 
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Kubral33: "Ben fevrimifi gazete okuyorum ... 'bugclub' websitesinden bana onerdiginiz basil 

kitablari slk slk okurum ... onu seviyorum, 0 bir hazine". [I read online newspapers ... 1 often 

read simple books from the 'bugclub' website which you suggested to me ... 1 love it, it is a 

treasure indeed]. 

Meryem/34: "Fun Festival hosuma gifti fiinkii tUm diinyada farklz festivaller ogrendim". [I 

enjoyed 'the Fun Festivals' because 1 learnt about different festivals all around the world]. 

Meryeml35: "Dersler fok motive edici, eglenceli ve keyifli." [The lessons were very 

motivating, fun and enjoyable]. 

Meryeml:36 "Bize okulda ogrencilerle anket yapmada gUven verdiniz ve ba~arllz olmamzzda 

fok yardlmcl oldunuz, te~ekkiiler". [You gave us confidence and helped us a lot to succeed in 

conducting the interview with students in the school, thank you]. 

Bila1l37: "Bu ~ekilde, sunum gibi aktivitelere dahil oluyorum ve kendim yaptlglm zaman, daha 

fok ogreniyorum ve daha fok seviyorum ... elbetteki tablet sayesinde bu aktiviteleri yapmak 

miimkiin oldu". [This way, 1 am involved in the activities like presentation and when 1 do it 

myself, I learn more and I love it more ... of course the tablet [e-pad] made it possible to do 

those activities]. 

Seviml38: "Sunumlarm sonunda, sunumlarz tartl~tlglmlz zamam ve on/ardan ogrendigimi 

sevdim". [I loved when we discussed the presentations and what we learnt from them at the 

end of our presentations]. 

Bila1l39: "Birbirimize yard,mc, olduk grubumda ve ilk sunumumuzu tamam/amayl ba~ardlk ve 

tamamiyle sevdim". [We helped each other in my group and we finally managed to complete 

our first presentation, and I totally loved it [e-pad]]. 
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Kubral40: "Tablet olmadan, bilgi aramak ve klsa bir sure i9inde 0 bi/giyi bulmak mumkun 

olmazdi. Smifin atmosferi degi~ti ve 90 gumuzu motive efti". [Without the e-pad, I would not be 

able to search for information and find it in a short period of time. It has changed the 

atmosphere of the class and motivated most of us ... , certainly me]. 

Bila1/41: "Dil ogrenimini daha eri§ilebilir hale getirdi, runku ingilizce okumak i~in yeterli 

malzeme yok ... eger kitap almaya kalkl§lrsam, alzp ve bada gondermesi ir;in istanbul'daki 

daylma soylemem lazlm ve kitap ya da hikaye a/mak 90k pahalz, ozellikle ingilizce". [It made 

learning the language more accessible because we don't have enough materials to read in 

English ... if I want to buy one [book], I have to contact my uncle in Istanbul to buy it then 

send it to me and it is very expensive to buy books, especially English stories or books]. 

Kubral42: "Hi9 zor degillerdi, bence smif i~in dogru duzeydeydiler ve benim i~in kolaydzlar 

~unku Oxford'ta 3 ay boyunca ingilizce egitimi aldlm ne okudugumu kolayca anlzyorum hi9 de 

zor". [They were not difficult [reading texts] at all, I think they were at the right level for the 

class and they were easy for me because I studied English for 3 months in Oxford and I 

understand easily what I read]. 

Sevim/43 : "Malala Hikayesi ve Kadmlar Futbol metinleri biraz zordu ... grupta konulan 

tarfl~flk ondan sonar anladlm ve You Tube videolar da, ozellikle Kadmlar Futbol, metinlerin 

irerigini,anlamak i~in bana yardlmci oldu". ['Malala's Story and Women's Football' were a 

bit difficult. .. we discussed the topics in the group after that I understood the texts better and 

YouTube videos also helped me to understand the content of the texts, especially Women's 

Football]. 
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Meryam/44: "C;ogunlukla You Tube klipleri sevdim ... onlar okuma metinleri ile ilgiliydiler ki 

buda bize i~erigi anlamada yard,mc, n. [I mostly liked the Y ouTube clips ... they were related 

to the reading texts which helped us understand the content better]. 

Tarkanl45: "Okuma metinlerinin i~erigini gurubumuzla tartl$tlk ... YouTube videolar ve 

res imler de i~erigi hlzla anlamamda bana bazl ipu~/arz verdi". [We discussed the content of 

the reading texts in our group ... the YouTube videos and the pictures also gave clues to me to 

understand the content quickly]. 

Kubral46: "Akllli tahta iizerindeki talimatlan koloyca anladlm ~nkii a~lkfllar ve sizde onlan 

bizim i~in okudunuz". [I easily understood the instructions on the smart board because they 

were clear and you also read them for us]. 

Meryam/47: "Temalar ger~ekten iyi se~ildi ... ~ok hosuma gittiler, ozellikle Malala'nin 

Hikayesi ve onun konu$masi beni etkiledi n. [The themes were really well chosen ... I liked 

them very much, especially 'Malala's Story' and her speech affected me very much]. 

Adnanl48: "Konular ~ok ilgin~ti, ozellikle Malala Hikayesi dokunakliydi". [The topics were 

interesting, especially Malala's Story, which was touching]. 

Kubral49: "Fun Festivalleri, Malala Hikayesi and Bayan Futbolu dikkat ~ekici temalardlfakat 

boyan futbolu insanlarimiz i~in olagan dl$lydl ve bir ~ok ogrenciyi konu$mak i~in tahrik etti ve 

normalden daha ~ok katzldzlar ... Fun Festivalleri, ornegin ogrencilerin film diinyadaki 

festivalleri ziyaret etme istegi verdi ve arkada$lanm eger buna benzer festivalleri ziyaret 

etmek isteseler, tek anahtar olan Ingizceye sahip olmalarinin farkina vardilar ve konular biz; 

boyle yerleri merak etmeye ve dii$iinmeye te$vik eftt'. [Fun Festivals, Malala's story and 

Women's Football were remarkable themes but Women's Football was unusual for our people 
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and it provoked many students to speak and participate more than usual... the Fun Festivals, 

for example, made students want to visit festivals all over the world and our friends realised 

that if they want to visit such festivals, they have to have the key, which is English, and those 

topics encouraged us to wonder and think about such places]. 

Kubra/50: " ... Hayalimdeki universiteye, Oxford Universitesine, mutlaka gidip okuyacam ... ". 

[ ... 1 will definitely go and study at my dream university, Oxford University ... ] 

Tarkanl51: "jngilizcemi geli~tirmek istiyorum 9unku karde§im Karayib gemi ~irketinde 9ah~lr 

ve oraya gidip ve onunla 9all$mak i9in beni 9aglrd,". [I want to improve my English because 

my brother works for the Caribbean Cruise Company and he called me to go and work with 

him]. 

Adnanl52: " ... Metinde ki her $eyi anlamayl zorlasllran bilinmeyen bir90k kelime vardl." 

[ ... there were lots of unknown words that made it difficult to understand everything in the 

text]. 

BiIaIl53: "Az, 90k degi/". [Few [words] not many]. 

Tarkanl54: "Bazl bilinmeyen kelimeler". [Some unknown words]. 

Adnanl55: "Onlarin altlarini 9izdim ve daha sonra kelimelerin anlamml bulmak i9in online 

soz/iik ve Coogle translate kullandlm". [I highlighted them and then 1 used the online 

dictionary and Google Translate to find the meaning of the unknown words]. 

Meryem/56: "Butun aktiviteler hosuma gifti fakat smifta sunumumu yapflglm zaman 

heyecanlandlm ... ilk sunumdan sonar gevreye ailS/1m ve fena degi/dim". [I liked all the 

activities but 1 felt nervous when I did my first presentation in front of the class ... after the 

first presentation, I got used to the environment and I was OK]. 
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Kubral57: "Ele$firel ve nas" gUvenle soru sormayl ogrendim ve k,sa surede nasll bilgiye 

ula$acagimi ogrendi, yardlm isterken korkmamayl ogrendim ve derslerimizi ele$firesel 

bicimde tartl§arak degerlendirmeyi ogrendim". [We learnt how to be critical and how to ask 

questions with confidence, and learnt how to find infonnation in a short time, we learnt not 

be afraid of asking for help and we learnt how to evaluate our lessons by discussing them 

critically]. 

Meryeml58: "Ondan sonra okulda ogrencilere soru sorduk ve gurubumuzla sonuflari tarti§tik 

ve sinifta sunduk ... 3 tane daha sunum sunduk. Her sunum sonunda. sunumlarin sureci ile ilgili 

jikirlarimizi tartl$tlk". [Then, we asked questions to students in the school [interview] and 

discussed the results in our group and presented in the class ... at the end of each presentation, 

we discussed our impressions of the presentation process]. 

KubraJ59: " ... zevkliydi ve herkes iyi ca/z§tl". [ .. .it [group work] was enjoyable and everybody 

work well]. 

Seviml60: "Ba$flgl grubla tartl§tlglmlz zaman. daha iyi anladlm". [When we discussed the 

topics in the group, 1 understood better]. 

Kubral61: "Sunum hazirligini ve anket uygulamasi hO$uma gilti fiinkU grup olarak fall$tlk ve 

birbirimize yardim eltik". [I liked the preparation of presentations and conducting the survey 

with my group because we worked as a team and helped each other]. 

AdnanJ62: "Gurubumla bir araya geldik sonre bi/giyi ozetledik ve sunumumuzu planladlk ve 

hazlrladlk ... Harika bir deneyimdi". [We got together with my group then we summarised the 

infonnation and planned and prepared our presentation ... it was a nice experience]. 
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Seviml63: "SunumlanmlZl hazlrlarken norma/den daha fok faba gosterdim funku uzerime 

du~eni yapmak zorundaydlm ve I kendimden daha emindim funku yalmz bao$lma degi/dim". 

[When we prepared our presentations, 1 worked harder than usual because 1 had to finish my 

part and 1 felt more confident because 1 was not on my own]. 

Bilal/64: "Duygularlml biliyorum ve anket uyguladim ki bu da benim kendimden nekadar emin 

oldugumu gosterdi". [I know my feelings and 1 conducted the interview, which showed how 

confident 1 was]. 

Kubral65: "Tiim aktivitelere tereddiitsiiz kati/dim, ozellikle anket esnasmda diger ogrencilere 

soru sordugum zaman ve sonucu smifia sundugum zaman". [I participated in all the activities 

without any hesitation, especially when 1 asked questions to other students during the 

interview and presented the results in the class]. 

Bila1l66: "Bize sunum yapmayl, anket uygulamYI ve smif bloguda ders ve aktiviteler ile ilgili 

tartl§mayl yapmamlza izin veriyorsunuz ki buda diger ingilizce ogretmenindenfarkli ... ". [You 

let us do presentations, conduct the interview and discuss the lessons and activities on the class 

blog ... ]· 

Seviml67: "Konusmam gelisiyor, BBC Radyo 4 daki o$ohbetleri dinlerken genel fikirlerini 

anlayabiliyorum ve ingilizce gazete okudugum da anhyorum. " [My speaking is improving, I 

understand the general ideas of conversations when I listen to BBC Radio 4 and 1 can can 

understand an English newspaper in English when 1 read it]. 

Tarkan/68: "Tableti online da arao$tirma yaparken, sunumlarimi hazlrlarken anketi kayda 

alzrken kullamyorum ... tabletle kendi bao$lma bir <;ok o$eyi yapabilirim". [I use the e-pad to 
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search online, prepare my presentations, to record interviews ... 1 can do many things on my 

own with the e-pad]. 

Meryem/69: "Bence dersler boyunca kat,ld,lar". [I think they participated through the 

lessons]. 

Sevim170: "Sunumlar, anket, arkada§larla grup olarak tarti~mak, jikirlarimizi dersin sonunda 

ve simi blogunda smif dl~mda yansltmak gibi aktivitelere herzaman katllzyoruz ... bu simfta 

herzaman aktifiz". [We are always involved in the activities like presentations, interviews, 

discussing with friends as a group and reflecting our ideas at the end of each lesson ... we are 

always active in this class]. 

Tarkanl71: "Soyledigim gibi, problemim olursa size geliyorum ve smifta hata yapmaktan 

korkmuyorum ... ~iinkii hata yapmadan hi~bir§ey ogrenemeyiz dediniz". [As 1 said, 1 come to 

you when 1 have problems and in the class 1 am not afraid of making any mistakes ... because 

you said that without making mistakes, we would not learn anything in this life]. 

Meryem/72: "Sunum sonunda arkada§lara sorular sormak ho§uma gilti". [I liked when we 

asked questions to our friends at the end of the presentations]. 

Adanal73: "Anket siireci bana gidip ogrencilere okulda soru sorma gUveni verdi ... tekrar 

yapmayl isterim." [The interview process gave me the confidence to go and ask students 

questions in the schooL.I like to do it again]. 

Sevim/74: "SunumlarzmlZl hazlrlaylp, sundugumuzda ~ok biiyiik katll,m, oldu yard; fiinkii 

sunumlarzmlzl sevdik. " [There was also big participation when we prepared and delivered our 

presentations ... because we loved the presentations]. 
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Sevim175: "[Tablet] Dgrenmemi kolayla$tzrzyor 9iinkii festivaller, Bayan Futbol and Malala 

Hikayesindeki bUgi i9in ara$flrlp ve hlZIl bir $ekilde 0 bUgiyi buldugumuz gibi desrlerimiz ifin 

ara~tlrma yapabi/iriz." [It [the e-pad] makes our learning easy because I can search for 

information for my lessons, as I did when I searched for information on festivals, women's 

football and Malala's Story, and found the information quickly]. 

Kubral76: " ... Smifta tablet ses kaydl yaptlgl zaman sesli okuyabiliriz ve ondan sonrada 

sesimizi dinleyebiliriz. Bu yolla okuma, dinleme ve konu~ma hunerlerimizi geli$tirebiliriz". 

[ .. .in the class we can read aloud while the e-pad is recording and then listen to our own 

voice. By this way we can improve our reading, listening and speaking skills]. 

Meryem177: "Sizinle yaptigimiz gibi dahada ara$tlrma ve sunum yapabiliriz ... ara$tlrma 

yapabilir ve ogretmenlerimize ne buldugumuzu kontrol etmeleri ifin taslagi gonderebiliriz ve 

sonra onu duzeltip ve sonucu smifta sunabiliriz". [We can do more research and presentations 

as we did with you ... we can research and send our draft of what we have found to our teachers 

for feedback and then we can correct it and present the results in the class]. 

Tarkanl78: "Milli Egitim Bakanllgl tabletin igerigini geli$tirebilir ve yeni $eyler keifetmek, 

yani ugulamalar indirmek ... ya da kelime bankasl gibi kendi uygulamalanmlzl yaratmak irin 

web sitelerine eri$memize izin verebilirler". [The MNE should extend the content of the e-pad 

and they should allow us to access websites to discover new things, download new apps or we 

create our apps ... like vocabulary bank]. 
can 

Adnan/79: "Anket sonurlarimizi ozetledik, ordaki bi/giyi duzenledik ve gruptaki herkes kendi 

bolumiinii sundu". [We summarised our interview results, organised the information and each 

P 
member presented one part]. 

grOU 
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Meryeml80: "Metin/erin i~erigini YouTube video/armdan, Jotograj1ardan ve ba~lzk/ardan 

tahmin ettim ". [I predicted the content of the texts from the YouTube videos, photos and title]. 

Seviml81: "Online soz/uk kullandlm, grubumdakl arkada#ara sordum ve anlamml i~erikten 

pkardlm ". [I used the online dictionary, asked friends in my group, and worked out meaning 

from the context]. 

Taarkanl82: "Bazen tahin ettim bazande Google ~eviri kullandlm .... " [I [ ... ] guessed and 

sometimes used Google Translate ... ]. 

Seviml83: "Gerektiginde smif arkada~/arlma sordum ". [I asked my classmates when 1 

needed]. 

Meryeml84: "Ilk sunumu biraz zor buldum, Jakat grubumda birbirimize yardlm ettik ve 

sonunda ilk sunumumuzu tamamlamayl ba~ardlm ". [I found the first presentation a bit 

difficult, but we helped each other in my group and we finally managed to complete our first 

presentation]. 

Adnanl85: "'Bugclub ta hikaye okudugumda, bilinmeyen kelimelerin iizerlerini degi#k renkle 

i~aretledim sonra bilinmeyen kelime/eri bu/mak i~in online soz/uk Iinkinin iizerini tlklayarak 

buldum ~iinkii hepsine bakacam zamamm yoktu ... bir hikayenin gene/ an/ami anlamak i~in her 

kelimeyi bilmemiz gerekmez." [ ... when I read a story on the 'bugc1ub' website, I highlighted 

the unknown words and then I used the online dictionary by clicking on the link to find out the 

meaning of those words because I did not have time to look up all ofthem ... we do not need to 

know every word to understand the general meaning of reading a story]. 

Kubral86: "Genel jikir, ozel bUgi ve kavramak i~in okumak gibi Jark" fur okuma becerileri 

ogrendim ... Okudugumda bu becerUeri kullamyorum ~nkU okurken bu becerileri 
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kulianmamlZI ogrettiniz". [I have learnt different types of reading skills, such as reading for 

general ideas, specific infonnation and comprehension ... I am using those skills when I read 

because you taught us those skills to use them when reading]. 

Seviml87: "r;iinkii onlar [sunumlarJ yaranmlza ve bu smifa ba#adlglmdan beri, lngilizcede 

konu~ma ve okuma becerilerimin geli~tiginin farkma vardim". [Because they [presentations] 

are for our benefit and 1 realised that my speaking and reading skills in English have been 

improving since I started this class]. 

Adnanl88: "Oncelikle, boyle ingilizce okumam geli~iyor fiinkii sunumlanml hazlrlarken bir 

fok sey okudum". [First of all, 1 am improving my reading in English with this way because 1 

read a lot of things when 1 prepared my presentations]. 

Kubra/89: "Arkada~lanmm yapml~ oldugumuz seyler iizerine gorii~ ve yorumlan gormek 

gUzeldi". [It was nice to see my friends' views and comments about what we had done]. 

Tarkanl90: "Smif ifi tartl~malar bize bir fok ~ey ogretti ... zayzjllk ve gUf/ii 

yanlarzmi ... arkada#anmm derslerle, etkinliklerle ilgili fikirlerini gorebiliyorum ... ". 

[DisCussions in the class teach us a lot of things .. .1 can see my weakness and strong 

sides ... my friends' ideas on the lessons, activities ... ]. 

SevimJ91 : "Tableli naszl ar;acaglml bilmiyordum r;iinkii daha once kullanmadlm ... ve 

birtaneye sahip olmak ve onu kullanamamak sinir bozucu. " [I did not know how to tum on my 

tablet because I did not use it before ... and it was frustrating to have one and not to know how 

to use it]. 

Semaf92: "ingilizce okumayi sevmiyorum fiinkii anlamlyorum." [I do not like reading in 

J'sh because I don't understand]. 
Eng 1 
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Banu/93: " ... Dil bilgisinden ba~ka bir~ey ogrenmedim." [ .. .I learnt grammar but nothing 

else]. 

Seviml94: "'Bugclub' websayfasmdan hikayeler okumak ho~uma gidiyor, ger{:ekten gUzel. " [I 

like reading stories from the 'bugclub' website, it is really nice]. 

Meryeml95: "Onceleri bilgisayarm ingilizce ogrenmemi nasil etkileyebilir diye du#indum 

lakat tabletimi aldlglm zaman, gorii~umu tamamiyle degi~tirdigininfarkina vardim ... odevimi 

yapmaya ihtiya{: duydugum zaman internetten ara~tlrlyorum ... ornegin, sunumumu yaptlglm 

zaman. "[At the beginning, 1 thought how a computer can affect my English learning but since 

I had my tablet, I have realised that it has changed my view completely .. .! search on the 

internet when I need to do my work ... for example, when I did my presentations]. 

Kubral96: "Gorii~melerimizi kaydedebiliyoruz ve ~alz§malarzmlZl tablet/ere kaydedebiliriz." 

[We are able to record our interviews and save our work in our e-pads]. 

Kubral97: "Bence ogretmenlerimizin 90gu burda ingilizce konu~amlyor, bu yUzden smifta 

Turk{:e konu~uyorlar." [I think most of our English teachers here cannot speak English 

properly, therefore, they speak Turkish in the class]. 

BilaV98: "Bu smifa ba§ladlglmdan beri olumsuz jikirlerim degi~ti .. .ingiJizcenin 90k zor bir dil 

oldugunu ve hi{:birzaman ogrenemeyecegimi du§undiim fakat bu smif dii§iincelerimi 

degi~tirdi ... onu ger~ekten ogrenebilirim ve kendime gUveniyorum. " [Since I started this class, 

my negative ideas about English have changed .. .1 thought that English was very difficult 

language and I would never be able to learn it but this class has changed my thoughts .. .! can 

actually learn it and I am confident]. 
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Kubral99: "Tabletle ogrenmeyi seviyorum ... ~iinkii bana ~ok yardimci oldu. " [I like learning 

with the e-pad ... because it helps me a lot]. 

MeryemllOO: "Tableti kullandlglmdan beri ingilizce ogrenmekten ho~laniyorum ve 'bugclub' 

ta zamamml daha ~ok ingilizce okudugumu harcadlglmmfarkettim. "[Since I started using the 

e-pad, I have been enjoying learning English and I have realised that I am now spending more 

time reading in English on the 'bugc1ub' website]. 

TarkanllOl: "Diinya Bayan Futbol Kupasinda golleri izlemek ho~uma gitti." [I loved 

watching the goals in the Women's World Cup]. 

Sevimll02: "'Malala 'nm Hikayesi' ~ok etkileyiciydi ve bazen unuttugum ogrenimin ne kadar 

onemli oldugunu anladlm." ['Malala's Story' was very touching and 1 have realised the 

importance of education that 1 sometimes forget]. 

Meryeml103: "Dersler zekli". [The lessons are fun]. 

Seviml104: "Bir anbk gozlerimi kapattlm ve kendimi olay yerinde buldum ve MalalaYl 

hastaneye .ta~lyan kalababgl gordiim ". [For a moment, 1 closed my eyes and 1 found myself at 

the scene and 1 saw the crowd carrying Malala to the hospital]. 

Kubra/105: "Titanic'i 'bugclub' websitesinde 3 hafta once okudum ve okudugumda erkek 

karakteri, Jack'i, tahrik edici buldum ... kitabl bitirdikten sonra filmi gordiim ve ~ok 

gUzeldi ... a1t-yazdl izledim ve kelimeler asinaydl ". [I read the Titanic on the 'bugclub' website 

3 weeks ago and when I was reading it, 1 found Jack the male character in the book very 

stimulating .. .1 saw the film after I finished the book and it was really good .. .1 watched it with 

subtitles and the vocabulary in the film seemed familiar]. 
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Tarkanl106: "Smzj arkada$farzmla ~ab~mak birtaklm ~eyleri Jarklz yapmama yaradl. .. mesela 

Gap festivali konulu sunumumuzu sunarken gelenekseJ giyisi giydim". [Working with my 

classmates helped me to do things differently ... like 1 wore tradidional dress when we 

presented our topic about 'Gap Festival']. 

Bilall107: "Arkada~larzmdan ~ok ~ey ogrendim ... sunumu nasi! hazzrlayacaglml ... ger~ekten 

hO$uma gifti. " [I learnt many things from my friends ... how to prepare a presentation .. .1 really 

liked it]. 

Seviml108: "Gurubmla ~alz~mayl sevdim." [ .. .I loved working with my group]. 

Kubrall09: "Eskiden ogretmenim tarafindan veri/en konulari haZlrlaylp sunard,m." [I 

prepared and presented topics that were given to me by my teacher in the past]. 

MeryemlllO: "Ba~ta nasll sunacaglm diye endi$elendim .. .fakat herkesin sundugunu gOrUnce, 

yammda oturan arkada~a 'korkunun ecele Jaydasl yok' dedim." [I was worried at the 

beginning about how to present ... but when I saw everybody presented, I said to my friend 

next to me that 'there is no use fearing the inevitable']. 

Bilalllll: "Bu smzj diger slmflarzmdan Jarklz ... bir r;ok aktivite yaplYoruz ... ornegin sunumlar, 

anket gOrU$mesi, fikirlerimizi ifade etme". [This class is very different from my other 

classes ... we do lots of activities ... such as presentations, conducting interview, reflecting our 

ideas .... ]. 

Kubrall12: "Tum smzj katllmak istedi ve sunumumuzu hazzrlaylP sunduk ... r;iinkU hepimiz 

sunumUmlarlmlZI sedik ... ~ok renk/iydi". [All class wanted to participate and we prepared and 

delivered our presentations ... because we all enjoyed our presentations ... they were colourful]. 
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Adnanl1l3: "Eskisi gibi r;ok sozliik kullanmlyorum r;unku jngilizce bir gazetenin genel fikrini 

anlayabiliyorum ... The Daily Express". [ .. .1 don't use dictionary as often as before because I 

can understand the general idea of an English newspaper. .. The Daily Express"]. 

Sevimll14: "okuma becerimin geli~tigini hissedebiliyorum r;unkU r;ok sozliik 

kullanmlyorum ... okudugum ~ey r;ok karma~lk ve zor ise bazen Google gevirim kullaniyorum". 

[I feel that my reading level is improving because I do not use the dictionary very much ... I 

sometimes use Google Translate if what I read is very complicated or difficult]. 

Seviml1l5: "YouTube videolar 'Bayan Futbolu' konuyu daha iyi bir~ekilde anlamama 

yardlmCI oldu". [YouTube videos helped me to understand the topic on 'Women's Football' 

better]. 

Meryeml116: "Arkada~lanmm jikirlerini ve tartl~malarml gorme ve onlarn uzerine 

yorumlarzml yazma firsatl verdi bana ve onlardan r;ok ~ey ogrendim". (It gave me the 

opportunity to see my friends' ideas and discussions and commented on them and I learnt very 

much from them]. 

Bulentll17: ' ... educating people is the biggest insult for a human being ... I have the ability 

10 learn, I don '1 need to be taught f. .. ] because the information is already there and thanks 10 

the technology I learnt many things by doing it all myself with the e-pad' [ ... insanlari egitmek 

insanoglu icin en buyuk ayip ... ogrenme kabiliyetim var, ogretilmeye ihtiyacim yok [ ... ] 

cunku biIgi etrafimizda ve technology sayesinde, bir cok seyi tablet Be kendi kendime 

ogrendim]. 
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Appendix K/3 Examples from the Class Blog Reflections quote in the thesis in Turkish 

and English, with screen shot (Main Study) 

Blog 1: Okulda ilk defe ingilizce ogrenmekten ho~landlglml hissettim [That was the first time 

I felt that I was enjoying learning English in the school]. 

Blog 2: ... Eskiden sadece smavi ge~mek i~in ~ok ~ah~lrdlm, fakat ~imdi ingilizce ogrenmek 

ho~uma gidiyor ~i1nlcti rum aktiviteler gilzel ve anlamh [ .. .in the past I used to study hard for 

the exarn only to pass but now I arn enjoying learning English because all the activities are 

nice and meaningful]. 

Blog 3: Bizim i~in daha iyi ~i1nlcti bu ingilizce kon~tugumuz tek zaman [It is better for us 

because this is the only time we speak English]. 

Blog 4: Tabletim oldugundan beri okuyorum [I have read more since 1 had my tablet. 

Blog 5: Bence Fun Fesivallerle eglendik ve epey etkile~im vardl, ozelikle dersin b~l ve sonu 

[I think we had fun with fun festivals and it [the lesson] was quite interactive, especially at the 

beginning and end the lesson]. 

Blog 6: Killrur festivalleri hakkmda bilgim geli~ti [My knowledge on cultural festivals has 

increased] . 

Blog 7: C;ok motive ediciydi ve hepimiz derslere katIldlk [It [the lessons on women's football] 

was really motivatinging and we all participated to the lessons]. 

Blog 8: Malala hakmda okumaya kesinlikle te~vik etti [It [the lesson] has definitely 

encouraged me to read more about Malala]. 
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Blog 9: Kesinlikle evet, Malala hakkmda intemette okudum ve nobel odiilii aldl [Definitely 

yes, 1 read about Malala on the Internet and she won the Nobel Prize]. 

Blog 1 0 Arkada~la beraber bende Telegraf websitesinde internette okudum ve bu internet 

adresi: http://www .telegraph.co.uklwomenlwomens-life/l 03719881Malala-Yousafzai-didnt

win_the-Nobel-Peace-Prize.-She-didnt-need-to.html [With my friend, 1 read on the Internet too 

and the name of the website is the Telegraph and here is the webpage address: 

http://www .telegraph.co. uklwomenlwomens-lifell 03719881Malala-Y ousafzai -didnt -win-the

Nobel-Peace-Prize.-She-didnt-need-to.html]. 

Blog 11: Dersin ilk klsmml ozellikle sevdim 9iinku YouTube aktiviteleri eglenceliydiler ve 

dersin temaslyla baglantIhydl. [I especially liked the beginning of the lesson because the 

YouTube activities were fun and related to the themes of the text]. 

Blog 12: Onun gibi ingilizce ogretmeni olacam bu yUzden bu sunumlara ah~mak guzel 9iinku 

iiniversiteye gittigim zaman benzer sunumlar yapabilirim [I will be an English teacher like 

him so it is nice to get used to those presentation because when I go to university, I may have 

to do similar presentations]. 

Blog: 13: Bu derste ogretmenden fazla bir~ey anlamadlm fakat ihtiyaclm olan 'Yok ~ey 

ogrendim [I did not understand much from the teacher in this lesson but I learnt many things 

that I needed]. 

Blog: 14: Arkada~lar pek yararh bulmadlm 9UnkU ingilizce konu~maya utamyorum [Friends, I 

did not find it very useful because I am shy to talk in English]. 

Blog 15: Cok rahat, samimi bir atmosferi vardl ve herkes giizelce beraber 9ah~tl [It 

[claSSroom] had a very relaxing, friendly atmosphere and everybody worked nicely together]. 
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Blog 16: Herkes birbirine yarduncI olmada ~ok heyecanhydl [Everybody was excited about 

helping each other]. 

BIog 17: SozlUge ya da Google ~eviriye bakmadan ingilizce gazeteleri okuyup ve onlann 

genel fikirlerini anlayabiliyorum [I can read and understand the general ideas from English 

newspapers without looking up a dictionary or Google translation]. 

Blog 18: Ogretmenimiz bugclub admda bana bir websitesi ismi verdi ve sevdigim bir ~ok 

hikaye buldum. Benden gelene kadar okuyacaglm [My teacher gave me the name of a website 

called 'bugclub' and 1 found lots of stories 1 like. 1 will read as much as 1 can]. 

BIog 19: Evet ~ok yararh bir websitesi [Yes it [bugclub] is a very useful website]. 

Blog 20: Malala ile ilgili internetten bende okudum ve onu hakketti [I read about Malala on 

the Internet too and she deserved it [Nobel Prize]]. 

Blog 21: Taliban hakkmda okudum ve ~ok kotUler [I read about Taliban and they are horrible]. 

Blog 22: UEFA bayan futbol ile ilgili daha 'rok okuyorum [I read more on the UEFA women's 

football league]. 

Blog 23: Dilimi gelistirmek i~in slmfta aktif olmam gerektigini ogrendim [I learnt that 1 

should be active in the class to improve my language]. 

Blog 24: Bugclub'tan gUzel bir kitap onerebiJirim size, seviye 2, klrmlzl renkli ye gidin. 

Kltabm ismi at the fun park, a kategorisi. Bugclub ta kitaplan dinleyebildigimi buldum [I can 

suggest to you a nice book from the bug club, go to level 2, red colour. The name of the story 

is "At the Fun Park", Category A. I found out that 1 can listen to the book on the 'bugclub']. 

Blog 25: Evet, okuma seviyem yUkseldi [Yes, my reading level has been improving ... ]. 
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Blog 26: Tableti kullandlglmda zordu ama ~lmdl ogretmenimiz ve slnIf arkada~laflm 

sayesinde ~ok kolay ve onu seviyorum [I had difficulty in using my e-pad but now thanks to 

my teacher and classmates, it is very easy and 1 love it]. 

Blog 27: ingilizcemin daha da iyiye gittigini hissediyorum [I feel that my English is getting 

better and better]. 

Blog 28: Bugun sinifta YouTube'ta izledigim golleri sevdim, mUkemmeldiler [I loved the 

goals I watched on You Tube in the class today, they were fantastic]. 

Blog 29: Ogretmenimiz sayesinde bu slnIfl seviyorum, diger slnIflardan 90k daha farkh [Due 

to our teacher, 1 love this class, it very different from my other classes]. 

Blog 30: D~iincii boliimii, 29 sayfa bitirdim ve onu seviyorum ve ~ok heyecan verici [I have 

finished chapter 3,29 pages and 1 love it and it is very exciting]. 

Blog 31: Bende kendimkini okuyorum, her~eyi anlamak biraz zor ama yava~9a okuyorum ve 

genel anlaml 9lkartmaya 9ah~lyorum. <;ok kelime ogrendim ve ~imdi eskiye oranla daha 90k 

anladlg1ml hissediyorum [I read mine too, it is a bit difficult to understand everything but 1 

read it slowly and try to get the general meaning. 1 learnt lots of vocabulary and 1 feel that I 

understand what I read more than before]. 

Blog 32: Bir bolUm, U9 veya dort sayfa okuyorum hergUn yemekten sonra ve ogretmenimizin 

tavsiye ettigi gibi iki boliimde hafta sonu okuyorum [I read one chapter, four or five pages, 

every day after my dinner and two chapters at the weekend as our teacher suggested]. 

Blog 33: Okudugumda kendirni unutuyorum [When I read, I forget myself]. 
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Blog 34: 'Bugclub' websitesini ger~ekten seviyorum ~Unlcti ~ok hikaye var ve istedi~mi 

se~ebiliyorum [I really like the 'bugclub' website because it has lots of stories and 1 can 

choose whichever 1 want]. 

Blog 35: Sunurnlari sevdim ve kendi konumu sunduguma inanamlYorum [I loved the 

presentations and 1 cannot believe that I presented my topic] 

Blog 36: 'Malala Hikayesi'nin' konusunu dersin sonunda onu tartl~tIgImlz zaman daha iyi 

anladim [I understood the topic on 'Malala's Story' better when we discussed it at the end of 

the class]. 

Blog 37: Bu ders kesinlikle 'Bayan Futboluyla' ilgi beni ~tIrmaya ve okurnaya daha ~ok 

te~vik eui [The lesson definitely encouraged me to search and read more about 'Women 

Football']. 

Blog 38: Bayan futbolu ile ilgili resim ve YouTube videoyu sevdim ve futbol ile ilgili 

b~eyler okuyacagimi tahmin ettim [I liked the pictures and YouTube videos about 'Women's 

Football' and 1 predicted that we were going to read something about football]. 

Blog 39: Dersin b~indaki sorular 'Malala hikayesi konusunun i~erigini daha ~ok anlamama 

yardlmcl oldu ve kon~masl beni moralen etkiledi [The questions at the beginning of the 

lesson helped me to understand the content of the "Malala's story" Story' better and 1 was 

very affected emotionally by her speech]. 

Blog 40: Gazeteler.com websitesinde Daily Exress gazetesini okudugum zaman genel tikri 

anlayabiliyorum [I can understand the general idea when I read the Daily Express newspaper 

on gazeteler.com website]. 
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Blog 41: Farkh okuma becerilerini ogrendim, ornegin internette sorf yaptJglm zaman, anahtar 

kelirnelere bakmam Iazlm ve bilgi i~in sorf yaptlglmda, giri~i okumam lazlm. Eger aradlglm 

biIgiyse, hepsini okurum [I learnt different reding skills and strategies, such as 1 should look at 

the key words when 1 sorf on the Internet and when 1 look for information, 1 should read the 

introduction]. 

Blog 42: Kisa hikaye okudum zaman, bilinmeyen kelimeleri klrmlzl renkle i~aretliyorum 

sonra onlan defterime yazlyorum ve hergOn pratik yaplyorum ... bu kelimeleri Skype Ozerinden 

diger iilkelerdeki arkada~lanmla sohbet ederken kullamyorum [When I read short story, I 

highlight the unknown words in red then write them them in my notebook and practise them 

everyday .. .! use those words on Skype when I chat with my friends]. 
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Screen shot: Class blog guiding questions with discussions 
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Appendix Kj4 Researcher Journal Observations and Extracts (Pre- and Post-Task) 

16th September 2013: My observations on students' IT familiarity, their views about and 

intentions for using the e-pad: 

"We do not have internet at home", 

"We have internet signal at home but it is our neighbour's and I use it sometimes,' however, it 

is very slow and sometimes off" 

"I do not have computer in my house ", 

"I do not have my personal computer and my brother has a laptop and he uses it all the time 

for his university study and he always takes it with him to university", 

"I search on the internet but I sometimes get lost and I need more time to search properly to 

find out what I want" 

"When we get our tablets, we have internet in this school and we can save materials that we 

download from the internet", 

"And it will befree, we do not have to pay at all", 

16th September 2013: I also asked the class whether they had carried out any research about 

any topic and given a presentation based on their investigations to the class in their past 

learning experience, Only two students said "yes". I also asked whether they would like to 

prepare a topic and present it in class this year and while nearly half of them said "yes", the 

majority answered "No". Some of the yes reasons: 

• it will be fun or exciting, 

• they will learn more because of their involvement, 
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• it will be very effective, 

• it will be nice, 

• it will be different from their previous learning, 

Some of the "no" reasons: 

• they do not want to, 

• they have not done it before, 

• they will not know how to do it, 

• they would feel shy, 

• they will feel nervous to speak in class. 

18th September 2013: In our informal conversation at the beginning of the first semester, 

majority of the students in two classes complained about the educational system in general and 

here are some comments I noted: 

" ... with this system, it is hard to learn English ... because we have course-books that are very 

boring irrelevant to what we are studying" 

"/ have studied English more than five years and unfortunately / cannot have a simple 

conversation with my foreign friends on Facebook ... ! sometimes use Google Translate ... " 

" ... and we learn only grammar" 

"yes, that is true" 

I also asked about their reading habits and they replied that they did not read books, especially 

in English because they did not understand and they foud reading very boring. Here are some 

comments I heard: 

"No, / don'( like reading ... [why? I asked] ! don'( know but! never read" 
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" ... yes I read newspapers ... in Turkish" 

"I don't know ... I just don't like reading ... it is not my thing [habit] " 

"Reading a book is like a torture ... I hate it" 

"/ do not like reading generally and English is impossible to read and understand" 

I tried reading English newspapers few times but I could not understand anything and I got 

bored ... all I do now is looking at the pictures when I see English newspapers" 

On the other hand very few indicated they like reading: 

"I like reading stories ... in the summer holiday ... " 

"Yes, my father is a teacher ... yes he reads a lot" 

students also complained about the course-books' topics and materials that were boring. 

More views to use the e-pad on 26th September 2013: 

"/ will be able to read on the internet and I will not have to go to internet cafes and spend 

time and money anymore because it is really very expensive ... " 

"I want cultural themes". 

"~I like reading texts to be about football ... 

11 th October 2013: Four students did not have their e-pads chargers. 

ZZod October 2013: Two students did not receive their e-pads 

weddings .. .festivals ". 

14th October 2013: Some students complained about the problems (e.g., not having e-pad 

chargers): 

"We have not had our tablets' chargers yet". 
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"When are we getting our tablets? ". 

"Teacher, we have not received our tablets and there are lots a/problems ... we better go back 

to our books ". 

15th November 2013: Students indicated that task activities helped them to predict and 

understand the content of the reading texts and they loved the topics. 

8th November to II th December 2013: Students made references to collaboration that helped 

and improved their learning and gave them confidence to involve in the learning process and 

they learnt very much from each other: 

"/ think / learnt better when / worked with my friends because we helped each other ". 

"/ liked working with my friends to prepare our presentations ", 

"Today, / managed to do something worthwhile thanks to my group ", 

"/ realised that / understood the topic better when we discussed what we watched on You Tube 

today" 

"Me too ". 

11th December 2013: Students indicated that they were happy with what they did and they 

wanted to do more presentations, conducting interviews: 

.. We want to do more research and present it in class" 

I heard further comments about reflection activities in class and noted them in my journal: 

.. We reflected on our ideas and discussed them very nicely", 

"It gave us opportunities to discuss our ideas ", 
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"/ learnt how to comment on my friends' ideas H, 

"On the class blog, I thought carefully and wrote my ideas H, 

"/ am normally not very open to talk but I was able to think and write my opinions on the class 

blogs ". 

23rd April 2013: I asked students whether they preferred learning English using the e-pad and 

all of they replied: Yes and it helped their learning: 

"Do you now prefer learning English with your tablet (e-pad) or without it? H: 

" With the tablet H 

"Why? (various answers) H: 

"Because we can access the cultural materials such as 'Twin Festival' available on the 

internet H. 

"We can watch real scenes related to lessons like football H. 

"It is more fun and exciting when we use our tablets H. 

"We can search on the internet anytime we like H. 

"I can read more online materials H. 

315t of May 2013: Students said that they wanted to go to Bogazi~i or Orta Dogu Teknik 

."ersities) and get a better job. Unly 

6 tll June 2014: Students wanted to create their own materials and shared them in class: 

"We want to create our materials if possible H 
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13th June 2014: Some students wanted to improve their English therefore they said that they 

would like to go and work in summer places, doing summer jobs so that they could meet 

English speaking tourists: 

"My brother works in Marmaris. I and 3 more friends will go and work in the restaurant 

where my brother works". 

And on 19th June 2014, six students went to work in summer jobs. 
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APPENDIX L S AMPLES FROM BUGCLUB.COM WEBSITE SHOWING FEATURES EXPLOITED IN THE 

STUDY 

,. _ Bug Club 
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Screen shot 1: Showing book band level (Pink B) 

-
Here are some of the sounds you will hear in this book. 
Click the speaker to hear each one . 

fie II [.f!' 55 

Screen shot 2: Showing practicing sounds in the book by clicking on the speaker sigh to 

r each one. hea 
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____ ____ www.bugclub.co.uk/ebook-playc"I'/pl<lyer.php?tda·n288&mal&JlS:l - Google Chr~ 

W\VW b .... gdub (O_ .. ~ 

Find out about the letters 
and sounds in this book. 

Screen shot 3: Showing an open guide to letters and sounds in the book; frog sign if the 

reader wants to take a quiz related to the book; zoom in/out sign; pen sign for underlying 

a word; speaker sign and turn the page sign. 
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